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Chapter One 

Cassandra’s Dilemma: Whose Stories Do We Live? 

 

 Although a substantial amount of research has been done with gifted children and 

much has been written about teachers, little is known, in scholarly places, about gifted 

women who have chosen to become teachers (Ford, Grantham, & Harris, 1997; Whatley, 

1998).  In fact, Kher-Durlabhji & Lacina-Gifford (1997) say, “Research suggests that 

gifted students are discouraged from entering the teaching profession” (p. 21).  Women 

who choose to teach occupy a position within competing popular, scholarly, and policy 

narratives about their profession:  Teaching is a noble calling (Bullough & Baughman, 

1997); teaching is only a semi-profession (Griffin, 1997); teaching is a traditional and 

subservient career for women (Griffin, 1997; Prentice & Theobald, 1991); teachers have 

authority, knowledge, and power (Munro, 1998); teachers have no real knowledge or 

power until they are “properly” trained (Darling-Hammond, 1996a); teachers can choose 

to work for cultural transmission or cultural change (Apple, 1996).  Similarly, scholarly 

discourse about gifted women presents no single narrative: Highly intelligent women are 

trapped by traditional ways of being (Arnold, Noble, & Subotnik, 1996; Kerr, 1994; Reis, 

1998); intellectually gifted women are a seldom-tapped natural resource (Fleming & 

Hollinger, 1994); gifted women are underachievers (Betz, 1994; Callahan & Reis, 1996); 

highly capable women are constrained by professional glass ceilings (Maltby & Devlin, 

2000); gifted women are resilient and overcome traumatic adversity (Basu, 1996; 

Fleming & Hollinger, 1994; Kitano & Perkins, 1996;  Noble, Subotnik, & Arnold, 1996); 

gifted girls and women require psychological and pedagogical interventions in order to 
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overcome obstacles (Kerr, 1994; Reis, 1998).  Researchers do not even agree on 

meanings for high intelligence, giftedness, or academic talent (Gagne, 1997; Morelock, 

1997).  While research provides multiple, yet contradictory, positions, seldom in these 

narratives do we hear the women’s voices except as summaries or in snippets. We have 

little in scholarship that presents their stories, in their words, of understandings they have 

constructed of themselves and their realities.  

 Discussions of realities, however, are no easy matter.  From at least the middle of 

the twentieth century, groups from scientists to artists and philosophers have understood 

“reality” to be chaotic:  “This world is dense, opaque, unintelligible” (Barrett, 1962, p. 

72).  Because reality has become “unintelligible,” Muller (1962) maintains that “all 

reasoning is by analogy” (p. 35, emphasis in the original).  He says that metaphor is one 

of the most important of those reasoning analogies (p. 30).  In other words, we cannot say 

specifically what something is; we can only say what we believe it to be like.  These 

metaphors function as organizing principles that provide us with a way to interpret and 

make sense of experiences that, otherwise, would seem too chaotic to be meaningful.  We 

become like the blind men encountering an elephant for the first time, proclaiming the 

creature to be “very like” a rope, a tree, a wall.  Our understandings are highly dependent 

upon which part of the “elephant” we chance to touch, and upon what previous 

experiences we have had to help us interpret what we sense or observe. 

 Like metaphor, genre organizes and interprets experience.  Language scholar 

Patrick Muana (1998) has said: 

Genre...is the active interface among three distinctive but interrelated 

spheres: orienting frameworks, interpretative frameworks, and sets of 

expectations.  Orienting frameworks highlight the stylistic, thematic and 

functional dimensions of genre; the interpretative dimension is a 
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consequence of an ongoing process of negotiations among participants; 

and the larger social and ideological milieu constitute the sets of 

expectations within which genre emerges. (p 50) 

Genre, therefore, also helps us to organize and to interpret our experiences, not only for 

ourselves, but as we try to communicate these to others.  This study focuses, in part, on 

the genres, or types of stories, academically-talented women who teach use to position 

and re-position themselves within the narratives available to them. 

Cassandra’s dilemma as metaphor for voice within community 

 Because I believe we speak ourselves into being and because I believe in 

meanings revealed through metaphor and genre, I begin this section with a story. 

 In a world beyond history, in a space of myth, we find a tale of Cassandra, 

princess of ancient Troy. For reasons never written, Cassandra’s parents, Priam and 

Hecuba, drunk from Dionysian revels, abandoned the infant Cassandra and her twin 

brother in a temple dedicated to Apollo, honored as a god of the wilderness, frenzy, even 

death. When the royal parents returned for the children, they saw serpents entwined with 

the babies, licking their mouths and ears. The children were, thereby, marked by the gods 

with powers of prophecy, abilities to hear and speak truths unavailable to most humans. 

The people of Troy revered them for their abilities, certain that each truth they spoke 

came from the gods. 

 But wait. 

 History intrudes.  Cultures morph and write for us another, darker tale of 

Cassandra. In stories composed several centuries after this first one, she is a beautiful 

maiden, still a Trojan princess, adored by her father but ignored by her mother, pursued 

by numerous suitors whom she refuses. Apollo--now the god of light, reason, balance, 

and truth--notices and desires the lovely girl.  He appears to her and offers her the gift of 
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prophecy, the seat of Pythia at Delphi.  In exchange, he demands her virginity and a 

continuing sexual relationship. For reasons we are again not given, Cassandra acquiesces 

but refuses him when he comes for her.  Apollo leaves in anger.  He cannot undo the 

power he has given her, but he can punish her. He comes to her again, seeming to accept 

her decisions; he asks her for a kiss as a sign of friendship, a chaste relationship between 

them. Cassandra agrees. However, as she opens to receive his kiss, Apollo spits in her 

mouth, thereby cursing his gift: she will retain the power of prophecy but will never be 

believed. Thereafter, Cassandra lives in agony.  She tries to speak her knowledge of 

deceptions, betrayals, deaths. Rather than heed her warnings, those who hear her words 

name her a traitoress or a woman insane. She is not only insulted and ignored; she is also 

guarded, constrained and confined lest she attempt to voice her visions anyway and 

disrupt official understandings. When the Greeks engage the Trojans in a final battle, 

Cassandra seeks sanctuary in Athena’s temple to escape the chaos.  Instead, she is raped 

there by a Greek soldier. The goddess turns away from the scene of Cassandra’s 

defilement, unable or unwilling to intervene, although she later punishes the Greeks for 

having profaned her temple. Now a spoil of war, Cassandra foresees and speaks of her 

own murder at the hands of the Greek queen, Clytemnestra.  Neither her family in Troy 

nor, years later, the Greeks in Argos believe her. Surrounded by disbelief, rage, and 

revenge, Cassandra dies. She had gained the voice of Truth but had lost all community, 

all acceptance. 

 Many tellings of Cassandra’s story relate only the second, tragic tale; they omit 

the earlier version or bury it in historical commentary (Bell, 1991; Grant & Hazel, 1973; 

March, 1998). But what happens when we tell both stories? Among other possibilities, 

we become aware of the constructed nature of narratives, of discontinuities, gaps, and 

fissures in what would, otherwise, appear seamless. We see potential contradictions in the 
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alternative characterizations of Cassandra and her parents, of the Trojan people, even of 

the god Apollo. The story, which seemed solid and of a piece, becomes a site of tensions 

among competing narratives.   

 Without the earlier story of the serpents, the figure of Cassandra is reduced to that 

of a foolish virgin who seeks to “trick” Apollo into giving her his power while she 

remains, technically, inviolate. She is a precursor to Viviane, the mortal beloved by 

Merlin in the even more recent Arthurian myths, who cajoles Merlin into revealing his 

magic only to use it to ensnare him for her own uses. In the tale of Apollo’s kiss, this 

Cassandra/Viviane becomes an embodiment of some masculine, perhaps even Freudian, 

fear of the feminine.  She is a seductress who manipulates Apollo/Merlin into revealing 

his secrets, then uses his own power against him or in competition with him.  As such, 

she invites her own punishment because she has broken the rules of patriarchal 

agreements: the power “belonged” to him; he owned it and agreed to give of it to her in 

exchange for that which he desired. She agreed to the arrangement then reneged on the 

bargain. In this interpretation, knowledge--and the power associated with it--is a 

commodity. In the earlier story, Cassandra receives the “kiss” of the serpent gods who 

“gift” her with language and knowledge; they share power, apparently without 

negotiations.  In both narratives, credibility and honor are bestowed by the dominant 

powers; these gifts do not arise from Cassandra’s own abilities nor from her own will.  

When she tries, in the second story, to impose her will on the gods, she loses her place in 

any community.  She rejects the Pythian community of Apollo’s priestesses, and the 

people of Troy and of Argos reduce her voice to the rantings of a madwoman.  

Seemingly, Cassandra can choose to be the mouth of the gods and retain a place in 

community, or she can insist on her own voice and lose any place in community. 

 But wait again. If there are two stories, there may be more.  
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 We notice something missing when we attend closely to these two tales.  In 

neither story do we hear much of Cassandra’s voice.  She is merely an object in someone 

else’s story.  In the earlier version, Cassandra is an infant, without language. She learns to 

speak as part of the gods’ gift, but in a voice already appropriated by those dominant 

powers. In the later, tragic tale, we can hear her frenzy as she encounters others’ 

disbelief.  In Euripides’  Trojan Women (1950), we hear the anger in her sarcasm as she 

berates the Greeks for their war-time atrocities. We see her prophesy vengeance on  

Agamemnon while the Greeks and her own mother dismiss her as demented.  In 

Aeschylus’  Agamemnon (1977), we hear her torment as she sees Apollo in the distance 

and faces her own eminent death. In these two dramas, her voice has been cursed by 

Apollo’s kiss.  However, in both the early and later myths, Cassandra’s own voice, 

devoid of any divine influence, is silent.  She becomes only an instrument of the gods. 

 Foucault (1977) writes of a man who becomes aware that “he could only speak in 

the space marked by the disappearance of the gods and that language could only depend 

on its own power to keep death at a distance” (p. 59).  Foucault suggests that the power of 

language is weak without the power of “the gods” behind it, that language alone cannot 

“keep death at a distance.”  Death, in this story, represents not only physical demise but 

also an absence of meaning or purpose: if we do not speak for ourselves, we “die” into 

someone else’s story.  Foucault also speculates that language, as sign, can be “read as 

ontological indications,” that these signs of what is considered “real” are “often 

imperceptible, bordering on the futile. They manage to present themselves as faults--

slight imperfections at the surface of a work; we might say that they serve as an 

involuntary opening to the inexhaustible depths from which they come to us” (p. 57).  

Language, then, even as it re-presents the “real,” offers a way to interrogate that “reality” 

in places where its “surface” contains cracks or in other departures from the patterns it 
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presents.  Because there are two mythological stories of Cassandra, and because she 

herself speaks so little in either, we can see  “faults” in that “reality” which suggests she 

has no way to speak, beyond despair, unless she becomes a voice for “the gods.” With 

Foucault’s image of the fissures and breaks, we have access to other stories of Cassandra, 

ones not yet written, in which she may speak for herself. 

 What ontology, what narrative of “reality,” might Cassandra suggest if we could 

know these other versions of her story?  Might they open a space within which she 

discusses her own desire for knowledge?  Might we hear her understanding of her 

positions in various communities?  Might we discover motives--beyond the economic 

interpretations offered by the dominant culture--for her refusal to fill herself with 

Apollo’s presence and speak only as his mouth?  Might we also be able to see these 

unspoken stories of Cassandra as metaphors for the stories of other women, among them 

academically-talented women who teach?  Might we, then, deepen our own 

understandings of the difficulties women encounter in trying to construct or maintain a 

balance between personal integrity and membership in community, between living their 

own stories and living those others have written for them? 

Some stories our communities write of us 

 In my quest for additional stories, I begin with parts of my own.  A few years 

after I had begun teaching English and social studies to children labeled “gifted” in 

grades 7 through 12, I began to wonder what sense these children might make of their 

academic talent once they left public schools and became adults.  Although the schools I 

had attended had offered no special classes for “gifted” students, they had grouped 

students by their high, average, and low performances.  Throughout my schooling, I had 

been a member of the “high-performing” group.  What did the label mean outside of 

classrooms?  There seemed to be an assumption in schools and in my family that success 
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in school led to success in a career.  Was I still “successful” as a teacher?  Would my 

students’ strong academic abilities translate, in their adult lives, into “high-performing” 

and “successful” careers?  These ponderings led me to look for stories of other 

academically-talented adults, especially stories of women who had chosen to become 

teachers.  I was especially interested in how others understand the relationship between 

teaching and concepts of success. 

 “Success” in these stories was often interpreted in terms of high salaries and 

prestige ( Betz, 1994; Jackson, 2001; Southworth, 2000), a model predicated on 

masculine expectations and men’s experiences (Arnold, Noble & Subotnik, 1996; 

Subotnik, Stone & Steiner, 2001).  Teaching, with its relatively low salaries and lack of 

prestige, was named a “gendered” or “feminized” profession (Montecinos, 1997; 

Morales, 1994; Tamboukou, 2000; Whatley, 1998).  Arnold, Noble & Subotnik (1996) 

have offered a model of “achievement” based on women’s experiences.  Their model 

expands the meanings of “success” to include space for women’s accomplishments 

within their relationships as well as within their careers.  Nevertheless, the authors still 

privilege “success” in spheres that are more public over efforts in spaces that are more 

private.  Teaching, because it is associated with the non-hierarchical nurturing of children 

rather than the hierarchical competition among adults, is located within more private or 

intimate spaces.  Although overcoming cultural or psychological oppression sometimes 

substitutes for prestige (Kitano & Perkins, 1996), eminence--with its attendant fame and 

fortune--still most often signifies the pinnacle of success in any given field (Arnold, 

Noble & Subotnik, 1996).  “Success” was defined by other scholars in terms of self-

fulfillment (Harmon & Meara, 1994; Kram, 1996; Pignatelli, 1999; Schlosser, 2001; 

Story, 1998; Tolan, 1994).  Some research stories of teaching present the field as a career 

that offers much job satisfaction (Bullough & Baughman, 1997; Brady, 1997; Grimmett, 
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1997) while others characterize teaching as work that consumes teachers’ energies, even 

their identities, without providing them with an accompanying sense of accomplishment 

(Britzman, 2003; Connelly & Clandinin, 1999; Easthope & Easthope, 2000; Esteve, 

2000; Goodson, 1991; Goodson & Sikes, 2001; Gratch, 2000; Hargreaves, 1994, 1995; 

Hayes, 2001; Lathem, 1998; Ma, 1999).  Success within teaching is also described in 

multiple and competing ways.  “Good” teachers are defined by some as those who score 

well on tests and standardized performance assessments themselves or whose students 

perform at high levels (Brabeck, 1999; Bracey, 2000; Brady, 1997; Clinton, 1996; 

Darling-Hammond, 1996a, 1996b, 2003; Darling-Hammond & Berry, 1998; Drake, 

Spillane & Hufferd-Ackles, 2001; Driscoll, 1999; Falk, 1998; Hickok, 1998; Lord, 2002, 

Soler, 1999; Wise, 2000).  For other researchers, “good” teachers are those who bring 

innovation and creativity into the classrooms (Fatt, 1998; Ho & Toh, 2001; Marlow, 

1995; Orlich, 2000; Pipho, 2000; Renyi, 1998; Schultz, 1997; Sparapani, 1998).  For still 

others, “good” teachers foster positive relationships with students, parents, fellow faculty, 

and/or the public (Burke, 1997; Campbell, 1999; Davis, 2000; Foote, 2000; Freiberg, 

2002; Gratch, 2000; Grimmett, 1997; Goodson & Sykes, 2001; Gordon, 1999; 

Hargreaves, 1994, 1995; Kagan, 1993; Kozol, 1997; Leonard, 1999; Ma, 1999; Morales, 

1994; Pignatelli, 1999; Ralph, 1998; Shann, 1998; Short, 1994; Techniques, 1998).  Some 

research stories suggest that “good” is a term reserved for teachers who do all of these 

things and more; these teachers make lasting and meaningful contributions to the field 

(Ethell, 2000; Gallagher, 1994; Gonzalez Rodriguez, 1998; McKay, 1997; Pearson, Vyas, 

Sensale & Kim, 2001; Stronge, 2002; Tamboukou, 2000; Wexelblatt, 1999).  As I have 

reflected on my own experience as a teacher, I have observed that my understanding of it 

was as conflicted as the research.  Sometimes I saw myself as able to effect change; 

sometimes I saw myself as overwhelmed, my best efforts frustrated by circumstances 
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beyond my control or my knowledge to redirect them.  I was again reminded of the blind 

men and the elephant, of the importance of context in any description of success as it 

relates to teaching.   

  Part of this context involves strong academic ability, but little research has 

focused on the academically-talented as adults. Some research articles discussed “gifted” 

adults within longitudinal studies that focused on students in specific programs, such as 

the Illinois Valedictorian Project (Arnold, 1994) or Project Choice (Fleming & Hollinger, 

1994).  These program evaluations also discussed difficulties academically-talented 

women encountered when they tried to complete courses of study, especially in the 

sciences, or to succeed in careers, such as engineering, that have been dominated by men.  

In these and similar research pieces, teaching was labeled “women’s work” (Clifford, 

1991; Munro, 1998; Theobald, 1999) and was treated as an extension of the ways men 

have long oppressed women (Wood, 2000).  Academically-talented women who taught 

were characterized as participating in their own oppression because they were too trapped 

in masculine cultural ideas about what women want and are expected to do (Rudman & 

Glick, 1999; Wood, 2000).  These researchers concluded that a career in teaching did not 

allow these women to “realize their potential” (Kerr, 1994; Reis, 1998).  These studies 

also referred to “society’s loss” (Fleming & Hollinger, 1994) when “gifted” women 

settled into traditionally female roles.   

 Research about recruiting and retaining “good” teachers also presented 

contradictory stories.  Several articles about education policy and hiring practices spoke 

about how academically-talented individuals were desirable teachers but were being lured 

into other professions through higher salaries and the potential for more prestige (Boser, 

2000; Clinton, 1996; Massachusetts Department of Education, 1999;  Recruiting new 

teachers, 2001; San Diego County Office of Education, 1997; Shen, 1997; Soler,1999).  
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Other reports indicated that a prospective teacher’s academic performance was seldom 

considered when teachers were being hired (Ballou, 1995, 1996; Gitomer, 2000; Ralph, 

1998).  In fact, Ralph (1998) said that “students might reduce their anxiety in striving for 

higher marks if they were aware that hiring personnel may be less interested in grades 

than in their personal and social skills in working with others” (p. 51).  Research on 

gifted women and on recruiting teachers seemed to treat academically-talented women as 

resources for various professions rather than as people involved in constructing their own 

lives.  Few of these studies present the women’s stories of how they understand 

themselves, the women’s academic abilities, their careers, and their lives. Those that did 

seemed to represent their comments as a single, unified response or, at most, as a limited 

set of similar responses.  The women seemed as robbed of voice as was Cassandra, as 

unable to tell their own stories as she was.  And, although some research pieces indicate 

teachers tell different kinds of “teaching” stories (Bullough & Baughman, 1997; Carter, 

1993; Carter & Doyle, 1996; Cary, 1999; Connelly & Clandinin, 1999; Delgado-Gaitan, 

1993; Drake, Spillane & Hufferd-Ackles, 2001; Goodson, 1991; Jackson, 2001; Lyle, 

2000; MacLure, 1993; Marsh, 2002a, 2002b; Munro, 1998; Oram, 1999; Popkewitz & 

Brennan, 1997; Prentice, 1999; Preskill, 1998; Rossiter, 1999; Rousmaniere, 1999; 

Smith, 1997; Theobald, 1999;  Wood, 2000; Woods, 1993), many of which address 

concerns of identity, none of them consider genre as an organizing principal or 

interpretive framework. 

The main question in this study 

 The major question I ask in this study, then, is how do academically-talented 

women teachers make sense of themselves through the genres they use in the stories they 

tell about their lives?  How do they respond to others’ ideas about them, to others’ stories 

of who they are?  How do they respond to practices that challenge their abilities to speak 
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for themselves?  Do they, like the priestesses at Delphi, acquiesce to these tales in order 

to belong within a community, or do they, like Cassandra, risk Apollo’s kiss and story 

themselves differently?  Do they believe they have gained legitimate, credible voices, 

abilities to say “I” in spaces beyond their own musings? What senses of themselves--

especially as highly intelligent women and as teachers--have they constructed?  How 

have these come into being, and how do these various subjectivities relate to their careers 

and other positions?  In short, how have the genres they use in their stories helped them 

gain the freedom to name themselves, to resist the stories that others write for them yet 

retain a sense of community? 

Backgrounds for my approach and method 

 Having asked the questions, I face a dilemma: how am I to respond to my own 

questions? Joan W. Scott, a feminist/poststructuralist, might suggest “answers to these 

questions do not exist apart from the discourses that produce them” (1992, p. 36).  I have 

tried, therefore, to locate some of the discourse communities which I have inhabited and 

within which I still think and work because these have contributed to the questions I ask 

here.  I have lived within and have left several such communities, but my “world-

walking” has left a residue. Nothing fits pristinely in one discourse or discipline.  I track 

in debris from even abandoned places as I continue to think and work.   

 I go first to my background in literature.  Since my early childhood, I have used 

works of fiction while constructing my understanding of my world and of experiences 

beyond my own.  These texts functioned as touchstone of Truth as well as windows onto 

Reality.  This Truth and this Reality felt singular and stable. When I encountered 

contradictions, I attributed them to different historical periods or different styles, even to 

different individual authors’ beliefs; all seemed either to lead to the absolutes or to be 

“wrong” or mistaken.  I did not understand that I myself was determining “truth;” I 
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believed the books were revealing it to me.  However, when I began graduate studies in 

English in the mid 1970s, I encountered a concept that troubled my faith in my books.  

The professor for a literary criticism class maintained that the type of criticism we use to 

analyze a piece of literature influences the questions we ask and the meanings we make 

of that work (Handy & Westbrook, 1974).  For example, if we employ biographical 

criticism, we look for ways in which the literary piece is related to events in the author’s 

life. If we use a New Critical or Formalist approach, we ignore the author’s life and 

examine the choices and interplays of words; we look for patterns and positions 

meaningful in the context of the piece.  If we read the work as feminists or see it as an 

artifact of history, we understand it as a response to political and social issues of its time. 

Although I could see the logic of how an approach affected the processes and outcomes, 

the choice of position seemed arbitrary. What led to the adoption of an approach?  Could 

someone read a piece from several approaches? And, if there are multiple valid 

approaches and interpretations, what happens to the “True” meaning of a work?  Because 

I found the notion of multiple, valid meanings so disconcerting, I abandoned it at that 

time.    

 But the idea did not go away.  I found it dancing at the edges of other spaces-- 

among them, those of the politics of education. 

 As I have proceeded through my career and into my doctoral studies, I have 

engaged in many conversations about positions of power and their impact on perceptions 

of truth, but my evolving understanding has been no “road-to-Damascus” conversion 

from one set of beliefs to another. Rather, it has occurred gradually and in a recursive 

manner.  Connelly & Clandinin (1999) wrote that they “view the landscape [of teacher 

knowledge and identity] as narratively constructed; as having a history with moral, 

emotional, and aesthetic dimensions.  We see it as storied” (p. 2).   My own teacher 
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identity is narratively constructed and includes elements of the politics of knowledge and 

of who gets to speak “truth.” 

 I began teaching in the early 1970s in a small town in South Texas.  There was no 

standardized curriculum and no accountability testing at that time.  The district 

administrators and the parents in the community seemed to assume that I possessed the 

knowledge and skill necessary to prepare the students for their futures.  I had autonomy 

in my classroom and I could use my own judgment to determine whether, when, and how 

to change the curriculum and my instruction.  I was limited only by budget considerations 

and by my own experience and ingenuity.  For example, when I saw that the 

transformational grammar textbook I had been given was too theoretical and abstract for 

my seventh graders to make sense of, or to use to improve their abilities to communicate, 

I substituted some old workbooks on traditional grammar, and I began reading novels 

aloud to the students.  I typed short stories and poems onto mimeograph and spirit master 

stencils and duplicate class sets.  I engaged the students in conversations about the 

literature, and I had them write essays about the literature and related topics.  We used the 

workbooks to address some of the grammar problems that appeared frequently in their 

writing.  I brought music and history into the discussions and encouraged the students to 

add their music and perceptions of history and culture.  I also began a student newspaper.  

I collaborated with the only other English teacher in the school, whose room was just 

across the hall from mine.  We shared materials and projects, debriefed with each other 

about successful and failed lessons, and planned together future lessons and projects. 

 Over the next 30 years, I taught in other schools and districts.  During this time, I 

saw my autonomy erode, and the institutional and public faith in teachers’ knowledge and 

skill gradually evaporate as educational reforms were implemented, abandoned, and 

reintroduced in modified forms.  I read about the effects of reforms on other teachers in 
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Huberman’s (1993) The Lives of Teachers and Hargreaves’ (1994) Changing Teachers, 

Changing Times, and I came to understand that my situation was not unique: other 

teachers, both in the United States and in Europe, had experienced a similar loss of power 

and prestige.  I had been required to take a skills test to prove I could read, write, and 

cipher on a very basic level.  I was required to teach a standardized curriculum, thereby 

constraining my students’ learning experiences, and to test my students’ basic skills 

rather than evaluate for improvements in their abilities to communicate or their content 

knowledge of literature.  I was no longer allowed to determine whether the students had 

“learned;” this became the function of the test scores.  As Reid (2003) has noted, I was 

among the generation of teachers who had been required to “de-skill” my own and my 

students’ performances as a way for management to improve and expand control over its 

workforce.  Because of these impositions of control, I used my knowledge and ingenuity, 

more and more often, to circumvent a sterile, official curriculum, detracting from my 

time and energy to stimulate student involvement or expand discussions or include multi-

cultural and multi-disciplinary materials and projects. 

 I became increasingly frustrated about my growing lack of power to change the 

imposed conditions that so strongly and intimately affected my life and the lives of my 

students.  I became a department chairperson and participated on many district-level--and 

even a few state-level--committees.  Almost against my will, I became a kind of district-

level lobbyist, continually involved in meetings and discussions with administrators 

about the effects of proposed changes, countering those officially recommended changes 

with other proposals and interpretations of state-level guidelines, talking with fellow 

teachers and working the halls of the schoolhouse just as political lobbyists for other 

interests worked the halls of the Legislature and Congress.  The parameters of my 

position in my profession changed; I could no longer devote myself to teaching, but felt 
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obliged to split my time and energy between concerns for my students’ learning and 

concerns for my own and my fellow teachers’ working conditions.  I found myself 

remembering the lesson I had abandoned in that literary criticism class: the questions we 

ask and the interpretations we make depend as much on our contexts and approaches as 

they do on our skills.  For example, those educators who had experienced teachers as 

knowledgeable, committed life-long learners, or students as academically motivated, 

came to meetings with a very different set of questions than did those who had previously 

experienced teachers as unknowledgeable or arrested in their own learning, or students as 

primarily motivated by social considerations.  

  I also realized that my belief in my power to name myself had changed.  For 

instance, for more than a decade, when building or district administrators had introduced 

me, they had frequently said, with a chuckle, “She’s our gifted teacher.”  They seemed 

pleased with this playfulness, unaware of how this double-entendre removed me from the 

teacher community and set me up as an example for others to emulate.  I learned to smile 

and to re-name myself as “a teacher for gifted students.” I found I did not speak myself 

into being in isolation; others have spoken me into being as well.  Until I found a way to 

re-name myself that allowed me to remain in the larger teaching community, without 

openly defying authoritative stories, I sometimes felt as I imagined Cassandra must have 

felt when she was named “traitor” or “mad.”  

 The politics of naming has become part of the contextual lens through which I 

view much of life, especially issues about power in education.  Within the stories 

Connelly & Clandinin (1999) tell of teachers’ identities, power is described as a conduit, 

“a place filled with knowledge funneled into the school system for the purpose of altering 

teachers’ and children’s lives” (p. 2).  They suggest that only policy-makers and 

administrators have the power to write the official tales of who teachers and students are.  
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While teachers may tell alternative stories, Connelly & Clandinin maintain these are 

“secret stories” (p. 3), told only in private places to trustworthy others.  Teachers have 

little power to counter the official stories openly or in public places. The authors augment 

their metaphor of the “conduit” with another image, a parade, to describe a teaching 

landscape that is ever-changing: 

...we are in events, a parade, and thereby unable to understand it and our 

part in it as we march along.  This is not a military parade: It is one of 

semichaos with movements here and there and no one marching in unison.  

Nevertheless, the parade moves on, and to where? It is that “to where” that 

is so puzzling, so burdened with potential in our scramble for maintaining, 

and creating, a new sense of identity on this landscape. (p. 121-122)  

Although they understand that educational reforms and the “landscape” of constant 

change require teachers to construct a “new sense of identity,” they say such a task is, at 

the least, “puzzling” because the “parade” proceeds with little sense of direction.  Perhaps 

the difficulties arise, too, because these researchers understand identity as a concept 

constructed during or prior to events, as a construct based on a projection of future 

events. Their position reminds me of a line from “Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock,” a 

poem by T. S. Eliot (1936): “...there will be time/To prepare a face to meet the faces that 

you meet.” With the emphasis Connelly & Clandinin place on the future, on “to where,” 

identity becomes a surface concept, a mask or a role one plays in response to others’ 

expectations, a “face to meet the faces that [we] meet.”  Identity becomes detached from 

individuals and constructed much more through context.  Individuals in this explanation 

become like Lewis Carroll’s Alice in her ever-changing, confusing Wonderland, unable 

to respond to the caterpillar’s question, “Who are you?” Although the hierarchy 

associated with a conduit has become flattened with the metaphor of the parade, both 
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images suggest teachers have no power to name themselves.  Even authorities--

researchers and policy-makers among them--have lost the privileged positions afforded 

them with an image of the conduit; they have become only additional, willy-nilly 

participants in a difficult-to-understand parade of changes.  Within the narrative offered 

by Connelly & Clandinin, teachers have little way to resist the names forced upon them 

by their roles in these, now anonymous, official stories.  

 Other scholars are not so gloomy.  Petra Munro (1998) and Alison Oram (1999), 

among others, are more centered in feminist beliefs.  They tell of teachers’ resistance to 

official narratives by constructing their own subjectivities, “ways that women teachers 

[understand] their lives” (Oram, 1999; p. 98), rather than through stories that present any 

“stable and coherent identity” (Munro, 1998; p. 124).   Deborah Britzman (2003) 

describes subjectivity as “the condition of being a subject” (p. 71).   She says that 

subjectivity 

 ...is both our conceptual orderings of things and the deep investments 

summoned by such orderings.  It organizes an individual’s ideas about 

what it means to recognize oneself as a person, a student, a teacher, and so 

forth, and arranges strategies for the realization of these multiple 

identities. (p. 71)  

 As an organizing principal, subjectivity is similar to metaphor and genre.  It organizes, 

interprets, and communicates our sense of ourselves to others.  Britzman sees subjectivity 

as constructed in dialogue with others and as related to perceived positions of power.  She 

says there are two views of “taking up” teacher identities:  

...the centripetal or normative voice, which defines what a teacher is and 

does in relation to the kind of authority and power teachers are expected to 

deploy; and the centrifugal or resisting voice, which speaks to one’s deep 
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convictions, investments, and desires. (p. 123) 

Her language in the above passage is reminiscent of language Mikhail Bakhtin uses when 

speaking of time and its importance in constructing genres.  Again, as I look at concerns 

of identity within teaching, I see the importance of genre playing at the edges of scholarly 

discussions. 

 I have found a variety of responses within previously published research to some 

of my questions about academically talented women who teach, especially in writings 

that address changing awarenesses of women, in studies about gifted women, and in 

research projects about the development of teachers.  These multiple responses seem to 

be as related to approach and to genre as they are to content.  I have also found that 

varying perceptions of time significantly color the answers that I and others have 

constructed.  Because of the importance of time in the construction of genre, I have 

looked to Mikhail Bakhtin’s (1981,1984, 1986) theories about time and space, those he 

labels as dealing with “chronotopes,” to help me interpret the stories I have gathered.  

And, because literature has been, and continues to be, so important in my life, I often 

construct my understandings through the various lenses provided me by that body of 

knowledge. 

 In these ways, then, my answers “do not exist apart from the discourses that 

produced them” (Scott, 1992; p. 36).  My questions have arisen from my own personal 

experiences as well as my understandings of artistic and research literatures.  Therefore, I 

look within those discourses for my answers. But, because of the Foucauldian gap made 

visible by contradictions within and among these discourses, I also look for other stories, 

specifically those told by other academically-talented women teachers.  I want to 

understand whose stories they believe they live and how they see themselves able to live 

within their own.  And, if they understand themselves outside of official narratives, I 
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want to know what genres they have used to resist Apollo’s kiss yet remain in 

community. 
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Chapter Two 

Constructing a Story of “Intelligent Woman Teacher” Within a Context of 

Contested Narratives 

 

 In keeping with Joan Scott’s (1992) position that “questions do not exist apart from 

the discourses that produce them” (p. 36), I have come to understand that interpretations 

also do not exist outside the discourses that inform them. I have considered various 

contexts within which to frame an understanding of how highly intelligent women 

teachers see themselves, an understanding that extends beyond my own personal 

experiences. In this chapter, I explore scholarly narratives and their connections with 

parts of my own story because these intersections have contributed to my interest in how 

women work to construct a space of freedom to speak their own truths while maintaining 

ties to communities they value. 

Contested Feminist Positions 

 I came to adulthood during the 1960s and 1970s, a time Kathleen Weiler (2001) has 

characterized as “heady days” for feminists (p. 10). Oleson (2000) calls this time the 

“second phase of feminism.” St. Pierre (2000) refers to this time frame as the “second 

wave” (p. 18) and indicates that many scholars believe we are still experiencing this 

phase. She describes the first wave of feminism to have extended from the mid-1800s to 

about 1920, and to have focused primarily on gaining women the right to vote. The 

second wave began with strong efforts to gain women extended voice and presence in 

policy formation. St. Pierre also describes a potential third wave emerging now:  

Third-wave feminism involves at least two elements: first, academic 

critiques of what some see as the monolithic modernist feminist political 

theory of the second wave by those in “post” positions and second, 
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critiques produced by feminists under 30 who find the values of second-

wave feminists disagreeable or irrelevant. ( p. 508) 

These waves seem to coincide with generational divisions as well as philosophical and 

theoretical differences. There seem, too, to be differences in what constitutes scholarship.  

These differences call attention to various splits between academic feminism and 

feminism in public action. 

 I have only recently come to understand there are tensions within the discourse of 

feminism. As with many who lived during those “heady days” of the second phase, I 

worked first from an emancipatory stance. I have quoted and, more recently, questioned 

the liberal feminisms of researchers such as Gilligan (1982) and Belenky, Clinchy, 

Goldberger, & Tarule (1986). At first, I embraced their ideas of women’s different 

perspectives, especially as these helped me gain an awareness of tensions between 

dominant and alternative narratives of women (and men) constructing knowledge. 

However, I became more skeptical with what I perceived as their desire to establish a 

“separate but equal” position for gender differences. I understood the “separate but 

equal” doctrine from its association with a history of racial issues in the United States, 

and I felt that it would fare no better with gender issues than it had with racial ones. It 

seems to me that, despite multiple “good” intentions, attempts to honor difference 

through separate or parallel structures lead, somehow, to competitions, and that such 

efforts perpetuate hierarchies. These second- wave feminist writers designated some 

knowledge as more “natural” for women. They claimed that women base their knowledge 

in care and relationships while men base theirs in law and rules.  Within the stories told 

by Gilligan and Belenky et al,  women who appreciated and used “mainstream” or 

“masculine” ways of knowing and doing seemed, somehow, to betray their own and their 

sisters’ positions as women. To acquiesce, to learn “their” way, was to be complicit in the 
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masculine oppression of women. 

 After having read these books, I hesitantly began to question my own complicity in 

perpetuating patriarchal power structures as these are implicated in education. Belenky et 

al (1986) had indicated that courses in schools  

...are about the culture’s questions, questions fished out of the 

“mainstream” of the disciplines. If the student is female, her questions 

may differ from the culture’s questions, since women, paddling in the 

bywaters of the culture, have had little to do with positing the questions 

or designing the agendas of the disciplines. Most women students do not 

expect colleges to honor their concerns. (p. 198) 

I was perplexed by these statements. Although I had modified some of my positions in 

keeping with my education, I felt these changes in myself were associated with a growing 

intellectual sophistication and with my desires to be successful in my schooling and in 

my career. By working for and achieving success as a student and a teacher, had I failed 

to challenge or resist those desires as sites of domination and oppression? In my 

schooling, had I unwittingly adopted “the culture’s questions” as my own? What 

questions, other than this “culture’s,” should I be asking if I wanted to be other than pawn 

or victim? Belenky et al (1986) also wrote that “we are supposed to learn  [the content of 

any course] the way men see it.  Men move quickly to impose their own conceptual 

schemes on the experience of women...” (p. 203).  Had my own academic work and my 

work in public schools, then, been dictated, translated, or appropriated by men to advance 

their own positions?   

 I read and questioned further, trying to understand more deeply. Black feminist bell 

hooks (1989) implicated even the use of language in oppression: “This language that 

enabled me to finish graduate school, to write a dissertation, to talk at job interviews, 
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carries the scent of oppression” (p. 28). She also claimed that “the formation of an 

oppositional world view is necessary for feminist struggle” (2000, p. 166). Had 

professors and administrators disempowered my voice as Apollo had Cassandra’s, even 

as I had thought I was gaining power by following their rules? Had I neglected to form 

my own “oppositional world view”? Was I a Cassandra/Viviane, trying to use “the 

language of the fathers” (Lather, 1991, as quoted in Middleton, 1993, p. 126) to further 

my own position?  Have I, am I now, trying to “use the master’s tools to dismantle the 

master’s house” (Lorde, 1984, as cited in Weiler, 2001, p. 4)?  I could only answer 

“perhaps, but--” to these questions.  I could not even dismiss these positions as merely  

products of a given time or of a given theory. Mal Leicester (2000) has quite recently 

built a theory of how women learn as adults, relying heavily on Gilligan’s ( 1982) story 

of the different ways women know. Although she currently questions the positions of 

these “separate but equal” feminists, Frances Maher (2001) admits to the influence of  

Gilligan and Belenky et al in her early work about the “ideal feminist teacher” and her 

ideas about “traditional female characteristics such as nurturance” (p. 25). In her work to 

liberate women from masculine domination, Luce Irigaray (1996, 2002) calls for a 

distinctively female divine and female language. Irigaray (1996) supports a separate-but-

equal position when she says 

The most human and the most divine goal woman can conceive is to 

become man.  If she is to become woman, if she is to accomplish her 

female subjectivity, woman needs a god who is a figure for the perfection 

of her subjectivity. (p. 476, emphasis in the original) 

And, perhaps because “woman” has no “god,” Irigaray (2002) says she also has no 

language: “The female has not yet created her language, her word, her style” ( p. 4). 

Irigaray’s narrative about women’s positions seems to conjure the tragic Cassandra 
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figure, to reiterate a story of women’s victimization--a loss of language, a power 

associated only with the Pythian seat where the god’s words are spoken because the 

speakers have been inspired by Apollo’s desire. I find their ideas thought-provoking, but 

impractical. As an intelligent woman and an educator, I cannot wait until some female 

deity or language emerges from feminist efforts; I must live in this world now, contend 

now with problems of power, language, and knowledge. I must use the tools I have, even 

as I--and others--seek to create new ones. 

 I continue to be uncertain about whose language I speak, cautious about how I 

position myself, and sensitive to how others position me as they and I speak. Through my 

constructed understandings of liberal feminisms, I am aware--even concerned--when I 

read literature or criticism that presents women in separate spheres of influence. These 

seem reminiscent of Cold War policies and practices wherein superpowers vied for 

domination of “third world” countries. If women were to have separate-but-equal power--

a female language, a female god--would they then seek to overthrow the masculine, to 

compete with men for domination in other spheres? And should I direct my energies 

away from teaching and focus them, instead, toward pursuing purely feminist goals, 

however those might be perceived? Perhaps because of my life-long involvement with 

literary pieces, written most often by men and incorporated into a canon of what 

“educated” people should know, I frequently choose what might be called androgenous 

intellectual spaces. I find myself more in agreement with Weiler (2001) who says that, 

“Despite the claims of some feminists that women must create a new language and a new 

imaginary, it seems self-defeating to ignore the work of male thinkers who have 

addressed questions of knowledge, culture, and power” (p. 1). Just because men have not 

considered women’s responses as they have constructed knowledge does not mean that 

women should dismiss that “male” knowledge outright.  It does suggest that this 
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knowledge requires close and careful scrutiny, that skepticism may be healthy.   

 Feminist discourse, however, is broader and more complex than the views I have 

outlined above. Virginia L. Oleson ( 2000) has described multiple feminist positions. 

Elizabeth Adams St. Pierre (2000) also names several feminist theoretical positions--

feminist empiricism, feminist standpoint theory, situated knowledges, Afrocentric 

feminist epistemology, gay and lesbian epistemologies, postcolonial epistemologies, and 

identity politics. Each of these troubles any stable category of “woman” (Munro, 1998) 

through overlapping gender with other identities, other subjectivities. Jane Flax (1993) 

characterizes all gendered identities as permeable and changeable: 

Masculine and feminine identities are not determined by a pregiven, 

unchangeable biological substratum.  They are created by and reflect 

structures of power, language, and social practices and our struggles with 

and against these structures.  While it may seem that there are only two 

genders, this is not the case.  There are many highly variable and 

particular determinants and experiences of “being a woman” (or man).  

Gender itself interacts with and is partially constituted by other social 

relations.... (p. 97) 

Her description acknowledges biological explanations of gender but suggests that 

discussions of identity, of a sense of self, involve socially constructed and tension-filled 

spaces.  

Contested Subjectivities 

  Through reflection on writings such as those provided by Flax (1993), Oleson (2000) 

, St. Pierre (2000), and Munro (1998), and through reflections on my own storied 

experiences and those of other women I know, I have come to see any space of “we” as 

highly contested. When I view subjectivity as socially constructed, I encounter various 
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and conflicting notions of what it means to be a member of a specified category--race, 

gender, class, age, etc. Identity constructs also involve other positions such as that of 

being teacher, student, daughter, spouse, or of being highly intelligent or competent or 

caring. If my understanding of these is only socially constructed, I constantly risk a kind 

of death by being defined by others, of disappearing into others’ notions. Some writers 

seek to counter this “death” by describing and encouraging resistance to the dominant 

culture’s narratives; but, as Munro (1998) suggests, even narratives of resistance are 

contested. One set of questions, however, seems to twine in numerous guises through 

these various constructs.  These involve problems of knowledge: who can know, and 

what can they know (Oleson 2000)? 

 I understand that one does not enjoy the privileges of “knowing” and “speaking” 

simply because one is male. I recall a story my father told of himself as a child.  He had 

been born into an immigrant Mennonite community in the 1920s; his first language was 

German.  As he entered public school, he gradually learned to speak English and 

encountered the larger American culture. He delighted in these new words, this new 

language. One day when he was about eight years old and his class was on the 

playground, his teacher called to the students to return to the classroom. “Come back to 

class,” she said. My father, hearing these words, spoke them aloud to feel them in his 

own mouth, to taste their flavors. “Come back to class,” he said. The teacher heard him 

and interpreted his speech as defiant and disrespectful mimicry. She publicly berated him 

and smacked his hands with a stick. His position as a child from a minority culture who 

spoke only limited English left him open to abuse from an adult female teacher of the 

dominant and English-proficient culture. His story reminds me that we need not be 

female to be punished for speaking the master’s language, for appropriating the master’s 

knowledge.  
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 Our situations, plays of power, claims to knowledge, and uses of language are much 

more complex and contested than can be explained by gender differences alone. My 

father’s story suggests subjectivities that involve immigrant status, proficiency with a 

culture’s dominant/official language, religion, and desires. Each of these sites contains a 

culturally preferred or privileged way of being. Each position can also be critiqued, but 

not without consequences. Some spaces are more open to--less threatened by--

discussions of alternatives. Nevertheless, I am left wondering how I can speak myself 

into being without inflaming the master’s ire, without experiencing Apollo’s kiss. How 

can I speak resistance, even in academia, without becoming--for others or for myself-- a 

madwoman ranting in a wilderness or a voice in some Greek chorus or pre-existing choir, 

without also becoming an incubus or consort in some masculine narrative? And, if I ask 

these questions, might others ask them as well? 

 Another story provides a possible, partial response, one way to resist the master’s 

attempts to define me, to appropriate, colonize, or silence my voice and my sense of 

myself. While in the graduate school of education, I took an undergraduate course on 

world literature. The professor attempted to conduct the class using Socratic questioning 

techniques. However, the students were remarkably silent, refusing to answer his 

questions.  As a classroom teacher myself, I had found Socratic methods powerful, and I 

had experienced situations in which the students were reluctant to respond. Because I was 

older than average for this class, I was also aware of a difference in levels of experience--

with life, literature, the game called school--between myself and my fellow students. In 

fact, I felt closer in experience to the professor than to the other students. I wanted to help 

the professor, so I began looking around the room, waiting for other students to respond; 

when they did not, I answered. After a few days, the professor held up his hand to me, 

palm outward, in a rather universal sign to stop.  He told me--and the class--I was no 
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longer allowed to answer. Although I was irritated, I complied. My understanding of 

teaching prompted me to give the professor the benefit of the doubt. He may have acted 

clumsily as he silenced me, but his motive might have been to encourage the other 

students to speak and not to rely on my responding. Besides, this situation was really 

nothing new; I had been told several times, in various ways in my schooling, that I was 

not allowed to respond. I abandoned my doubts when this professor later required me to 

write my major paper on Salman Rushdie’s (1992) The Satanic Verses, casting this novel 

as an epic. In a conference in his office, I told the professor I did not think it was an epic. 

“Nevertheless, write the paper as if it were,” he said. I tried to persuade him to let me 

write from another position--the piece as parody of the epic or as commentary on the 

multi-vocal and multi-cultural aspects of our more-than-modern experiences--but he 

would not be moved. In fact, my resistance led him to “pull rank,” to invoke power 

granted to him and unavailable to me within the institutional setting for this tale. He 

terminated the conversation.   

 I could have disengaged from the “rules” of the school “game.” I could have defied 

his “rank” and written the paper as I wished. Instead, I wrote the paper so that it made his 

argument and I got my “A.” I chose to play the game by his rules, in part because my 

goal at the time was to gain the grade, the public evidence of scholarly success. I did not 

desire to “prove the professor wrong.” As Munro (1998) has said, “What is resistance to 

one person may be seen as submission to another” (p. 123). I have continued to resist the 

professor’s “authority” and have found support elsewhere for my position that the 

Rushdie novel is other than classical epic. Because I trusted my own intelligence and 

abilities to construct understandings more than I trusted the professor’s interpretation, I 

could resist his attempts to silence my voice or to appropriate it for more than this one 

paper, a paper I only partially claim. I also understand that this trust in myself has come, 
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at least in part, from an interplay between my close readings and contemplations of 

various literatures and of my own experiences. 

 As I have reflected on this experience with the Rushdie paper, I have begun to 

comprehend more deeply how my position in this story as an “I”--as a subject--was not 

erased. My story stands as a sort of counter-narrative to those Belenky et al (1986) tell of 

women in colleges. Although the professor may have wasted my time and his because of 

his insistence that I make his argument rather than my own, and although he was working 

from within one theory of literature and I from a different position, he did not cancel my 

knowledge claim merely because he refused it. I could--and still can--make my case 

before a different audience. As Munro (1998) says, “Self-representation occurs within 

and through the discourses made available to us” (p. 111). Although I find her use of 

passive voice troublesome because it masks the problem of how these discourses come to 

be accessible, the image of “available discourses” does emphasize that we can interpret 

our experiences in multiple ways. We need not be bound to one discourse as “the” 

authoritative voice. Alternative discourses, even when voiced only inside our heads, 

provide a way to enact resistance. However, even as Munro emphasizes discourses that 

are “available,” her language suggests positions that are also “unavailable.” For example, 

explanations and other narratives that foreground “home” are available to me only in a 

limited fashion. St. Pierre (2002b) writes lyrically of her “continuing history in that 

place...where my feet are rooted” (p. 260), that place of her growing-up. I have no such 

ground. I lived in 16 cities in my first 18 years, and even more neighborhoods as my 

family changed houses within the cities. And although I have lived the past 29 years in 

one city, the past 20 years in one house, I find St. Pierre’s sense of “home” for myself in 

this place only fleetingly.  Additionally, in my own research, I have heard women say 

things such as, “It would never have occurred to me...” or “I never thought about things 
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that way.” Those “unavailable discourses” represent  limits or boundaries to the positions 

we can inhabit, the choices we can make, the actions we can take, the understandings we 

can construct. 

 Although we can choose, we do so from within certain contexts, and this “I” that 

selects is not a simple construct. Judith Butler (1992) discusses some of the difficulties 

with the “I” position: 

My position is mine to the extent that “I”--and I do not shirk from the 

pronoun--replay and resignify the theoretical positions that have 

constituted me, working the possibilities of their convergence, and trying 

to take account of the possibilities that they systematically exclude.  But it 

is clearly not the case that “I” preside over the positions that have 

constituted me, shuffling through them instrumentally, casting some aside, 

incorporating others, although some of my activity may take that form.  

The “I” who would select between them is always already constituted by 

them.  The “I” is the transfer point of replay, but it is simply not a strong 

enough claim to say that the “I” is situated; the “I,” this “I,” is constituted 

by these positions, and the “positions” are not merely theoretical products, 

but fully embedded organizing principles of material practices and 

institutional arrangements, those matrices of power and discourse that 

produce me as a viable “subject.” Indeed, this “I” would not be a thinking, 

speaking “I” if it were not for the very positions that I oppose, for those 

positions, the ones that claim that the subject must be given in advance, 

that discourse is an instrument or reflection of that subject, are already part 

of what constitutes me. (p. 9) 

 Butler reconfigures relationships between “I” and  positions of not-I, insisting on 
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“constituted” rather than “situated.” Her use of “constituted” suggests that the “matrices 

of power and discourse” form not only a context that is external to the “I” but that power 

and discourse are also “embedded” within the “I.” The word “situated” suggests that the 

matrices are “outside,” touching the “I” but not actually forming it.  In using 

“constituting” Butler describes an “I” that is always already a “we.” Those constituting 

positions enable a “thinking, speaking ‘I’” that can oppose positions by “replaying” and 

“resignifying” them. The “I” does still exist -- Butler says “I do not shirk from the 

pronoun”--and has not been recast only as “we.” This “I” may not necessarily fabricate 

entirely new positions, but it does have the power to escape domination from cultural 

determinism through its ability to suggest different meanings for already existing 

positions.  Butler says that 

...to claim that the subject is constituted is not to claim that it is 

determined; on the contrary, the constituted character of the subject is the 

very precondition of its agency.  For what is it that enables a purposive 

and significant reconfiguration of cultural and political relations, if not a 

relation that can be turned against itself, reworked, resisted?  ( pp. 12-13)   

The “I” in Butler’s passage has agency in her ability to choose; she can still speak herself 

into being through those reworkings.  If “I” can choose, as I chose to be the “good” 

student in the world literature class, I can also choose to be the “rebellious” student, to 

speak the master’s words yet to resist their power to “author” me. I need not be a puppet 

for the professor’s ventriloquism. Because of choice, this “I” is not a Pythian prophetess 

who gives her body, abilities, and voice--indeed, her will--to Apollo and, thereby, 

becomes only a conduit or transfer point, without “replay,” between the god and the 

people. 

 Nevertheless, I still wonder what calls into action an “I” that will oppose, resignify, 
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resist. Butler (1992) suggests this calling is embedded in all that “constitutes” a character. 

Yet she does not seem to address what might activate the calling forth of resistance. What 

is it that allows a person to see that a relation “can be turned against itself, reworked, 

resisted”? Even in those instances where we have gained voice, we may not be allowed to 

speak against the dominant discourses since these are protected by layers of restrictions.  

Foucault (1972) says that “not all areas of discourse are equally open and penetrable; 

some are forbidden territory (differentiated and differentiating) while others are virtually 

open to the winds and stand, without any prior restrictions, open to all” (p. 225). He 

discusses restrictions on those who work within cultural norms to find positions that 

allow them to speak, noting rituals and “fellowships of discourse” as systems associated 

with a speech of “secret-appropriation and non-interchangeability” (p. 226). Such sites 

resemble the Pythian seat Apollo offered Cassandra; only those guided by the god have 

“knowledge” in such sites; only those initiated into the “mysteries” may speak. These 

descriptions conjure images of classrooms where teachers function as figures of authority 

but must adhere to the master’s rules--the official curricula, the standardized assessments-

-or lose credibility. Resistance in such situations, while it may be possible, carries heavy 

penalties. Who would risk the censure? 

 Munro (1998) locates the calling forth of resistance in “the tension between societal 

norms and the creation of our own stories” (p. 111). But how do we, who are culturally 

constituted--who have been subjected since birth to cultural norms and systems of 

control--how do we become aware that we can create stories with elements outside those 

norms and rules?  How do we know to interpret experience through alternative 

discourses? What does this awareness look like? What do those who heed the call risk? 

Apollo’s kiss is powerful; its potential must be considered. Into what negotiations do 

those who choose alternatives enter in their attempts to reduce the risk, to resolve the 
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tension sufficiently to be able to act, to make the choices, to be a subject? Butler (1992) 

emphasizes a subject as “thinking” and “speaking;” does this, then, not also suggest an 

existence that does not “think” or speak? Is a thinking that includes resistance to any 

dominant discourse a requisite for being a subject, for being free? What does this 

freedom look like, should it be possible? And, if we agree that all humans think, what 

manner of thought and what “material practices” include the possibilities of resistance? 

Foucault (1988) says people are “much freer than they feel, that people accept as truth, as 

evidence, some themes that have been built up at a certain moment during history, that 

this so-called evidence can be criticized and destroyed” (as quoted in St. Pierre, 2001, p. 

152). In addition, Butler (1992) seems to believe that any critique requires that we “read 

and read closely” (p. 5). Might, then, the way in which people come to read the texts of 

lives and to think critically figure greatly in their abilities to see the alternatives, to work 

for a freedom from totalizing, dominant narratives that erase their own lived experiences? 

Where and how does one learn such reading and thinking? And what do these practices 

look like in everyday lives of teachers outside the academy? 

 Foucault (1972) argues that all positions are determined by rules and systems of 

discourse, that “one remains within the dimension of discourse” (p. 76). Hughes (2002), 

echoing Benhabib (1992), expresses a similar idea when she says, “...there is never a 

view from ‘nowhere’” (p. 417).  Consequently, even when we “read closely,” even when 

we “criticize,” we do so from within discursive positions. Are choices, then, only 

delusions?  Are they “forced choices” (Davies, 1997), determined by systems of 

discourse? bell hooks (1996) would tell us to seek the margins. Even as she speaks of 

ways in which dominant--and minority--cultures position outsiders as alien, she sees 

margins at the limits of discourse as positive spaces: 

I was not speaking of a marginality one wishes to lose--to give up or 
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surrender as part of moving into the center--but rather of a site one stays 

in, clings to even, because it nourishes one’s capacity to resist.  It offers to 

one the possibility of radical perspective from which to see and create, to 

imagine alternatives, new worlds. (p. 52)  

For hooks, this space of margins is a place of resistance because it allows us to cultivate 

multiple perspectives of ourselves. Such a place of multiplicity resists a “death” by 

absorption. This space allows us to “imagine alternatives,” to be creative, possibly to 

make a space in which we name ourselves. Nevertheless, her words “imagine” and 

“create” seem to contradict Butler’s (1992) “always already constituted” (p. 9). While we 

may be “freer than we feel,” we are still bounded. To cross those boundaries, even to 

trouble them, we transgress not just “categories”--a word that seems innocent enough; we 

disobey the rules of whole ways of being. The experience of transgression is violent; we 

risk losing any sense of being as we also seek the “new.” We risk seeing our previous 

positions and knowledge claims as false or inauthentic. 

 But perhaps not. Munro’s (1998) claim that we represent ourselves through “available 

discourse” resonates here. Might hook’s (1996) call to the margins be a way to increase 

our awareness of those discourses that are available to us, perhaps to make those 

previously unavailable alternatives accessible? If we see her “create” and “imagine” as 

self-representation from among multiple possibilities of which we are aware, might 

marginality in contexts additional to race or gender allow us to cultivate awareness and, 

thereby, increase the discourses available to us? For Munro (1998), “agency is not bound 

to ‘a’ subject position but in the ongoing resistance to any stable and unitary identity” (p. 

125, emphasis added).  She calls such resistance  “micropractices” and locates them in 

the “politics of everyday life”(p. 39). Her use of “micro” and “everyday” moves the 

discussion of transgressions away from grand gestures of rebellion and renunciation. It 
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also helps to refocus attention on spaces more accessible to most people than 

philosophical and theoretical discourses. 

“Teacher” as Contested Subjectivity 

 I have had an uneasy relationship with my career. I began teaching after having tried 

and rejected journalism; for me, teaching was to be a temporary stop on my way to 

graduate degrees and to writing. I told myself that teaching would be my “starter career.” 

Even after I quit teaching, then returned to it, I frequently said, “Teaching is what I do, 

not who I am.” Casting teaching in these ways allowed me to distance myself, to escape 

capture into ways I understood “teacher.” Or so I thought. However, I was--and still am--

eager to discuss issues of educational policy and practice. I frequently use stories about 

my former students and my life in public schoolhouses as ways to illustrate, even 

legitimize, my arguments, not only about education but also about my understandings of 

other institutions and concerns, and of myself and others in-the-world. Schools and 

classrooms represent a kind of microcosm in which outside-of-school ideas and issues 

play in my everyday life. I am more “teacher” than I have wanted to believe. What is 

involved in the constructs of “teacher” that I do and do not claim? How does a position as 

“teacher” both allow and forbid me to “be” as I desire? Since I ask these questions and 

search for responses, others may as well.   

 In discussing the development of teacher identities, Deborah Britzman (2000) has 

said: 

A word such as teacher is already overpopulated with other contexts; with 

other people; with competing forms of knowledge; and with desires, 

pleasures, and fears. Thus, the word itself constitutes both a set of 

discourses and a set of practices. (p. 37; emphasis in the original) 

Her sense that “teacher,” as a subject position, is “overpopulated” suggests several 
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competing discourses about who teachers are. Britzman further describes these multiple 

positions as a “crisis of representation.” (p. 37) This seems to suggest that those who 

choose to teach must negotiate their way through and among these multiple positions, 

even to “disavow” (p. 37) some while claiming others. What understandings can we gain 

from scholars and researchers about the competing subjectivities that populate the 

position called “teacher”? 

 For more than a century, teaching, especially elementary school teaching, has been a 

profession not only open to women but one considered “suitable” for females. Petra 

Munro (1998) begins her discussion of teachers’ subjectivities by elaborating a cultural 

narrative of teaching as an extension of “women’s true profession” (p. 3), that of 

mothering.  Other images of teachers she presents include the spinster, the school marm, 

and the old maid (p. 3). Munro notes the “mother-teacher” stereotype conflicts with the 

image of the spinster teacher: 

On the one hand, the mother-teacher represents the altruism of women; the 

self-sacrificing, nurturing woman who complies with her natural duty, in 

which unconditional love of children signifies the attainment of true 

womanhood....Juxtaposed against this representation of the mother-teacher 

is the spinster who is represented as embittered, sexless, or 

homosexual....The binary images of the mother-teacher and the spinster 

function to perpetuate the dominant dichotomy of women as good or bad, 

virgin or vixen, and...[this dichotomy] is a contradiction that women 

teachers continually negotiate. (pp. 4-5) 

Her emphasis on women’s need to “negotiate” the dichotomy is in keeping with 

Britzman’s (2000) view that “teacher” is an “overpopulated” and tension-filled, highly 

gendered site.   
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 The image of the teacher-mother, although it seems to have been constructed 

primarily from narratives of elementary school teachers (e.g. Marsh, 2002), has migrated 

into current concepts of female secondary school teachers. Bullough and Baughman 

(1997) present the “warm, loving, caring, easygoing, teacher-mother” as the preferred 

image for the middle school teacher, but acknowledge that the teaching context 

frequently turns women teachers in this setting into harridans or “bitches” (p. 28). This 

image echoes Munro’s (1998) description of the spinster-teacher stereotype, and 

reiterates the either-or structure of available identities. Bullough & Baughman (1997) add 

a position related to the mother-teacher, drawing on the literature and experiences of 

teachers who have felt “called” to their profession.  This subject position seems a sort of 

missionary-teacher. Both the mother-teacher and the missionary-teacher are subjectivities 

available in a discourse which sees the purpose of education as cultural preservation and 

transmission.  These mother/missionary-teachers are endowed by the culture with a 

certain cautious respectability; they are situated on a pedestal (or the Pythian seat) and 

charged with reproducing the culture that has placed them there. By extension, then, we 

might say that the images of teachers as spinsters and harridans disturb, even disrupt, 

dominant narratives.  Several scholars (Munro, 1998; Middleton, 1998; Middleton and 

May, 1999; Britzman, 2003; Oram, 1999; Theobald, 1999) have discussed ways in which 

the mother-teacher image functions to contain, redirect, and repress the undesirable 

spinster/harridan, perceived in the dominant, masculine narrative as a dangerous female 

sexuality.  Such accounts seem to conjure an incubus, to menace power relations as these 

are written and practiced in the dominant and masculine culture.   

 But what of the women who might “world-walk” between these tamed and 

threatening positions? How do they story themselves? Agnes, the pioneer in kindergarten 

teaching in Munro’s (1998) account, indicates that teaching and supervising student 
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teachers in elementary education left her shifting between subjectivities in which she 

could “‘think like a man’ (be a professional) and ‘be feminine’” (p. 57). In the Bullough 

& Baughman (1997) account, Kerrie Baughman works very hard to realize the mother-

teacher sense of self but becomes overextended and disenchanted (see Huberman, 1993, 

for further analysis of teachers’ disenchantment).  She left teaching after eight years 

because she could no longer maintain this idea of herself as the nurturing teacher. She 

left, too, because she could not locate the source for the ever-increasing demands on her 

time, energy, and talents (see Hargreaves, 1994; Connelly & Clandinin, 1999; Easthope 

& Easthope, 2000; and Esteve, 2000 for additional analyses of the intensification of 

teachers’ work and its relationship to teachers’ identities). She found no way to “talk 

back” ( hooks, 1989) to the institution. The ever-expanding workload, the expectations 

for equal outcomes for students who came to her with extremely divergent abilities, 

backgrounds, and values concerning education, and the behaviors of the students, 

especially their disrespectful language, all work as material conditions within which 

Kerrie Baughman sees herself as ineffectual and a failure. She was unable to “love them 

along” (Bullough & Baughman, 1997; p. 89) or instill in her students a respect for 

traditional middle-class values, seemingly foreign to them but treasured by her. She felt a 

failure as a mother-teacher and as a missionary-teacher, and she could see no other 

subject positions, except “bitch,” available to her within the discourses of teaching. 

Therefore, to preserve her sense of herself as respectable and competent, she left the 

field. 

 Loosely related to the missionary-teacher offered by Bullough & Baughman (1997) is 

Marjorie Theobald’s (1999) lady-teacher-as-hero. Theobald discusses ways in which 

many educational historians have valorized teaching as a path toward female 

emancipation, especially during the nineteenth century. She calls the woman created in 
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these narratives the “lady teacher” who also functions within a traditionally masculine 

hero plot.  She says: 

 The American lady-teacher who emerges from the literature is possessed 

of a quasi-missionary sense of purpose which enabled her to battle against 

overwhelming odds, to obtain a Normal School education at her own 

expense, to go west, to go south, to teach on Indian reservations, to tame 

the Dukhabors.  (p. 17) 

This “quasi-missionary”/lady-teacher-as-hero has great narrative power, not only 

historically but currently. A few years ago, the administrators in the high school where I 

taught initiated a program in which the teachers were to instruct students in middle-class 

behaviors such as shaking hands and looking people “in the eye.” These behaviors were 

expected to lead to an appreciation and acceptance of other middle-class values such as a 

strong work ethic and a desire to please one’s supervisors. When several teachers 

objected and attempted to point out logical fallacies and inefficiencies with this local 

policy, we were characterized as having “given up” on the students and “throwing them 

away.” The administrators viewed their proposed instructional intervention as a way to 

“save” the “children of poverty” who comprised the majority population in the school. 

The educational mission of dominant culture reproduction and the image of teacher-as-

cultural-missionary are still active and authoritative.  

 The lady-teacher-as-hero can also be seen as a real-world embodiment of Charlotte 

Bronte’s Jane Eyre, the title character in a novel that has become part of the Western 

literary canon. While the story of Jane Eyre is fiction, it is no less true than are the 

narratives other women tell. Munro (1998) explains it this way:  

Who is this subject: the school marm, the spinster, the mother teacher?  

These are “subjects” constructed out of desires and fears that are not my 
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own.  They are fictions.  Fictions that nevertheless functions as truths. 

Fictions to which women teachers are subject. (p. 1)  

Munro sees these fictions as stories in which she does not necessarily see herself reflected 

but to which she is, nevertheless, subjected. She understands these fictions to be 

culturally constructed, and she discusses ways they function to essentialize and 

circumscribe women teachers, thereby denying women the ability to construct their own 

stories in their own ways. With this discussion, Munro disrupts the traditional opposition 

of truth-versus-fiction and suggests a compatibility between fiction and theory (p. 18). 

Britzman (2000) also deals with ethnographic data “as if I were reading a novel and, 

consequently, as if narratives of teaching were primarily a complex of contradictory 

interpretations and competing regimes of truth” (p. 31). As theory, then, fictions, 

including literary ones, become other ways of representing truths. Theobald (1999) and 

others (Steedman, 1989; Tamboukou, 2000) draw from the Charlotte Bronte novel in 

constructing images of women teachers; I believe we might deepen our understanding of 

this representation with a brief, critical reading of the story Bronte tells. 

 In Jane Eyre  (2000/1847), Jane must confront her own fears and overcome many 

obstacles as she journeys toward becoming a respectable woman and teacher valued for 

her intellect and her sympathy toward others. This storyline reflects the archetypal plot of 

the hero’s quest. Within this pattern, a young man, whose true identity is masked, begins 

a search:  Theseus seeks his father; Orpheus searches for his dead wife; King Arthur’s 

knights pursue the Holy Grail; Gawain ventures to find the Green Knight, Indiana Jones 

hunts for numerous archeological treasures; Luke Skywalker pursues his dream to 

become a Jedi Knight; Frodo must return the ring. The pattern applies as well to some 

women: Dorothy seeks the Wizard of Oz, Alice searches for an understanding of 

Wonderland. All those who quest must undergo various physical and psychological trials 
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associated with testing their resolve and facing their fears; they may also use their special 

powers to overcome obstacles, including characters who tempt them or block their 

course. Along the way they encounter mentors and other guides, some of whom show 

them ways not to be. Eventually they find a treasure or complete a task, although it may 

not be the one they originally sought or intended. They return with this treasure--most 

often representative of enhanced self-knowledge--and are reintegrated into their 

communities with a new status. This plot, so familiar in Western story-telling, is similar 

to the one Theobald (1999) uses as a base for the lady-teacher-as-hero narratives. 

  The pattern can also provide one way to read Bronte’s (2000/1847) Jane Eyre. Jane, 

an orphan, seeks a place of belonging. She must prove herself by undergoing several 

trials. Along the way she meets people who point her in an appropriate direction. By the 

end of the novel, she has secured a desirable place in society. As with many highly 

intelligent women, Jane’s greatest fear lies in being misunderstood, in not being believed. 

Her aunt, Mrs. Reed, has narrated her to Mr. Brocklehurst, treasurer of the girls school 

Lowood, as “deceitful,” (p. 44) and he, in turn, presents her to the students and teachers 

at Lowood as “a liar.” (p. 94) She passionately refutes these narratives of herself, but 

gains only a reputation as someone to be feared or shunned. At Lowood,  where she is 

both student and, later, teacher, she learns from her friend Helen and her teacher Miss 

Temple how to speak so she is believed: 

I resolved, in the depth of my heart, that I would be most moderate--most 

correct; and, having reflected a few minutes in order to arrange coherently 

what I had to say, I told [Miss Temple] all the story of my sad childhood. 

Exhausted by emotion, my language was more subdued that it generally 

was when I developed that sad theme; and mindful of Helen’s warnings 

against the indulgence of resentment, I infused into the narrative far less 
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gall and wormwood than ordinarily. Thus restrained and simplified, it 

sounded more credible: I felt as I went on that Miss Temple fully believed 

me. (pp. 101-102)  

She finds that her language, which had previously been bold and fiery, must be tamed. 

The words “moderate,” “correct,” “subdued,” “restrained,” and “simplified” all lead to 

the goal: to be perceived as “credible.” Interestingly enough, however, her story must be 

corroborated by a man, Mr. Lloyd, before it can be presented as “true” to the other 

students and teachers. Even Miss Temple, the school’s superintendent, has not the power 

to refute an official narrative without masculine validation. In this, Jane’s story echoes 

Cassandra’s; without the protection of Apollo, without the approval of the masculine, 

Cassandra’s/Jane’s words remain false and she has no position except as an hysteric. 

 Eventually, Miss Temple marries and leaves Lowood. With her departure Jane is 

reminded that “the real world was wide, and that a varied field of hopes and fears, of 

sensations and excitements, awaited those who had courage to go forth into its expanse, 

to seek real knowledge of life amidst its perils” (p. 123). This passage strongly echoes the 

traditional hero plot Theobald (1999) sees in the education histories written about 

nineteenth century women teachers. Jane, like those other teachers, yearns for liberty, but 

she understands it cannot be hers. In its place, she asks for a “new servitude” which she 

sees as a kind of freedom that is available to her: 

There is something in [service]...I know there is because it does not sound 

too sweet; is not like such words as Liberty, Excitement, Enjoyment: 

delightful sounds truly; but no more than sounds for me; and so hollow 

and fleeting that it is mere waste of time to listen to them.  But Servitude!  

That must be a matter of fact.  Any one may serve: I have served here 

eight years; now all I want is to serve elsewhere.  Can I not get so much of 
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my own will? (p. 124) 

Again, the concept of available discourses reverberates. Jane cannot even wish for 

“Liberty, Excitement, Enjoyment.” Such are “no more than sounds.” Only service can 

provide her a small space beyond the school’s walls, even though it may involve living 

behind “new”walls. Only a new place of service is available through her “own will.” 

 Ultimately, Jane--like other nineteenth century women teachers--is rewarded for her 

service and her conformity to that discourse available to her: the moral woman. She 

maintains her good name despite several temptations to step outside the boundaries of 

appropriate social conduct and her own good sense. Rochester wants to marry her, but 

admits that he already has a wife (Bertha, the mad woman in the attic). Faced with his 

contradictions and her own great love for him, Jane must find a way to act.  She says,  

I will keep the law given by God; sanctioned by man.  I will hold to the 

principle received by me when I was sane, and not mad--as I am now.  

Laws and principles are not for the times when there is no temptation: they 

are for such moments as this when body and soul rise in mutiny against 

their rigour; stringent are they; inviolate they shall be....if I cannot believe 

it now, it is because I am insane--quite insane; with my veins running fire, 

and my heart beating faster that I can count its throbs. Preconceived 

opinions, foregone determinations, are all I have at this hour to stand by: 

there I plant my foot. (p. 475) 

She feels such great passion, is so close to transgression, that she experiences herself to 

be as mad as the lady in the attic. However, she moves away from the madness by 

“planting her foot” within “received” laws and principles, by relying on “preconceived 

opinions, foregone conclusions.” Those rules and laws are all that keep her from 

becoming like Bertha, the wife Rochester himself describes as “intemperate and 
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unchaste” (p. 459). Ironically, readers realize that, if she were to succumb to Rochester’s 

entreaties to pose as his wife in some French city, she would also be guilty of the 

deceitfulness of which she was accused and against which she struggled as a child. 

 She leaves Rochester, rather than become his mistress, and goes into the world with 

nothing. She is unable to find work of any kind. With no material and few personal 

resources, Jane is reduced to begging for food and sleeping in the open. She abandons her 

surname and takes on an alias: she becomes Jane Elliot so that Rochester cannot find her 

and so that she can become other than she was before she was so tempted to stay with 

him. Eventually she encounters charitable St. John Rivers and his sisters who feed, 

shelter, and nurse her back to health. To provide for herself she returns to teaching, this 

time as mistress of a village school for country girls. In accepting this position, she holds 

on to the social conventions of morality prescribed for women. She asks herself  

whether it is better to be a slave in a fool’s paradise at Marseilles--fevered 

with delusive bliss one hour--suffocating with the bitterest tears of 

remorse and shame the next--or to be a village schoolmistress, free and 

honest, in a breezy mountain nook in the healthy heart of England?  Yes; I 

feel now that I was right when I adhered to principle and law, and scorned 

and crushed the insane promptings of a frenzied moment. (p. 540) 

Jane herself sees the “village schoolmistress” position as having saved her from her own 

sexuality, her own “delusive bliss.” Being a teacher allows her some independence and 

helps her to resist becoming “the mad lady in the attic.” 

 Along the way Jane acknowledges her name is Eyre and finds that the Rivers siblings 

are her cousins; she inherits great wealth and nearly acquiesces to becoming St. John 

Rivers’ missionary-wife in India. However, in a deus ex machina plot turn, she is rescued 

by a supernatural version of Rochester’s voice crying her name. She escapes St. John 
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Rivers’ missionary zeal by being “called” back to Rochester whom she finds injured by a 

fire that killed Bertha and destroyed his home. In this he has been left scarred and blinded 

by the flames of his own passions, his own sins. Ultimately, Jane is rewarded for her 

moral stance: she marries her Mr. Rochester and, with her inheritance and her position as 

Rochester’s wife, she lives happily ever after.  

 Theobald (1999) takes exception to the hero narrative as it applies to the history of 

women teachers. In spite of Jane Eyre’s experiences, Theobald refers to the hero plot as 

“sanitized” (p. 14), purged and purified of contradictions or slippages into despair. Rather 

than merely continue this hero story as if it were the only valid one in our research, she 

suggests that  

we should place on our research agenda as oral historians the possibility 

that women’s sanity in the twentieth century classroom was achieved 

through a psychology of transience not entirely reducible to the marriage 

bars, an ironic refusal of eternal motherhood...I am suggesting that this 

history of teaching belongs as much to those who left as to those who 

stayed...we [have not asked] whether the generality of women wanted to 

stay in teaching for a lifetime.  The mad lady-teacher in the attic is waiting 

to be heard.... (p. 21) 

Theobald does not refute the lady-teacher narrative; instead, she sees it as partial, as one 

of several possible stories, all with traces and implications for subject positions for 

women teachers. She wants those alternative tales told as well, especially because the 

histories help to construct the contexts within which twentieth-century (and I would add 

twenty-first-century) women teachers live and work. Theobald is especially interested in 

histories of women who choose to leave teaching, not just because they, like Bronte’s 

Miss Temple, marry and are “barred” from continuing, but because they refuse the 
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“eternal motherhood” embedded in the feminine hero story. Without alternatives, 

Theobald suggests, women who refuse the hero narrative become, by default, the “mad 

lady-teacher in the attic.” Her use of “mad” evokes twinned understandings--

angry/insane. These women are angry because their lives have been bracketed out; they 

“must be insane” or unnatural because they refuse the “motherhood” of teaching, what 

Munro (1998) characterizes as “women’s true profession.” 

 Again I see parallels from Jane Eyre.  Throughout the novel, Bronte provides 

episodes and characters that suggest alternative stories of Jane. Her childhood fear of 

confinement, which she associates with death, makes her hysterical and leaves her 

vengeful toward her aunt Mrs. Reed and the school owner Mr. Brocklehurst who have 

locked her into a position of infamy and named her undesirable. Miss Temple, who can 

be seen as “an angel in the schoolhouse” (Theobald, 1999, p. 17), helps Jane move away 

from her madness by showing her the benefits of decorum: moderate behavior allows 

women a space wherein their own wills can counter and subvert the actions and 

narratives others foist upon them. For example, Miss Temple acknowledges that the girls’ 

breakfast was burned and orders that they be given bread and cheese for their next meal. 

She also writes to Mr. Lloyd for confirmation of Jane’s story of her life with Mrs. Reed, 

countering Mr. Brocklehurst’s story of Jane as a liar. In addition, Jane’s moderate 

behavior gains her a position as teacher at Lowood. It also allows her enough freedom to 

advertise for and receive a position away from Lowood as governess, although she acts 

initially without the permission or knowledge of the school directors. In these ways Miss 

Temple and Jane both accept and disrupt the position of lady-teacher as one who 

conforms her behavior strictly to the masculine standards imposed on her. 

 Juxtaposed to Jane, who has learned moderation, is Bertha, Rochester’s first wife and 

a literal mad woman in the attic. She is not a teacher, not a woman who has learned to 
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dissemble within boundaries. Bronte has Mr. Rochester narrate Bertha’s story.  He tells 

of having been duped into marriage by his father (who desired Bertha’s wealth) and 

Bertha’s family (who sought respectability). However, Bertha’s relatives kept secret from 

Rochester their family history of insanity. From his perspective (as told by the nineteenth 

century woman writer), we hear a tale of Bertha’s passions and licentiousness that bring 

him shame and misery, and that, ultimately, lead doctors to find her insane and Rochester 

to lock her away in an attic room. Bertha, as represented by Bronte through Rochester, 

provides a counter-narrative, a kind of warning of what happens to women who do not 

conquer their passions and conform to the dominant constructs governing women’s 

behavior. To be a mad lady in the attic is to be dead to the world and to oneself. 

 But wait. Just as we can apply the hero’s quest plot to build understandings, we can 

disrupt it and construct other meanings. 

 In Wide Sargasso Sea (1966), twentieth century novelist Jean Rhys provides an 

alternate story of how Bertha came to be shut up in the attic. In this tale, Bertha was first 

called Antoinette. Although Rhys’ novel remains consistent with the facts presented by 

Rochester in the Bronte version, Rhys does re-story Bertha’s licentious behavior, 

presenting it as Antoinette’s sexual desire for her husband rather than an unfocused or 

undirected pursuit of sexual pleasure per se. Rhys locates places--those Foucauldian gaps 

and fissures--in the previous novel that permit her to provide a different “history” for 

Bertha. Within the story Rhys tells, Bertha/Antoinette was the daughter of former slave 

holders in Jamaica. Rather than the single dominant narrative of women within and 

against which Jane Eyre struggles, Rhys shows Antoinette caught in a metaphorical 

sargasso sea of entangled desires and competing discourses. The image of the sargasso 

sea is similar to that of the rhizome some feminists ( St. Pierre, 2000a, 2000b, 2001; St. 

Pierre & Pillow, 2000; Morgan, 2000; Alvermann, 2000)  use to discuss the context 
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within which women construct their subjectivities and which Deleuze and Guattari 

(1987) use to describe a kind of analysis and writing that differs from “conventionally 

ordered scholarly texts” (Morgan, 2000, p. 138). A sargasso sea is a floating mass of 

gulfweed that can entrap and founder passing ships. As a trope in this novel, named only 

in the title, it is constructed, in part, from the broken and emerging structures left after 

slavery was outlawed on the multiply-colonized island of Jamaica. This image suggests a 

culture built from tendrils and traces.  In the Rhys novel, the sargasso sea includes the 

European Catholic and Anglican churches, the black people’s obeah or voodoo religions, 

and the tangle of their mergings. It incorporates the walled-in convent school and the 

exotic, fecund, creeping jungles that reclaim the abandoned plantation. It embraces 

Antoinette’s broken family--a dead father, a depressed and neglectful mother, a 

physically and mentally impaired brother, a step-father who restores the house and the 

mother’s position in the community only to abandon all after the former slaves destroy 

the house by setting fire to the little brother’s bed, killing him. It is a place devoid of 

stability where dream worlds spill into actualities, where boundaries blur or disappear 

entirely. Even the women who guide and protect Antoinette--her mother, her Aunt Cora, 

her mother’s black servant Christophine--have unstable presences, entering, leaving, then 

re-entering her life with mad voices or reduced and sporadic power. Without family or 

other structures to guide or protect her, Antoinette fears and endures physical abuse from 

rebellious and vengeful former slaves, especially from the black island children who 

throw stones at her. She is also an object of English disdain; she is poor and she is 

associated with slavery and illegitimate black siblings. In response to an insulting chant, 

she says, 

It was a song about a white cockroach.  That’s me.  That’s what they call 

all of us who were here before their own people in Africa sold them to the 
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slave traders.  And I’ve heard English women call us white niggers.  So 

between you I often wonder who I am and where is my country and where 

do I belong and why was I ever born at all. (p. 102) 

Even the blacks have become colonizers on this island, albeit unwillingly caught in the 

sargasso sea that surrounds it. Within this shattered world, Antoinette seeks her own 

place. However, all spaces, histories, and people have become contested, fragmented, and 

displaced. Many fractured and partial discourses surround Antoinette, but none are 

actually available to her. She knows herself only in solitude, wandering within the lush 

jungles or sitting in the orderly convent gardens. 

 Although he has no name except Master, and readers recognize him only through his 

“place” in the Bronte novel, Rochester enters the Rhys story and this “sargasso sea” as an 

English second son who seeks wealth through marriage. With his arrival, Rhys switches 

narrators, from Antoinette to Rochester. This structural move shows how his presence 

silences her for the remainder of the novel; thereafter, the reader “hears” her, for the most 

part, only as reported by Rochester who renames her “Bertha,” erasing “Antoinette.” In a 

short passage trailing his narration, spoken in her own voice, Antoinette says, “Names 

matter, like when he wouldn’t call me Antoinette, and I saw Antoinette drifting out of the 

window with her scents, her pretty clothes and her looking-glass” (p. 180).  Without her 

name, even her reflection in a “looking-glass” (and, perhaps, Rochester’s eyes) is lost to 

her. Rochester becomes like Apollo who offers Cassandra his language, then curses hers 

when she refuses to speak his truths.  

 But wait again. 

 Since Rhys (1966) has written the first section with Antoinette as narrator, we readers 

can see ironies in Rochester’s stories, especially when he believes other men’s tellings of 

Antoinette’s history rather than her own explanations. He skeptically considers the stories 
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told in the remove of letters by Daniel Cosway, a stranger to him who claims to be 

Antoinette’s illegitimate brother. These narratives slowly come to seem more believable 

to Rochester than the explanations Antoinette provides. Within this sargasso sea, 

Rochester has only his previous sense of what comprises knowledge. He says, “How can 

one discover truth I thought and that thought led me nowhere.  No one would tell me that 

truth.  Not my father nor Richard Mason [Antoinette’s step-brother], certainly not the girl 

I had married” (p. 104). No one speaks a truth he understands or accepts. His own sexual 

passions, intensified by his union with Antoinette, disturb him, especially when she 

associates orgasm with death. Her fervent desires, read through Daniel Cosway’s letters, 

disgust or frighten him. He remembers that he learned early to repress or hide his 

feelings:  

How old was I when I learned to hide what I felt?  A very small boy.  Six, 

five, even earlier.  It was necessary, I was told, and that view I have 

always accepted.  If these mountains challenge me, or Baptiste’s face, or 

Antoinette’s eyes, they are mistaken, melodramatic, unreal (England must 

be quite unreal and like a dream she said). (p. 103) 

All things and people here, especially Antoinette, “challenge” his knowledge and threaten 

to transform it into something “unreal and like a dream.”  He turns away from Antoinette 

and toward rum and Amelie, a black servant; in this he replicates Antoinette’s father’s 

lascivious betrayal of her mother. This abandonment, reminiscent of so many others 

Antoinette has endured, moves her first to desperation (she turns to Christophine for 

black magic help), then to further silence.   

 She makes one last attempt to explain the island to him, to speak it to him in his own 

voice. He removes that power as well: 

 “ What right have you to make promises in my name or to speak for 
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me at all?” 

 “No, I had no right, I am sorry.  I don’t understand you I know nothing 

about you, and I cannot speak for you....” (p. 171) 

She cannot speak in the “master’s” voice.  She has been stripped of all position, all 

power. 

 Rochester returns to England, taking Antoinette/Bertha with him. In England, he 

requires no translator to understand or to be understood. His desire for what he already 

knows prompts him to place Antoinette/Bertha in a context which, for her, is all dream, 

all unreal. She requires the translator, but none is available. In England she is only 

Bertha, shut away from “Antoinette,” who now exists only in her mind and its 

“delusions.” It is this Antoinette who lashes out with pilfered knife, who steals fire and 

destroys Rochester’s English home--and, by extension, herself. These acts are her only 

remaining means of resistance against the dominating narratives that have erased her 

identity and imposed “Bertha” upon her. Antoinette, in this telling, is a victim; she can be 

no teacher for Rochester in Jamaica, in great part because her understandings have been 

disregarded, cast as lies, or associated with carnal desires or madness. She can certainly 

teach him nothing about England or himself because he can see neither his country nor 

himself through her eyes without also seeing the cruelties. Antoinette’s quest for a place 

to belong, initially so similar to Jane Eyre’s, fails.  She can be no Jane, reproducing 

positions within a dominant culture. In Jamaica, there is no dominant culture, and she has 

only dreams of England. She has not only been kissed by Apollo; she has been ravished. 

 Is this the “mad lady-teacher in the attic,” however overstated, that Theobald (1999) 

wishes to recover--as Rhys (1966) reclaims Bertha--by telling the histories of nineteenth 

and twentieth century women who have left teaching for reasons other than marriage?  

Does she wish to see if these women left teaching because they could not remain sane 
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within its oppressive structures that threatened to erase the women’s sense of themselves? 

Is this the life Theobald (1999) believes women avoid with their “transience” or no/mad-

ic (Braidotti, 1994; p. 1) moves? What other stories have been omitted because of our 

cultural love affair with the “lady teacher” narrative? Are there not also stories of women 

who have stayed in teaching but have nomadically moved within the profession to escape 

capture into the dominant story? What difficulties might we have to overcome in order to 

tell those alternative stories? The more Antoinette’s presence filled Rochester with doubt, 

the more adamantly he exerted his dominance. This telling of silenced stories can be 

dangerous. Perhaps because Theobald (1999) understands the risks, she says: 

The mad lady-teacher in the attic is waiting to be heard; discursive space 

must be cleared for her before we embark on a history of women teaching 

in the twentieth century.  If my silence is to be broken, the first lady-

teacher I must interview is myself. (p. 21)    

Without Rhys’ story, we have only Bronte’s understanding of Bertha; we have no 

alternative understandings, no way to make our own early choices, to take responsibility 

for them or ourselves. Without alternatives, we also have few ways to critique the 

dominant understandings, to reveal their partialities or their violence.  

 And what of the late twentieth-century and twenty-first-century teachers caught in a 

sargasso sea of educational reforms? Bronwyn Davies (2003) sees a “new 

managerialism” in these reforms which she finds were “invented during the Thatcher and 

Reagan years,” and which establish a “new panopticon” (p. 91). This Foucauldian image 

of government requires that teachers adopt “multiple forms of self-surveillance and 

correction in order to become legitimate subjects, accountable to themselves, and to 

others” (p. 92). This “new managerialism” works to reproduce lady-teachers like Jane, 

who adhere to principles and laws received from paternalistic others. It also casts a 
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shadow figure, conjuring the specter of Bertha, the out-of-control, monstrous woman who 

is unfit to be a wife, a mother, or a teacher.   

 Davies contrasts this “new managerialism” to the supervisory strategies of previous 

“benign leaders who observed the professional work of the staff at a distance” (p. 92). 

Primarily during the 1970s, these leaders 

assumed those staff were driven neither by them, nor by rules or by 

surveillance, but by a desire for mutual respect shared with colleagues and 

students, a desire to make a contribution to knowledge in their chosen area 

and a desire for personal freedom. (p. 92) 

Such desires seem to echo Jane’s and Antoinette’s longings for mutuality and a sense of a 

supportive community.  Although Davies speaks primarily of university teachers, her 

characterization is applicable to other school settings, albeit in somewhat modified form. 

Public school teachers’ “chosen area” may be more often associated with creative 

instructional practices and choices of curriculum materials within their own classrooms 

than with contributions to knowledge in larger fields. 

 Nevertheless, the “new managerialism” affects all teachers, and Davies (2003) 

delivers a scathing critique: 

Within new managerialist systems, the individual’s sense of their [sic] 

own value is no longer primarily derived from responsible self-conduct 

and competent knowledge and practice of professional knowledge.  And 

yet, at the same time, new managerialism relies on habitual, internalized 

surveillance, through which the conduct of conduct is carried out, to press 

subjects into making and remaking themselves as legitimate and 

appropriate(d) members of the latest shift within the particular new 

managerialist systems that they are caught up in. (pp. 92-93; emphasis in 
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the original) 

Thus, the “new managerialism” becomes the sargasso sea of educational reform, a 

slippery, shifting, entangled and entangling mass, perpetually floating around and 

capturing the lives of those who teach.  

 In addition, Davies points out that “any questioning of the system itself is silenced or 

trivialised” (p. 93). She says, “Resistance to it by individuals (and that includes critiques 

such as this) is constituted as ignorance of what the ‘real’ (financial) ‘bottom-line’ issues 

are, as sheer cussedness, or as a sign reminding management of individual workers’ 

replaceability” (p.93). When proponents of the “new managerialism” characterize 

teachers’ knowledge as lacking, when these teachers’ resistance is called “sheer 

cussedness,” the teachers can become powerless, with no available alternative discourse. 

Davies acknowledges that even her own critique is susceptible to such silencing. She 

notes, too, that those who try to work within this panopticon of managerialism and 

continually “remake” themselves discover “that remade self is extraordinarily vulnerable 

and peculiarly unable to hold on to the openness of mind so valued within the 

professional ethics of teachers and scholars” (p. 93). Within such narratives, where 

financial concerns supersede and even become ethics, teachers are cut off from previous 

or other alternative understandings; they become, like Antoinette, mired in a self-doubt 

that leaves them open to the seductions of the parent-like, dominating narratives that 

promise to guide them to a better world, but which they may experience more as if it 

were a locked attic room. 

 Among the rhetorically seductive narratives are those of “efficiency and 

accountability” which promise to eliminate unworthy or “flawed” (Davies, 2003; p. 95) 

practices and persons from the profession. However provocative such assurances might 

seem, they are not as enticing as the “cleverest and perhaps the most devious strategies of 
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new managerialism,” namely, “the inclusion of equity discourses” (p. 95). The recent and 

popular educational initiatives from the George W. Bush administration, the “No Child 

Left Behind” policies, also use emotionally-charged rhetoric from the equity discourses. 

Such discourse is difficult to counter on its surfaces. After all, who among us would 

advocate abandoning a child? Davies indicates that “the language of managerialism 

cleverly cannibalises the liberal humanist terms” (p. 98) which have long spoken the 

purposes of education within and even against which many teachers have constructed 

their senses of themselves. In addition, the language in these policies makes use of the 

teacher-as-mother narrative: only a bad mother (or bad parent regardless of gender) 

leaves children behind. 

 There may be slippages in the arguments of this new system; there may be the 

fissures and gaps of which Foucault’s writings remind us. However, classroom teachers 

have no time in which to analyze the policies or their language; in part because of the 

dictates within the policies, teachers have no time to contend with anything except the 

urgent chores immediately occupying them. As Davies (2003) explains: 

The personal dynamic that is set up is potentially exhausting and 

debilitating, since it is likely that no one can experience themselves as 

‘good enough’ when the basis of assessment is externalised, constantly 

escalating, subject to change, and often at odds with the professional 

knowledge on which previous good practice was based. (p. 95) 

If teachers can never escape the press merely to be “good enough,” they certainly have 

little time, energy, or space within which to analyze and critique those policies and 

procedures that keep them under surveillance and require they level controlling gazes at 

their peers. In addition, their own education may not have provided them with tools or 

skills with which to deconstruct the research upon which the policies claim to be based. 
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Citing her own work with teachers, Davies notes that “it takes years of concerted effort 

for teachers to learn to read research and to generate new teaching practices based on that 

research” (p. 100). She also points out that, if teachers need so much time to learn how to 

read and reflect upon research, policy-makers, who frequently see a direct and 

unproblematic link between research and practice, have little understanding of the actual 

connections between such evidence and performances. 

 O.L. Davis Jr. (2003) points to other ways in which the Strategic Plan that 

accompanies the “No Child Left Behind” policies affects teachers, students, and others 

involved in education. 

It claims privilege for mandates of “best educational practices,” not just 

the authorization of and funding for reasonable, albeit differing 

instructional programs.  Additionally, federally advocated “best practices” 

will be determined now and in the future according to a medical model 

applied to educational research.  This model seeks causal relationships and 

requires employment of randomization in experiments and sophisticated 

statistical analyses of data.  Other research traditions--including case 

studies, qualitative analyses, historical inquiries, and surveys, for example-

-lie outside of this narrowed privilege. Furthermore, the plan explicitly 

seeks “transformation” of the educational research enterprise--its 

assumptions, conduct, and preparation of researchers--from what it 

dismissively labels as “opinion” or “ideology” to research inquiries guided 

by strict adherence to “scientific” standards. (p. 103)  

In this manner, the federal Department of Education has delineated what counts as 

knowledge as well as how it is produced, how it will be used, and who may claim it. Not 

only has the Department of Education determined what counts as knowledge in 
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education, it has effectively persuaded vast numbers of people that it is “right.”  The 

government accomplishes this persuasion through the use of seductive rhetoric and 

reliance on cultural practices of dichotomized thinking. We can see these strategies when 

we scrutinize the language in the Department of Education’s Goal Four of the Strategic 

Plan 2002-2007.  For example, the introduction for Goal Four presents educational 

research as problematic because it does not adhere to rules that guide progress:  

Unlike medicine, agriculture and industrial production, the field of 

education operates largely on the basis of ideology and professional 

consensus.  As such, it is subject to fads and is incapable of the cumulative 

progress that follows from the application of the scientific method and 

from the systematic collection and use of objective information in policy 

making. (p. 59) 

This passage casts “progress,” as it is obviously or common-sensically observed in 

medicine, agriculture and industrial production; then it juxtaposes this progress to “fads.” 

This language accomplishes at least two things: it makes “progress” real and attainable, 

and it discounts “ideology and professional consensus” as actual or desirable knowledge.  

Ideology and consensus are matters of belief and, as such, fall outside the grand 

narratives of truth and  “cumulative progress,” or the category of “objective information.” 

Any challenge to this position, such as that which indicates knowledge is socially 

constructed and, therefore, indeed a matter of belief, is successfully bracketed out as a 

fad, as someone’s whim or a fanciful thought, as transitory and beyond the boundaries of 

truth. In addition, because we frequently associate “fads” with superfluous and fleeting 

popularity (pet rocks, mood rings, banana clips, and disco music), a policy that uses the 

term to describe educational theories or practices suggests these are also not only trivial 

but dangerous.   Teachers themselves may be predisposed to accept this characterization 
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because so many new programs and practices have been instituted and abandoned in what 

many teachers call the “pendulum swing of practices.” The rhetorical techniques of 

implied analogy and juxtaposition establish an “either-or” situation: either we have 

progress or we have fads. Other positions are unavailable. Fads may be fun, but education 

is serious; it concerns taxes, the fabric of society, even matters of national security.  Such 

a position contains traces of Margaret Thatcher’s proclamations concerning the “death of 

society” (Davies, 2003, p. 91), in which too much permissiveness has led to a loss of 

direction and to social violence. It also echoes the fear in A Nation at Risk (1983) that 

likens the state of education in the United States to conditions following a foreign 

invasion (Britzman. 2003, p. 176).   

 The No Child Left Behind documents (2000) continue this perception by presenting a 

solution to the problem of discerning truth in times perceived as so terrifying: 

We will change education to make it an evidence-based field.  We will 

accomplish this goal by dramatically improving the quality and relevance 

of research funded or conducted by the Department, by providing policy 

makers, educators, parents, and other concerned citizens with ready access 

to syntheses of research and objective information that allow more 

informed and effective decisions, and by encouraging the use of this 

knowledge... (p. 59) 

 Again we see the use of language to persuade the public of the rightness of the policies. 

What reasonable citizen could object to “improving the quality and relevance of 

research”? Who would object to basing practice on “evidence”? And, in our present lives, 

so filled with conflicting urgencies, who could object to a benevolent entity such as our 

government making available “syntheses” of this research so we do not need to take the 

time to “read and read closely” (Butler, 1992, p. 5) the actual research reports?  Davies 
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(2003) deconstructs the government’s use of “evidence-based.” She says: 

At first glance the idea of evidence-based practice appears to be so 

obviously desirable (like universal literacy, or continuous improvement) 

that it might be regarded as a truism.  Who could argue against the idea 

that professional practice should be based on evidence?  Its opposite, 

teaching without evidence, or against the evidence, sounds absurd. (p. 98) 

Again we see the policy’s rhetoric which forces a dichotomy: support or oppose this 

evidence-based research. However, Davies suggests an alternative to the dichotomy: 

To get beyond the obviousness of the first reading it is useful to focus on 

the “based” of evidence-based and ask, which evidence should be the 

base, and who selects it?  In what ways, we might then ask, are the choices 

and decisions teacher make in the classroom and playground to be 

founded in (based on) the evidence, not only that someone else provides, 

but that someone else (another someone, located in the bureaucracy) 

selects...Such questions immediately alert us to a possible hidden agenda--

to a play to change what it is that teachers produce through the adoption of 

a language and a system that guarantees its sense of inevitability. (pp. 98-

99; emphasis in the original) 

Rather than argue within the rhetoric of the “new panopticon,” Davies suggests asking 

other questions. In doing so, she introduces discourse that provides an alternative, a 

means of resistance, to the rhetoric of the “either-or.” The difficulty comes with engaging 

others in this alternative discourse. The Department of Education, by insisting on its 

version of truth, discounts the experiences, knowledges, and understandings previously 

located with researchers, scholars, and teachers.  Davies notes that the evidence for the 

“evidence-based practice” may come from teachers, but that they have no control over 
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what is accepted by policy-makers as “effective” or “successful.” She says that: 

“ consultations” with representative teachers may have taken place, but 

those consultations will have been undertaken in such a way that the 

representatives will have acquired the new discourse and so become party 

to its dissemination (the only alternative being to be marginalised or 

replace). Neither the teachers, not their representatives, will have had 

freedom to dispute or resile from the institution’s or state’s criteria of 

effectivity and success, since both their own livelihood and the funding of 

the institution may well be tied in whole or in part to their satisfactory 

fulfillment. (pp. 97-98) 

In this manner, then, teachers’ voices have been appropriated by the policy-makers to 

suggest that the teachers themselves have assisted in forming these policies. Teachers 

who are members of the various committees that have provided testimony upon which 

these policies have been based, and teachers who provide the “evidence” the policies call 

for, have first been socialized into accepting the policies’ “truths” before such “truths” 

are “proved” by statistics. (See the literature on professional schools, especially that of 

Linda Darling-Hammond [1996a; 1996b] for examples of how teachers are socialized 

into the profession as this is defined by the state.) Davies (2003) further points out that  

It is well known amongst statisticians that statistics can be used to “prove” 

almost anything that the researcher wishes to prove...Experiments do not 

remove the subjectivity of researchers; they simply work to conceal it.  

“Findings” are not guaranteed--they are more like working propositions 

that make sense within particular frameworks of assumptions and of 

practice. (p. 99) 

Discourse that encourages multiple truths, that works for acceptance of social diversity, 
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that critiques the status quo--these have no place in the new public policies. Nevertheless, 

Davies continues to resist a position of passivity and victimization.  She says that “a first 

and necessary step in counteracting the force of any discourse is to recognize its 

constitutive power, its capacity to become hegemonic” (p. 102). She recognizes that “any 

discourse,” even that of counter-narratives, can become “hegemonic.” What seems to 

discourage hegemony is continued conversation: “Just what are the collective stories we 

might tell ourselves about this period of our history and about why and how it is another 

world than we want to live in?” (p. 102).  I see in her question a call to continue 

collecting and retelling teachers’ stories, even if such research lies outside the concepts of 

research legitimized by the official voice of governmental policy. If we do not continue 

to voice our concerns, we will assuredly lose the power of speech.   

 However, Davies’ (2003) call comes with a caveat she does not voice. Merely 

because we continue to search for and tell alternative stories does not mean these will 

ever reach the eyes or ears of the public. Jane Piirto (2002) tells of her experiences with 

trying to get innovative research published: 

I keep trying to break through domains, using the literary to illuminate the 

social science (and vice versa)...I recently submitted an article in the 

creative nonfiction style, to a scholarly educational psychology 

journal...When I received it back, one reviewer said, ‘This isn’t 

research!’...The editor refused the article unless I would add a section on 

methodology, so I did.  I wrote 1,120 more words discussing 

constructionism, phenomenology, portraiture, and the like, with copious 

references to various qualitative methodologies...This methodology 

section calmed the first reviewer, who said, in a second go-around, ‘Now 

that’s more like it!.’ (p. 412) 
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Piirto’s story illustrates some of the ways in which institutions that perpetuate 

conventional ways of knowing remain powerful. She tried to “break through domains,” to 

work as a world-walker and construct knowledge from within the fissures and gaps of the 

conventional. She found her efforts rejected until she balanced her new “style” with more 

traditional techniques. Perhaps we may need to cultivate approximations as a way to keep 

the discussion open. Without a willingness to negotiate and work within the boundaries 

of customary discourse, we risk having our efforts completely ignored, our research 

reports rejected by journals, our work confined to a file on a personal computer or a 

remote room in an academic library. Attics can have many forms. 

 Intelligence: A Contested Position for Women 

 Recently I visited an art exhibit in Houston, Texas, that had been organized by the 

Museum of Modern Art in New York City. It was entitled “The Heroic Century” and 

included 200 paintings and sculptures, all widely considered masterpieces, from such 

artists as Van Gogh, Matisse, Picasso, Monet, Rodin, Cezanne, Dali, Pollock, Worhol, 

and Lichtenstein. I was in awe as I stood so close to these products of genius, pieces I had 

previously seen only in books or as posters. If I had been audacious enough to brave the 

outrage of museum guards and the crowds of other observers, as well as to violate my 

own knowledge about the detrimental effects of the human touch on objects of antiquity, 

I could have put my hand in the trace of the hands of greatness. However, as I reflected 

on the experience a few days later, a swell of disappointment disturbed my wonder. 

Among the two hundred works displayed were only two by women artists. In this way, 

the exhibit reproduced the impression that women created little or no art of this caliber, 

even within the twentieth century. But what about Mary Cassatt, Frida Kahlo, or Georgia 

O’Keeffe? 

 The Houston exhibit featured Rodin’s Balzac which led me to think of Camille 
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Claudel’s work. She was Rodin’s assistant, model, protegee, and lover. Her own work, 

however, has gained only modest acclaim, apart from his influence, although it has been 

critiqued as demonstrating “an epic, intoxicating, indeed tragic, spirit” (Pinet, 1992; p. 

107). Her piece entitled “The Age of Maturity” is only one example of such a spirit. If the 

exhibit in Houston was designed to showcase artists who dared to break with the 

traditional conventions of art, as seemed to be the dominant message, why were none of 

her pieces included? I tried to anticipate responses curators might give to my question. 

Perhaps, I thought, this is because the art world has not agreed that her work is masterful 

in its own right. Perhaps it is because the New York museum owns none of her work. 

And, perhaps her work is little known outside of her association with Rodin because most 

of Claudel’s sculptures are kept within the Rodin Museum in Paris rather than showcased 

with a variety of other known masterpieces. The most disturbing potential response, 

however, was that perhaps she, too, is considered a mad woman in the attic. After all, she 

was institutionalized for thirty years for paranoia (Ayral-Clause, 2002). Because she was 

sequestered in asylums at her mother’s insistence, she had little contact with the outside 

world; she was even officially declared dead twenty-three years before she actually died 

(p. 57). 

  But perhaps I am too quick to attribute the exhibit creators’ decisions to gender bias. 

Perhaps the museum curators made their choices for reasons involving economy of space. 

In the face of so much worthy art, the exhibit had room for only a limited number of 

pieces. If such is the case, the exhibit creators seemingly chose to showcase a 

predominantly traditional canon of art. Such a choice echoes decisions about what to 

include in the canon of other disciplines. It parallels the issues debated in education 

communities with the creation of national standards in English/language arts, in history, 

in science (Hirsch, 1993; Sizer, 1993; Saunders, 1996; Milner, 1997). If we are to include 
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“new” ideas, facts, artifacts, and works in our standardized curricula, and if we admit that 

space is a consideration, we must grapple with the question, Which of the traditional 

pieces will we exclude to make room for the new? Such choices are difficult and 

complex; introducing a new work suggests reinscribing its meaning and the meanings 

represented by the canon. Such choices challenge public opinions which have been 

constructed within traditional, patriarchal communities. Since so little work by women 

artists was included, the Houston exhibit creators seem to have made their choices along 

lines of gender after all. 

 To challenge conventional wisdom is to speak defiantly and to risk having one’s work 

banished to a dusty bin of unworthy suggestions or appropriated and resignified by the 

traditional discourses. Jo Ellen Jacobs (1994), in an article about philosopher Harriet 

Taylor Mill, wife and collaborator of John Stuart Mill, likens Harriet Mill’s position in 

the history of philosophy to Claudel’s position in art: 

 Not Lou Salome, not Simone de Beauvoir, not even Clotilde is treated 

with as much venom in the history of philosophy as Harriet was.  It is 

Camille Claudel whose name rises to my mind.  She too suffered, perhaps 

even more than Harriet. (p. 15)  

The reputations of both women, Jacobs claims, have been made subordinate to those of 

the men in their lives by the ways in which their stories have been told, by the difficulties 

biographers have had with the women’s intellectual curiosity: 

Ladies don’t ask such impertinent questions as “How do you know?” 

“Why?” “What is the difference?” Intellectual curiosity was not an 

acceptable attribute in Victorian women, or in their more modern 

sisters...women’s questions are particularly threatening. They remind us of 

that source of all evil: Eve. Eve, with her unholy passion to know, to eat of 
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the tree of the fruit of knowledge [sic], is the mythological baggage that 

haunts our minds like the madwoman in the attic. (p. 12) 

By associating this intellectual curiosity not only with madness but with evil, Jacobs 

emphasizes the strength of the dominant narrative’s taboo against intellectuality in 

women. The associations of women and knowledge with madness and evil demonstrate 

how strong the threat of knowledgeable women is in our Western culture.  

 Having thought of Claudel, I mused further. How comparable is her situation to those 

of other women intellectuals and artists such as Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz, Sylvia Plath, 

Virginia Woolf? While we may agree with Ruthellen Josselson (1996) that “all women 

want a sense of competence and a sense of connection” (p. 241), some women seem 

nearly tormented by their drive for places beyond mere competence. Might these “mad” 

states of mind be related to some women’s terrible desires to gain acceptance for their 

own visions and voices, untethered to the masculine presences in their lives? Might these 

great desires reveal a need for positions of grand defiance in order for these women to 

have any kind of audience? Ayral-Clause (2002) writes of Claudel: 

Defiance was probably the most visible characteristic of Camille Claudel.  

She defied the prejudiced society in which she lived in almost every step 

she took: her choice of a career in sculpture; her entrance into a previously 

all male atelier [sculptor’s studio] and a liaison with the master of this 

atelier; her determination to sculpt the nude with as much freedom as her 

male counterparts; her persistence in soliciting state commissions for 

works that were sure to offend the warped notion of propriety favored by 

male officials. (pp. 256-257) 

Her defiant actions, while necessary for her to produce pieces beyond the “decorative” 

ones considered appropriate for women during this time, jeopardized her access to an 
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audience. And, without an audience, how can one come to know what meanings are 

possible in a “new” vision? Again I am reminded of Cassandra who defied the god in 

trying to speak with her own voice and was denied an audience as punishment.  

 By insisting on public acknowledgement of her own strong voice as a sculptor, 

Claudel lost all connection--family, friends, lovers, colleagues, her art, even her claims to 

sanity and immortality. Prior to the women’s movements in the 1960s, highly intelligent 

and creative women indeed faced such severe losses. Careers as secretaries, nurses, and 

elementary school teachers were acceptable until marriage (Munro, 1998), but aspiring to 

careers in law, medicine, engineering, journalism, and business management were 

considered unsuitable for women. A middle-class woman who chose to work put her 

family’s social class status into question. As Judith Richards Hope (2003) has written of 

her generation, which attended college in the early 1960s: 

At the time that we decided to pursue careers in law, women who worked 

outside the home were predominantly poor--often single moms struggling 

in low-paying jobs to support their children.  That women who didn’t 

“have to work”’ would voluntarily choose to train themselves to work 

seemed peculiar.... (pp. xxiii-xxiv)  

 Imitating the actions of the working-class women was difficult for others--even other 

women--to comprehend. The women lawyers of whom Hope writes came from middle- 

and upper-middle-class families with strong community leadership positions. For a 

women to pursue the development of her talent and take it into the public work place 

affected more people than just herself. The women in Hope’s book all had great support, 

financially and psychologically, especially from their fathers. Without this support, they 

probably would not have sought law degrees, and certainly would not have pursued them 

at Harvard University in the early 1960s, long an exclusively male institution. 
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 Even careers as teachers have carried potentially undesirable associations with 

intelligence, especially if a woman aspired to the position of “true” respectability, 

marriage. Alison Oram (1999) interviewed women teachers from the early twentieth 

century in England and Wales. One teacher explained why she and other women teachers 

she knew did not publicly claim to be teachers. She said, “I think people were afraid of 

teachers then...there were more people who were afraid of the bluestocking...There was 

definitely a feeling in society generally that you wouldn’t want to be too clever if you 

were going to be married” (p. 101). Terms such as “bluestocking” and “too clever” 

associate women teachers with intellectuals and with “unnatural” women. Oram relates 

this perception specifically to secondary teachers and to prevailing images of femininity: 

“Teachers who [described] their profession in this way recognized that marriageable 

femininity in this period was symbolically constructed as inferior in status to masculinity; 

women had to be younger, shorter and less intellectually competent than their husbands” 

(p. 101). Sue Middleton (1993) believes this tension between intellectuality and sexuality 

continues today: 

Intellectual (rational) women were faced with several options: to deny 

their sexuality (an asexual spinsterhood), to become respectable wives and 

mothers (abandoning careers or subordinating these to the demands and 

desires of family members), or to become bohemian (unrespectable) 

members of an intellectual/artistic demimonde. (p. 121) 

Defiance of these social norms for the sake of developing and using one’s intellect and 

talent barred one from positions of connectedness. 

 The efforts of feminists since the 1960s have opened multiple occupations and 

discourses to women, but many former concepts and constraints still exist. Several 

scholars and researchers have lamented the lack of women who have earned degrees in 
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math, the sciences, engineering or computer sciences--all fields deemed critical in the 

current climate that privileges careers in business and technology. During one study 

about this shortage, Sally Reis (1998) encountered some telling biases: 

I had the opportunity to listen to male professors discuss the University’s 

[University of Connecticut] inability to keep talented undergraduate 

women involved in math, science, and engineering majors.  Some male 

professors in these areas told members of our committee that the reason so 

many young women changed their majors was that these science and math 

courses were just too difficult and that the women preferred easier 

alternatives such as English.  “These girls just don’t want to work hard,” 

one male science professor complained. “They are the problem, not us!” 

another professor agreed.  “They want to take the easier classes in English 

or history,” another male professor explained. (p. 53) 

As I read this, I felt myself becoming angry and forming these questions: What could 

possibly make the study of literature or rhetoric “easier” than the study of mathematics? 

How could the study of history be easier than the study of any of the sciences?  That 

some knowledge is “harder” than others or that one needed to work “harder” to 

comprehend a problem in calculus than to understand a poem made no sense to me. I 

later discussed this problem with a colleague who taught environmental science and 

computer systems. He indicated that he agreed with the professors in Reis’ anecdote 

because the concepts and connections in math and science were more abstract and 

complex than the narratives in literature or history. I did not then understand mathematics 

and the sciences as alternative ways to narrate the universe and our experiences in it. I 

could not answer him because I did not then have an alternative way to frame the 

question. I did understand that a poem by Louise Gluck or a novel by William Faulkner 
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was quite abstract and the connections among the various elements in each were indeed 

complex. I did understand that trying to comprehend the multiple and intricately 

interwoven factors involved in the development and repercussions of the Industrial 

Revolution, together with the impact of previous interpretations of this historical period, 

required dealing with the abstract and the complex. Perhaps the existence of a canon of 

literary works and historical events--created through the decisions of others about what is 

important or significant--has also contributed to the perception that some subjects are 

“easier” than others since these schoolhouse canons inscribe the discourses, limiting what 

can be considered.   

 But what purposes could be served by elevating one set of abstractions above another, 

by claiming one kind of knowledge to be more complex or harder than another? Perhaps 

the problems revealed in the statements of those knowledgeable men are not at all related 

to the difficulties in comprehending math or science. Perhaps they are more associated 

with a defensive view that math and science are a kind of “last bastion” of masculine 

domination.   

 Reis (1998) cites several studies that suggest teaching techniques in classes 

previously attended only by men discriminate against women joining the conversations.   

She cites a report from the University of Connecticut’s Commission on the Status of 

Women that indicates faculty, both male and female, “give men more time to answer and 

show more respect in their consideration of these responses” (pp. 52-53). Reis also cites a 

study by Catherine Krupnick (1992) of talented women at Harvard which shows that 

women “speak less and are interrupted more” than men (Reis, 1998; p. 53). These reports 

suggest that, even when women venture into the masculine domains of academic or 

professional endeavors, they are victimized--intimidated or otherwise confined to silence. 

 In order to construct alternative and accessible spaces for women in these male-
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dominated discourses, psychologists and educators indicate that women must single-

mindedly--even defiantly--devote time, energy, and talent to the endeavor. Arnold, 

Noble, & Subotnik (1996) describe the current situation and the repercussions if talented 

women reject this campaign:  

One of the most tragic messages that many gifted females receive is that 

society does not need or want their gifts and abilities, that the real work of 

the world is accomplished by men, and that any contribution they might 

make is peripheral or ancillary. Thus, the majority of gifted females 

disappear long before they reach high levels of creative productivity, 

depriving the world of the public contributions they could otherwise make. 

(pp. 5-6)    

This statement makes visible a disconnect between the cultural “messages” and the 

researchers’ positions--that intelligent women can “reach high levels of creative 

productivity” and make “public contributions.” The disconnect implies that “society” and 

“gifted females” waste resources and act against the best interests of all when such 

conservative messages are conveyed and when they are believed. This stance is often 

called the “societal loss” position (Fleming & Hollinger, 1994; p. 324); James Gallagher 

(1991) even equates talent development with both personal and national economic self-

interest in the United States. Arnold, Noble, & Subotnik (1996), in the passage above, use 

words and phrases such as “tragic,” “disappear,” and “depriving the world” to color 

female talent development with morally heroic tones. 

 Although white, middle-class women from the United States have been the focus of 

many of the investigations into female talent development, researchers have also explored 

the experiences of women from other classes, races, ethnicities, and countries (Kastberg 

& Miller, 1996; Basu, 1996; Lynch, 1996; Napier, 1996; Kitano, 1994, 1997, 1998a, 
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1998b, 1998c; Kitano & Perkins, 1992; 1996). In all of these studies women indicated 

they experienced a deep sense of isolation from families and other communities because 

their efforts to learn and produce transgressed boundaries of propriety and expectations 

for women. While the sense of isolation is acknowledged, it is seen only as a “barrier” to 

achievement and success; it is seldom explored as a loss of subject positions these women 

value.  In fact, these advocates for women’s talent development focus on concepts of a 

single, integrated sense of self and encourage talented women to strip themselves of 

positions other than those the researchers perceive as leading to fulfillment of talent 

potential, including those in families, friendships, home towns, and other sites. The only 

space that is valued in these studies is that of talent.  In this, the studies assume that all 

talented women are--or should be--as driven or passionate as Camille Claudel. The 

studies do not acknowledge how this isolation can contribute to the creation of the mad 

woman in the attic. Instead, it is a barrier, a relatively simple problem to which there can 

be relatively simple solutions. The researchers suggest that older high-achieving women 

need to mentor gifted girls and create small supportive communities for talented women 

to offset these feelings.  While a mentor or a support group can help a woman name 

herself outside of the ways in which her culture names her, do such thin relationships 

compensate for the loss of deeper subjectivities or for the forfeiture of freedom to choose 

one’s own name or to have more than one name, even if some of those positions are part 

of a traditional culture? If we are constituted by the discourses available to us, as Judith 

Butler (1992) maintains, how accessible is a discourse that insists we ignore aspects of 

that which constitutes us? 

 Nevertheless, Noble, Subotnik & Arnold (1996), in a different article, write, “To 

remove the negative effects of minority or token status, a primary intervention goal is to 

increase the number of women in male-dominated professions and at the top levels of all 
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fields” (p. 437). To this end, these advocates for female talent development encourage all 

women to postpone marriage and children and, instead, to pursue careers in a previously 

male-dominated field; highly intelligent women especially are encouraged to focus on 

such careers.   

 Other researchers have written from similar positions. Nancy Betz (1994) has 

investigated issues in women’s career development and their needs in career counseling. 

She indicates that “career aspirations of young women and girls continue to focus on 

stereotypically female occupations” (p. 7) and that, while being homemakers and mothers 

can be satisfying positions for women, “homemakers who do not have other outlets for 

achievement and productivity are highly susceptible to psychological distress, 

particularly as children grow and leave home” (p. 3). Thus, by retaining a focus on the 

traditionally female occupations, women are depicted as personally unfulfilled and 

emotionally wounded. Additionally, Betz notes that women who  “fail to use their talents 

and abilities in educational and career pursuits” deprive “a society that needs their 

talents” (p. 8).   Barbara Kerr (1994) also speaks of the dual loss but with more strength. 

She says, “It is a national tragedy that so few gifted women have attained eminence while 

the remainder accept obscurity.” (p. 236) These statements demonstrate how Betz and 

Kerr, among others, seek to focus public and policy attention on issues affecting highly 

intelligent women.   

 When I first read these pieces, I mentally pumped my fist in the air and silently 

shouted “Right on! You go, girls!” However, as I have reflected further, I have 

encountered aspects of their positions that I find bothersome. Kerr’s (1994) use of 

“national tragedy” elevates the problem beyond one of personal choice for a small group 

to one of national concern. Also, by juxtaposing “eminence” to “obscurity,” she suggests 

that, if women do not achieve eminence, if they do not shine brilliantly at the top in all 
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fields, they are confined to obscurity, to lives with no visibility and, therefore, no 

meaning. In their efforts to promote the cause of gifted women, Betz and Kerr have also 

indicated that women who do not work to develop their talents and who do not use their 

talents outside of their homes, become unhealthy humans and apathetic citizens. Kerr 

(1994) casts the problem in terms of responsibilities by asking, “Do gifted women owe 

the world and themselves more than cheerfulness, compliance, and children?” (p. 236). 

Her words can be seen as a call to action, but they can also be characterized as an 

imposition of guilt: If women comply with the dominant narrative, if they insist on 

having children or refuse to voice dissatisfaction, they shirk what they “owe.” She goes 

further by asking, “...what if gifted women are nice enough and smart enough to make do 

with whatever limits have been imposed upon them, and to defend their lifestyles as 

being the product of their own free choice?” (p. 236). She does not trust women, even 

intelligent women, to know the difference between choice and imposition.   

 To avoid positions of irresponsibility, Kerr provides two goals for a campaign to be 

waged by psychologists, educators, and politicians to liberate highly intelligent women 

from their own complacency and from their culture’s neglect: 

For gifted women to fulfill their potential and their responsibilities to 

society, there are two requirements.  First, the gifted woman must be 

willing to accept her giftedness and to understand it as a promise to be 

fulfilled.  Second, society must take substantial responsibility for guidance 

of gifted girls and for creating situations that nurture, direct and inspire 

intellect among gifted girls. (p. 236) 

Kerr would change women and the world, but she also seems to see herself as, somehow, 

outside the problem. From this position beyond the problem, Kerr ignores or diminishes 

the costs of defiance. I find it ironic that the position Camille Claudel took so insistently 
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and which contributed to her incarceration and madness is now  presented as “healthy” 

for women and necessary for society’s well-being, while positions of acceptability in 

Claudel’s context--those of dutiful daughter, wife, mother--are now seen as undesirable 

and interfering with women’s heath and society’s progress. In our crusade to rectify the 

injustices against women, such as those Claudel experienced, we seem to have created 

new prejudices. 

  I find myself also returning to Claudel’s conundrum: without Rodin’s tutelage and 

support, her work and reputation as a sculptor would not exist; yet, because of his 

support, she was never able to claim as her own her abilities and her work. Some women 

in traditionally male careers have worked to create environments that are more sensitive 

to feminine issues ranging from family/career conflicts to the lack of bathrooms for 

females in public buildings (Bell & Chase, 1996; Hope, 2003). Subotnik & Arnold (1996) 

conducted case studies with women who had been selected as Westinghouse science 

scholars and who had completed their graduate education in science and begun their 

careers. Subotnik & Arnold wrote: 

Like other male-dominated occupations, research science adheres to an 

unforgiving career schedule.  If laboratories and universities welcomed 

women after a period of intensive childrearing, many dropouts from 

science might be retained for several decades of productive work. 

Opportunities for high-level, part-time practice, extended leaves, job 

sharing, and the slowing of the tenure clock are solutions that have 

enhanced the contributions and satisfaction of women in other fields, 

including medicine. (p. 277) 

Taking time out of their “career schedule” seems to be the greatest difficulty these 

women scientists faced because research science is an “intensely competitive domain” (p. 
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265). Subotnik & Arnold also mentioned conflicts experienced by women who were 

“genuinely committed to teaching as well as to conducting research” (p. 278), which they 

see as a problem, again, because the competitive field allows no time for pursuits other 

than the research. 

 Other psychologists and educational researchers stress the importance of talented 

women developing a sense of self, as if women in traditionally feminine roles had no 

such sense, and see the pull of marriage and children as interfering with the development 

of such a sense of self. For example, Sally Reis (1998) says,  

Most young girls in elementary and middle school do not have an 

understanding of self.  They begin to learn who they are in high school 

and college, only to have their sense of self waver as they become 

involved in a relationship...If women marry at young ages and have 

children early in the marriage, they often have little or no time to regain 

their sense of self.  Gifted women must create a sense of self and an 

understanding of their identity if they are to realize their potential. (pp. 66-

67) 

 Reis pointedly adds that gifted and talented girls should “delay becoming involved in 

romantic relationships until formal education is completed” (p. 327). I am perplexed that 

Reis sees young girls as having no “understanding of self,” yet provides extensive 

recommendations for ways in which significant adults “should” interact with intelligent 

girls so that they develop an “appropriate” sense of self. Reis seems to suggest that 

females must separate themselves from all culturally traditional positions in institutions 

such as family, school, and marriage if they are to develop a sense of self. Is there, then, 

no “self” within these institutions? Must “self” be outside of, or in opposition to, 

positions within these other sites? And, if this is true for Reis, why then does she make 
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multiple recommendations for what parents, teachers, and school counselors “should” do 

during the early years in the lives of gifted girls? Although her work is well-researched 

and carefully written and although she presents herself as an advocate for women, she 

does not include feminist ideas of multiple subjectivities. Her guidelines permit no space 

for intelligent girls to reflect on the outcomes of their potential choices concerning 

lifestyles, no room in which to learn how to choose, even as she works for spaces of 

women’s achievement and success. She goes so far as to admonish parents to “monitor 

television viewing and media exposure” (p. 329). The environment which she prefers 

feels just as restrictive as that constructed by traditional values. 

 Reis is not alone. Subotnik & Arnold (1996), writing about women who pursue 

careers in science, have said, 

Career establishment in one’s mid-20s to early 30s, after prolonged 

training, is the dominant pattern in the top echelons of the science 

enterprise.  This professional sequence conflicts with normative social 

roles in which American women devote considerable time to family 

relationships....a potential mismatch exists between the single-minded 

devotion to science characteristic of eminent researchers and the desire to 

balance family and career that appears so prevalently in reports of 

professional women. (pp. 266-267) 

Again and again, researchers such as these seem to equate developing one’s talent with 

reaching those “top echelons” in one’s profession. They also recognize the need for 

“single-mindedness” and the difficulties of reaching those top positions while trying to 

“balance family and career.”   

 Reis (1998) notes that several studies have indicated that academically talented 

women “shifted their career expectations toward less demanding careers because of their 
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concerns regarding work and future marriage and child-raising demands” (p. 250). She 

sees teaching as one of those “less demanding careers.” Reis acknowledges the 

difficulties of women who try to allot their time, talent, and energy to the demands of any 

career and the needs of their families: “After working all day, they came home to what 

was, in reality, a second job” (p. 251). In this context, the professional accomplishments 

of teachers, while great in the eyes of the women who taught, seem somehow reduced in 

importance when evaluated by the dominant, masculine standards of success: 

When measured by male standards or societal standards of professional 

achievement, creating a curriculum unit for classroom use or presenting a 

workshop at a local conference may seem to be a modest attainment.  

When measured by female views of the dual importance of family and 

work, these are accomplishments.  And yet, are they the accomplishments 

which may have been realized if time, temperament, and devotion to their 

own early talents had been possible? (p. 251) 

While somewhat appreciative of the conflicts women teachers face, even if they have 

chosen a traditional career, Reis still implies that academically talented women who 

choose to teach have personalities, or “temperaments,” that have interfered with their 

success, as it is traditionally understood. 

 Barbara Kerr (1994) goes beyond presenting and describing the family-career 

problem; she presents an alternative to the dominant narrative for women: 

I cannot emphasize too strongly the fact that marriage and having children 

are not required for gifted women to have satisfying lives.  Single, 

childless, gifted women are among the happiest of this population.  A 

community of friends, a life of one’s own, a sisterhood of independent 

women are reasonable possibilities and hold promise of a satisfying single 
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lifestyle for gifted women. (pp. 255-256) 

Kerr suggests that, rather than trying to balance family and career, those with great talent 

should choose not only careers but whole lives outside of traditional relationships. 

Nevertheless, her suggestion merely substitutes one directive for another.  

 Perhaps because these women have experienced the pain of isolation similar to that 

experienced by Claudel and others whose dreams of accomplishment have been, at the 

least, frustrated, they try to build a sense of community for other women with talent. 

Indeed, the question that initially sent me on this inquiry was, Where have all the gifted 

women gone?  However, because of the sense of crusade that permeates our efforts, we 

may sometimes lack the empathy we seek to create in others. The defiance we believe we 

need in order to create a space of freedom can overshadow our respect for women who 

see things differently. In our attempts to speak for all women, we may cast talented 

women, too, as only victims of dominant narratives.  And, when we presume to speak for 

them, when we appropriate their stories to further our causes, we forget that what we 

want, ultimately, is to value women’s lives and respect their abilities. 

 Personally, I feel ignored rather than supported by the positions of most of the women 

who write about talent development. I hear the echoes of educational policy-makers who 

depict teachers as intellectually lacking. I see abilities that I would claim being 

appropriated by researchers and called “social resources.” Even as these researchers 

advocate freedom of choice, they seem to add the caveat, “except for traditionally female 

careers and lifestyles.” What of women who understand their talents differently and who 

have, therefore, a sense of themselves that includes their talent, but only as one among 

multiple subjectivities? What about those who value their abilities but have neither the 

passion nor the single-mindedness Claudel experienced? What about those who are 

unwilling to live with diminished, abandoned or uncultivated connections? What about 
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those who are averse to losing a sense of community in a gamble to pursue not just the 

competence of which Josselson (1996) speaks, but actual brilliance? What happens to 

women who understand themselves as highly intelligent yet are unwilling to jeopardize 

not only that position but all respectable other positions by insisting that their intelligence 

be publicly and widely acknowledged and affirmed? My passions for literature and 

history have been part of me since I was a very young child. Am I to abandon my 

passions and, instead, cultivate abilities in math or science in order to advocate for 

women because some men see English and history as “easy”?  Since I have access to 

alternative discourses, I find that the opinions of these researchers and the beliefs of the 

professors in Reis’ tale need not define me. There are many ways to be defiant. 
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Chapter Three 

Making My Thinking Visible 

   

 As I began this research project, I looked for a research home that allows for 

freedom of expression as it provides parameters for a kind of thinking.  Sue Middleton 

(1993) says her use of life history grew as “a natural thing” from ways she and other 

women used stories as they were “making knowledge” (p. 65).  Because I, too, place 

importance on story as a way to construct meaning and because other researchers see 

story-telling as a gathering place for diverse discourses and as a comfortable means of 

communication for border-crossing women, I decided that my questions--about myself, 

others, and the worlds we live in--can best be answered within life history research.  The 

writings of many researchers have contributed to my understanding of what constitutes 

life history research, but what has contributed most has been actually doing the work 

myself. 

Restating the question and locating participants 

 As I have indicated in the previous two chapters, my questions have arisen from 

my experiences.  Because I have encountered many different narratives about being 

“woman,” “intelligent,” and “teacher;” because I have had to work hard to make sense 

from these competing and often contradictory stories, and because I have had to struggle 

for space to live my own stories, I have wondered whether and how other intelligent 

women teachers have experienced these conflicts. 

 Because I could neither find nor imagine a roster that lists “intelligent women 
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teachers,” and because I did not wish to enter debates surrounding notions of 

“intelligent,” I have chosen to locate study participants through a snowball or chain 

approach (Mertens, 1998; p. 263).  [All the names of participants, their family members, 

and their acquaintances to whom I refer in this dissertation are pseudonyms.]  I had 

taught with Stacy and knew that she was very well-read, contemplative, quick to analyze 

and to make connections among seemingly disparate pieces of information, and inclined 

toward telling stories.  I began the chain with Stacy and asked her for names of other 

intelligent woman teachers, but I specified that they be women I did not know.  Several 

of my professors had warned me about various difficulties that can arise from using 

friends as participants.  Also, I felt that I needed to develop ways to establish rapport with 

women who were strangers to me and to this process.  Stacy suggested Olivia, with 

whom she had taught, and Serena, whom she knew from her church.  Olivia, in turn, 

suggested Sally, one of her fellow-teachers.  I did not extend the chain beyond these four 

because of time constraints consistent with completing this project.  Stacy made the 

initial contact with Olivia and Serena, explaining my project and asking that they contact 

me if they were willing to participate.  Olivia extended the invitation to Sally.  I asked 

that these potential participants contact me for several reasons.  Among these, I wished to 

minimize, as much as I could, my presence as intruder and outsider in their lives. Like 

Mary Leach (2000), I wished “to focus on what happens when we (particularly women) 

talk to each other in our everyday lives” and to improve my “efforts to connect 

meaningfully” with these woman “so that all participants [myself included] can be said to 

benefit” (pp. 225-226).  Also, I thought that their having to contact me indicated they 

were curious enough to be seriously considering participation.  Although Olivia, Serena, 

and Sally were hesitant to acknowledge themselves as academically-talented, all agreed 

to an initial meeting to explore the project further.  I suggested we have lunch.  Talking 
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over a meal seemed a friendly but neutral way to discover whether we could speak to and 

hear each other.  Once each had agreed to participate, I let her decide when and where we 

would next meet because this seemed to me to allow each woman to retain a certain 

amount of power in a situation that they might soon perceive as hierarchical (St. Pierre, 

1995; p. 168), one they might assume I would define exclusively.  Although each could 

have selected a site with which she was familiar, all chose to come to my home for the 

taped interviews. 

 All four participants are white, middle-class women who teach in public 

secondary schools.  All had received recognition for academic talent during high school 

or college or both; however, only Olivia and Sally have graduate degrees.  All were 

between the ages of 33 and 40 during the time we spoke together.  Stacy, Serena, and 

Sally were married at the time of the study, and Olivia was in a long-term relationship.  

Only Stacy has children.  All four women had lived or traveled extensively outside of 

Texas.   All grew up in stable, two-parent families, although Stacy’s mother had divorced 

her father and remarried.  All have siblings.  Yet, despite these surface similarities, each 

has a unique way of making sense of herself and of her world.  Each tells a very different 

set of stories. 

 I could have designed this project as a single case study.  However, that would 

have provided me with only one perspective other than my own. I believed I would learn 

more if I could listen to multiple stories from multiple perspectives.  I am very aware that 

I have not yet heard enough.  For example, I have not heard from women of color, from 

the visually or mobility impaired, or from different age cohorts.  I have not heard from 

elementary school teachers.  Their experiences of being intelligent women teachers 

probably differ significantly from the stories I re-present in this study. 
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Gathering the stories 

 I interviewed each woman separately so that she could tell her stories without 

competition or contamination from the stories of other participants.  I wanted to hear how 

each storied her life, not how they collaborated to tell a group tale.  Although such a story 

could be enlightening, it seemed not to provide the multiplicity of responses I sought as 

answers to my question.  Each session lasted as long as the participant wished to talk.  

Most sessions ended after about two hours.  I continued scheduling sessions until each 

woman indicated that she felt she had told all of her story.  Stacy, Olivia, and Serena 

needed four sessions while Sally needed only three.  

 During each session, the participant and I sat at my kitchen table and I served 

snacks.  We spoke, initially, in informal ways about what we had been doing since we 

last met.  Although the setting was relaxed, the tape recorder and microphone sat like 

giant companion bugs spoiling a picnic.  I attempted to defuse the anxiety about the 

recording equipment by showing each woman how it worked and giving her permission 

to turn it off whenever she wished.  Together, we monitored how much unused tape 

remained.  This seemed to help create the atmosphere of working together that I had 

hoped would evolve.  

 I began each initial interview session by explaining my beliefs in the importance 

of life stories, then restated my large research question: How have we made sense of 

ourselves as highly intelligent women teachers?  I invited each participant to begin 

anywhere she wanted and said that we would proceed from there--backwards, forwards, 

inside or out.  All four women elected to begin with tales of how they decided to become 

teachers.  I asked additional questions for clarification or as invitations to elaborate on a 

story that was suggested or embedded within the stories each had already told. The 

women had all surrounded their tales of deciding to teach with intriguing comments abut 
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their families, particularly their parents.  I was especially aware of these not-yet-told 

stories because of my own experiences.  Munro (1998) says,  

...my understanding of life history suggests that we need to attend to the 

silences as well as what is said, that we need to attend to how the story is 

told as well as what is told or not told, and to attend to the tensions and 

contradiction rather than to succumb to the temptations to gloss over these 

in our desire for “the” story. (pp. 12-13)  

By “attending to the silences,” I was able to locate sites of contradiction that these 

women might otherwise have glossed over. In their attempts to present themselves as 

confident or untroubled, they tended to bury disharmonious places in silence. 

 After each session, I transcribed the tape and marked places that I felt needed 

additional clarification or that hinted at stories still to be told.  Stacy preferred that the 

informality of conversation structure the sessions.  She also felt comfortable journaling 

and emailing me between sessions with additional observations.  Her ease with these 

informalities and spontaneities may be related to our long-time friendship.  The other 

three women preferred that I compose a list of questions as prompts for each session.  

And, while they responded to questions in emails I sent between sessions, they did not 

initiate any interim communications.  They also declined my invitation to journal about 

their reactions to the research process or about any feelings or thoughts they had about 

the stories they had already told.  While Stacy had long included journaling in her life 

outside this project, none of the others had.  However, as our relationships deepened, 

Olivia, Serena, and Sally all became more comfortable communicating about the process, 

but only briefly.  All four women were generous with their time and their responses, even 

after the sessions had ended. I often discovered, as I was composing the drafts of my re-

tellings of their stories, that I had additional questions or felt the need to check with them 
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about my understanding of a particular episode.  I ended the series of sessions with each 

participant by asking if she wanted to add anything.  None did.  However, about a year 

following the interviews, Stacy and Olivia both indicated that their participation in this 

study had helped them clarify their understandings and become more comfortable within 

their conflicting positions as women and as intelligent. 

Interpreting stories 

 I have used techniques from literary criticism in this study because I am familiar 

with several and because I have found my way of thinking in that discourse to be a 

powerful tool for interpreting other discourses and areas of my life.  However, I also 

know that any interpretation reflects the underlying tenets of the particular theory I 

employ.  For that reason, I feel it is important that I explain here my understanding of the 

literary criticism theory I have used. 

  During one of the interviews for this study, Olivia had told about using the 

theories of Mikhail Bakhtin in her master’s thesis.  Her story reminded me of a body of 

theory in literary criticism I had heard about but had not actually studied.  On a whim, 

unrelated to my dissertation but coincidental to my study, I decided to read again 

Bakhtin’s essay, “Discourse in the Novel” (1981).  As I read and reflected on his writing, 

I was also re-reading the transcripts of the interviews with the participants in this study.  I 

became aware, through this experience of intertextuality, of ways and places his theories 

and the participants’ stories connected.  I decided to read more of what Bakhtin had 

written and to look more purposefully at ways his theories could help me interpret the 

participants’ stories.  Because I found Bakhtin’s writings quite difficult to understand on 

my own, I also consulted a sort of interpretive compendium written by two translators of 

his works (Morson & Emerson, 1990).  I found their index particularly useful.  It pointed 

me to specific pages in particular Bakhtin writings where he discussed various parts of 
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his theories.  The indices in his own books referred only to the writers and novels he 

himself had used, not to his own ideas.   

 I became intrigued by Bakhtin’s (1981) concept of heteroglossia, the many 

different languages that are used in novels and in the world, not only languages from 

different countries but also those from different social positions, different professions, 

different perspective on life.  Because we use language so often not only to reflect our 

understandings but also actually to construct them and because experience can never 

precisely be re-presented through language, any expressions we use are always only 

partial.  Understandings slip into our speech and, perhaps, our consciousness through our 

use of various languages, but these often contradict one another.  Bakhtin says that when 

we notice these inconsistencies in our own speakings or in the words of others, we most 

often try to eliminate them or to attribute them to “lower social strata” (p. 271) or other 

systems of language outside our preferred “unitary system” (p. 271).  He, on the other 

hand, embraces the inconsistencies and sees in them strengths and possibilities for 

additional and alternative understandings.  He sees using multiple languages as a way to 

resist any singular construction of reality or meaning.  He speaks of ways that using many 

languages helps to “double-voice” a narrative, to present a narrative and, simultaneously, 

to critique it.  He says, 

[Double-voiced discourse] serves two speakers at the same time and 

expresses simultaneously two different intentions: the direct intention of 

the character who is speaking, and the refracted intention of the 

author...Double-voiced discourse is always internally dialogized.  

Examples of this would be comic, ironic, or parodic discourse.... (p. 324). 

He also sees the dialogue inherent in any double-voiced speech act or discourse as 

important in the process of “becoming” (p. 325).   Bakhtin captured my attention when he 
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included parody as a form of heteroglossia.  I had already noticed that Stacy parodied her 

mother in many of her stories, reciting her mother’s words but in an altered tone, 

surrounding those words with her own language in subtle ways that critiqued her 

mother’s position.  I began to attend more closely to Stacy’s use of language, focusing 

not only on what she said, but also on the manner in which she said it. Bakhtin’s 

discussions of parody helped me to construct a deeper understanding of why Stacy 

parodied her mother.  I came to understand Stacy’s parody as a way for her to relate and, 

simultaneously, to resist her mother’s impressions of and dreams for her. 

 My continuing curiosity about Bakhtin’s heteroglossia led me to his essay, 

“Forms of Time and Chronotope in the Novel” (1981).  He borrows the term 

“chronotope” from mathematics but re-works it for his own purposes.  He uses the word 

to refer to the “intrinsic connectedness of temporal and spatial relationships in the novel” 

(p. 84).  I had previously thought of these kinds of relationships in terms of “setting,” and 

had connected them with discussions of “mood.”  His understanding of the time-space 

relationships led him to associate chronotopes with genres. He indicated that time was, 

for him, the more important component of a chronotope.  Although I did not easily nor 

quickly see for myself how chronotopes and genres were similar, I knew that other 

literary critics had used the word to refer to various organizations within a work. For 

instance, some critics use “genre” when discussing the differences between a “romance” 

and an “allegory.”  I found I could use their understandings of “genre” to break loose my 

thinking from the more usual understandings.  As I read parts of Bakhtin’s essay again 

and thought further, I came to see ways in which Bakhtin uses “genre” to refer to broad 

plotlines that are heavily dependent on “chronotopes” or conceptualizations of time.  

Although I usually assume all people have a common or shared understanding of time, 

Bakhtin has helped me become more aware that we do not.  As I worked to understand 
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his idea, I remembered that rhythm is related to time, that it “marks” time.  Many artists, 

especially musicians and dancers, have long juxtaposed rhythms to create tensions.  Poets 

and storytellers also use rhythms to suggest different images within a work.  When I 

listen closely, I can hear waves lapping onto a shore in Matthew Arnold’s “Dover Beach” 

or a horse galloping in Longfellow’s “Paul Revere’s Ride.” Other pieces of art and 

literature use rhythm in more abstract and subtle ways.  I remembered Dali’s Persistence 

of Memory (1931; reproduced in Hart, 1989; p. 922) with its melting watches, and 

Duchamp’s Nude Descending a Staircase (1912; reproduced in Hart, 1989; p. 922) with 

its multiple depictions of a single figure.  Rhythms, then, seem to express a 

“heteroglossia” of time within many artistic modes.  If rhythms can be used to structure 

and communicate time in the various “languages” of art, it seems reasonable to me that 

rhythms could also structure and communicate concepts of time in less consciously 

artistic, verbal languages.  I began to notice the rhythms in the participants’ stories, 

places they hesitated, stuttered, or rushed to pile image upon image.  Again, 

intertextuality--between art, Bakhtin’s writings, and words in the participant’s transcripts-

-opened my thinking about ways to interpret these women’s stories. Constructs of time, 

Bakhtin’s chronotopes, affected the genres (or types of stories) these women used.  In 

turn, the genres determined, in part, the actions and positions available to the various 

characters in their stories, including the positions of the narrators themselves. 

 Bakhtin (1981) explains several different chronotopes and genres, using language 

about time.  Some of these are associated with what he calls “historical time” and some 

with “folkloric time.”  He associates “historical time” with real life and with the act of 

“becoming” because this vision of time includes the future (Morson & Emerson, 1990; p. 

397).  He indicates that, within folkloric time, “the force and persuasiveness of reality, of 

real life, belong to the present and the past alone” (Bakhtin, 1981; p. 147); the future is 
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too “ephemeral” (p. 147) to be considered real.  Although I prefer to see the participants 

as still becoming, they all explained their present understandings of themselves with 

stories of their pasts.  They only briefly ventured into stories that consider their futures, 

and these were, indeed, “ephemeral.”  Mostly, these concerned projections of themselves 

into life after retirement.  I have also found Bakhtin’s folkloric chronotopes more helpful 

than his historical ones because of the backward-looking view I associate with life 

history.  In addition, all of the women in this study have indicated that time is one of the 

considerations about teaching that they have found most problematic.  They may feel 

tensions that result from different ways time is perceived in the workplace.  For example, 

building administrators may understand time as linear and segmented, but teachers may 

see it as cyclical and flowing.  Bakhtin associates the linear and segmented view with 

“historical time” and the cyclical and flowing view with “folkloric time.”   

 I decided to look even more closely at the ways the study participants embedded 

references to time in their stories.  For example, I looked at places their storytelling 

became recursive.  I took note when they referred to episodes from childhood while 

telling stories about young adulthood or when they moved to stories of their parents’ or 

grandparents’ pasts to explain their understandings of themselves in their own presents.  

Bakhtin (1981) writes briefly of the “chronotopic value” lodged in “motifs” (p. 243).  He 

specifically mentions the “road,” “castle,” and “threshold.” If these figures suggested 

time, I reasoned that others might as well.  I understand “motifs” to be constructed 

through images and metaphors.  Therefore, I also worked to see what motifs--what value-

laden words, images, and metaphors--these women included and how these included time 

and constructed meaning.  I became aware that the women in this study saw time 

differently in different situations but that some of them also seemed to feel more 

comfortable in one conceptualization than in others.  For example, although both Serena 
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and Sally constructed time differently is various episodes, Serena preferred the cyclicity 

of “idyllic time” (Bakhtin, 1981; p. 224) almost exclusively, and Sally most often spoke 

within the “miraculous adventure-time” of the chivalric romance (p.151).  [I discuss these 

in more depth in Chapters 4 and 5.] As I realized these women “world-walked” through 

multiple conceptualizations of time, I also saw that they told their stories through 

multiple genres.  Bakhtin again helped me to understand that these seeming 

inconsistencies were related to heteroglossia and to resistance.  He said that an author [as 

opposed to a narrator] “utilizes now one language, now another, in order to avoid giving 

himself up wholly to either of them” (p. 314).  He also described how novelists 

incorporate multiple genres within a single work.   He said, “The novel permits the 

incorporation of various genres, both artistic (inserted short stories, lyrical songs, poems, 

dramatic scenes, etc.) and extra-artistic (everyday, rhetorical, scholarly, religious genres 

and others)” (p. 320).  This phenomenon is not just a merging of forms; it is using 

multiple forms to create a new sense of time in language, a means to speak into being a 

new way of seeing.  Bakhtin calls these new forms “hybrids” (p. 359) and sees them as 

ways to “actualiz[e] language-intention” (p. 359-360).  These hybrids are one way to 

speak oneself into being.  This “world-walking” through times and across genres, then, is 

a way to resist capture by any singular and unified way of being.  The women in this 

study resist the singularity of being, suggested in the Cassandra story by the seat of 

Pythia and by Apollo’s kiss, by embracing heteroglossia.  Through heteroglossia, they 

keep themselves open to growth and to “becoming” (Morson & Emerson, 1990; p, 309). 

Writing stories 

 Although I have found Bakhtin’s works helpful, I have also encountered some 

difficulties when applying his theories in the written portion of this study.  He draws his 

examples from works written in languages other than my own and from novels I have not 
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read, even in translation.  He also bases his theories on completed texts.  Although I was 

working with transcripts, which can be seen as completed texts, I was also working with 

these women’s lives, which were not complete.  I had already treated their stories as 

something they were not by artificially ending them.  I wanted to reduce other violations 

by, at least, comparing their stories to literary pieces I knew.  I needed a bridge, a way to 

translate Bakhtin’s theories into examples that were accessible to me.  I also needed a 

different kind of intertextuality, one that would allow me to write recursively between 

Bakhtin’s theories, the women’s stories, and my own text.  Locating a literary link from 

my own experience facilitated that intertextuality.  For example, once I had become 

aware of rhythm in Olivia’s stories about teaching, I wanted a metaphor that made more 

specific both that rhythm and its significance.  I could tell she felt almost trapped in 

constant movement.  The folktale “The Red Shoes,” about a girl who is cursed to dance 

constantly, let me compare her rhythms to a particular dance and to a magical kind of 

time.  These literary links gave me a way to write about Bakhtin’s theories and the 

women’s stories in my own language, using my own examples.  I have retold some 

stories but have only referred to parts of others, those I felt were more widely known; I 

have summarized others, or included excerpts so that I could have these in front of me as 

I wrote, not just in my memory or scattered about my desk or on the floor.  I have also 

included these tales so that my readers could have better access to them and more easily 

follow my thinking about connections between my literary examples and the participants’ 

stories. 

 I encountered other difficulties when I thought about ways to re-present the 

women’s stories.  I wanted to retain some sense of the participants’ individualities and I 

wanted to make my interpretations more visible for my readers.  I felt I needed the 

participants’ words in my text just as I had needed the representations of the literary 
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links.  I decided to risk confusion in my writing or impatience in my readers in order to 

re-present a kind of heteroglossia in my own text.  Consequently, I have incorporated 

many long passages from the transcripts into Chapters 4 and 5.  If my interpretations are 

so closely tied to the participants’ words, I needed those words to be present in the text.  I 

have re-presented the participants’ stories in italics to separate them from my own. 

 I have divided the traditional Chapter Four of dissertations into two chapters.  My 

Chapter Four concerns the ways the women have made sense of themselves as “woman” 

and as “intelligent” in their families and communities.  Chapter Five concerns their lives 

as teachers.  I have artificially separated these so that I could focus on their 

understandings of themselves both outside of and inside their careers.  I have divided 

these two chapters into sections that highlight each woman’s tales individually.  I use this 

method of organization because I wished to preserve their differing answers to my 

question about how academically-talented women teachers makes sense of live lives.  

 Although I know I have appropriated these women’s stories for my own purposes, 

I have felt a responsibility to preserve their individualities as much as possible, to honor 

their differences.  In these ways, I hope to have made my understandings clear and to 

have remained open to other interpretations. 
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Chapter Four 

Using Genre to Resist Others’ Scripts of “Intelligent Woman” 

 

 Beginnings within discourse, while full of potential, can also be difficult,.  

Foucault (1972) demonstrates his discomfort with beginnings by saying, “I would have 

preferred to be enveloped in words, borne way beyond all possible beginnings” (p. 215).  

Judith Butler (1995) indicates her preference for being able to “live politically in medias 

res” (p. 131) and, thereby, disrupt the power beginnings have on our senses of being.  For 

me, these statements suggest that we can understand our lives, just as our discourses, as 

having begun in the middle of livings and speakings already in progress.  Others’ 

comments about the artificiality of beginnings do not lessen the threat of disturbance 

associated with our own commencements; even girls who jump rope in schoolyard play 

know the rope is already turning and they risk becoming entangled when they enter the 

game.  

 Life history, for the women in this study and for me, is kin to autobiography.  

Although I had intended the focus of our conversations to be their teaching lives, these 

women proceeded only a few sentences into their narratives before turning to stories 

about their families and the communities into which they were born.  Those familial 

spaces acted as a kind of foundational context they conjured as they began to speak, one 

which has helped to create them, a place for them to “begin” their lives and their stories. 

The parents of whom they speak have also, through stories, constructed their parents, and 

so on.  All four women in this study include stories of grandparents and even great-

grandparents to help contextualize the meanings they have made of their lives.  Some 
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recent literary theorists (Harris, 1991; Nelson, 2002) have proposed that domestic novels, 

written by women during the eighteenth, nineteenth, and early twentieth centuries, can be 

viewed as sites of political dialogue. These scholars suggest that domestic or sentimental 

writings function as ways to “talk back” to official or conventional narratives without 

endangering or severely damaging the writers’ positions within their communities.  

Therefore, I begin my interpretation of the stories told by the women in this study with 

some of the tales about their families and the communities in which they came to their 

initial decisions about teaching.  Stories of family and community are not just 

background; they are part of the crucible that forms and is molded by the experiences 

these women story.  What guidance, what values and boundaries, do the stories of family 

provide for these women?   What understandings have they forged in family and 

community contexts about what it means to be a woman, an intellectual, a teacher?  In 

what ways have these women practiced a freedom to name themselves in these positions 

and, in so doing, how might they have violated the boundaries, contested the 

understandings established in others’ stories, and refused the dictates from those others?  

Because their multiple subjectivities intersect, the women do not speak of them 

separately. In my attempts to bring a coherence and a focus to my own writing, I have 

found it useful to gather tales spread throughout our conversations into categories, first 

about families and communities, and then, in the next chapter, about teaching.  I want to 

see if ways they speak themselves into being in their families, especially as women and 

as intelligent beings, mirror ways they name themselves as teachers within official 

narratives of women in that field. 

 My years spent analyzing and teaching nonfiction as well as fiction have left me 

sensitive to language.  As I have built on this sensitivity within the context of this 

dissertation, Bakhtin’s (1981) writing has become important, especially his observation 
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that “form and content in discourse are one, once we understand that verbal discourse is a 

social phenomenon” (p. 259). Consequently, as I interpret these stories, I work to foster 

in the reader a similar awareness, not only of what these women say, but of how they say 

it.  Even as I find Bakhtin’s observations useful, however, I am aware that he came to 

them through his work with novels, static texts rather than the living and changing stories 

people tell of their experiences.  And even as I work to interpret the narratives told by the 

women, I am also aware that I work from the texts of their stories, from the static 

versions of the transcriptions rather than the dynamic versions they continue to live.  I am 

also aware that I interpret from within the multiple contexts of my own life. 

Stacy’s stories: Using fractured chronologies and parody to create one’s own space 

 The retrospective point of view necessary in life stories sometimes seems nearly 

schizophrenic: multiple narrators, speaking from disparate times but housed in the same 

physical body, tell the stories. This sense of past positions told by a narrator in the present 

complicates narrative structures, especially plot and tone.  Stacy’s stories resound with 

her present-day critiques and comments on her own and others’ past words and actions.  

In this manner, she is both immediately involved in and distanced from her story; she is 

both subject and object in these narratives.  Scattered through her narrative, compiled 

from informal conversations and e-mails as well as four sets of taped and transcribed 

interviews, are comments such as, “Now, how did I know that? I don’t know.” In these 

ways Stacy shows an awareness of herself continuing to construct meaning of and for her 

life.    

 These point-of-view considerations have been further complicated by my 

presence as her audience.  Stacy and I have been  friends for twenty years.  While our 

friendship eased our way into talking about emotionally-laden events, it also added 

difficulties.  Because of our long association, Stacy knew that I knew about people and 
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events in her life about which she did not speak during the tapings.  Perhaps she thought 

it unnecessary to include those stories since they were already part of my understanding 

of her; perhaps she chose to skim over them or omit them because she did not wish them 

to be part of this public telling of her life story.  They are, nevertheless, part of my 

knowledge of her story.  Our friendship may have other layers of complications.  Stacy 

may have refrained from telling stories that she feared would adversely affect our 

relationship, and I have felt myself writing her story in a way that protected her from 

what I imagined could be harsh judgments from others.  Because I am aware of these 

problems, I have tried to resolve them.  I have frequently conferred with her as I have 

constructed this telling of her stories, alerting her to what I have perceived.  These 

conferences have yielded additional stories, understandings from some deeper level, and 

she has never asked me to back away from an interpretation.  I mention these 

complications here as a factor that has affected this portion of my research.  

 Almost from her first sentences, Stacy includes stories about her mother which 

most often break the chronology of her tales about her own decisions.  In fact, time 

language permeates her whole narrative, moving us from present to past, to even more 

anterior events, then disrupting the retrospective and returning us to the present.  She 

does not begin at some time-distant point and move smoothly forward.  Instead, she 

seems to create “time-warps,” a trope used frequently in Star Trek stories (which are 

among her favorite tales) and other time-travel tales.   

 So why did I become a teacher, or when?  When did I even start thinking about 

becoming a teacher?  I first go back to college.  And I started out having an undeclared, 

undecided major.  But I knew that it was expected of me that I needed to choose a 

profession that would make money.  It was important to my mom that I be a liberated, 

independent, modern woman.  She had not been able to be that.  She wanted that for me.  
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So, at one point, I became a business major, entered business school, talked with the 

dean of business, and I don’t even remember what my specialty would have been, 

uh...hated the classes.  Hated...the...classes!  I remember taking the class on finance and 

feeling a dread about going each day, not only because it was hard, but because there 

was no place for it AT ALL in my head or in my heart, in my time, in my schedule.  I just 

SO much did not want to be there, and the thought that a business degree would require 

me to take even more classes along those lines made me feel miserable.  So I remember 

talking with my mom about the fact that I wanted to consider a different field of study.  

She kept pushing sciences.  So, really, right here, I have to go back to talk about Mom.  

Because it absolutely had an effect on why it took me so long to decide on becoming a 

teacher.   

 Stacy’s initial story, rather like a good introduction in a well-crafted essay, hints 

at most of the contested places she elaborates throughout her life story.  She opens her 

play with time in her first sentence, exchanging the interrogatory word “why” for her 

preferred word, “when.” The next three sentences suggest some search for origins: “when 

did I even start thinking...,” “I first go back to...,” and “I started out....”  Stacy’s use of the 

word “it” in the phrase “because it absolutely had an effect...” signals deep interference 

with her search for beginnings.  She fractures narrative time and disrupts this emerging 

sense of origins by saying, “So, really, right here...,” marking a place in her story.  She 

then moves the narrative beyond origins of her own choices with “I have to go back....” 

For Stacy, that which exists before her own story, in some sort of omni-present, is 

“Mom.” However, rather than speak of “Mom” only as a character in this tale, Stacy 

blurs boundaries by violating another language convention and saying, “...it absolutely 

had an effect....” The “it” articulated here has no previously-spoken antecedent.  The 

referent seems lost in a speaking-time before even “Mom.” This powerful referent, one 
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which “absolutely had an effect,” has only the name “it.”  

 As I have worked to understand Stacy’s time language, I have remembered, from 

some vague place in my own experience, a portion of an American Indian legend: Where 

do our stories go when they are not being told?  This legend and Stacy’s language 

implicating time have created in me an intellectual restlessness. I find that I, too, want a 

sense of origins, a sense of grounding.  I want to locate that spiritual space where stories 

rest waiting for their performance.  However, such a space seems too other-worldly to be 

available, “other-worldly” in the sense of being mythic and in the sense of being tied to 

stories additional others might tell.  I reminded myself that my understanding is ever only 

partial. 

 In her initial story Stacy also introduces her difficulties, not only with her mother, 

but also with 1980s feminist notions about “liberated, independent, modern” women. 

Both sites--her mother’s dreams and some feminist notions--seem to “push” positions 

constructed from considerations of social status and financial independence, with “a 

profession that made money.” Stacy locates these “modern woman” narratives in her 

mother’s mouth. In this way, she constructs “modern woman” narratives as normative, as 

official and authoritative, and she locates a site for these tales that she can confront.  She 

resists the power these narratives wield to author her.  She demonstrates distaste for this 

“modern woman” position; it was something her mother “wanted for me,” yet there was 

“no place for [the business classes] AT ALL” within any portion of Stacy’s life.  

  In these tales of her choice of college major, neither her mother nor the “modern, 

liberated woman” script allow space for Stacy’s own understanding of herself.   She 

wanted to see me as a business woman, as a career woman, Scientist was the next thing 

that she pushed.  I was so smart, why not scientist?...I was always a very good math 

student, but I didn’t LIKE math like my friends liked it....So I didn’t want to become an 
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engineering major.  I remember resenting that science being pushed.  So we were going 

through these majors. Liberal arts wouldn’t get me anywhere.  Liberal arts--what can 

you do with it?  It was already established that I was a language arts kind of kid.  I aced 

those courses in high school.  I enjoyed writing, I enjoyed reading.  It was easy for me 

and my mom knew that.  But she wanted to redirect what talent was there to something 

else.  Certainly it was Why teach?  Why not write?  You could be a writer.  You could be 

a speech writer.  You could be a--oh, fill in the blank!  You could be anything EXCEPT a 

teacher.  Anything.  Stacy uses parody as a kind of rebellion, placing the broader cultural 

expectations for women in the 1980s into her mother’s mouth and indicating “she 

pushed” Stacy away from liberal arts and into considering a more career-specific major 

such as engineering, but always away from teaching.  Stacy critiques this advice by 

emphasizing her mother’s exaggerations and by juxtaposing her mother’s and her 

culture’s expectations to her own desires.  She knew herself to be a “language arts kind of 

kid,” but there seemed to be few acceptable career choices that let her pursue her 

enjoyment of reading and writing.  She moves beyond parody and toward more open 

defiance by admitting her resentment and by showing her own exasperation with the “oh, 

fill in the blank” phrase.  Nevertheless, she shows no open defiance, in that youthful time, 

of her mother’s wishes. In this story, she seems reluctant to transgress her position of 

“good daughter” and unable to speak out against a broader cultural association of “smart” 

with scientific and mathematical knowledge and ability.  She is careful to present that she 

was “always a very good math student,” but that she did not “LIKE math.” Her own 

preferences, however, seem to be, for her, a weak argument, insufficient to counter the 

authority in her mother’s and her culture’s scripts without risking the loss of her position 

as “smart.” Her rebellion plot, therefore, loses its momentum. 

  Although Stacy practices a kind of deferral of her own desires as she narrates her 
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experiences and her understandings, she also seems to seek some space in which she can 

write her own version of a “liberated, independent, modern” woman.  The questions then 

become, What might her version look like? How can she belong to a community if she 

speaks a different story?  Or, must she, like Mary Shelley’s monster in Frankenstein, 

know human companionship only by looking in through others’ windows or conversing 

with the blind, those unaware of her difference? 

 Stacy makes visible her awareness of another normalizing social narrative, one 

that conflicted with the plot she was expected to live, when she says, “Every little girl I 

think considers becoming a teacher and they like to play school, but my mom would 

redirect my thinking.”  She presents a more traditional discourse wherein “every little 

girl...considers becoming a teacher,” then juxtaposes that plot to her mother’s efforts to 

“redirect” her understanding, even her talents.  Stacy locates her desires within stories 

written by more abstract others, to those experienced by “every little girl.” She is a 

subject in this sentence-story only in the nearly parenthetical “I think,” while her mother 

occupies the subject position in the second independent clause.  Stacy herself seems 

obscured by the voices of others, lost in a multi-vocality that Bakhtin (1981) names 

“heteroglossia,” which he defines, in part, as “another’s speech in another’s language” (p. 

324). Stacy’s “truths,” her names and claims for herself, seem buried within the stories 

these other voices tell.  I am again reminded of Foucault’s (1977) story of the man who 

“could only speak in the space marked by the disappearance of the gods.” (p. 59).  

Seemingly, Stacy must find a way to unseat and silence the gods before she can speak 

herself into being, yet she must retain a place in community to avoid being understood by 

others as destructive, like Shelley’s monster or Bronte’s Bertha, the mad woman in the 

attic.  She must rewrite this monstrosity/madness in ways that create her own space. 

Thereby, her stories mirror the creative struggles artistic women writers experience.  As 
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Gilbert and Gubar (2000) declare, 

...the female artist must first struggle against the effects of a socialization 

which makes conflict with the will of her precursors seem inexpressibly 

absurd, futile, or even...self-annihilating...the female writer’s battle for 

self-creation involves her in a revisionary process.  Her battle, however, is 

not against her (male) precursor’s reading of the world but against his 

reading of her.  In order to define herself as an author she must redefine 

the terms of her socialization.  (p. 49) 

I read Gilbert and Gubar’s “socialization” as referring to the official, authorizing scripts 

that are available to us, those plots we must resist if we are to find a space within which 

to write ourselves.   Contemporary poets Adrienne Rich (1979) and Eavan Boland (1995) 

also write of this resistance.  For these literary scholars and poets, no one gives the 

woman writer “permission” to develop, much less to write, her own understanding.  She 

must give herself such permission by resisting that which resists her. We live within the 

dissonance of paradox.  If we locate freedom within resistance, as do Foucault and others, 

then we must have a “something” to resist.  We must have at least the potential of 

oppression, present in totalizing or normalizing narratives, else resistance, and therefore 

freedom, are themselves absurd, without meaning.  It seems important, then, that Stacy 

embrace the paradox and risk absurdity if she is to write her own version of a “modern, 

independent” woman. 

  Stacy seldom spoke directly about her experience of her own intelligence until 

after our third conversation.  When she did speak of it in the earlier stories, she 

characterized her younger self as “arrogant,” a description associated with distancing and 

elevating oneself beyond one’s community, with a position of presumption and a sense of 

superiority.  She seemed to chastise herself for having violated a cultural taboo against 
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naming oneself as “smart.”  But, might her sense of her intelligence as associated with 

arrogance also be tied to some more immediate, untold tale about intelligence? 

   In six hours of taped interviews and numerous other conversations and e-mails, 

Stacy made only one reference to her father. I didn’t come from a smart family--except 

for my father whom [Mom] always told me was a genius.  Because Stacy and I are 

friends, she had spoken to me before this research project about her father and about her 

relationship with him.  I knew that he and her mother had divorced when she was three 

years old, that he had visited her mother several times after the divorce, but that he had 

almost never interacted with his two daughters even during those post-divorce visits.  As 

I drafted different versions of Stacy’s stories, I kept encountering a problem: Stacy 

associated intelligence with arrogance, with an unacceptable attitude; yet she still spoke 

of her intelligence as very important, very dear.  The tension between these two positions 

created a break within which I thought  a silenced story might await its telling.  I e-mailed 

Stacy again, told her what I sensed, and asked if she found her father’s absence a kind of 

presence in her life.  She responded.  Yes, he was definitely present in his absence.  For 

much of the time, he was present in my fantasy story: someday, when his work didn’t take 

him to places like Japan and Africa, he would seek me out and spend time with me.  

Someday, when his own personal life settled down, he’d come for me.  Surely, he was 

thinking of me, loving me, even though I rarely heard from him?  My longing for him was 

always with me, and that kept him present, too.  Dad was smart.  Mom always told me 

that I got my intelligence from my father, and I believed it. That’s another way he seemed 

to be present in my life--my intelligence and my academic performance were like a 

connection to him.  I [now] have a different understanding of him.  I understand the 

futility of pursuing a true narcissist.  

 In constructing my understanding of this story, I again turn to Bakhtin (1981).  He 
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associates genre with various treatments of time and space, with what he calls the 

“chronotope.” He says that “...it is precisely the chronotope that defines genre and 

generic distinctions,” that “in literature the primary category in the chronotope is time,” 

and that “the image of man [sic] is always intrinsically chronotopic.” (p. 85)  Stacy’s 

story of her father in her larger narrative seemed to be without language because she has 

had so little contact with him.  She finds language with which to speak her understanding 

by manipulating time.  She must first re-locate him from a figure in-the-world to a figure 

in-her-life.  She does this by placing him in her “fantasy story.”   Here she speaks him 

into being with language more usually found in tales of unrequited love or of lovers 

separated by tragic circumstances.  The barriers between the lovers take the form of 

“work” in exotic places such as Japan and Africa, or the darkly romantic, even Byronic, 

broodings about his “personal life.” Stacy herself becomes like the princess, locked in the 

tower, awaiting the magical “someday” time in which her fantasy lover will “seek me out 

and spend time” -- that most precious of commodities; he would “come for me.” Within 

this fantasy, he was “thinking of me, loving me,” although, in both fantasy and real time, 

“I rarely heard from him.” However, as a mature adult, Stacy forms a “different 

understanding of him.” She changes discourses, switches genres.  She moves from the 

fairytale of her childhood and writes a new story, a modern, psychological drama of 

“futility” in which he is no longer the romantic figure of her fantasy; neither is he the 

tortured soul in her mother’s story of the “genius.” Instead, she writes him as a “true 

narcissist”; she pathologizes him into someone unaware of others because of his intense 

involvement only with himself.  He becomes her prototype for intelligence, but one in 

which intelligence is associated with arrogance and self-absorption.  If Stacy is to speak 

her intelligence openly and in more favorable language, she seemingly must place herself 

in a story other than the one in which she has located her arrogant father.  By changing 
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genres (and discourses), she eventually comes to write her life story as the 

Bildungsroman in which, as Bakhtin (1986) indicates  

Changes in the hero himself [sic] acquire plot significance, and thus the 

entire plot...is reinterpreted and reconstructed. Time is introduced into 

man [sic], enters into his very image, changing in a fundamental way the 

significance of all aspects of his destiny and life.  This...can be designated 

in the most general sense as the novel of human emergence. (p. 21; 

emphasis in the original)) 

Bakhtin sees the Bildungsroman as a genre within which the subject can manipulate time 

because it is within her. In life history, where subjects rely on memory, time is 

constructed rather than culturally or even environmentally received.  As time “enters 

into” Stacy and she becomes the subject of her story, she acquires power over it.  She can 

move from the chronotope and language of one discourse into those of another.  To 

borrow from Julia Roberts’ character in the film Pretty Woman, she gets to say when, she 

gets to say how, she gets to say what.  She is more able to write her own story of a 

“modern” woman.  She seems to do so in part when she rewrites her father away from 

romantic hero and into “true narcissist,” when she rewrites herself away from the image 

of a trapped princess and into the language of literary criticism or psychology. 

 Speaking her own story, however, still puts at risk her place within community.  

Until she can construct yet another narrative, one in which she is the subject in tales of 

intelligence and of women, she seems to need someone else to name her “intelligent” 

rather than “arrogant.”  Her mother did so.  However, because these are her mother’s 

stories rather than ones she constructs herself, Stacy struggles to speak her own meanings 

through her mother’s words, much as did the mythical nymph Echo.  Myth fulfills some 

of our yearning for origins, those beginnings lost in the swirls of multiple times.  And, as 
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there have been multiple times, there are also multiple stories within mythic discourses.  

In a very old Greek version, Echo is a beautiful, musical nymph who shuns men’s 

attention.  Pan, the god of wildnesses, fancies and pursues her.  She ignores his amorous 

invitations and, like Cassandra with Apollo, incurs his wrath.  He sends his minions to 

destroy her.  They tear her to pieces and scatter these across the wild landscape of 

mountains, caves, and canyons. Gaia, the Earth Mother, takes pity on Echo but can 

restore only her voice.  We hear this disembodied voice when we sing or shout in those 

wild places.  Although “Mother Earth” restores Echo’s voice, Echo has no bodily, 

physical form of her own; neither does she have any community. In a second version of 

the tale presented by Ovid, Echo is one of several nymphs who frolic in the forests.  The 

lustful Zeus forms a momentary attachment for one of her friends.  When jealous, 

vengeful Hera tries to catch him in his infidelity, Echo distracts her by telling amusing 

stories.  However, Hera soon realizes the ruse and curses Echo: “Although you may 

always have the last word, you will have no ability to speak first.” Thereafter, Echo can 

only say again what had first been said to her.  When Echo falls in love with Narcissus, 

she can speak with him only by re-iterating what he has said.  Nevertheless, she tries to 

convey her own meaning through inflection.  For example, when he demands, “Come to 

me,” she responds, “Come to me.” He does not hear the difference and, tiring of the effort 

to make sense of her language, he leaves her.  Echo is again without any sense of 

community; she cannot converse with the gods, with her fellow nymphs, or with her 

would-be lover.  In these ways, the story of Echo again resembles that of Cassandra 

cursed by Apollo’s kiss. It seems that, at least in myth, defying the gods always ends 

badly. 

 The two stories of Echo provide ways to understand why Stacy’s stories of her 

mother resound with parody.  One way of seeing this use of parody is to write it as a story 
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of Stacy as victim: her own voice has been decimated, torn apart, by official narratives 

and she, like Echo, is left with only an ability to speak what others have already said.  

However, there is another story about Echo, one in which she uses tone of voice to 

convey her own meanings.  Parody is such a tone.  Bakhtin (1981) writes that the parodic 

is “aimed sharply and polemically against the official languages of its given time” (p. 

273).  In this manner, parody reproduces some of the feel of dialogue; it  “talks back” to 

official or authoritative voices without contradicting them, and it suggests the silent, more 

implied position is more truthful than that which is actually spoken.  Bakhtin further 

characterizes parodic language as a “verbal masquerade” (p. 275).  In this way, parody 

allows for dialogue in monologic contexts. This kind of parody allows Stacy to comment 

on her mother’s pronouncements without actual contra-diction, to present them from 

behind the mask of her mother’s face.  While parody seeks to expose falsehoods, it does 

so indirectly and without necessarily espousing any other version of truth.  As Bakhtin 

indicates,  

...the truth that might oppose such falsity receives almost no direct 

intentional and verbal expression...it does not receive its own word--it 

reverberates only in the parodic and unmasking accents in which the lie is 

present.  Truth is restored by reducing the lie to an absurdity, but truth 

itself does not seek words; she is afraid to entangle herself in the word, to 

soil herself in verbal pathos. (p. 309)   

By using a parodic voice, Stacy is able to speak of her own intelligence indirectly.  Her 

“truths” need not seek their own words but can locate themselves in her mother’s mouth 

and, thereby, protect Stacy’s audacity from some potential “godly” wrath.  

 Parody allows Stacy to maintain a sense of community by retaining a connection 

with her mother; at the same time, it allows her to distance herself from her mother’s 
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vision of her by implying the existence of another understanding of Stacy, one as yet 

unspoken.  My mom told me, the whole time I was growing up, that I could do anything, 

be anything.  I could be president of the United States.  I’m serious.  As I was growing 

up, I heard that I was so smart, so amazingly, incredibly smart, she didn’t understand 

how she could have such an intelligent child...So I grew up thinking I had to be BE that 

smart.  That I had to pursue a course of study that was appropriate for somebody who 

was so intelligent.  Teaching would come up now and then...but my mom would redirect 

my thinking. I could do anything, be anything.  Teaching was not “up there.”   

Throughout this telling, Stacy repeatedly refers to “growing up,” conjuring a time of 

change.  In this, she echoes qualities of Bakhtin’s Bildungsroman where time “enters 

into” the “hero.” This creates a kind of doubling of time.  Through memory, Stacy’s child 

and adolescent “time” enters her adult storyteller.  She could have told a tale of tragic 

nostalgia in which she romanticizes her past as a time of desirable innocence and her 

“present” adult narrator as a jaded “woman after the fall from grace.” She could have told 

a story of transcendence wherein she heroically overcomes the miseries and oppressive 

limitations others impose on her, a genre like those of many Charles Dickens’ novels or 

the rags-to-riches stories often associated with the American Dream.  Such tales treat 

time with a singleness of vision, a “straight-forward” plot or progression from one state 

or condition to another.  However, Stacy’s parodic narrative embraces a recursive 

doubling of times and of voices.  She stories herself and significant others in her life as 

sites of multiplicity.  All become a kind of chimera that avoids the capture and death of 

totalizing narratives, including those in her own tellings.  The multiplicities of parody 

keep the telling alive and changing.  She can speak still points of judgment; but, because 

parody is double-voiced, she can also resist these as final and dismissive.  

 As a child and adolescent, Stacy’s repertoire of available discourses was limited.   
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She had access to the two versions of herself available through her parents, but had not 

yet encountered many other ways of naming herself.  Through parody, Stacy distances 

her adult speaking self from her younger silent self.  Seldom in her story of “growing up” 

do we hear her own younger voice. We know what she heard but not what she said.  She 

never actually agrees or disagrees; she seems, therefore, only an embodiment of her 

mother’s desires.  Stacy says she felt she had to be “that smart,” to live her mother’s 

vision of “smart” rather than her own or anyone else’s understanding.  Her mother’s 

preoccupation with intelligence as a means of acquiring status is visible in this story in 

the phrases that juxtapose becoming President with the idea that  “teaching was not up 

there.” This creates a narrative that is, for Stacy, as problematic as her father’s actions in 

which displays of intelligence are associated with acts of arrogance.  However, she does 

not counter these parental visions with stories that valorize social equality or teaching as 

a career.  Instead, she uses parody to allow her both to resist and to participate in 

available views of what “being smart” means.  She resists her father’s “arrogance” story 

by suggesting she is her mother’s good and compliant daughter.  She participates in her 

father’s story by critiquing, through exaggeration, her mother’s preoccupation with 

intelligence as a means to achieve higher social status.  In these ways, Stacy acquiesces to 

and rebels against both authoring scripts. 

 Rebellion against her mother’s view is especially risky, however, because Stacy’s 

sense of her intelligent self is closely tied to her mother’s words.  If she loses her 

mother’s story, she also loses some aspect of her own sense of her “intelligent” name.  

Whereas her father’s story of intelligence is locked either in a “fantasy” story or a 

psychological drama, her mother’s story is more present and immediate.  Stacy is 

rewarded for living within this tale as her mother’s “good daughter” by being granted 

space to pursue intellectual activities.  Rebellion would put those privileged pursuits at 
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risk.  Nevertheless, Stacy has come to realize this protected position is also costly.  I 

never had to do anything, other than my homework and reading, whether that was 

cooking or chores or just having some role like that.  When it came time to drive, driving 

was so dangerous, she could drive me everywhere. I didn’t have to have my license at age 

16...I can remember, when I started dating, her actually intercepting phone calls, 

explaining to certain young men that I would not be going out with them.  I’m not 

kidding.  She didn’t care for the way, maybe, she had seen them treat me when they were 

over at the house.  So she was very much involved in making decisions, or sheltering me 

from the need to make decisions or from the need to learn about what it takes to live on 

one’s own.  Although Stacy maintains a subject position as she tells this, visible through 

her use of the pronoun “I” in reference to herself and through the “I’m not kidding” 

commentary, Stacy mimics her mother’s voice; the story about driving seems told almost 

directly in her mother’s voice.  Stacy’s inserted comment-- “I’m not kidding”-- distances 

her adult narrator self from her mother’s words even as she parrots them.  The last 

sentence here offers a direct criticism, not only of her mother’s actions, but also of her 

own acquiescence. 

 Stacy admits to her own complicity in constructing this sheltered environment.  I 

remember being happy at the time that all I had to do was read.  I remember liking that 

and appreciating that.  It wasn’t until I was married and it came time to pay bills and 

balance the checkbook and make decisions about money and effort and priorities that I 

realized that I had actually been done a disservice. Again she emphasizes the dissonance 

made visible through the juxtaposition of two times.  She plots for herself one tale of 

carefree childhood and another of adult responsibility.  And, even as she understands her 

childhood place of privilege as one of “disservice,” she does not cast her mother as villain 

or victimizer. Instead, she narrates her childhood as a site in which her sense of her 
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“smart” self as subject had been eclipsed, perhaps had not yet emerged. Using a mask, 

she speaks her mother’s words: You’re so smart, you can do anything you want to do, but 

it has to be something I approve of.  It has to be something that will allow you to never 

have to suffer the poverty that I had to suffer.  Although these two sentences could be 

read as a quotation, Stacy provides no markers to suggest she uses them that way.  

Rather, as she tells the story of her complicity, her sense of herself as separate from her 

mother fades.  The parodic doubleness of voice falls away and Stacy’s story is told only 

by her mother. The pronoun “I” no longer refers to Stacy; it refers to her mother, and 

Stacy is present only as a “you.”  Stacy’s use of parody is not sufficient to resist the 

power and pathos in her understanding of her mother’s story.  She seems to require a 

different voice, even a different genre, if she is to re-instate the presence of her own 

truths. 

 In our first few interviews, Stacy stories her mother’s life as a struggle against 

poverty and for acceptance.  As Stacy tells them, these tales take on some of the qualities 

of women’s popular sentimental novels of the nineteenth century.  These stories also 

seem instances of Stacy’s multi-generational, multi-vocal situatedness.  Her mother’s life 

stories contain a sense of history, a force of time within which her mother’s names for 

herself and for Stacy have evolved.  My mother did grow up very poor. Her parents 

married because they were pregnant with her.  They were 16 and 19. They were poor 

folks who moved a lot.  Her dad was very intelligent but uneducated, and he was a 

drinker.  Her bedroom in one of their homes was the space underneath the kitchen table 

and even then only after she had tucked her little brothers into their one bedroom and her 

parents had gone to bed.  She never once, in all her years growing up, was told “I love 

you.” Her mother never talked with her, and her dad would joke around with her and 

make fun of her.  She explained to me one day why she now collects old cottage prints--
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faded paintings of vine and flower-covered English homes.  When she lived in San 

Antonio, with no air conditioning, no money, absent or distant parents, she says nothing 

in her life was pretty--not her home, not her clothes, not her neighborhood.  But one 

house she used to pass on the way to school was pretty with flowers, gardens, trees, and a 

fence surrounding it.  She says she used to stand at that fence, popsicle dripping down 

her arm, just looking at the little house because it was so pretty in the midst of all the 

ugliness.  And she says that’s why she’s so drawn to those cottage prints.  

 Next story.  Her family moved about once a year, and it came time to move again 

during one of her elementary school years.  She had a teacher she adored and who loved 

her back, who really made her feel special.  That teacher planned a going-away party for 

her, complete with refreshments and gifts.  Mom says it was one of the only times she can 

remember being fussed over.  The day after the party, her parents told her that they 

would not be moving after all, that the job there would last at least another year.  Mom 

was horrified--how could she tell her teacher what had happened, just begged her mom 

to please walk her to school the next day and explain.  Her mother refused to do it.  Mom 

says her special teacher was never quite the same toward her after that, never.  The kids 

thought she had been making it all up and were very cool toward her afterwards.  Stacy’s 

telling of these stories emphasizes pathos and her mother’s powerless position.  Her 

mother is the constant outsider, gazing longingly over multiple fences that separate her 

from acceptance into desirable communities.  At the same time, by telling her mother’s 

stories in a style reminiscent of the sentimental novel and from a third-person point of 

view, Stacy is able to frame her mother’s voice and separate it somewhat from her own.  

She can appreciate her mother’s fears without being required to take them as her own. 

She stories herself as part of a community of sympathetic women, but also as a “reader,” 

as one affected by, yet removed from, the harsh, cruel circumstances of her mother’s 
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early life. 

  Although Stacy’s mother tried to escape from the shame of poverty through 

marriage, her husband abandoned her soon after Stacy’s younger sister was born.  The 

story now borrows from the genre of survival tales.  The mother and two young daughters 

lived on the fringes of the socially acceptable for five years until Stacy’s mother 

remarried.  However, Stacy does not write her step-father as a savior or even as a 

significant figure in this story.  He was there every day, but he was always my mother’s 

husband.  A nice man who drank too much, would make my mom cry sometimes, not out 

of his cruelty because I don’t think he was cruel.  So when I talk about my mother, it may 

sound like I had just a single parent, and in a way I did because I don’t think that his 

opinion had any impact at all in what I was doing, except in one aspect.  He was her 

connection to financial stability and respectability. This place of respectability was tied 

to more than the step-father’s wealth and social position; a Sword-of-Damocles specter of 

poverty seem always to hover, suspended in shadow.  If he left, as had Stacy’s father, 

she, her mother, and her sister could again fall into poverty and unacceptability.  To 

insure against these positions, Stacy followed the script of the dutiful daughter whose 

function was to protect and enhance that respectability.  It mattered to [Mom] what her 

friends thought of us as a family, what her friends thought of our house, our decorating, 

our dishes, our dinners, my wedding, my career.  My accomplishments were her boasts.  

My accomplishments were her reasons for boasting to friends, so she was validated 

through my achievements. In this tale, Stacy narrates herself as part of the shield that 

protects her mother from the shame and isolation she had felt as a child.  The double-

voice of parody partially returns; however, Stacy is present here only in the possessive 

form “my.” Although there are hints of another story here, one in which Stacy resents 

that “my accomplishments” become only “her boasts,” Stacy does not actually speak this 
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other story until later, until she has had an opportunity, first, to speak herself fully as “I,” 

as protagonist in her own tales. 

 Stacy eventually re-visions her relationship with her mother and rewrites the plot 

as one that includes a sense of her own resistance.  Before we moved to Texas, there were 

men in my life who were important to me.  Various boyfriends of my mom’s, a summer 

daycare teacher whom my mom ended up dating...stealing...from me.  I remember one 

day on our way to summer camp, we saw him waiting for the bus.  Mom pulled over and 

offered him a ride, so I got out and moved to the back seat.  Later he came to our 

apartment to help her with some chores...and other things?  He left my school shortly 

after that.  I tried to make myself important to those men, but Mom always won.  I 

couldn’t do what she did.  I couldn’t even draw or attract my dad like she had.  How’d 

she do it?  With her beauty, her flirtatiousness, her short skirts and incredible figure.  I 

just couldn’t compete.  Then we moved to Texas, but even that was with a handsome man 

whom she had caught.  That was my stepdad.  He was never warm and affectionate 

toward me, but he was excessively so with her.  That’s when I remember pulling back into 

myself.  That’s when I stopped speaking up.  What I had to offer was not what was 

selling, so to speak, and I just sort of withdrew.  Even my intelligent father wasn’t curious 

about the intelligent me.  No one in my family was, so why share that me?  The 

doubleness of time and voice in this, wherein the adult Stacy is writing about the eight-

year-old Stacy, creates a plot of near-schizophrenic madness in which the child tries to 

compete sexually with her mother.  Stacy’s story resembles twentieth-century 

psychological novels. Within this dark, even Freudian, drama, Stacy’s allure --her 

intelligence--is not strong enough to contend against her mother’s erotic power.  Stacy’s 

sense of her father’s preference for her mother’s sexuality, rather than her own 

intellectuality, replays in her relationship with her summer camp teacher and, again, with 
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her step-father.  Stacy’s mother sets the boundaries, establishes the rules in this power 

game.  Stacy resists her mother’s power and the story’s madness, first, by casting her 

mother as whore and thief--positions of immorality which she could follow only by 

becoming immoral herself--and then by writing herself as one who embraces her own 

isolation. I would say that it’s truly part of my nature to enjoy solitude, to be comfortable 

with solitude.  I think of my childhood, and being out on our back acre, alone with a good 

book or alone with my thoughts.  And I was happy.  Later, in college, I loved the solitude 

of college. I LOVED walking from class to class, deciding to cut class, to go sit under a 

tree somewhere.  I sat by myself in class. In church now, today, I almost always sit by 

myself.  I’ve been asked to teach many Sunday School classes.  It’s the job of all the jobs 

the church offers that I most enjoy.  Why?  It’s a solo job.  I don’t have to coordinate with 

anybody else.  I’m not planning field trips.  I’m not writing the menu for the banquet with 

five other ladies.  I want to teach Sunday School and be the only person I have to report 

to or connect with.  I have never wanted what the others had to offer. One of the reasons 

that I like teaching--and I thinking teaching at church is the same as teaching in the 

school--I like the fact that, when I’m in my classroom, I am by myself and nobody’s 

interfering with me.  I can do my thing.  In the story above about sexuality, Stacy’s 

mother “interfered” with her.  And, although she understands her own power as 

associated with her intelligence, that power had been thwarted and shunned; it had 

brought her no sense of belonging.  Her “community” had long resided in books.  In this 

she resembles other women writers, especially the Mary Shelley written about by Gilbert 

and Gubar (2000): “Mary Shelley may be said to have ‘read’ her family and to have been 

related to her reading, for books appear to have functioned as her surrogate parents, pages 

and words standing in for flesh and blood” (p. 223).  Stacy, too, has peopled her world 

with “pages and words.” 
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 Ironically, Stacy speaks of her marriage as a first step away from constricting 

official scripts about intelligent women.  This is ironic because marriage is storied in 

many “feminist” positions as one of the means by which women remain oppressed or 

controlled.  Stacy writes her marriage as an act of defiance against all who would name 

her; she again places those voices into her mother’s mouth.  She begins this story of 

rebellion with aspects of her choice about which she knew her mother--and others--would 

disapprove. I knew that I would be marrying a poor man.  He was not in college, the first 

in his family to graduate from high school, and he did that out of rebellion.  My mother 

never drank a drop in her life, and I’m thinking I’m going to marry a man who gave up 

drinking at age 18, who was poor, and comes from that kind of background.  I knew that I 

would disappoint her.  I knew that it would be a battle.  Along with having the career, the 

success, the money, I wasn’t really supposed to get married IF AT ALL until I was about 

30 years old.  Maybe have my one child in my early thirties, again, if I wanted to.  And I 

was 19 years old.  The irony in this tale, most strongly evident in the phrase, “if I wanted 

to,” reinforces a double-voiced parody that, in Bakhtinian terms, reduces the absurdity to 

a lie.  Her mother’s preferences and, by extension, the life prescribed in several 1980s 

feminist tracts, actually disregard Stacy’s desires.  Within their stories, her views become 

no more than the traces of “traditional” socialization and she becomes one who does not 

know her own mind, one who has no ability to “desire.”  The script others would write 

for her as “intelligent woman” provides a surrogate for desire in the embedded cultural 

markers of social status, “the career, the success, the money.” To attain those markers, 

Stacy knows she is expected to delay marriage and child-rearing for at least a decade.  

Again, these expectations contradict her own desires.  In defiance of those scripts and out 

of some burgeoning faith in her own power, she chooses to marry “a poor man” who 

“gave up drinking” when he was 18 and who was not even attending college much less 
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pursuing an acceptable career.  She violates her mother’s wishes and the norms of the 

community in which her mother wishes her to be included.  But this defiance itself 

produces no automatic tale of victory.  By marrying this man at a young age, Stacy also 

might have been reproducing the pattern of her mother’s early life, one in which her 

mother had improved her situation through marriage. Stacy’s narrative of her mother’s 

marriages suggests that these led, not to freedom, but to continued dependence on others 

for an “acceptable” name.  

 Stacy seems to understand what her mother does not: freedom to name herself is 

not possible if she merely exchanges one authoritative script for another.  She resists 

positions similar to her mother’s dependency by daring to write marriage differently.  

Stacy, unlike her mother, is an avid reader and has access to multiple alternatives present 

in her books.   Catherine Kerrison (2003) writes an historical study of ways novels have 

functioned as alternative sites of education for women.  She says that 

...stories subverted traditional advice as they portrayed men as unreliable 

protectors, and they urged women to assume responsibility for their own 

reputations.  Furthermore, in their depictions of intelligent women, novels 

subverted the tenets of traditional advice that prescribed unquestioning 

female submission to superior male intellectual prowess. These heroines 

had to be treated seriously in their own right, rather than as mere 

appendages to men.  It is important, then, to see novels, short stories, and 

serials (especially those by women writers) as an authoritative category of 

advice literature itself.  Warning against the dangers of the world to which 

women could fall prey, novels exposed the insufficiency of the typical 

female ornamental education, even as they acknowledged the failure of the 

“Lords and Masters” in their duty to protect women. (p. 517) 
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Stacy returns to the genre of sentimental novel as she narrates her decision to marry.  She 

has told me that, when faced with a dilemma, she frequently asks herself, “What would 

Anne Shirley do?”  Anne Shirley is the title character in the series of books by Lucy 

Maud Montgomery which begins with Anne of Green Gables.   Ironically, the time 

period of the feminist notion Stacy finds so constraining--the 1980s career woman--also 

produced a new, appreciative feminist reading of the sentimental novel (Harris, 1991; 

Nelson, 2002; Wheatley, 2002). These readings suggest that the sentimental novel, which 

most often ends with the heroine’s marriage, is politically subversive, especially in the 

middle sections where the heroine struggles to re-create herself.  Harris (1991) notes that 

...critics have long noted--mostly with distaste--that the large majority of 

nineteenth century American women’s novels have “happy endings” in 

which their heroines marry and give up any idea of autonomy.  Recent 

critics, however, have pointed out that a closer view shows that the novels 

also question that inscription, even when their structures submit to it. (p. 

46) 

Because of her struggles prior to her marriage, the central character in the sentimental 

novel comes to marriage with a stronger sense of herself.  She re-creates marriage, 

changing it from an institution of oppression to a place of partnership.  Harris also points 

out a kind of  

double-voicedness in sentimental novels, saying that “any challenges to the public 

definition of ‘women’s place’ had to be covert if they wanted to sell....Challenges to the 

public definition of women’s place are embedded in texts’ structure and accessible only 

to readers who are predisposed to grasp them” (p. 48).  Although some critics could argue 

subversive methods lack the courage and clarity of open discussion, others could argue 

that such methods allow the possibility of alternative positions while they avoid the 
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political silencing invited by more open defiance.  Harris’ interpretation may seem 

problematic because it suggests the subversive text is available only to those 

“predisposed” to accept it.  However, I hear within this statement a similarity to Judith 

Butler’s (1992) admonition that we need to read and “to read closely” (p. 5).  

 By writing her marriage as an escape, Stacy does not merely exchange one 

official script--the 1980s  career women--for another--the traditional married woman. 

Like the central characters in sentimental novels, Stacy agonizes over ways to name 

herself differently.  The cacophony from the multiple and competing narratives available 

to her permeates her whole being and manifests in a bodily response; she physically 

shrinks.  The tensions become like the vampire in some gothic tales, a sub-genre of the 

sentimental novel.  These tensions suck her body--not just her blood and passion--from 

her.  Unlike victims in contemporary gothic or vampire romances, however, Stacy does 

not join a community of the darkly erotic undead.  She resists being totalized by any 

prepared script and attempts to locate space wherein she can write her own version of a 

“modern, independent, intelligent woman.”  How did I get to this point of being able to 

go against [Mom’s] judgment?  It took me three years to work up the courage to do it.  I 

finally did it because I was more and more convinced that [the man I wanted to marry] 

was right for me, that God would help us through the hard times, and because I was 

literally sick after three years of fighting her will and my love for [him].  I weighed 98 

pounds on my wedding day.  I was sick and tired, truly, of living my life her way.  My first 

year of marriage, I put on weight, became a happier person, and earned my first straight-

A fifteen-hour college semester.  I saw then that she could be beat, and I’ve been fairly 

successful at “beating” her dominance ever since. 

 This initial step into claiming her own name was not accomplished outside of 

discourse.   Stacy indicates that she could “go against” her mother’s “judgment” because 
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she believed her prospective husband was “right” for her, because “God would help us,” 

and because she was “sick and tired” of the conflict between her mother’s desires and her 

own.  These statements place her within discourses in the sentimental novel, especially 

those of love, religion, and psychological health as markers of success in women’s lives.  

Gilbert and Gubar (2000) speak of the “cliches” in sentimental novels, such as “love at 

first sight, the primacy of passion over all other emotions and/or duties, the chivalric 

exploits of the hero, the vulnerable sensitivity of the heroine, the lovers’ proclaimed 

indifference to financial considerations, and the cruel crudity of parents...” (p. 115).  This 

list resembles Stacy’s reasons for defying her mother’s wishes.  But Stacy stories these 

“traditional” positions as sites of healing rather than as cliches.  They allow her a 

language with which to “talk back” to her mother’s version of the “modern, independent 

woman.”  

 Stacy does not always seek the conventionally “safe” alternatives.  Prior to the 

conflicts she encountered about her college major, her career, and her decisions about 

marriage, Stacy had experienced for herself the pain, isolation, and sense of failure that 

often accompany open defiance of official, authoritative scripts.  Although she continued 

to perform as a typical honor student within the walls of her high school, she became 

what she names a “wild child” outside of classrooms during her junior year.  There, she 

had flirted with the dark and the erotic. 

 She was enrolled in an American Cultures class, which she names as “the class 

for the smart kids.” She worked to distinguish herself in this class, emphasizing, I’d 

always made my two As, one for the English component, one for the history component of 

the course.  The students kept journals in this class and Stacy had written about some of 

her secret “wild child” escapades in that journal.  Because she had developed what she 

considered a close relationship with the teacher, one she felt predicated on her “good 
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student” identity, she believed she was safe in sharing her stories with that teacher.  She 

later felt she had misplaced her trust. Although the teacher had said little to Stacy about 

the wisdom of her choices, Stacy now believes the actions she wrote about may have kept 

her out of the National Honor Society.  I’ve always wondered what role she played in the 

National Honor Society episode, she and one other teacher.  I don’t really know.  As she 

tells this story, Stacy acknowledges a vague sense of having been betrayed, but she also 

distrusts her own understanding of these events which so profoundly affected her sense of 

herself.  No one ever explained the faculty committee’s decisions, conducted in secret 

purportedly to preserve student confidentiality and certainly to promote faculty frankness 

in deliberations.  The school named Stacy unacceptable for membership in this desirable 

group, one that represented the schools’s understanding of the good student, the “smart 

kid.”  It also allowed Stacy no access to its reasoning, leaving her little space within 

which to refuse the name it gave her.  Without knowledge of its reasons, Stacy had little 

or no way, especially as an adolescent, to resist the school’s name for her.  She was left to 

fill the gap alone, to construct her own understanding from limited knowledge and 

experience.  She, therefore, attributed her loathsome new name to her having violated two 

conventions: she had explored the “wild child” image, and she had given voice to having 

embraced this alternative, taboo position. 

 Stacy had told this experience to herself as a story of unresolved shame.  She had 

buried the experience in silence until she voiced it to me in the context of making sense 

of her life.  She had come to believe that not only her rebelling but also her sharing her 

views, even discreetly, risked too much. As she told the story, her voice broke, her 

normally erect posture sagged, and she sobbed.  After she had regained some of her 

composure, she explained her unexpected response, as unanticipated for her as it had 

been for me.  Not only was I not tapped for Honor Society, but I was not tapped in front 
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of my peers who were in this course that was limited only to those who qualified.  It was 

especially difficult and embarrassing and surprising.  And I was asked questions about it.  

People expressed surprise. And I had no way to respond.  Not being tapped was a very 

public rejection. For more than twenty years, Stacy had kept silent about this event. Her 

teachers and peers had previously given her the name “smart” in a way she could credit, 

unlike the hyperbole that accompanied her mother’s judgments.  However, she had long 

believed that because she violated the “rules” of officially approved behavior, she had put 

her sense of herself as intelligent in danger.  This episode signaled her “public rejection” 

from the community of “smart kids” by the faculty, followed by a public interrogation 

from her peers, one to which she had “no way to respond.”  She could relinquish her 

sense of herself as rebel, associated with the “wild child” activities, but she could not so 

readily let go of her sense of herself as intelligent.  These events also seem to have tapped 

into a great fear.  If she was so unworthy of being a member of the National Honor 

Society, she may have taken as real a subjectivity that was truly only a mask, one she had 

appropriated from her mother’s mass of exaggerations. 

 Giving voice to what she had previously considered shameful, however, seemed 

truly cathartic. It seemed to open her to alternative ways to narrate this experience (and, 

perhaps, others).  She emailed me the following story of serendipity.  As I left our 

interview, I stopped by a Pizza Hut to order take-out for my family at home.  The 

manager there was Carlos, class of 1980.  Carlos was someone who had played a role in 

my straying from the straight and narrow, someone who had suffered a lot in high school, 

lots of late-night, heart-wrenching conversations about the meaning of life and man’s 

inhumanity to man.  Here he was, all grown up, with grey in his hair but that wonderful 

twinkle in his eye.  I talked a bit about what I had been doing that morning, about how 

difficult it was recalling the emotional turmoil of high school.  And he said, “Really?  Oh, 
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I had a blast!  I wouldn’t go back, but I have to say, it was a great ride!” This from 

someone who had called me at 2 a.m. to talk of suicide and the misery of it all on more 

than one occasion.  Here was Carlos, someone who had been involved in some of my 

troubles and it didn’t matter. We were adults and just all of that was water under the 

bridge.  That was good, That was really good.  As upset as I was the morning I talked 

about it for the first time, I haven’t been even a little bit upset about it since.  Perspective 

is something I am gaining only now that I am in my thirties.  What she had storied as 

teenaged angst, he had told as youthful adventure.  Both stories are true, and she finds she 

can be comfortable in the ambiguity.  The synchronicity of her meeting with him, just 

after she had re-sited herself in her own trauma, allows her to juxtapose her youthful 

image of him to the current man “with gray in his hair,” her memories of anguish to his 

“it was a great ride.” As she does, she becomes more aware of how her own position has 

changed and can say she has gained “perspective.” She does not need him to “author” 

her. Her reported conversation with Carlos also allows her to voice new understandings: 

hers is but one of multiple versions of their shared high school experiences; and, as an 

adult, she need no longer be subjected by her past public rejection. 

 As I have written about this episode of serendipitous synchronicity, I have been 

hearing the whisper of a line from Robert Frost’s “Birches:” “But I was going to say 

when Truth broke in/With all her matter of fact....” Stacy’s life continues; it “breaks in” 

with unexpected matters of fact that alter meanings even as she and I construct this 

narrative.  This realization reinforces for me my understanding of ways in which 

narrative research must resist closure.  Truth always “breaks in” with her “news.” What I 

write now has already been re-visioned and replaced by additional life events. 

 The tension between conforming to and defying the plot lines from others has 

extended into other areas of Stacy’s family and community.  From the age of 15, Stacy 
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had taken active part in her Latter Day Saints’ church community.  That’s another source 

of conflict between me and my parents--not the religion, but I think the fear that I would 

follow that path.  Here’s my mom not wanting me to marry young.  Latter Day Saints 

tend to marry young.  Here’s my mother thinking that it would be just a horrible thing to 

have a child before both parents are finished with college.  Latter Day Saints teach 

differently.  Children come first.  So, that was a source of friction in my home.  Other kids 

at church that I hung out with were coming home to parents who would say, “You need to 

live by these guidelines.” I would come home and say, “I’d like to live by the guidelines” 

and my parents were saying, “You don’t have to.  You don’t have to.” My parents would 

say, “There are certain things that any normal teenager is going to want to experiment 

with and do.  We can make that safe for you.  We can make it so that you can do that 

safely.” And I, as a fifteen- and sixteen-year-old, am saying, “I don’t want to do those 

things.” So, it was backwards in my house.  It was very backwards.  In this story, Stacy 

repeats “backwards” and presents multiple perspectives, including her own as both 

adolescent and adult.  This double-voicedness again disrupts any simple or 

straightforward Bildungsroman plot, those Bakhtin (1986) associates with a hero who 

emergences within a stable world.  She then juxtaposes the fragments to expose and focus 

on the tensions, those gaps and fissures from which she continues to emerge. 

 On the surface, she once more seems merely to have followed the traditional 

scripts for women as represented by church teachings.  However, as she further explains 

her relationship with the church, she shows it to be as filled with tension as those she had 

with her parents and her school.  I used to talk a lot at church.  I wore my heart on my 

sleeve those first years, and I was teased about it.  Adults liked me, loved me, thought it 

was great to hear me share so much of my newfound spirituality; but the kids thought I 

was odd, thought I didn’t fit in.  I shared far too much of myself as a teen and young 
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adult--far too much of who I was and what I felt.  Again she speaks about having “shared 

far too much of myself,” echoing or doubling her actions during the same frame of 

having shared her “wild child” self with her high school teacher.  By revealing “far too 

much,” she gains a place in one community, that of the adults at church, but endangers 

her place within another, that of her age-mates.  But foregoing the surface plot of 

sentimental novels, Stacy develops a deeper storyline and breaks apart the seemingly 

solid narrative to expose lines of fracture.  Those kids who thought I was odd are still my 

church peers, all of us now in our thirties and forties.  Many have told me I’m an 

excellent Sunday School teacher, but I know they also think I’m sometimes a bit over the 

top emotionally or left of center socially and doctrinally.  Center of right is more 

appropriate for Mormons!  I do not speak much there [now] because I feel out of place 

with the membership and have for years.  I don’t fit.  I share my thoughts less and less 

because more and more I feel I want to withdraw from the church.  I don’t want to quit.  I 

want to pull back.  I want to leave all the judgment of others, all the busy-ness that goes 

with being part of an LDS congregation, all the messages--intended or not--that say I’m 

not doing my part in building up God’s kingdom here on earth.  I want to separate God 

and church.  Her adult experiences again help her to see “contra-dictions” in the 

narratives within which she lives.  Although she is considered “an excellent Sunday 

School teacher,” she is also viewed as “over the top,” echoing the “too much” in her other 

stories.  While the “top” may be a desirable or laudable place, going “over the top” 

locates her in taboo territory.  In addition, she finds her “left of center” social awareness 

to be out of step with other Mormons who are “center of right.” She inserts a bit of the 

parodic voice here with a pun on the word “right,” suggesting not only a conservative 

political stance but also a staunch Mormon belief that their views are the only valid ones. 

Parody, used here with the humorous pun, allows her to distance herself from the 
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undesirable aspects of her church while, simultaneously, retaining a place in its 

community.  She sees that, while she may “author” herself in her spirituality, she must do 

so from the peripheries; she wants to “pull back” but does not want “to quit.” 

Consequently, she must court silence, share her thoughts “less and less,” to maintain a 

space on the margins of this community.  Because she has experienced the “public 

rejection” that accompanied too much vocality, she uses her silence to protect the spaces 

wherein she names herself. 

 More recently, additional experiences with the ironic “matters of fact” from 

Robert Frost’s’ “Truth,” especially  encounters with previously foreign discourses on 

gender and politics, have “broken into” her protective silences.  In particular, her son’s 

announcement that he is gay has led her to question her silences, not only those related to 

her spirituality but to other subjectivities as well, especially those surrounding her 

concepts of “woman,” “mother,” and “intelligent.”  I’m also quiet because I am doubting.  

Before I knew a gay person, it was easy to believe that homosexuality was a sin.  Now I 

know a gay person.  I think I do--is [my son] gay?  He believes he is.  I think he might be.  

And if he is, he always has been.  He is the same child now that he was a two, at six, at 

twelve.  I really think he might be, and that means the church is wrong about 

homosexuality being a choice that some on this earth struggle with.  And if that’s the 

case, then I can take my God and move with him to another place.  He is portable.  

Stacy’s understanding of  “mother,” embedded in her sense of “woman,” is constructed, 

at least partially, in accord with church teachings.  This story shows Stacy reconstructing 

her understanding so that it includes “mother to a gay son.” She understands 

homosexuality as a part of her son’s being rather than as a “choice” with which he must 

“struggle.” She allows him space to understand himself differently by saying “he believes 

he is,” and acknowledges that “he is the same child now that he was” at earlier ages.  She 
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remains his “good mother” by supporting him rather than her church.  Because she has 

already distanced herself, separating her “portable God” from church positions, she can 

confidently say “the church is wrong,” without risking her own construction of her own 

spiritual subjectivity, separating “God” from “church” and her constructs of “woman” 

and “mother” from the teachings espoused by the church. 

 Stacy does not easily speak herself into being.  Creating spaces where she can 

write her own version of the “modern, liberated, independent, intelligent woman” 

involves considerable continuing effort.  She had spoken about her life during three long 

conversations and follow-up e-mails before she found language with which to speak her 

own understanding of her intelligence without also naming herself “arrogant,” and even 

those words were spoken as if they were still her secrets.  By the time I was in my early 

teens, I understood that my mother was not as smart as I was.  That is a hard sentence to 

write, and I’m sure she’ll never see it, but it is the truth.  And, knowing that she was not 

as smart as I was, I think I suspected as early as high school that I just might be better 

able to make decisions for my life than she was.  Maybe she could be wrong about some 

things, and I could be right.  Mom could try to direct my life, influence my decisions, but 

there was an aspect of who I was that she could not reach--like a point beyond which she 

could not follow.  She didn’t know how and didn’t have the ability.  I remember thinking 

then (and I still feel it now) that it felt good to have a space to myself out of her grasp.  

What space am I talking about?  My academics, my reading, my daydreaming, my 

writing.  Mom was and is very good at many things: painting, crafting, decorating, 

cooking, baking, gardening, flower arranging.  She got her real estate license and had a 

fairly successful career in that field.  She’s not dumb.  But she’s not very academically or 

emotionally able either.  I don’t know how else to put it other than to say that I knew she 

could not make the grades I made if she were in my place, that she could not begin to 
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write the papers I could write, that she could not appreciate the books I enjoyed.  She 

speaks her truth about her intelligence, although such is “hard to write” and although she 

knows her mother “will never see it.” Yet, even as she names herself “smart,” she is 

careful to present her mother in a favorable light: she says, “She’s not dumb,” and lists 

her mother’s various accomplishments.  In so doing, she constructs her own 

understanding of the adult “good daughter,” one who is fair but who is also faithful to her 

own truths. 

 Stacy wrote these stories to me in 2001, but Frost’s “Truth” continues to “break 

in” and re-vision what Stacy and I had constructed.  In 2002 she and her family informed 

the church bishop they would be participating only occasionally because of the church’s 

stand on the issues concerning gays and lesbians.  She wrote, “We sent a letter to our 

bishop telling him that we would only rarely be attending church.  It is a decision that 

has been a long time coming, but it is certainly a painful one...but we don’t plan on 

becoming activists.” However, through later e-mail messages and personal conversations, 

Stacy has informed me about an increase in her political activities. I knew that she had 

tested her political resolve during the controversies surrounding the presidential elections 

of 2000.  She told a story about having stood in the rain across from the Texas governor’s 

mansion, the lone civilian among an army of journalists, carrying a sign that read, 

“Shame on you, George!” By 2003, Stacy had become politically active on a local level, 

participating in demonstrations and giving interviews to newspapers and televisions 

stations about the United States Supreme Court decision concerning Texas’ sodomy laws 

and about gay marriage.  She told reporters that the court decision affected more than just 

gays and lesbians because she did not want government to occupy space in her bedroom 

with her husband.  Her family also participated in demonstrations against the war in Iraq.  

And, in 2004, Stacy ran for political office as Democratic precinct chairperson.  She is 
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becoming even more vocal about many of the relationships of power in which she lives.  

I have never talked back to my father.  Maybe that’s why it is so easy to express anger 

with other people, other men.  It’s displaced energy.  For example, I called Governor 

Perry’s office [recently] and gave him -- okay, his secretary -- a piece of my mind over 

the way he’s handling this special session on education.  Felt good!  If two pieces of 

legislation I’m interested in receive hearings, you can bet I’ll be there to speak up...and it 

will feel all the better to do so in front of a panel of men!  The passion she demonstrated 

in the church house as a youth has migrated with her to her adult activities concerning 

state house pronouncement about  women, mothers, and teachers.  But she does not use 

parody in the stories she tells about church and state house politics; she is much more 

directly and openly critical.  She seems to have moved from the genres of sentiment into 

tales of emerging political activists.  Nevertheless, she still seems to feel there is more 

space for dissent in the discourses of church and state than in the relationships she has 

had with her parents.  She continues to story her mother as competent and her father as 

someone to whom she does not “talk back.” Authoring from family is more difficult to 

resist than authoring from other communities and institutions.  

 As she tells her life story, Stacy moves from one genre to another; she borrows 

from fairy tales, satires, tales of rebellion, traditional sentimental novels, and dark 

psychological tales. She stories her life differently at different times and, thereby, breaks 

up time and plot constraints.  Within the cracks, she finds the space to write and re-write 

her own version of the “modern, independent, liberated, intelligent woman.” 

Olivia’s stories: Using folkloric laughter to locate and conceal fissures 

 Olivia began telling her life story with a long, sweeping, not quite seamless tale 

that created an atmosphere in which I found myself imagining an ancient warrior yarning 

exploits for his fellows in a mead hall or a medieval scop entertaining the lord of the 
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castle after an evening meal.  Her method of storying positioned both herself and me -- 

she was the conjuror and I the rapt audience.  She spoke nearly without pause for 20 

minutes, dealing quickly with my single interrupting question before swiftly returning to 

the worlds her words magically summoned.  

 I feel like I’m one of those people who was born to be a teacher.  Since the first 

day of pre-school at age three, I knew.  I did nothing but play school my entire childhood.  

I had every kid in the neighborhood be in my school on Saturdays.  I taught all summer 

long.  I had all of my stuffed animals and dolls named and in a seating chart.  I had a 

blackboard in my room.  I had notebooks and notebooks of lesson plans and attendance 

sheets and grade sheets, and I even borrowed my parents’ typewriter so that I could type 

passes to the nurse, to the library. I would handwrite absence notes from parents, and I’d 

change my writing for each parent. I took all of my books and put pockets in the back of 

them, put cards in them, and was the librarian.  My mother remembers my brother crying 

and saying, “Olivia’s making me go to school on Saturday!” I taught Bible School and 

Manners School, and every subject I ever learned, I immediately wanted to teach it.  

Now, when I complain about having to do lesson plans and record-keeping, my mother 

says, “You remember all those books you kept?” I loved that the pages turned up and 

that there was something underneath it--attendance on top and grades under--and I loved 

all of that.  I loved all the trappings of teaching.  And I have this quirk of sticking out [my 

index] finger and so they said, “In your pictures as a child, you are always pointing, like 

a teacher, like ‘Here’s what the story is!’” I was the oldest so I was the authoritative 

child.  I was the oldest in my family and in my neighborhood, and I’m kind of bossy, and 

that worked well to be a teacher.  This story is filled with particulars heaped upon details.  

Each sentence adds another layer--just as the pages were layered in her notebooks--and 

some sentences are even constructed around a series of specifics joined by multiple uses 
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of the coordinating conjunction “and.” She seldom constructs a phrase or clause prefaced 

by a subordinating connection; all are presented as equally significant yet each verbal 

item acts to layer the tale with a deeper richness.  The use of “and” also suggests that all 

of these details and events occurred within the same time frame, collapsing her childhood 

years into a constant image and suggesting that her past position is as valid today as it 

was during her youth.  Despite her brother’s cries and her own complaints, Olivia 

includes no real dissonance, no internal conflict.  Because of its lavish and uninterrupted 

flow of detail, this tale also leaves little room for questions or conversation.  The story 

presents Olivia as “born to teach” with an intensity that allows no rift or doubt. 

 This pattern of stories without room for discussions continued throughout the 

taped interviews.  I wrote questions before our sessions and presented these to her as we 

sat down. I encouraged her to answer the questions in any order that made her 

comfortable.  She read over the questions and signaled me when she was ready to begin, 

at which time I started the tape recorder.  This performance atmosphere dissipated, 

became less formal and much more conversational, when the recorder was off; she turned 

off the recorder herself at various times when she wanted to speak more interactively 

during the interview sessions.  Because of these different speaking positions, I felt a 

ghostly presence hovering just beyond some unconjured threshold.  My intuitive 

awareness was strengthened when, immediately following the initial story of having been 

born to teach, Olivia said, I never had to go through a period of real doubt...and yet, for 

many years, I didn’t think I would be a teacher.  The pause, so absent in the preceding 

story, and the seeming contra-diction between no “period of real doubt” and “I didn’t 

think I would be a teacher,” announced the ghost haunting the peripheries of Olivia’s life 

story. 

 I spoke with Olivia about my sense of a ghost on the threshold before we turned 
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on the recorder for the second interview session; I even revealed to her one of my own 

“ghosts.” She admitted to the ghost’s presence and attributed it to severe emotional 

upheavals in her life.  Later during that session, she told me that she was lesbian and had 

known her sexual orientation since her high school days.  She has not easily accepted her 

sexual identity, has denied it at times.  She indicated that, although she was “out” to her 

family by the time of our conversations, she was still closeted in many other areas of her 

life. I said I would try to keep her secret as much as possible. She indicated that she did 

not wish to drop out of my study and, by the end of the second interview session, she 

gave me permission to write of this subjectivity, although she characterized it as “a big 

ole mess.” In giving me permission to write about her sexuality, she also gave herself 

permission to speak more openly about it with me.  I acknowledge it here, at the 

beginning of Olivia’s narrative, because its presence informs so many of her other 

subjectivities, appearing in its ghostly or its visible forms in nearly all of her stories. 

 Through my sensitivities to literary style and genre, I have come to see Olivia’s 

manner of story-telling, with its scop-like conjuring of worlds, as her use of a kind of 

folkloric narrative voice. It is weighty with its catalogs of detail but also humorous with 

its snippets of others’ speech and its incongruities; her own laughter frequently peppers 

her storying.  The stories she tells in this voice seem almost rehearsed and, therefore, 

somehow official.  Nevertheless, her laughter suggests a Bakhtinian carnival, a site that 

questions the assuredness of this self who sees her future as “teacher” in such 

uncomplicated and uncontested ways.  Interspersed throughout these tales, I have noticed 

another voice, one punctuated by pauses, multiple vocalizations of hesitation such as 

“um” and “uh,” and deep sighs. Olivia uses this voice when she speaks of her emotions or 

her understandings of events related in the more folkloric tellings.  I understand this 

second voice to be one of self-reflexivity.  Using it, she allowed me, her immediate 
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audience, to see some of her understandings of her more conflicted subjectivities. 

 My understanding of folklore and Bakhtin’s (1981, 1984) concepts of double-

voicedness, carnival, and folklore have figured in my interpretation of Olivia’s narrative.  

Folklore is frequently associated with the everyday and the transmission of beliefs and 

expressions from generation to generation, from members to would-be members of a 

given group.  Joan Newlon Radnor (1993) explains folklore as the study and 

interpretation of “the expressive creations--stories, games, songs, crafts, foodways, 

rituals--that people make in and of their everyday lives,” that it concerns ways in which 

people “ritualize their
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identities” (p. viii).  In the past 15 years Radnor and other liberation-oriented feminist 

folklorists ( Hollis, Pershing, & Young,1993) have begun to construct understandings of 

folklore that discuss its roots in paternalism and to look at how women and other non-

dominant groups work  subversive counternarratives into their performances of these 

everyday, ritualized activities.  These discourses which juxtapose the traditional, 

dominant patriarchy to the subversive or resistant feminine recall Petra Munro’s ( 1998) 

“politics of the everyday.”  The political in the everyday also suggests Foucault’s 

concerns about “the willingness or the unwillingness of people to play their roles in 

specific though anonymous configurations of power” (Rajchman, 1985).  Such politics 

also echo the power relations that swirl within Bakhtin’s (1984) discussion of carnival, 

which he associates with folk culture, and his understandings of double-voiced discourse, 

a component of his concept of heteroglossia (Bakhtin, 1981). 

Heteroglossia...is another’s speech in another’s language, serving to 

express authorial intentions but in a refracted way...It serves two speakers 

at the same time and expresses simultaneously two different intentions: the 

direct intention of the character who is speaking, and the refracted 

intention of the author.  In such discourse, there are two voices, two 

meanings and two expressions.  And all the while these two voices are 

dialogically interrelated...it is as if they actually hold a conversation with 

each other. (p. 324) 

The “dialogue” and “conversation” between the two (or more) voices suggest both a 

social construction of reality, including subjectivity, and a divide or fissure 

between/among available positions.  Bakhtin (1984) presents a similar double-voicedness 

in carnival, frequently staged in marketplaces outside of official sites such as courts and 

cathedrals, but
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dealing with similar events and performed nearly simultaneously with the official 

enactments.  This creates a doubling comparable to parody.   

As opposed to the official feast, one might say that carnival celebrated 

temporary liberation from the prevailing truth and from the established 

order; it marked the suspension of all hierarchical rank, privileges, norms, 

and prohibitions. Carnival was the true feast of time, the feast of 

becoming, change, and renewal.  It was hostile to all that was 

immortalized and completed. (p. 10) 

This doubling of celebration -- one manner official and reifying, the other unofficial and 

defying--seems applicable to Olivia’s use of a folkloric voice. The “born to teach” story 

positions her firmly within the traditional narratives of women as teachers; she surrounds 

herself with the story just as she embeds her childhood self in the “trappings” of teaching.  

A potential double meaning lies in the word “trappings;” it can refer to the material world 

of teaching and it can capture stray images or comments from any unacceptable or 

conflicting subject position in the net of things accepted. However, her laughter at 

herself, present in her enthusiastic enactments and in her caricature of her pointing index 

finger, undercuts the seriousness of the “official” version of the “born to teach” story, one 

sometimes associated with a near-religious “call” to teach.   Her laughter is kin to 

Bakhtin’s (1984) carnival-grotesque which functions 

to consecrate inventive freedom, to permit the combination of a variety of 

different elements and their rapprochement, to liberate from the prevailing 

point of view of the world, from conventions and established truths, from 

cliches, from all that is humdrum and universally accepted.  This carnival 

spirit offers the chance to have a new outlook on the world, to realize the 

relative nature of all that exists, and to enter a completely new order of 
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things. (p. 34)   

In this manner Olivia’s folkloric performance constructs her within a culturally accepted 

notion of “woman” and of “teacher” while it simultaneously disrupts those notions with 

laughter.  Within the gap of the disrupted, Olivia finds the freedom to name herself, to 

incorporate into the traditional notions of “woman” and “teacher” her senses of herself as 

“lesbian” and as “intellectual” or, at least, as the “good scholar.” 

 The folkloric tales are more than mere masks; they are not lies or cover stories.  

They locate “purpose, ideal, justice, perfection, the harmonious condition of man and 

society...in the past” (Bakhtin, 1981; p. 147).  As a consequence, they invert all forward 

thinking, all sense of “becoming” in the future, into a kind of resurrection of the past. 

They are also expressions of subject positions Olivia constructs as real, in conflict and/or 

harmony with other positions. For example, she discusses ways in which “teacher” has 

conflicted with her understandings of herself as academically able. To be “teacher” in the 

future means to resurrect the concept of “teacher” in her own past experience, one she 

seems also to understand as having “always been.” This story presents one explanation 

for why she long believed she would not be a teacher.  In high school I was way too cool 

to be a teacher. I would also call myself a nerd. I was in orchestra, and I did hospital 

volunteering and I did a lot of clubs and president of Honor Society and all this. I became 

interested in rebellion and intellectual pursuits and music and I kind of thought of myself 

as kind of a neo-hippie.  I wore burlap pants and gauzy shirts and no make-up and hung 

out with the orchestra kids who were sort of nerds, too.  And I just kind of got in this, uh, 

strata that was all...uh, nerdy, I think.  Having been valedictorian of my class, I didn’t 

want to go into the school of education.  I thought that was not as rigorous or something, 

so I was in the school of liberal arts.  And, uh, I decided I wanted to go into hospital 

administration because I was volunteering at a hospital for five years.  But...uhm, I don’t 
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really like dealing with money and I thought, maybe medicine because I did like dealing 

with the patients, but I didn’t do well in sci--I did well in science but I was squeamish.  I 

didn’t enjoy biology AT ALL.  And so I redirected. Like Stacy, Olivia considers and 

rejects careers in business and in science.  Also like Stacy, she is careful to maintain her 

sense of herself as academically able in those areas, and to speak her rejection of them as 

related to her own preferences. Although the folkloric voice is not as pronounced in this 

passage, she flavors the story with folkloric elements such as the details of dress and the 

catalogue of her high school activities.  She places an official position of “teacher” 

against her high school position of “too cool,” “neo-hippie,” and valedictorian. She then 

undercuts these with the more colloquial and humorous name “nerd.” She retains a space 

in her high school community and in the traditionally female “born to teach” narrative, 

but positions herself on the peripheries.  When she says, “I didn’t do well in sci--I did 

well in science but I was squeamish,” she works to retain her position of academically 

talented while she refuses traditionally masculine fields toward which official scripts 

move those with strong academic abilities. She would rather call herself “squeamish”--a 

term frequently associated with emotional or bodily weakness--than forego her sense of 

herself as “doing well” in scholastic matters.  She includes the detail of having been 

valedictorian and juxtaposes this to her perception that the school of education was not 

sufficiently “rigorous” for someone with her academic credentials. She names herself in a 

variety of ways, some serious and some playful; this multiplicity allows her to escape 

capture into any one script and allows her the space wherein she constructs her own sense 

of herself, replete with messy yet comfortable inconsistencies and incongruities. 

 Olivia’s appreciation for the intellectually rigorous is also apparent in her 

eventual choice of a college major.  She tells of this event with a resurgence of her 

playfully folkloric voice. She first indicates that she began college with what she calls an 
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“undecided, undeclared” major but quickly settled into art history.  I took an art history 

course on a whim as a freshman and the teacher was quirky, intimidating.  She said 

publicly, “There has been no art created since the year 1100.”  She hit people with a 

stick if they came in late.  She knew everything about ancient art.  And I was intrigued.  

Our projects for that course were not tests, no notes, no books.  We did research and 

turned in WORK periodically.  We could either do a survey or a deep study of one area in 

which we were interested.  She wrote on my notebook one time, “See me.” And I was 

terrified because she was so intimidating.  She kind of swooped in in the dark and would 

talk about fairies in Irish forests, and that the farmers scared them off and that’s a shame 

because they’re nice little things.  I was afraid of falling asleep in her class because there 

were comfortable chairs and early in the morning and my eyes had closed one time 

because we weren’t allowed to take notes and she was right up here in my face.  I opened 

my eyes and she was nose-to-nose with me.  I nearly leapt out of my skin!  But everyone 

admired her and thought she was brilliant.  So, when I went in to talk with her after she 

had said “See me” on my project, she said, “Have you considered art history as a 

major?” And I said, “Well, no, I haven’t,” and she said, “Well, I think you should.  I 

think you have some talent for it.” I had been working on Romanesque cathedrals, 

Romanesque architecture, and I was going all around Europe [traveling through her 

research rather than by plane or train] and studying all the plans and having more fun.  I 

LOVED architectural history.  Art history was the first time I really dug history because 

it had always been about wars and battles in high school, but to look at the art, to look at 

meanings and color and space and light was so fascinating to me.  And so I switched my 

major.  This story opens with the weighty struggles and serious business prevalent in 

many tales about the choice of a college major, then opposes these to her own joyful 

experiences tinged with playful terror.  Olivia creates a sense of delight through her 
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characterization of her instructor as brilliant and intimidating, a woman who moved 

quickly, who came “nose-to-nose” with her and saw her “in the dark.” She intensifies the 

sites of her encounters with her use of fairy-tale words and phrases such as “whim,” 

“quirky,” “swooped,” “fairies in Irish forests,” and “I nearly leapt out of my skin.” These 

all lead to her enchantment-- “I LOVED art history”-- and with being able to see --“to 

look at the art, to look at meanings and color and space and light.”   Again she liberally 

uses the coordinating conjunction “and” to join expressions, lending an impression of 

sequential time while actually disrupting it by refusing to subordinate or order events in 

time.  She fractures grammatical constructions as she skips past portions of clauses: “I 

was afraid of falling asleep in her class because there were comfortable chairs and early 

in the morning and my eyes had closed one time because we weren’t allowed to take 

notes and she was right up here in my face.” The disruptions and fractures open time, 

allowing her to recreate again, even after two decades, the bliss of this experience.  Her 

initial encounter with art history was freeing and terrifying, alive in its other-worldly 

possibilities.  Olivia’s description of her instructor could be understood as a tale of a 

mentor who provided guidance for a gifted girl with multi-potentialities, a script present 

in much research on the gifted.  However, in Olivia’s narrative, the wise older woman 

becomes witch-like, a wild woman who defies neat or typical conventions of university 

experiences.  Rather than a benevolent counselor who eases Olivia’s way into a 

community, Olivia’s instructor becomes a sorceress--perhaps even a harpy--who 

challenges her to risk the boundaries.  She was demanding, brilliant, strange, yet 

respected, perhaps because “she knew everything about ancient art.” She seems to 

represent a different way to be “woman,” to be “teacher.”  And, though Olivia admits, “I 

don’t have drawing talent,” this instructor invites Olivia into the discourse of art, a 

context strongly involved with the construction of alternative spaces.  Olivia’s laughter 
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conjures Bakhtin’s (1984) carnival: “the basic carnival nucleus of [folk] culture is by no 

means a purely artistic form nor a spectacle and does not, generally speaking, belong to 

the sphere of art.  It belongs to the borderline between art and life” (p. 7).  Olivia’s telling 

of this story about her meeting with art history is also at that border between art and life; 

she artfully stories an episode from her own experiences and, in so doing, creates space 

for her living passions. 

 Her choice of art history as a major met with both approval and challenges from 

her parents.  Well, my mother was delighted.  My father and brother are architects.  She 

said, “Just study whatever you want.  What your goal should be is to get married and 

then you just don’t have to work. You just enjoy college” because that had been her 

experience.  She was an English literature major but had no career in mind.  She never 

worked.  She married a week out of college.  And that’s what she kind of expected for me.  

She is the last in a long line of Southern Belles in our family.  My dad, on the other hand, 

said, “You need some sort of career.  You need some job.  What can you do with an art 

history major?” So I started looking in the classifieds and kind of feeling out what 

possibilities there were, and most of them were volunteer [spoken with laughter].  Ya 

know, the docents.  Curators needed a master of arts, and I thought, Okay, I’ll try to get a 

master of arts in art history.  I graduated in three years but I realized that people in that 

master’s program, the art history masters, have to pass Italian and German translation 

exams of art history texts, and that knocked me out of it right there.  I had a phobia about 

foreign language because the Spanish classes I had taken tormented me... I didn’t feel as 

though I had an ear for foreign language...and so I was [sighing] once again deciding, 

Okay, now what?   

 This story shows several of Olivia’s subjectivities in conflict.  Her quandary about 

her future is presented, first, in gendered terms through the conflicting advice her parents 
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give her.  Her mother sees no difficulty with art history as a major because she 

understands college as the next chapter in a script that leads to marriage and family.  

Olivia’s father, however, sees some problems with her choice because he understands 

college as training for a career.  These two positions, and the family stories and histories 

behind them, conflict with each other and within Olivia. As she tries to find a career, her 

position of “good scholar” comes into question in ways that trouble her sense of herself 

as intelligent: the foreign language requirements for the graduate degree “knock” [her[ 

out of it” because her previous experience with learning Spanish had “tormented” her.  

These are further complicated by her turmoil about her sexuality which underwrites her 

pending decisions.   

 The ghostly presence of her sexual position bars her access to her mother’s vision 

for her.  Her mother was “the last in a long line of Southern Belles,” a position Olivia 

sees as unavailable, even undesirable, yet which writes a cultural script for the desirable 

and acceptable way of being “woman.” Folklorist Rachel Jennings (2003) ties mothers’ 

expectations to women’s membership in their communities: “Because they pass down the 

cultural and historical legacy of the community in the form of folklore, mothers are 

especially revered....” (p. 20).  Because she understood herself to be outside of her 

mother’s community, Olivia felt in danger of disappearing.  I was realizing that I was not 

going to...be acceptable as, uh...the image that my mom had of me.  My parents, everyone 

I’d ever known, everyone I grew up with, everything I knew, I just felt like it wasn’t me.  

And I was having trouble figuring out how I was gonna go through my life. What was my 

role gonna be, what was my identity.  This passage suggests that Olivia still appreciates 

the “legacy” and “reveres” those who have written it for her; she just cannot envision 

herself in their plots. 

 Among those plots is that of the “Southern Belle.” The importance of the 
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“Southern Belle” position becomes a recurring theme in Olivia’s life story.  It is most 

visible in tales about her mother and her great-grandmother, a nearly mythic figure in her 

family who lived to be 102 years old.  Those women outlined strict rules of dress and 

decorum, but they also lived with joy, energy, and humor.  I had a lot of fun when I got 

together with my mother, my grandmother, and my great-grandmother, all the four 

generations.  We’d go shoppin’ and shoppin’, all day long, eight hours.  We would laugh, 

we had so much fun and went to little tea parties and...there were some, uh...pretty strict 

rules, I guess, about how a lady behaved.  And “Don’t talk back” and “What you want is 

to attract a lot of attention from men.” Frankie [a pseudonym for Olivia’s great-

grandmother] was very strong and set in her ways and I’ve heard her say, “Well, the 

worst thing that ever happened was Betty Friedan.”   She thought that women’s lib was a 

big mistake.  She got into an argument with my cousin about women shouldn’t work.  

Women should not wear jeans--EVER.  That’s what the field hands wore.  Pants, maybe.  

She always dressed up every day, even when she was 100 years old.  And she would look 

at other old women and say, “She looks so tacky wearing that ole polyester dress and all 

hunched over.” And the woman would say, “Well, I’m 75” and Frankie would say, “I’m 

95 and I don’t look tacky like that!” Every day she got up and she did her make-up and 

put on her wig and she had gentlemen callers.  She had two boyfriends into her nineties 

that didn’t know about one another.  They didn’t know how old she was.  And she was so 

mad when Sarah Jane, a jealous widow, told one about the other--wrecked that!  She 

dated one man 21 years.  They played cards every night.  Went to horse shows...and one 

night he accused her of cheatin’ at cards and she said, “I don’t have to cheat to beat you, 

you old fool.  Get out of my house!” My mother is very much like her.  They were two 

soul mates.  My mother lived with Frankie when she was in college.  And they double-

dated with their boyfriends.  The carnival laughter that pervades Olivia’s stories of her 
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mother and great-grandmother distances her slightly from the rules of the Southern Belle 

narrative.  Nevertheless, those rules retain their threat; to question those women’s rules of 

behavior is to risk being expelled from community, to risk being told “Get out of my 

house!” The social distinctions between acceptable and unacceptable in this narrative--

especially clear in the stories about jeans being clothing for “field hands,” about the 75-

year-old woman with osteoporosis who was “tacky,” and about the “ole fool” who 

accused Frankie of cheating at cards--are evident in other artifacts of Southern Belle 

culture.  Olivia brought a book to one of our interview sessions, A Southern Belle Primer 

or Why Princess Margaret Will Never Be A Kappa Kappa Gamma by Maryln Schwartz 

(1991).  It catalogs and evaluates acceptable actions and accoutrements, from patterns of 

tableware to sororities and women’s clubs; it even indicates when to wear certain colors 

and types of clothing. The humor in the title, visible in the juxtaposition of “primer” to 

“Princess Margaret” and the name of a prestigious sorority, mirrors Olivia’s own sense of 

ambivalence. Olivia attached a note for me which read: “Everything in this book is true.  

Incidentally, my mother’s silver pattern is Old Master by Fowle, and she was Kappa 

Alpha Theta in college.” Although there is humor in her accounts of her Southern Belle 

heritage, there is also a strong sense of authority in its expectations for and about women.  

Olivia is careful to say that she had “so much fun” when she was in the company of these 

women even though there were “strict rules” she was expected to follow.  Nevertheless, 

she creates a bit of room for herself through her carnivalesque depiction of her great-

grandmother as opinionated and tyrannical.  As she laughs, with joy as well as sarcasm, 

she places herself in a space that is other than that dictated by the Belles in her family. 

 Olivia understood the cult of the Southern Belle to be her heritage; she also 

understood that it was tied to her position of the “good daughter.” However, she felt her 

sexual subjectivity cast her as an imposter within that position and within her larger 
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community.  My mom strongly condemns people who, to her, do things the “wrong” way, 

or don’t follow the pattern... she thinks they are a little too rough or talk too much or like 

that.  She wouldn’t go to a baby shower for someone who wasn’t married, and I said 

“Why?” Mom responded, “She didn’t do it in the right order.”  My whole life set up this 

expectation that I was very afraid of steering from.  I didn’t want to lose my mother’s 

approval and that, I think, that, uh, feeling dominated a lot. My mother was clear about 

what was acceptable and what wasn’t and about women’s kind of voices and activities.  

I’ve been very, very sensitive and very, um...committed to doing what’s right.  With all 

the Southern people in my community, the plan was very clear.  You go to college and 

preferably, be in a sorority and get married and have babies...and uh, I, uh, being the 

only daughter, my parents had saved up a lot of money for my wedding and the reception 

and everything.  And I grew up in a very nurturing church.  I felt as though everybody 

knew me from when I was ten months old, and they did.  And they still know me and 

they’ve always been there.  No one was ever deceitful to me or cruel or anything.  I felt 

very secure in this little nest of my life.  But....    Her ghostly subject position as lesbian, 

present only in this story’s pauses and verbal hesitations, threatens her sense of security.  

Her story suggests she may feel she is rather deceitful, her deceit an act of cruelty.  

Although she “felt very secure” within this community she calls “a little nest,” that small, 

isolated word “but” with which she ends this story indicates a sense of disquiet that 

threatens to shatter her ability to include herself in this community she values so highly. 

 From a position outside her mother’s community, Olivia views her legacy not 

only with disruptive humor but also with longing. I think I’m still grieving.  I’m supposed 

to eventually get over this, but I’m grieving that my dreams that I had aren’t gonna work 

out the way I wanted them to.  This sounds maybe shallow, but for somebody from my 

community, the only daughter, it’s not. [She laughs.] I really wanted a wedding.  I just 
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thought that would have been so much fun to have a big dress, a big party and a cake and 

friends and champagne, people being happy.  It’s a source of grief for me that my 

relationship is not something that people want to celebrate and have a big party about 

and bring presents.  Even my friends think, Why would you have a wedding?  It’s not 

legal, it doesn’t mean anything and, ya know, WHY? [She laughs again.] When I told my 

parents, about seven or eight years ago, that I was gay, I had worried so long that they 

were gonna reject me entirely because of things they had said over the years.  But, 

instead of that, they just said, “Oh, well, okay.” And kind of went on.  And it wasn’t ever 

like, “Well, let’s have a big party about it.”  My brother was a redneck.  Now he is the 

most militant about gay rights.  He says things like “I think y’all should be able to get 

joint insurance.  I think you should be able to get tax cuts.  You should be able to have 

each other’s heirs and inherit each other’s retirement.”  And he tells people, “My sister’s 

gay” and he thinks we should have a wedding and adopt children.  But my partner and I 

are living in the real world.  She doesn’t want to have any kind of ceremony.  And so 

that’s one thing I’m sad about.  And another thing is children.  I think straight people are 

kind of smug sometimes about how they just deserve to have children and don’t go to all 

these expenses to have fertility treatments and so on.  And I just think that’s great for 

them, but I’m jealous.  And envy isone of the big seven bad, bad sins.  I’m trying not to be 

envious but I have had a problem with this.  So that’s a sadness, and then not being able 

to be completely relaxed and “out” in my everyday life, but I realize I can’t do that.  If I 

were a drama teacher, people would kind of expect that.  Or a coach or something.  But 

the AP English teacher, it’s just not okay.  Maybe I’m questioning how I feel in the world 

because it’s wrong [to be gay] and maybe I should renounce and I struggle.  Things like 

that gnaw on me.  It’s made me question everything I know.  I don’t like the phrase 

“sexual choice.” Who would choose to live this way?  Olivia feels that many of the 
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traditional positions of “woman,” those of bride and mother and, possibly, even English 

teacher, are unavailable to her as a lesbian.  She believes she risks any position of 

“acceptable” if she works openly to avail herself of these without “renouncing” her 

sexuality.  She “struggles” with her envy and with the way others would “name” her 

sexuality.  I have a lot of internalized fear and self-loathing.  Although Olivia attempts to 

intersperse her story here with Bakhtin’s (1984) carnival laughter, her sense of loss is too 

great to sustain it.  She cannot deconstruct her mother’s Southern Belle culture with 

laughter sufficiently to allow her an escape to any comfortable margin that includes her 

own position. 

 Olivia’s struggles have been so intense that she has tried to deny not only her 

Southern Belle culture but her own sexual subject position with a defiant foray into 

bohemian life.  Biographer D. J. Taylor (2002) writes,  

...the word ‘bohemian’ defines an environment--it could be anywhere from 

the corner of a society drawing room to the saloon bar of a spit-and-

sawdust Fifth Street pub--in which literature, art and certain kinds of 

music come briefly together in defiance of, if not outright opposition to, 

prevailing cultural orthodoxies. ( p. 29) 

Olivia once tried to use her love of art and art history as a way to defy her mother’s and 

the larger, heterosexual culture’s definition of “woman,” and, thereby, to gain a space of 

freedom within which she could claim the name for herself.  After I graduated from 

college, my grandfather picked my mom and me to go with him on a month-long trip with 

a graduate class.  I think there were 24 of us, and 6 of us were graduate students.  We 

went to Italy and that was my most favorite thing, the Roman ruins, because it was a site 

with multiple civilizations.  We went on a side trip to the Blue Grotto on the island of 

Capri.  To get under the rock formations and inside the grotto, we had to nearly lie down 
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in these little boats because there wasn’t much clearance.  Once inside, the water 

reflected onto the inside walls of the grotto and the whole place seemed to glow with blue 

light!  After the tour, we had several hours of shopping and exploration time.  I had been 

hanging out with three guys and we decided that we wanted to stay in Capri longer to 

have dinner.  We planned to get home with some other form of transportation.  I 

remember my mother’s being very startled.  She said, “What would your father say about 

this?” I answered, “I’m twenty-one and have my own money, so I’m staying.” We had 

also been drinking quite a bit.  My mother has said that she didn’t know if she would ever 

see me again.  I also had a “fling” with one of the men, the only married man.  I thought 

he was so sensitive and bohemian--he had a beard and was older.  Maybe subconsciously 

I knew he was relatively “safe” from any long-term involvement, but I remember telling 

my mother, “If he were single, I know I would be with him,” and I think I really felt that.  

I got way too involved with him, even seeing him when we got back home.  I had been in 

my current [gay] relationship for three years and was still exploring all the options out 

there.  My mother had also told me, “You know that the number of eligible men you meet 

drops sharply after you graduate from college.” I really let myself be swept away with 

the image of romantic Italy!  Olivia embeds episodes in this tale in non-sequential time, 

thereby fracturing structures that define and confine.  It is full of exotic and other-worldly 

images, from the study of new civilizations built on the ruins of previous ones to the 

intoxication of independence in a distant country to a romance with the forbidden.  The 

difficulty of reaching the sublime beauty of the Blue Grotto seems nearly an archetypal 

journey.  Olivia even uses the phrase “swept away” to characterize her position in this 

story.  In this context of the foreign, Olivia finds sufficient freedom to defy both her 

parents, since her mother tries to chastise her by invoking her father’s voice.  She also 

finds space within which to express her own desires--youthful, heartfelt, and perhaps 
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foolish as they might have been. However, that sense of independence evaporates when 

Olivia returns to familiar surroundings, even though she tries to maintain a hold on it by 

continuing to see her “bohemian” lover; she says she was “too involved” with him, 

suggesting a return to living within boundaries.  She seemingly cannot replace her 

conflicted positions by artfully building other realities without the protection of that 

distance, foreign or domestic.  I’m excited about going on vacation in a couple of weeks 

because I don’t know anyone there, nobody cares.  I can say anything I want.  And it’s 

not going to get back to my principal or whatever.  And so I know, because of that 

vacation and because of another vacation I had in San Francisco, I can literally feel 

my...(sighs) self breathing.  I feel like I hold my breath, in a way, all the time.  And I 

could literally feel that tension knotting up and then that causes a jolt because I think, 

Well, that means I should move here and change my life and not be a teacher and not live 

in Texas.  And yet, those are..that’s what my life’s made of.  I love Texas.  I love being 

here.  I love being with my family.  And I love being a teacher.  The repeated references 

to breathing and holding her breath suggest a rigid control Olivia tries to exert over her 

sexual subjectivity in order to maintain her relationships to her geographical culture, her 

family, and her career.  She seems to try to separate it from other parts of her life but 

feels a kind of asphyxia in such a separation.  Nevertheless, the distant places, without the 

expectations embedded in her familiar life, give her space to “breath.” 

 She has tried, at different times, to give herself a way “out” of the Southern Belle 

expectations by gathering about her material pieces associated with the life of the mind. I 

have fancied myself an intellectual.  I had long, stringy hair in high school and wore 

burlap clothes and I was looking like a hippie and it kept me at a distance from that life 

that I knew I couldn’t fit, somehow.  It gave me sort of an out.  But she came to 

understand that intellectual position as also intensely conflicted.  Although she graduated 
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from college in three years “with highest honors,” she did not see that others attributed 

any value to her efforts.  She could not use her academic standing to bypass the foreign 

language requirement for the master’s in art history.  Also, her “good scholar” position 

allowed only a brief respite from her mother’s concerns that she meet men, marry, and 

have children.  I just spent hours and hours and hours in the library every night, the fine 

arts library.  The same guy would chase me out at eleven o”clock [laughing as she says 

this].  I sneaked food in there.  Every day -- tacos -- so kind of crunchy so he knew I was 

hiding [laughs].  And, after I would get thrown out of that library, the architecture, which 

is my Favorite library, I’d study in there, the low lamps and the paintings are just...I 

would go to get a hot fudge sundae with my friend that I was studying with and then go to 

another library and stay until midnight or one.  I just loved studying.  I felt like the more I 

put into it, the better I’d get and the more I got out of it... but after graduating, I regret 

some of that because...I thought, What’s the point of maintaining a four-oh?  No one 

cares, especially in art history.    Nevertheless, the scholar position brought her joy.   Her 

time in the libraries nurtured her mind, her body, and her soul.  She tells this story with 

much laughter, with images of food (tacos and sundaes), games (sneaking in “crunchy” 

food so the librarian knew she was “hiding”), and with camaraderie (studying with a 

“friend”). Again she skips and twirls through the telling with the frequent use of “and” 

that piles details on top of each other, with sentence structures that are fractured, 

fragmented, and incomplete.  The telling becomes a kind of dance with language that 

recreates, in the telling, her previous joyful time. She cannot stay in the joy, however, 

because she ends the tale with the short statement, “No one cares.” She understood, even 

then, that she must still find a way to live in a world beyond college libraries. 

 Because a graduate degree in art history and a career using that degree seemed 

beyond her reach, she looked for other work.  English literature was still in my heart and 
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that’s where I thought I’m gonna turn.  At the same time I was taking my third year [art 

history] courses, I was taking English courses.  As a secondary education major, you 

need a second teaching field so, paradoxically, I chose Spanish because [laughs] that’s 

the class I had the most hours in.  There wasn’t an art history certification.  I ended up as 

a degree holder, non-degree seeker my fourth year.  I didn’t want an education degree.  I 

have a Bachelor of Arts in art history and then I have certification in secondary English 

and Spanish.  Although she found a way into a career, it was not one to which she was 

committed, initially.  Teaching was sort of...something that I already had in my mind and 

it wasn’t a big risk, it wasn’t...too scary.  It wasn’t something completely alien.  At the 

time, though, I never considered myself a career teacher.  I thought I’ll be this teacher 

until...maybe five years down the road.  And then I’m gonna do something different.  I 

wanted to go back to school, I wanted to get a graduate degree.  I wanted to...maybe, 

teach at the college level, I don’t know.  I had different ideas.  And I’ve since found out 

that even as an English major for a doctorate, you have to pass the German translation 

[laughs].  And then...a sort of feeling of inferiority in general...started plaguing me.  

And...I became more withdrawn, in a sense, from...ambition.  And I decided to...uhm, sort 

of stay the course.  Don’t make waves.  Don’t...do something drastic and start something 

new...I’ve tried to kind of maintain a low profile, but it hasn’t worked out that way 

exactly.  She “withdrew from ambition” as she began to feel “inferior,” and she again 

confronted her strong fear of foreign languages, a “phobia” which she understands as 

having kept her from advanced degrees in art history and in English.  The pauses and 

verbal hesitations suggest her difficulty with finding language to express the deep 

feelings associated with these experiences. 

 I had trouble making sense of her “withdrawal from ambition.”  Olivia had 

graduated without earning a grade lower than “A” in any of her course work.  This 
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indicates that she also made an “A” in each of her Spanish classes, and she took enough 

of those that Spanish qualified as her second teaching field.  Something beyond her 

words created the fear that kept her from attempting those graduate degrees.  I have 

constructed an understanding, through analogy, that has helped me comprehend her 

statements about foreign language as a barrier to her furthering her education and 

pursuing some of her ambitions.  Making an “A,” even in several courses, does not 

necessarily mean a student can name herself as a legitimate master in that field or that she 

can speak confidently within that discourse.  I have a friend who is quite accomplished in 

various artistic media; however, she refuses the name of “artist” others try to give her 

because she knows her talent is not as strong or as heartfelt as that she believes to be 

possessed by a “true” artist.  My friend disowns the name of “artist” because claiming it 

would construct her an imposter in her own understanding.  Similarly, Olivia cannot 

claim expertise as a linguist, even though she earned high grades in her Spanish classes; 

she fears that her lack of “an ear for languages” would be exposed by the translation 

exams that stand as gatekeepers between her and doctorates.  If that were to happen, she 

could lose her name of “good scholar,” and it is a name she will not jeopardize.  To lose 

it is to forfeit a subject position that allows her to respect herself and to be acceptable to 

others, if only on the margins of their discourses.  And, if she were “exposed” as an 

imposter in her “good scholar” position, she might also put her other subjectivities at risk, 

particularly the ways in which her position of “good daughter” is already endangered by 

her position as “gay woman.”  

 She has not denied her love of learning, however.  Although graduate degrees in 

art history and a PhD in English seemed beyond her, she did earn a Master of Arts in 

English.  I wanted to get a master’s in English, not in education, because I was thinking I 

might go to...publishing or something else some day.  I wanted to keep my options a little 
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bit broader and also because I could not STAND Any curriculum class I ever took.  I just 

thought, I’m learning nothing but theory.  This is no help in practice, and I just wanted to 

kill myself in the middle of every education class I ever took [laughs].  This explanation 

shows Olivia still resistant to the name of “teacher” and associates her resistance to her 

intense dislike for courses about education.   Through her use of laughter, she expresses 

her emotional distaste for “theory” courses rather than more sensible courses about 

“practice,” and she ironically distances herself from a career she has since embraced.  

Although she has previously expressed a desire for “rigor” in her own studies, the 

“theory” in education courses does not seem to be exacting, only extraneous in a career 

that emphasizes “practice.”  She also seems to reject a graduate degree in education 

because she wanted additional “options” about future careers.  In her understanding, an 

advanced degree in education would fulfill neither her need for intellectual stimulation 

nor her desire to be in some other field.  

 Olivia follows this qualification with multiple tales of her adventures in writing 

her master’s thesis.  The first involved finding someone to direct her thesis. I LOVED all 

the classes.  I had wonderful professors.   I wanted to study, maybe Tennyson or Hopkins 

or someone.  And my other interest had been plays.  And so I started thinking along the 

lines of plays and then maybe poetry and so I was sort of going back and forth in my 

head. And, when it came time to do my thesis, I started finding myself having to go 

begging for a thesis director.  And it was a comical experience because everybody I went 

to said, “Oh, well, I can only direct a thesis if it’s on MY subject.”  And so everybody’s 

subjects were so narrow.  So I went to one person; it was a D. H. Lawrence scholar.  I 

knew I didn’t want to do him.  So I went to another person.  Ya know, it was just, I went 

over and over and over.  Olivia tells this brief tale of finding a good fit as if it were a 

study in movement.  She seems to vacillate between poetry and plays in choosing a thesis 
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topic. However, when she places this in the context of professors who will work with her 

only if she selects a place within their expertise, a position she sees as “narrow,” her lack 

of decision becomes more a matter of trying to remain open and flexible enough to find a 

place where she could fit.  She creates an image of herself as careening and “begging,” 

which she characterizes as “comical.” Indeed, it seems similar to a slapstick sketch with 

doors opening and slamming shut in her face as she acts the part of a mime-clown 

seeking a way out of her dilemma.  The only voice we hear is a chorus that tells her she 

has a place if she agrees to “be” like the speakers.  This scene seems to echo the other 

situations in her life wherein she looks for space to be herself but is informed that space 

is available only if she conforms to others’ ways of seeing and doing.  This is especially 

discouraging because the life of the mind had, previously, been the site in which she had 

felt the most freedom. 

 The pressure to conform permeates other episodes in the story of her thesis.  So 

finally I found a person. She said, Well, her specialty was Bakhtin and she had just 

finished her dissertation on Bakhtin as it relates to Faulkner.  Well, I liked the Southern 

thing but I did not want to study Faulkner.  I wanted to study plays and the South.  Then I 

got around to Tennessee Williams and I thought, Okay, that’s Southern and it’s plays and 

the Bakhtin theories hadn’t been applied to plays yet.  I had to read for a whole year 

about what Bakhtin had been applied to, to make sure I was finding something different.  

And then I had to read, of course, all the Williams criticism to make sure what I was 

doing was new.  And I always felt I was in a race against the clock because every time I 

went up to [the university] to study, people were talking about Bakhtin and I thought, 

What if somebody writes this before I do?  Then my thesis will be invalid and I’ll have to 

start over!  [A previous professor] had been so kind and gentle.  But Dr. T [the thesis 

director] was a Nazi! [laughs] She was a bitch, slave-driver, hard-ass.  And I could not 
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figure out why she was so abusive because I was paying to do this.  I was going to do the 

work anyway.  But it got to be a sort of test of wills.  She would berate me as much as she 

wanted to, and I would just keep coming back.  I would leave before I cried.  She 

purposely came in [to her office for meetings] throwing things and slamming things and 

mad about stuff, something else.  But then she’d sit down and say, “Look, why should I 

look at this?” And she wrote in big, red letters on the top of my paper, “So What?” “Who 

cares?” [big laugh].  Olivia’s language in this passage--particularly her use of “Nazi,” 

“bitch,” and “hard-ass”--reveals another aspect of Bakhtin’s (1984) carnival laughter, 

what he calls “billingsgate,” or the coarse, debasing language of the marketplace.  He 

indicates that “grotesque debasement always had in mind the material bodily lower 

stratum, the zone of the genital organs.” (p. 147) Two of Olivia’s names for her thesis 

director, “bitch” and “hard-ass,” make specific reference to this “lower stratum.” Bakhtin 

carries his explanation further, saying that such language   

signifies destruction, a grave for the one who is debased.  But such 

debasing gestures and expressions are ambivalent, since the lower stratum 

is not only a bodily grave but also the area of the genital organs, the 

fertilizing and generating stratum.  Therefore, in the images...is preserved 

the essential link with birth, fertility, renewal, welfare. (p. 148) 

The ambivalence that allows for renewal is also present in Olivia’s tales of her thesis 

director.  I ended up writing at least twelve drafts of every chapter.   Once I wrote fifty, 

five-oh, pages about symbols in Streetcar, and she said, “Nope! That’s out of the scope of 

this. Take those out! [laughs] And so I had to throw away fifty pages, just like that.  I 

mean, just horrendous things happened that caused a lot of wailing, gnashing of teeth, 

crying, and everything.  But she was a Dad-Gum Good editor.  She was So Good.  And I 

feel like I learned everything about editing from her although she tried to make is as 
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painful as possible. [laughs]  Again, as with her first art history professor, Olivia locates a 

mentor who torments and challenges her rather than one who soothes and gently guides 

her. The woman may have made the experience “painful,” but Olivia still profits.   

 In part, the experience seems to have worn her to the steel of resolve and to have 

renewed Olivia’s confidence in her “good scholar” position.  I stuck with her because I 

kept thinking, I cannot start this over.  I’ve run out of time.  I’m just gonna do whatever 

she demands because I’ve got to get it done.  It took three years just to do the thesis. 

Three Years.  People in my life...the patience of them was wearing thin with my always 

working during the school year and then always working during the summer, not having 

time for anyone or anything else.  I read and read for the oral exam, and I was so well 

prepared that I went in completely relaxed.  I thought, I know all her tricks.  She cannot 

intimidate me now.  I can do this.  After having answered various questions from all of 

the examiners and having an argument with one professor that left her director “sitting 

back, smiling, and saying, ‘Olivia’s right,’” she was told not only that she had passed but 

that she had “impressed” the professors.  Despite all of the difficulties--the “wailing, 

gnashing of teeth, crying”--that had been part of the process, Olivia found again that zone 

of acceptance.  She uses the exaggerated language of carnival laughter to disrupt the 

negative and psychologically painful aspects of her ordeal so that the experience is 

presented as positive.  In this way, Olivia positions herself as victor rather than victim.  

She said, “It was fun, it was great.  In hindsight.” 

  She told a brief tale that exemplifies some of the joyful passion that she felt as 

she pursued this degree.  One of the coolest things! I went to the special research center.  

I had to have special letters to get in there to the Williams collection, ya know, 

practically strip searched, and I got to see original manuscripts of the plays [she gave an 

excited squeal].  It was just the most exciting thing!  And there were original play bills, 
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with notes!  And the play bills from Broadway, the debut!  The actual thing!  The actual 

thing!  It was so, so cool!  Her enthusiasm for “the actual thing” in the inner sanctum of 

the “special research center” shows how she was renewed by her experiences.  She again 

presents herself as accepted into the community of scholars where she becomes--for a 

brief time--like a priestess, one worthy of handling holy relics.  The experience is nearly 

erotic; she is “practically strip searched.” At the very least, it is exhilarating. However, 

she still returns to the “other people” in her life, most of whom did not share her joy, her 

passion, or the sense of the spiritual she associated with her scholarship, her life of the 

mind. 

 Members of her extended family could have shared her enthusiasm for this life of 

the mind. Her father’s blended family background might have offered an alternative to 

her mother’s Southern Belle position; it might have been a community in which she could 

find space and a narrative that included her position as scholar.  However, there are social 

class distinctions, connected to conventional understandings of intellectuals, which make 

writing that narrative difficult.  My father’s side is the Salt of the Earth, a hard-working, 

poor, trailer-park side.  And he’s been teased about the white trash side of the family.  

They have a story about it.  My father’s mother had my dad in 1937, and then, when he 

was two years old, in the depression, her husband died on the operating table, having a 

tonsillectomy performed by a country doctor.  He was 25 years old.  So here she was, 

widowed in 1939.  And when the war broke out in the U.S., she entered a torpedo factory, 

and that’s where she met my grandfather whom she married.  He adopted my father and 

that’s why I have my grandfather’s name.  But my “genetic” name is different.  This part 

of her family is itself conflicted.  Her father was “teased” about his birth family, and 

Olivia’s last name is “adopted” rather than “genetic.” Her manner of speaking suggests 

she sees her name as legal but not necessarily legitimate.  This site does not seem to offer 
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much solace for a woman whose identity is already conflicted. 

 Although Olivia constructs her father’s original family members with respect and 

much affection, she does not find much room for her “good scholar” position in that 

community.  And all that [genetic] side of the family has no college degrees.  They work 

as truck drivers and used car salesmen. One is a prison guard; one had a used furniture 

store.  It’s just Salt of the Earth, humble, hard-working people.  Her father’s adopted 

family might have provided space for the “good scholar,” but Olivia feels estranged from 

them in other ways.  And my grandfather’s side was very intellectual. His father edited a 

newspaper and was in Washington, D. C.,  and his children went to Cornell.  His uncle 

was a legendary attorney.  My great-aunts and great-uncles remember meeting this 

attorney when they were little.  And so, that was kind of a source of tension in their 

marriage because my great-grandfather thought my grandfather married down when he 

married my grandmother.  But my grandfather is a good ole boy; he’s like Gus from 

Lonesome Dove.  He’s Just So Good.  He’s slow-talkin’.  But his sister is an artist in 

Vienna and his other sister is a socialite.  Olivia juxtaposes her father’s “Salt of the 

Earth” birth family to his adopted family, which she characterizes as though they were 

intellectual Brahmins.  However, perhaps because of her great-grandfather’s disapproval 

of her paternal grandmother and perhaps because there is no “blood kin” or seemingly 

natural family tie, Olivia does not align herself with her father’s adopted family even 

though she names her own younger self as “intellectual.” Her father’s adopted family are 

presented as remote and inaccessible.  She does feel a connection to her paternal, 

“genetic” grandmother.  She expresses an appreciated for the folk legacy her 

grandmother seems to represent.  My dad’s mother didn’t go to school.  She went through 

the School of Hard Knocks as far as her own upbringing had gone.  She was gifted in 

needlework, stitched and crocheted and knitted and sewed everything, almost like a job, 
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eight hours a day.  Quilted, she had so many creations, so much legacy left.  And in their 

early home, she had quilt frames hanging from the ceiling.  But she watched game shows 

and soap operas all day.  She read The Enquirer.  And I have a little bit of that in me.  I 

watch “Entertainment Tonight” and “All My Children” on tape, and I like the stitchin’ 

and I think, That’s my Granny.  Olivia presents her paternal grandparents in folksy 

language; her grandfather is “like Gus from Lonesome Dove” and is a “good ole boy.” 

Her grandmother came from “the School of Hard Knocks” and was “gifted in 

needlework.”  Olivia seems almost to try to rescue her grandparents from some stigma 

associated with a working-class lifestyle by emphasizing their warmth and their nurturing 

accessibility.  Even her language is less formal; she drops the final “g” in some words -- 

her grandfather is “slow-talkin’” and her grandmother is “stitchin’.”  The Brahmins, in 

contrast, are presented as remote -- geographically as well as socially; her great-

grandfather is associated with the nation’s capital and a legal legend, his children with a 

prestigious university, one daughter with Viennese art, another with social leadership.  

They seem contained, formal, and judgmental.  Their intellectuality is not the free, 

sensual, even erotic, life of the mind that Olivia incorporates in her own sense of her 

intelligent self.  Olivia includes herself, although not fully, with the folk culture when she 

says, “I have a little bit of that in me.” Her story replicates the contradictory blended yet 

segregated structure of her father’s family.  She also writes herself into the vignettes 

more as observer than participant.  Consequently, the overall tone in this story retains a 

certain distance as though she can appreciate the folk ways and the intellectual strength 

but cannot comfortably locate herself within either community. 

 These family positionings make Olivia’s construction of her own intellectuality 

difficult, although it had provided her a way “out” of the Southern Belle culture.  She 

seems to include, in her understanding of “intellectual,” the unapproachable qualities she 
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associates with her father’s Brahmin family.  Since she already feels a strong sense of 

separation from her mother’s side of the family, she seems not to desire another family 

position that promotes divisions.  I associate that word “intellectual” with pretention and 

so...I don’t really think it, uh...suits me, even in the best sense.  I don’t think of myself as 

gifted normally.  I think I’m a hard worker.  I think, when I was a small child, I felt 

unincumbered, free to...write and run and do all of these things that I don’t do much of 

anymore.  And so maybe I once was gifted, but I sort of lost touch with it or something 

because I feel like, as soon as I got into high school, and maybe it’s burying things or 

maybe it’s because..um, academics is pretty left-brained.  I got into that lock-step and I 

studied very hard.  And I was rewarded for working hard, with high grades and high 

academic awards...and sometimes...I keep thinking, when I retire, I’ll get in touch with 

these talents I’ve overlooked [laughs] or this summer, if I would...not be so tired [laughs 

again], I would like to explore more.  But when I hear myself being referred to as 

“gifted,” I kind of laugh because...maybe I don’t think I’m using it. The pauses, verbal 

hesitations, incomplete clauses, and self-conscious laughter in this passage suggest 

another site of conflict, this time one associated with unspoken, perhaps unspeakable, 

cultural attitudes toward intellectual ability.  Olivia appreciates the element of a wanton 

earthiness that is expunged in the more public versions of intellectuality.  Many official 

understandings of intellectual talent and giftedness tend to sanitize Olivia’s kind of 

intellectuality, to bring it back from the edges of eroticism by muffling it with, among 

other things, a heavy mantle of social conformity and obligation. 

 Barbara Kerr (1994) remarks on a similar silence in many gifted women when she 

emotionally asks, 

Is it truly forbidden in polite society to speak of one’s own intelligence?  

Is giftedness so taboo in such a society that the same woman who boasts 
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of running five miles a day would not dream of disclosing how many 

books she has read, how fluent she might be in a foreign language, or how 

extensive is her knowledge of genetics? (p. 19)  

Kerr’s rhetorical questions, designed to expose injustice and a lack of logic, do not seem 

to take seriously the risks involved in speaking against a cultural taboo.  These questions 

ignore the specter of the mad woman in the attic; they discount the power of Apollo’s 

kiss.  Instead, Kerr suggests that the problem is more about women’s lack of confidence 

and that this can be rectified by informed parenting and changes in institutionalized 

counseling and mentoring programs so that these sites enhance a girl’s/woman’s sense of 

self-esteem.  This position, while deeply committed to achieving social justice for 

women, does not delve deeply enough to see the fear of the wanton that cultural attitudes 

include.  To escape the stultifying sense of obligation and the dangers of being judged 

promiscuous, Olivia attributes her own academic accomplishments to “hard work” rather 

than talent.   

  This attribution echoes another tendency cited in studies by those who research 

issues affecting gifted women.  For example,  Sally Reis (1998) notes that talented 

females frequently attribute their success to “effort rather than ability” (p. 24).  She 

understands this attitude to be among multiple barriers to female achievement; as such, it 

becomes an attitude that needs to be adjusted if women are to realize their potential.  

However, these scholars seem not to understand the “effort rather than ability” stance as 

one related to larger, democratic values.  Hard work is available to everyone while talent 

may not be.  This perception seems to echo Olivia’s understandings of her father’s two 

families, the “Salt of the Earth” and the Brahmins, with the first being inviting and the 

second being aloof. 

 Olivia uses the carnivalesque to disturb and even disrupt the social Southern 
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Belle, the intellectual Brahmins, the hard-working Salt of the Earth, and even the fearful 

lesbian bounded communities; she thereby locates the gaps and fissures within which she 

constructs her own versions of herself both inside and outside of these sites of 

connection.  When I went into my crisis, I thought, Well...if I’m gonna be queer, at least 

I’ll be in a stable, long-term relationship.  I won’t be...uh, promiscuous.  At least I won’t 

be outspoken about it. I’ll be very quiet. At least I’ll be a great teacher.  Being a teacher 

has allowed her a place within which she can write her own narrative of “the good 

daughter,” “the good scholar,” the “good woman.” I think that people, myself included, 

have an essential self and that we mold it for multiple requirements or roles that we take 

up.  I think my essential self...is that I want to do good in the world, to be a good part in 

people’s lives.  Her carnival laughter is one of the ways by which she does that good. 

Serena’s Stories: Fracturing communal time 

 Not all women are as openly reflective as Stacy and Olivia when storying their 

lives.  Frequently, as I interviewed Serena and as I worked through numerous false-starts 

in interpreting her stories, I found myself frustrated -- certainly agitated and sometimes 

angry -- when I encountered her repeated assertion, “I don't remember.” I silently 

challenged her, “How can you not remember?  It’s YOUR life!” Gradually, as I 

continued to re-read the transcripts of her interviews and email messages, I came to 

understand that, for most of her early years, her life had not been her own.  Instead, she 

storied it as having been experienced as part of a much larger, on-going cycle of life and 

time.  Her individual experiences--especially those of her childhood and young 

adulthood--seem so blended into the repetitions of the collective or communal everyday 

that she had seldom seen a need or felt a desire to claim her own life, to name herself.  

Consequently, her memory of those times is as general (or generic) as is any collective.  

For example, she told a story about how she and her younger brother played school 
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during the summer, and I asked her, “Do you remember a particular time?” She 

responded with, I don’t remember specifics. Serena’s “I don’t remember” was her 

response to my queries about individual experiences or isolated events.  It did not 

indicate a lack of recall; it indicated her deep embeddedness within her family and with 

the routines that structured her childhood life.  Like the day school was out, we would 

play school.  I don’t remember whether, how exactly we...we did that.  I remember, 

afterward, my mom giving us a hard time, teasing us about playing school.  This story 

could indicate that she felt comfortable in school so continued “playing school” even 

when classes had ended for the summer.  It could also indicate a way in which she and 

her brother formed a bond that excluded her mother, leading to her mother’s “teasing.”   

Regardless of the meaning, the memory is there, told as if it were tied to repeated, 

cyclical (or seasonal) interactions with others.  The story tells of a small ritual that marks 

the end of one “season” (the school year) and the beginning of another (summer 

vacation).  

 Bakhtin’s (1981) discussion of the idyllic chronotope has helped me to make 

sense of these memories so bound up with the collective.  He describes the idyllic 

chronotope as, among other things, “a grafting of life and its events to a place,” the time-

space within which we find “one’s own home” (p. 225). He says: 

Idyllic life and its events are inseparable from this concrete spatial corner 

of the world where the fathers and grandfathers lived and where one’s 

children and their children will live.  This little spatial world is limited and 

sufficient unto itself, not linked in any intrinsic way with other places, 

with the rest of the world... The unity of the life of generations in an idyll 

is in most instances ordinarily defined by the unity of place, by the age-old 

rooting of the life of generations to a single place, from which this life, in 
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all its events, is inseparable.  This unity of place in the life of generations 

weakens and renders less distinct all the temporal boundaries between 

individual lives and between various phases of one and the same life... 

This blurring of all the temporal boundaries made possible by a unity of 

place also contributes in an essential way to the creation of the cyclic 

rhythmicalness of time so characteristic of the idyll. (p. 225) 

The unity of place and the cyclical nature of time in the idyllic chronotope provide a 

structure for a plot of stability, a traditional narrative of generations.  Serena repeatedly 

emphasized her desire for “stability and security,” tying these conditions most often to 

financial or economic considerations expressed in practical, everyday terms.  She still, 

married now and in her late thirties, lives in her parents’ house because “it’s paid for” and 

because its location is “convenient.” She has attended the same church and the same 

schools, shopped at the same stores, associated with the same people all of her life.  She 

has even taught in the same high school her whole career.  Although she has lived in a 

growing, changing urban center, her ritualized life routines lend a small-town feeling to 

her story-telling.  These samenesses, as Bakhtin indicates, “render less distinct all the 

temporal boundaries.” Her memories, therefore, are not built from specifics.  Only in a 

very general sense do her tales have a beginning, a middle, and an end.  Even the people 

in her life, those “characters” in her stories, seem static and one-dimensional. They float, 

ghost-like, in and out of her recitations, unaffected by the routinized events she narrates.  

When I graduated from high school, I went to college because that’s what you did.  And I 

didn’t know what else to do.  I mean, you went to college because that was the next step.  

So I don’t think that was a conscious decision on my part, to choose college.  It was just 

the next step.  And I went to [the university] because my dad said, “If you’ll go [there], 

I’ll help you, and if you want to go somewhere else, you can go anywhere else with my 
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blessing [slight laugh].  It was perceived as the economical choice because I lived there.  

This story, with its repetitions of “the next step,” and its references to “the economical 

choice,” contains those elements of the communal, cyclical time of which Bakhtin 

speaks.  The passive voice in “It was perceived...,” with the grammatical subject “it” 

rather than someone’s name, conjures a chorus of faceless communal voices that have 

determined and proclaimed meaning.  College did not mark a break from family for 

Serena; instead, it was a continued participation in the steps in this communal existence. 

We can sense a subtle doubling of time, however, in Serena’s slight chuckle, a response 

to her father’s offer of financial help only if she follows his suggestion.  The adult, 

narrating Serena laughs; the “good  daughter” Serena, the object within the narrator’s 

story, acquiesces. The laughter suggests a change in perspective between the two 

Serenas.   The laughter also allows space for the question, What happened to promote 

that change? 

 The sense of stability cannot be sustained without an accompanying sense of 

insulation.  Bakhtin (1981) indicates that  

Cyclicity makes itself felt with particular force, therefore the beginnings 

of growth and the perpetual renewal of life are weakened, separate from 

the progressive forces of history and even opposed to them; thus growth, 

in this context, makes life a senseless running-in-place at one historical 

point, at one level of historical development. (p. 230) 

The word “senseless” in this passage could be understood as “meaningless.”  However, I 

choose to read it as “without much emotion or feeling.” The meaning in such atemporal 

spaces is constructed from the repeated actions, the cycles of which protect the actors 

from having to acknowledge any Othernesses and which keep an individual’s vision 

focused inward on the communal.  Although there may be no growth or change in idyllic 
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tales, there is also little tension--until there is challenge from some random or foreign 

event.  Bakhtin’s description of the plot of provincial novels depicts the idyllic 

chronotope as a sanctuary from the random. 

The [story’s] movement takes the main hero out of the great but alien 

world of random occurrence into the small but secure and stable little 

world of the family, where nothing is foreign, or accidental or 

incomprehensible, where the ancient matrices [of folkloric time] are re-

established on a family base: love, marriage, childbearing, a peaceful old 

age for the in-laws, shared meals around the family table. (p. 232)  

In spite of the static nature of cyclicity, the idyllic chronotope becomes useful as a 

counter-narrative to the historical plots of purposeless conflict or economic upheaval.  

 I am reminded of the 1950s Lerner and Lowe musical Brigadoon.  This tale was 

performed on stage in 1947 and later in film for audiences mindful of the losses from a 

world war, embroiled in the Korean conflict, fearful of a Communist atomic attack, and 

paranoid about “outside” ideologies (as evidenced by the McCarthy hearings).  People 

appreciated a respite in the form of an idyllic setting and a timeless love.  The story’s 

village, encapsulated in eighteenth-century pastoral serenity, magically materializes for 

only one day every one hundred years in the rough Scottish Highlands. Within the story 

of the musical, the village folk are in the midst of preparing for a wedding when two 

visitors from the 20th century stumble in. The joyous festival of the time-trapped 

villagers with its singing and dancing, its communal labors and food preparations, is 

contrasted to the jaded individualism, technological savvy, and post-nuclear cynicism of 

the present-day visitors.  The village remains the same while the world into which it 

briefly awakens each century has continually changed politically and technologically.  

Just as Brigadoon exists only in fantasy, real-life idylls can exist only in one’s 
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imagination or carefully reconstituted memory.  When we attempt to live out the idyllic 

time-space, we find we must adopt constantly defensive postures.  Brigadoon risks 

disintegration each time it emerges from the mists.  Within its lore, the spell that keeps it 

“alive” will be broken if any of its members leave.  Departure suggests there is a world 

outside, some Other time-place whose existence, through a comparison inherent in 

juxtaposition, threatens the enchanted and enchanting love and congeniality within the 

village borders.  The villagers are leery of the visitors for the same reason.  The 

prospective bride falls in love with one of the visitors and rejects her intended 

bridegroom.  He, in despair, breaks the celebration with violent words and actions and 

announces he intends to leave Brigadoon, thereby transgressing the taboo.  The whole 

village mobilizes to keep him within the borders.  During the hunt, the rejected suitor is 

killed.  The “outsiders” have disrupted the idyll and its carefree gaiety.  They bring an 

alternative discourse that challenges and reveals the limitations of the idyllic, just as the 

idyllic exposes the lack of joy and purpose in the world from which the visitors have 

come.  Bakhtin (1981) explains the challenge:  

A constant struggle is waged here between depersonalized alienation in 

relations between people and human relationships built either on a 

patriarchal or an abstractly humanist foundation.  Scattered throughout the 

great, cold, alien world there are warm little corners of human feeling and 

kindness. (p. 233) 

And further: 

The destruction of the idyll may be treated, of course, in a multitude of 

ways.  The differences are determined by differing conceptions and 

evaluations of the idyllic world rapidly approaching its end, as well as 

differing evaluations of the forces that are destroying it--that is, the new 
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capitalist world. (p. 233) 

While there may be “little corners of human feeling,” these are built on life within the 

unity of space and the cyclicity of time.  They seem destined for destruction when 

“difference” enters the story.  They cannot withstand the power of alternative or 

contradictory discourses.  Their only defense, like that of the village of Brigadoon, is to 

vanish into the mist, perhaps the mist of memory. 

 The sense of the idyllic in Serena’s stories is constructed; but whether she builds 

this or merely repeats what has been forged by others is not something I can determine.  

This sense of the constructed becomes evident early in Serena’s narrative when she 

speaks of her parents’ histories.  Both families experienced change as trauma rather than 

opportunity.  Neither of my parents graduated from college.  My mother never went to 

college.  My dad was born in 1917; my mother was born in 1925.  So, my mother was 

really from the generation of women who didn’t go to college.  More or less, 

she...graduated from high school and worked at the bank for a while, and worked until 

she got married and then she stayed home and raised a family, which was kind of...what 

was expected.  And my father started college and then his mother died.  And he was 

responsible, really, for the family farm.  He lived on a farm.  And it threw my grandfather 

into a really serious depression, when his wife died.  So that left my dad as the oldest 

man.  He had to drop out of school in order to take care of the farm.  I think, maybe 

because he really wanted to go to college and he couldn’t, he really...pushed all of us to 

go.  The idea that “college was the next step” seems to have originated with her father; it 

was not necessarily a communal understanding in a large sense although he did attempt 

the step.  Going to college seems to represent a way to accommodate historical changes.  

Her parents’ birth years show that they both lived through the Great Depression, a time of 

economic upheaval that marked a major cultural change in the United States when 
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families left farming as a way of life and began to build lives in towns and cities.  

Serena’s paternal grandfather suffered “a really serious depression,” on a personal level, 

when his wife died.  These seemingly random events prevented Serena’s father from 

pursuing the “upwardly mobile” move of finishing college.  Serena’s mother’s family 

were not traditional farmers.  Her parents did...all kinds of little odd and ends, not like my 

dad’s family was.  I mean, my grandfather, her father, ran a gas station for a while. One 

of my favorite pictures is my grandfather in front of the livery stable.  He ran a horse 

stable.  Was a coal miner, just did all kinds of different things, nothing professional.  

Again, college had not been “the next step” for members of her mother’s family.  

However, somewhere between her parents’ lives and her own, the concept became 

incorporated into the communal understanding of the life cycle. 

 The cyclical nature of Serena’s life is also evident in her memories of her own 

childhood.  The consistent memory I have of childhood is always going on summer 

vacations. And my parents didn’t have lots of money so we never went to...like 

Disneyland because that was very expensive. But my grandmother lived in Idaho.  And so 

we went there every summer.  And we would stop, because my dad had relatives in Utah, 

so we would have this one night in a hotel and then we would be at the next relative’s 

house and then at Grandma’s house and then back at the relative’s house and then this 

one night each way usually at a hotel so that that expense didn’t happen and they were 

able every summer to take us on this vacation.  Again she emphasizes the importance of 

family and of economic considerations as the forces that perpetuated the cycle. 

   Nevertheless, Serena shows some difficulty in constructing her own 

understanding of the routine that marked summer.  My Grandma lived in Idaho--so that’s 

where we always went.  And then...sometimes did different things from there.  Uh, we 

stopped at the Grand Canyon; one year we went from there to Yellowstone.  So whatever 
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they felt like, I guess, that they could afford.  I guess my mother was always very frugal, 

and we’d never go into debt to go on vacation.  Ever.  And so I guess, maybe that and 

maybe...how much time my dad could get off work would determine, like, where we 

went...and if we went somewhere other than just this, ya know, this route that happened 

every summer.  This story is filled with pauses and several repetitions of “I guess,” 

suggesting that Serena is somewhat unsure of the reasons behind this ritual summer 

activity.  She tries to fill in the gaps of her own understanding by citing economic 

concerns, but does not seem quite able to convince herself that these were the reasons.  

The whole idea of intention seems swept away by the force of the cycle and its ability to 

protect the family from the horror of “debt.” This ritualized summer activity held no real 

interest for Serena.  I just went because that’s where we all went.  It was just what we did.  

And it was not...I don’t know.  I would have been more interested in Disneyland as a kid, 

but we didn’t do that.  The reasons behind the actions were lost to her, yet she seems to 

have no language with which to criticize the routine or reflect on the family actions 

except to mention, as if in passing, what her preferences were as a child.  She even has 

difficulty remembering when and how she left this particular routine behind.  I don’t 

remember exactly at what point...we stopped going as a family and [Mom] started just 

flying up to visit her mother by herself.  And it must have been college at the point 

where...I had to go to summer school or there was something that...made it more difficult 

for us to go as a group.  The cyclical family activities act as a kind of centripetal force 

that blends everyday changes into one homogeneous whole.  Individual summers merge 

so that even the end of the routine fades.  Serena substitutes a kind of logic-- “it must 

have been college”--for what she cannot actually remember.   

 As Serena attempts to explain the structure of her immediate family, she tries to 

blend the incongruous into the homogeneous.  When I was born, my older brothers were 
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like juniors and seniors in high school.  There’s only a year between the two older ones, 

and then there’s 16 years, and then there’s me and my brother.  And, you know, I don’t 

really even--they don’t seem like brothers.  They’re more like uncles or cousins or 

something.  It’s really significantly different in the Air Force upbringing that they had.  I 

mean, they did the whole travel Air Force things that I never did.  We had really different 

lives growing up.  I was born when my oldest brother was about 18.  When I was old 

enough to remember them, they had even graduated from college, had families and things 

like that. They actually have a different mother than I do.  My father was married to their 

mother and then she had...rheumatoid arthritis?  She had complications.  Anyway, she 

died.  And so he married again.  They met through a friend.  One of my mother’s friends 

was his first wife’s cousin.  And they were in Hawaii at the time.  My dad was in the 

military and my mom was there doing some kind of missionary work with the church.  

And so, they even invited them to dinner.  I mean, my mom knew wife number one 

because they had invited them to dinner.  I mean...ya know, they were there as 

missionaries and, ya know, this was the wife’s cousin that was my mom’s like companion 

and friend and so they would, anyway.  And, apparently, my mom and my dad’s first wife 

corresponded.  Somehow they hit it off and they corresponded, and I’m not quite sure 

how, when she died, then, ya know, he must have written and told her, ya know, she died.   

Serena had great difficulty explaining her family’s structure.  Although I have re-

presented her explanation as one story, she actually spoke of her family’s composition in 

fragments scattered across three separate interviews, and then only in response to my 

queries for clarification.  Her family’s structure and her parents’ courtship do not fit 

easily into conventional, idyllic plots.  She and her older brothers had “significantly 

different...upbringings;” she considers them to be “uncles or cousins,” outside her 

immediate family and from an older generation.  And, as much trouble as she has 
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speaking of them, she has even greater difficulty in trying to explain the relationship 

among their common father and their different mothers.  Her language fragments.  

Although she tries to tie the relationship to ordinary events such as dinner or letter-

writing, her explanation becomes a mass of confused pronouns, incomplete sentences, 

and complicated constructions introduced with “I mean” or interrupted by “ya know,” 

appealing to her audience to make sense of things that don’t neatly fit her own 

understanding, things she herself understands only partially and about which she seems 

able to speak only in scattered fragments.  Her family structure fits the idyllic plot only 

until she is required to explain its blendedness.  Such co-mingling disrupts idyllic 

conventions and, seemingly, must remain outside the communal experience that forms 

the basis for Serena’s sense of security and stability. 

 Only something that suggests crisis or catastrophe has the strength to break away 

from the power of communal memory.  Serena tells one story with such potential, but 

even it seems folded into a kind of folkloric time.  It is even slightly reminiscent of the 

potential disaster in Brigadoon.  My grandparents both loved to fish, and they had a 

travel trailer, one of those silver ones that was kind of round.  So we would play house in 

their travel trailer.  But we would go fishing and camp a night or two in their trailer.  

And, um, I remember one time we were camping and my brother got lost.  No one could 

find him.  Oh, everyone was frantic!  They were looking for my little brother, and I was a 

kid so he must have been, oh, five, six, seven, eightish.  I mean little enough that they 

were worried about him.  He wasn’t twelve, he was younger.  And looked and looked and 

looked and couldn’t find him anywhere.  And finally somebody found him.  He’d fallen 

asleep in the front seat of the car.  He’d gotten tired.  But, for a long time looking for 

him, frantic, out on this campground, and they couldn’t find him, and he’d just fallen 

asleep in the car [she laughs].  It was long enough ago, I don’t think people were aware 
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of like child abductions or anything like that.  It was, “Oh, he’s wandered into the woods 

somewhere.” And they must have found him soon enough that they didn’t call the ranger.  

It seems like a long time, but now, I don’t remember exactly how long it was before 

somebody found him.  This incident ends with the wanderer being found asleep rather 

than with the untimely death of the rejected bridegroom of Brigadoon.  Disaster is 

averted--in fact, never really loomed--and order, through idyllic time, is restored.  

Nevertheless, the potential for the untimely is present.  The two sentences that show the 

family’s panic have no subjects.  This speeds the movement in the story and suggests the 

actions and emotions were pervasive among the participants since the “frantic” feelings 

are attributed only to implied subjects.  Although time in her recollection is blurred--

Serena can’t specify how old either she or her brother were and she has difficulty 

remembering how long it took for someone to find her brother--she does see this event as 

separate from, yet surrounded by, the routines of every summer.  She also sets this 

incident within historic time-- “It was long enough ago, I don’t think people were aware 

of child abductions or anything like that.” And, although the incident seemed to stretch 

over a long period, she indicates that not so much time elapsed that the incident spilled 

outside the family: “And they must have found him soon enough that they didn’t call the 

ranger.” The potential for disaster, expressed in the phrase “everyone was frantic” and the 

repetitions in the phrase “looked and looked and looked,” as well as the story’s structure 

(it has an identifiable beginning, middle, and end) set this tale apart as an episode rather 

than a repeated activity.  Serena’s laughter in this story occurs at a point that replicates 

the communal laughter of relief as well as a possible personal recognition of the story’s 

ironic conclusion.  Because it follows the one-sentence summary of the adventure rather 

than at the point when her brother was found, her laughter also seems to echo the 

communal laughter that would accompany any retelling of a bit of family lore. 
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 The potential for disaster creates a fissure in idyllic time that allows for individual 

perspective.  This fissure occurs for Serena personally only after she enters college.  

However, pauses, false-starts, and incomplete sentences create a tone that suggests her 

voice--her ability to speak about her own experience for herself--is new.  Her language 

stumbles as if she were unaccustomed to speaking about her individual self.  I started 

in...business, accounting, kind of.   I didn’t know what in business I wanted to do.  I 

started in the business school and took some accounting and some finance and I did 

really badly in accounting and some of my more concrete sort of business courses, but I 

enjoyed economics which was a little more abstract thinking and it was in the College of 

Liberal Arts so it let me--a--and I ended up in economics because it let me do more 

liberal arts kinds of things.  The business requirements weren’t so...stringent.  I mean, I 

didn’t have so many...patterns that were abso--you have to take these eighteen classes in 

this order.  It gave me more freedom and more choices.  And so that’s how I ended up in 

economics...It seemed a bit more respectable that just majoring in...out and out...I, I, 

general liberal arts or humanities or something that, that was just...so general.  It was 

more career-specific.  It seemed more obvious.  When you graduate with a degree in 

finance, you have a more obvious career path, and probably more respect.  You’re gonna 

make more money in the long run and the path you follow seemed a lot more obvious 

than, “What do you do if you graduate with a degree in humanities?” I was still trying to 

make myself fit the business mold.  Her lack of success in the School of Business marks 

the first time in her narrative where following a pattern did not protect her.  However, she 

recovered, switched to the College of Liberal Arts, and continued to pursue her efforts to 

“fit the mold” of a businesswoman in the 1980s.  Nevertheless, her narrative is hesitant 

until she switches points of view, until she switches from “I” to a more communal, 

authoritative “you.” This use of “you” carries a suggestion of “everyone” and allows her 
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to speak her own observations as if they were shared by many others.  My grades got 

better.  I was also a little older and a little more mature, which obviously helped some.  

But, when it wasn’t something that I had to torture myself to read, it was more 

interesting, then I studied more, got better grades.  This story juxtaposes the “stringent” 

sequence of courses in the School of Business to the “more choices” characteristic of a 

College of Liberal Arts; it also contrasts a perception of a “more obvious career-path of a 

degree in business” to a perception of a humanities degree as impractical.  Tensions 

between these different positions, coupled with the difference between having to 

“torture” herself to read rather than studying something “more interesting,” suggest 

Serena has begun to see some alternatives to the strict, communally-determined patterns 

of life.  Interestingly, she does not indicate whether she made the decision to switch 

majors by herself or within discussions with her parents.  She tells the story in such a way 

that I, her audience, can assume she made the decision herself, independently.  However, 

because of my own experiences, I hear a strong patriarchal preference for clean linearity 

guiding her decision.  Her move to the College of Liberal Arts seems the most she can do 

to resist the power of linearity and accommodate her own ways of knowing and doing, 

ways cultivated in a culture of cycles rather than of forward-moving lines.  She stumbles 

vocally as she tells this story, as if she were reluctant to speak disparagingly or critically 

of the processes in the School of Business.  She seems more willing to attribute her later 

success in the College of Liberal Arts to her own maturity, coupled with a certain 

freedom of choice.  The cyclical step of merely having grown up somewhat seems a 

better explanation than she could offer through any critique of school practices.  She 

attributes her early failure to her own naivete and inability to fit within the School of 

Business community rather than its inability to accommodate any differences between 

her needs and its practices.  All the time, even when I was doing badly, I only failed one 
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class, ever, that whole time.  And, I was kind of stupid.  I didn’t know how to work the 

system yet.  I mean, I should have dropped it, I should have known I wasn’t doing well.  

But, ya know, I wasn’t smart enough about how it worked and, so, I took it again and 

made an A.  This story provides the first glimpse of the conflicts she feels about her own 

intelligence.  She seems proud of her strong scholastic abilities but chagrined by her lack 

of knowledge about “how to work the system.” She may have had no knowledge about or 

power over the system, but she did have a certain control regarding her own effort and 

abilities.  Therefore, she used her own power to reverse the failure; she retook the failed 

class “and made an A.” 

 During college, she also began to feel pride in her gendered difference.  I 

remember, in lots of my economics classes, I would look around and there would be only 

one or two women in my economics classes.  And I’d seen a lot of them in business, or a 

lot more of them in accounting kinds of classes. But, and somehow that made me feel 

good, like I’m as good as a man, like look, I’m doing economics and there are two of us 

in this whole auditorium full of men.  And lots of them were that kind of fraternity boy, 

“I’m getting this degree so I can work in Dad’s business” kind of people.  And that 

wasn’t me at all.  But, somehow, I think it made me feel good that I could, I could...hang 

my own or...keep up with them. This story represents one of the first incidents in which 

she speaks of herself as separate from a community.  It is the first time she speaks with 

any specificity about being female in a male-dominated environment.  Nevertheless, she 

is still, although she doesn’t seem to realize it, taking her cues for how to be from the 

males around her. She says she felt as though she were “as good as a man.” Even though 

she distances herself from the “fraternity boys” who were there so that they could “work 

in Dad’s business,” she is following some general steps, built on male patterns, that she 

believes will lead to a specific career in business. Bakhtin (1981) writes of the ways 
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understandings within idyllic time work as counter-narratives to those that espouse the 

pursuit of financial gain.  He says that “it is directed ...against the anarchy of greed and 

against the isolated, egoistic bourgeois individuum” (p. 231).  Even though Serena rejects 

the values she sees represented by the men in her classes, she has become aware of, and 

partially claims, an alternative to a traditional position for women by naming herself “as 

good as a man.”  But like many women in the 1980s, she seems to understand that “new” 

space as a community usually populated only by men.  She also uses a parodic double-

voice to story her understanding of that position, distancing herself from the “fraternity 

boy” statement she herself speaks, then claiming, “That’s not me at all.” She does not yet 

tell how she does see herself, only how she does not.  Her departure from communal 

positions was not, at this time, so very great. 

 Following conventional understandings of success in school, however, did not 

lead her to success outside of school.  As she tells of her experiences after graduation, she 

incorporates more references to historical time, that space Bakhtin (1981) described 

(from within the idyllic plot) as “alien” and “random.” I graduated with a degree in 

economics in the middle of a kind of turn-down in the economy and could not find a job.  

And I was looking in banking.  I had several interviews with like stockbrokers, those 

kinds of positions, and some in sales.  I interviewed with J.C. Penney.  I interviewed with 

the CIA, which seems odd to me now.  I’d taken a lot of classes--it was the eighties--in 

Soviet economics.  And so I interviewed with the CIA.  They told me, “Go learn Russian 

and we’ll be glad to hire ya!”  And now, looking back, I’m really glad I didn’t because I 

don’t know what all those Soviet folks at the CIA are doing now. [laughs] And that’s how 

undirected I was.  I didn’t really know.  I did everything from J.C. Penney to the CIA, just 

thinking, I’ll find something.  Somebody’ll offer me something or I’ll find something 

that’s gonna work for me or I’ll work at something for a while and I’ll figure out what 
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else, ya know.  I think I would have taken... anyone who would have hired me.  And I just 

didn’t find anything.  And maybe because I was...not passionate about anything, that’s 

why nobody offered me a job.  I didn’t know what I wanted to do.  I couldn’t fake it good 

enough.  I didn’t know how to fake...pretending that this is what I wanted to do enough to 

convince them that they ought to give me a shot at a job.  This story suggests Serena tried 

to maintain a belief that following the patterns would perpetuate the security and stability 

she had known most of her life: “Somebody’ll offer me something or I’ll find 

something....”  However, the “turn-down in the economy” of the 1980s disrupted the 

pattern.  She had no plan of her own to substitute for the missing order, no personal 

vision or sense of direction.  The list of places she applied for work-- “from J.C. Penney 

to the CIA”--show how scattered her efforts were.  She also mentions her lack of passion 

as a possible factor that worked against her efforts to find employment.  Barbara Kerr 

(1994) cites “the ability to fall in love with an idea” (p. 87) as the most important trait of 

successful gifted women.  She says, “Society has many ways of attacking and muzzling 

the gifted woman simply by ignoring her, but a gifted woman in love with an idea is well-

armed against the apathy of others” (p. 89).  Without the passion, Serena has little 

defense against social apathy about her predicament. Although Serena does not seem, on 

the surface, to fit the usual profiles offered in research about gifted women, she does 

exhibit many of the characteristics of the academically able.  I always made good grades.  

And I was on honor rolls and National Honor Society and, um...and I always did my 

homework.  What little advanced courses there were, in areas where I was interested, I 

took them.  I mean, I took several government courses that were like electives.  When I 

was a student, we really didn’t have honors courses at that point.  I remember when I 

was a sophomore [in high school] being signed up for some sort of honors class that was 

world history.  But I’d already taken world history because smart kids took world history 
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in ninth grade.  In college, I did a study abroad program.  I went to Oxford for a summer 

semester.   However, even though she enjoyed school and actively sought “advanced” 

courses, Serena acknowledges that she had no love affair with an idea, such as Kerr 

advocates, and she indeed faltered within the “apathy” of the random and alien historical 

world.  However, her adult, story-telling self can laugh briefly as she reflects on the fates 

of those who specialized in Soviet economics with the CIA.  Because of the breakup of 

the Soviet Union and the crumbling of its economy in the 1990s, she can only wonder 

“what those Soviet folks at the CIA are doing now.”  The laughter seems to celebrate a 

small victory of her own position over the forces of history.   

 This victory does not offset the invisibility she felt while she looked for a job.  I 

remember thinking, if someone will...give me a chance, I’m smart enough to catch on to 

your system.  But...like making the catalogue [for J.C. Penney].  I didn’t take “J.C. 

Penney catalogue” in school.  But...I was smart enough, I could have figured it out...ya 

know, through their training program.  I’m sure I could have been successful at that.  But 

I wasn’t smart enough, or I wasn’t savvy enough, to know that that’s what I needed to tell 

the employer, and to be assertive enough to convince him that I was smart enough to do 

this.  I guess that was true with several of the jobs that I interviewed for.  In this story, 

she conveys a feeling that the “employer” did not see her, that her abilities were ignored.  

Again, she speaks of her own intelligence as both an asset and a deficit.  She says, “I was 

smart enough to figure it out,” referring to the catalogue-making job.  However, she also 

admits, “I wasn’t smart enough, or savvy enough, to know that’s what I needed to tell the 

employer.” I think it is important that she changes her language in this story, substituting 

“savvy” for “smart.” It indicates her awareness of a difference between her own strong 

intellectual ability and her limited “street smarts” or knowledge of how to be in a new or 

foreign world of work. 
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   She tells another story about her experiences of looking for a job, one filled with 

specifics, and one in which her story-telling self uses parody to “talk back” to an 

interviewer.  There was a guy that I interviewed for, it was with an insurance company.  

He really challenged me.  The job was in Houston, and I’m like, Well, I’ll move to 

Houston, I don’t care.  And it makes me mad now when I remember it, because he 

challenged me.  “Well, why in the world would you want to leave Austin and move to 

Houston?  You have the lakes and...” Well, I can’t even remember the last time I went to 

the lake, but you’ve got cool malls.  It wouldn’t have bothered me a bit to move to 

Houston.  But he was convinced that, because I’d lived in Austin my whole life, there was 

no way I’d pick up and move to the Big City, away from the beautiful Hike-and-Bike 

Trail.  Which I never use!  He was a bad interviewer.  He was just a kid who had 

graduated two years before me and he wouldn’t believe me that I really wouldn’t mind 

leaving Austin and going to Houston.  I have a feeling he probably didn’t like Houston.  

He was projecting that.  But I didn’t realize it at the time and I was trying to make a good 

impression but I wasn’t going to get the job so I probably should have just told him.  And 

now, I probably would.  She re-presents a conversation that she would have liked to have 

had with this man who was “just a kid,” someone of her own generation whom she now 

sees as having no more power, outside of his business position, to author her than she did 

herself.  She also recognizes that, even when she did speak her own desires, “he wouldn’t 

believe me.” She even indicates that her point of view was disregarded, that “he was 

projecting” his own perception onto her.  She sees this as his having “challenged” her.  

She also sees that, “at the time,”--within this period of transition from her own view of 

time as cyclical to the outside view of time as linear--she had no way to answer his 

challenge.  She was “trying to make a good impression,” trying to establish space for 

herself in this “new” way of understanding.  She presents, in parodic tone, a conversation 
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that never occurred, one she regrets not having initiated: “I probably should have just told 

him.  And now, I probably would.” The last sentence indicates the difference she feels 

between the powerless position of her younger self and the more confident position she 

occupies as she tells the story.  I find myself again wondering what can account for such 

difference, such change which Serena stories as growth and victory. 

 These victories, coming later in her life, did not lead her to employment in the 

business world the summer after her college graduation.  She still needed something to 

do, some position to inhabit.  My dad suggested that I go back to school and get a 

teaching certificate.  He said that would be “a fine profession for a woman.” And...I 

thought, I don’t really want to teach, but what the heck.  It’ll take two years, and in the 

meantime I can figure out what I want to do.  And Dad said he’ll pay for it, so why not?  

Her experiences within communal time had left her without sufficient knowledge, 

without the “savvy,” necessary to function well within linear or historic time.  Her father 

suggested she return to the idyllic spaces of family and school.  Such a return, however, 

carried with it a parallel return to a traditional position for women; he said teaching “is a 

fine profession for a woman.” She agreed to what she saw as a temporary move, 

something she did not “really want,” but which would provide that sense of security and 

stability of which she felt bereft.  She saw this as a time wherein she could “figure out” 

what she herself actually wanted to do.   

 She seems to have thought she could live, for a while, in that border space 

between cyclical and linear time, between the idyllic and the historic chronotopes.  And 

so I went to school for the two years it took to be certified to teach, and decided that, 

maybe, this wasn’t so bad after all.  Never did find what else it was I wanted to do.  Just 

kind of couldn’t decide but still thought, Well, I’ll do this for a while and then maybe I’ll 

find something else to do.  When I...what am I gonna be when I grow up?  And...I’m not 
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sure at what point I decided this WAS my grown-up life, and this was what I was going to 

do.  I think...I don’t know, maybe, kind of...four or five years ago when I felt like I was far 

enough in that I kind of did my job well...and didn’t really want to start over again.  And 

I was far enough in that I enjoyed, I started to enjoy teaching.  It started to be more fun 

than it was a chore.  Since I had this change of mind set that this was my job, I haven’t 

really seriously thought about leaving.  Two sentences embedded in the middle of this 

story have no subjects: “Never did find what else it was I wanted to do.  Just couldn’t 

decide....” The grammatical construction, as well as the content of the sentences, suggest 

that, at least during this episode, she had lost a sense of herself as the subject of her own 

story.  Her venture into the community of men and business left her disenchanted. She 

seemed to have sensed herself disappearing, just as the villagers of Brigadoon would 

vanish forever if one of them transgressed their spell-bound borders.  Serena retreats and 

refocuses on her family.  Bakhtin (1981) describes such a move as part of the idyllic plot 

of the provincial novel: “...one occasionally finds a hero who has broken away from the 

wholeness of his locale, who has set off for the city and either perishes there or returns, 

like a prodigal son, to the bosom of his family” (p. 231). As she tells of her return to 

school, Serena seems such a prodigal.  Although she tries, within this story, to maintain a 

position on the margins, to see the return as temporary, she seems to have neither reason 

nor resources to cultivate a need or desire to break away again.  She even has only a 

vague sense of actually having chosen teaching as her career.  That decision seems as 

much tied to her rejection of having to “start over again” as to an actual appreciation for 

teaching, although she does admit that teaching had “started to be more fun than it was a 

chore.”   

 The centripetal power of communal time, while it provides the security and 

stability historic time seems to lack, also precludes any individual or independent 
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position on the peripheries.   Bakhtin (1981) says that the cyclicity of all folkloric time, 

including the idyllic,  

... is a negative feature, one that limits the force and ideological 

productivity of this time.  The mark of cyclicity, and consequently of 

cyclical repetitiveness, is imprinted on all events occurring in this type of 

time.  Time’s forward impulse is limited by the cycle.  For this reason 

even growth does not achieve an authentic becoming. (p. 209-210) 

Those who function within communal time, therefore, are insulated from the outside by 

the cyclical movements; they are unable to learn how to function elsewhere.  Serena’s 

seedling awareness of her own, separate sense of herself as woman and as intelligent, 

which was breaking ground as she struggled within historic time in her college 

experiences, wilts and is folded back into the whole.  Her “authentic becoming” seems 

thwarted.  Within idyllic, cyclical time, individual subjectivities become sublimated and 

are replaced by type.  Bakhtin even partially catalogues those types as they appear in the 

idyll: “Peasants, craftsmen, rural clergy, rural schoolteachers” (p. 229).  As Serena settles 

into her career, she broadens her community to include a companion idyll, that of women 

who teach. 

 Her movement within established communities is paralleled by her relationship 

with her church.  Serena’s family had long lived within the tenets of the Latter Day 

Saints.  She even refers to herself several times as “a good little Mormon girl.” Like 

stories of her family, church tales are scattered in bits and pieces throughout her longer 

narrative.  Because her relationship with the church is so integrated with other sites, she 

seems able to reflect upon it--and, thereby, move it into language--only in fragments, and 

only in response to my questions.  She speaks of her position in the church with language 

that suggests a flatness of cyclical types and repetitions.  As a child, growing up, we 
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always went to church and I always kind of liked it because that was where my friends 

were and I didn’t see it necessarily as a religious thing.  And I never even tried not to go 

to church because I kind of wanted to go ‘cause then I could see my friends.  They were 

friends who were kind of like me to begin with.  They weren’t--I didn’t run with wild kids 

because that’s--I wasn’t anywhere to meet kids like that.  The plot of this story is circular 

and parallels the church-family insulating, protective circle of sameness around Serena.  

She repeats phrases about church as the place where she met with her “friends,” but she 

specifies neither names nor shared activities.  She indicates these friends were “kind of 

like me to begin with” and that they were not “wild kids.”  And, although she did not see 

church as “a religious thing,” she admits to having followed its directives.  Se says that 

she has never smoked a cigarette or drank a beer or made out with boys in cars.    

 She also indicates that although she followed many of the church’s expectations, 

she did depart in some ways, striving for some space within which to name herself.  I 

don’t think that, back then, for girls, the church encouraged college education.  They 

didn’t discourage it.  If [girls] were going to college, they were gonna be teachers or 

nurses. [Draws a deep breath and, as she exhales, says] I didn’t want to BE that.  [laughs] 

I mean, that was very...part of my conscious decision-making. [In a sing-song voice] I 

don’t want to be like them.  I’m not going to be a teacher or a nurse.  I want to do 

something that will be...different.  The sigh, the laughter, and the sing-song tone in this 

passage strengthen the resistance she voices in the sentences “I didn’t want to BE that” 

and “I don’t want to be like them.” She even says that this resistance was part of her 

“conscious decision-making,” speaking a self-awareness that had previously been absent 

from her stories.  Her laughter also suggests her awareness of a certain irony since she 

has, indeed, become a teacher.  However, she also indicates, elsewhere, that she has 

rewritten the church script for “teacher,” moving it away from traditional notions that 
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associate “teacher” with “mother.” I wanted to do something...that was a little more 

cerebral than kindergarten.  I kind of pacified myself or resolved myself when I chose to 

teach Advanced Placement Government to seniors as opposed to kindergarten.  And 

people will say, sometimes, who don’t me, “Awww, you’re a teacher.  What do you 

teach?” “I teach high school seniors.” [laughs] And then they’re like, “Oh.”  [My 

position of teacher is] a little bit different.  Here, her laughter marks a triumph over the 

confines of the script, one that silences the communal voices into a shocked “oh.”  She 

seems to revel in her ability to step outside their expectations while, simultaneously, 

retaining a place in the community. 

 She stories other ways she has tried to distance herself from strict obedience to 

church practices.  In fact, she voices a defiant pride in having refused to participate in an 

annual girls’ summer camp.  And the church sponsored this camp, and all the girls that 

were in, like, from seventh to twelfth grades, you went for a week and went to girls’ 

camp.  And it was--camping.  And I never went because...why in the world would I want 

to camp and sleep on the floor or the ground?  They’d camp in tents! [said with disgust] 

Why in the world, when it’s a hundred degrees, would I want to go sleep in a tent 

somewhere?  That was stupid!  And I never did it and I never regretted it.  But it was, I 

was probably the only one who didn’t go.  The fact that you had to sleep in a tent...where 

there might be bugs and snakes and stuff?  Huh-uh.  Mm-mm [as a negative response].  I 

don’t do that.  No, I’m not doing that.  Her adamant refusal to participate with something 

she considered “stupid” suggests even her youthful ability to voice a stand outside the 

community when its practices violate her physical and emotional comfort, or her 

understanding of intelligent action. 

 Her most significant departure, however, concerns her marriage. Serena’s 

husband is a Latino who was raised Catholic.  Good little Mormon girls DEFINITELY 
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don’t do that.  He is the kind of boy that, as a teenager, my mother probably never would 

have approved of. But he is ambitious and hardworking.  The fact that he was not LDS, 

she would have probably flipped her lid over. You marry within the faith.  I married a 

Catholic.  So it’s that same kind of...I hate to say stigma because I don’t feel stigmatized 

by it.  I refuse to let myself be stigmatized by it.  But I’m sure, because I go to church and 

sit by myself every Sunday, people look at me and wonder, Where is her husband?  

Despite her having violated a significant church tenet and doing something that would 

have caused her mother to “flip her lid” by marrying “outside the faith,” Serena has not 

left her church community.  Instead, she seems to have rewritten her position within it.  

It’s still an important part [of my life].  And...ya know, part of me still goes...partly 

because...somebody who’s different needs to go and participate.  And be, just like this 

lady who has her husband and six children, I can participate just like you can and so, 

that’s kind of part of my rebellion now, I suppose.  She sees herself as a reminder of the 

church’s need to respect “differences,” to accommodate more than just “sameness.” And 

again, I find myself musing about where she came to know herself as “different,” where 

she gained the strength to work to maintain a position on the peripheries. 

 Traces of her awareness of historic time, which she first stories in her tales about 

college experiences, appear elsewhere in Serena’s life.  These are present most visibly in 

her need to read.  I always read when I was a kid.  I mean, not necessarily what they 

assigned me to, but I always read a lot and that increases your vocabulary and it makes 

you smarter.  We get the newspaper at my house everyday because I can’t not get the 

newspaper.  I have to have the newspaper everyday.  And every time I get the bill and it’s 

like three hundred dollars for the year, I think, Dang! That’s three hundred dollars!  But 

I have to have the newspaper.  I read all kinds of things.  But, mostly I read kind of 

professional...kinds of things.  Historical fiction, things that I think I’m gonna learn 
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something from.  I was on this kick for a while and I read a lot of travel essays and about 

people who’d bicycled around the world and wrote a book about what they’d done and, 

uh, the guy who’s walked across America and wrote of his experiences.  I’ve got shelves 

of books that I’ve read like that.  For a while I would pick up the books that the kids [at 

school] read because somehow I got through school without ever having read...To Kill a 

Mockingbird or Of Mice and Men.  And they were really good.  I read 1984 and several 

that, somehow, in my education, I had not read.  Reading, especially of books not 

“assigned,” allows her to connect, temporarily and without real risk, to experiences 

outside the community.  Her reading also seems to feed her intellectual hunger.  She 

selects books she’s “gonna learn something from” and that “somehow, in my education, I 

had not read.” The unity of place and the cyclicity of time, so characteristic of the idyllic 

chronotope, tend to foreclose intellectual curiosity.  Serena seeks books about other 

places and other times-- “historical fiction,” stories of people who “bicycled around the 

world” or who “walked across America.”  Her intense need for the daily newspaper 

shows that she strongly wants to maintain that awareness.  She is even willing the violate 

the taboo against the expensive or seemingly frivolous in order to keep her tenuous 

connection to the outside through her reading. 

 I wondered whether Serena’s hunger for intellectual stimulation from the outside 

world found expression in other places in her life.  However, not until the end of our 

fourth conversation did she initiate the topic again.  She seemed reluctant to speak in the 

voice of her intellectual subjectivity, almost as if she had seldom found space 

sympathetic to discussions of such pursuits and, therefore, had not often attempted to find 

language for them. The concerns for the practical and the everyday took precedence over 

time and space for reflective activities. Bakhtin (1981) says that “ the elements of the 

ancient matrices most often appear in the idyll in sublimated form,” that, for example, 
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“children often function as a sublimation of the sexual act and of conception” (p. 227).  I 

would offer that intellectual pursuits are also presented, in the idyll, in sublimated form.  

Like the sexual act, intellectual acts cross over some line that differentiates the communal 

from the individual.  However, Serena tries to make space for the intellectual.  She 

indicates that she postponed the traditional “next step” in a woman’s life, courtship and 

marriage.  I know I purposely made the decision to be more interested in school than 

boys.  While I was in college, I was more interested in school.  I didn’t go out on dates 

because I was busy with other things. I had to study, I played in the band, I had these 

other things I needed to do.  And when I got out of college, I traveled.  Her studies, her 

interest in music, her travels were all activities she “needed to do.” She did not marry 

until she was in her mid-thirties.  Sally Reis (1998) suggests that  

...early marriages often have negative impact on the development of both 

belief in self and talent in young women...It often takes a young woman 

many years to develop a unique sense of herself and a belief in her 

abilities.  For many of the gifted women I have studied, this development 

only occurs during their late twenties--a far better time to choose a partner 

and a lifestyle. (p. 307) 

She actually advises gifted females , “If you can, postpone dating” (p. 315).    Barbara 

Kerr (1994) says that her studies of gifted women have found that , “For women, 

marriage and parenthood usually reduce drastically the time and energy available for 

investment in education and the workplace” (p. 103).  Although these statements do not 

focus on the strength--the intensity and pervasiveness--of community pressures to 

conform to its expectations, they do seem to describe a path Serena found for herself. 

 Serena’s curiosity about and desire for experience in the outside world manifest 

themselves strongly--even passionately--through her stories about her travels to other 
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countries.  For five or six years, [my brother and I] would leave the day school was out.  

And there was a whole world to see.  And once we started traveling, it’s addictive, and 

then we had to go to more places and farther away places.  And I really loved that.  We 

started out, our first trip, we went to like Switzerland and Germany and places 

that...London, ya know, the safe, kind of easy places.  And then, every summer, we started 

to go like a little farther and a little farther.  So we’ve been through most of Europe, east 

and west.  We went all the way to Moscow.  We went to Morocco.  I’d always wanted to 

go to Morocco, so we went one summer down to Spain and then took the ferry across and 

went to Morocco.  And then all the way down to Marrakesh, like the half-way point in 

Morocco.  And, one summer we went, well, we went to Turkey twice.  We really liked 

Turkey.  One summer we went to Greece and it’s really easy from Greece just to kind of 

hop over to Turkey.  The next summer we did the whole Middle Eastern tour. We did 

Egypt, Israel, Jordan...uhm, Turkey, Cyprus.  And then, one year, we went to Hong Kong 

and Beijing.  But the Chinese really control, especially unescorted tourists, which is what 

we always did.  We never traveled with a group.  We just went.  And I think that’s really, 

kind of shaped, as an adult, what I choose, or what I chose to do.  Serena underscores the 

importance of these travels as experiences that have “shaped...what I choose....”  

 As I have reflected on the whole of her narrative, as it is presented in the 

transcribed interviews, I have understood her travel stories to be like a musical 

counterpoint with playful arpeggios, a contrasting melody that plays above or below the 

main musical line.  Although the stories are embedded in the seasonal cycles of school 

and summer, and although she always returns to the communal time of work and family, 

these travels and encounters provided her opportunities for growth. Through them, and 

through her reading, Serena’s experience of cyclical time becomes more multi-

dimensional, more spiral-like, and less like the flat circles of purely idyllic time.  The 
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rhythms of her speech, as she tells of her travels, are rapid and regular. Her sentences and 

clauses blend smoothly with multiple uses of “and.” These stories have significantly 

fewer hesitations, pauses, and false-starts, elements so frequently voiced in her stories 

about her family.  In addition, her storytelling becomes more detailed; it shows the 

beginnings of plot development with beginning, middle, and end components.  Serena 

acknowledges here, too, a sense of passion, saying that she “really loved” the adventure 

of “farther away places.” Later she even admits I need to travel.  Instead of the communal 

need to protect against the “alien” and the “random,” these stories actually embrace the 

foreign and the spontaneous freedom of “unescorted” travel in exotic places.  If you get 

on a tour bus and you travel with a group of people just like you and you never have to 

shop at the grocery store or ride the public transportation, then you don’t really know 

anything about the people. You’ve never really interacted with them. She consciously 

seeks out those experiences that take her outside the “just like you” of cyclical time and 

space. 

 Her travel stories are not without tension, however.  As she juxtaposes mental 

images of “the people back home” to her memories of people she encountered in these 

foreign countries, her language again falters. We didn’t have money to stay in fancy hotels 

or we might have stayed in nicer hotels.  But I just, I, I...[plaintive sigh] I was more 

interested in...walking to the grocery store at night than in being with a group of people 

that were just like the people back home.  She focuses on the grocery store as a site that 

almost symbolizes the difference between the familiar “back home” and the Otherness 

she explores as she travels.  You can wander through and...see how things are different, 

and it’s an easy way to...experiment with a different culture and try something different 

‘cause you can pick up something that you don’t recognize off the shelf and...it only costs 

a couple of bucks and you can try it.  If you don’t like it, you can throw it away and you 
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haven’t ordered some expensive dish in a restaurant.  You’ve ordered...a different kind of 

a cookie or something that looks different. To me it was just interesting to walk through 

the grocery store.  Almost as fun as the Eiffel Tower was the French grocery store where 

the chickens still had the feet on them.  Or the--we went to Jerusalem, but the Western 

Wailing Wall wasn’t nearly as cool as the market where they had camels’ heads on tables 

in the meat market.  Everyday life is very entertaining to me.  Other people’s grocery 

stores smell but not in a bad way.  They smell like the foods.  And everything is so neatly 

packaged in cellophane here [in the United States] that when you walk into the grocery 

store, lots of times there is no smell.  When my brother lived in Houston, we went into an 

Arab grocery store.  There’s lots of the oil there, lots of... Middle Eastern kinds of people 

there. And all of a sudden, it smells like...ya know, the grocery store has an aroma 

because you can smell the spices and things that people just buy in bulk.  It’s not 

packaged [said with distaste] and...it’s intriguing.  Although Serena visited the public 

monuments often associated with various countries, she focuses her travel stories on the 

everyday components of life -- the food, the public transportation, the smells associated 

with the “further away places.” Unlike the summer vacations of her childhood which 

followed the same route each year and which blur in her memory, her recollections of 

these summer excursions are vibrant and vivid with detail.  Her memories seem even to 

evoke the scents of marketplaces, tapping a kind of folk wisdom that maintains the sense 

of smell as most closely associated with memory.  In fact, strong emotional responses in 

odor-evoked memories, known as the “Proust phenomenon” (after an episode in Marcel 

Proust’s novel Swann’s Way), are discussed by psychology researcher Rachel S. Herz 

(2000).  In addition, feminist film-maker Trinh Minh-ha (in Foster, 1997) suggests that 

senses other than the visual can “rupture” the “domination of the eye,” which has “long 

been the domain in which male mastery is exerted” (p. 5). Serena’s recollections of 
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childhood idylls seem artifacts of an industrial culture, as “packaged in cellophane” as the 

products on shelves of American supermarkets.  Her own summer travels, in other lands, 

fracture the cycles of what Bakhtin (1981) refers to as a “patriarchal” idyllic life.  Spaces 

within the fissures allow a more individual perception, one possible here without the 

previously requisite sense of crisis.  She explores spaces beyond stable and secure 

boundaries, exhibiting a faith in her own abilities to “figure it out,” echoing her earlier 

belief that she would “figure out” the J. C. Penney job. She tells of experiences 

deciphering signs written in languages not her own.  Neither [my brother nor I] speak 

any language except English.  And, where we started out, we were traveling in places 

where there’s enough people that speak English that it was not a problem.  The people in 

Switzerland speak English.  And when we got to Egypt and Beijing, people don’t speak 

English.  But by then we had enough skill...that it was not a problem.  You can point 

and...Probably Morocco was the most difficult because, there, even their second 

language is not English, it’s French.  And they’re...probably...the most backward place 

that we went.  And then you end up looking in a guide book and trying to match Arabic 

symbols to where you’re at.  Is this the right train station?  It’s like one of those games 

where you’re trying to match up squiggles.  We got lost sometimes, but it was okay.  We 

never got badly lost.  She allowed herself time to acquire “skills” in communicating in 

places without her own language.  As she tells the story, she equates decoding signs with 

a “game” and admits to having become lost but indicates that was not a problem. She 

stories herself as confident and competent in the world outside of her familiar 

communities. 

  She also tells about locating food in economically devastated Eastern Europe.  

The summer we went to Russia, it was soon enough after the Communist fall that there 

was still lots of poverty and there was still a lot of that, kind of, communist left-
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over...stuff.  I mean, Russia was still very poor and they’d just built the first couple of 

McDonald’s there.  And I remember getting off the train.  We came from Moscow to 

Warsaw, we stopped a couple of days in Poland.  And we were walking down the streets 

in Austria, at a grocery store.   I had to have ice cream at that store and I had to have ice 

cream at this store and then ice cream at that store because, for a week, we didn’t have 

anything to eat hardly.  Except what we had taken with us and then...ya know, hiking 

across town to the McDonalds to get a hamburger, and, thank goodness that they had 

that because the grocery store shelves were bare.  You couldn’t just go into the grocery 

store and buy fresh fruits and vegetables.  They didn’t have ‘em.  Serena’s story here 

disrupts the traditional straight-line narrative.  She embeds micro-tales from historic time 

(the fall of Communism in Eastern Europe) and blends recursive recollections from 

personal time (Poland and her desire for ice cream in Austria) into her account of her 

experiences of Russia.  These embeddings and blendings soften potentially voyeuristic 

aspects in her narrative even as her ability to “hike across town” for a hamburger shows, 

in both actual and metaphorical terms, her resources as a person and as an American. She 

both experiences and escapes the conditions of life in Russia in transition.  She knows she 

had access to means and material the Russian people did not have.  Her nearly manic 

desire for ice cream -- for something of luxury -- seems prompted by a need to replace 

the “bare” Russian shelves with something frivolous and familiar. Her travels gave her 

reasons to appreciate the life she had “back home.” It puts a different perspective 

on...how much money you need to live.  I mean...most of the world doesn’t live as well as 

we live.  Even though I could consider myself, maybe lower middle-class, ya know, I have 

water that runs in my house.  And, most of the world doesn’t have that.  Although her 

language seems to suggest her vision remains on the surfaces of things, focused on 

“money,” “water that runs in the house,” and social class distinctions, her story-telling 
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has grown in depth and complexity. Her experiences in other places provide a space on 

the peripheries from which she can reflect on life in many places.  She becomes more 

able to see herself in-the-world, to comprehend her own situatedness even as she grows 

in her awareness of the differences among various peoples. 

 As significant as her reading and her travels are for Serena, the experiences that 

most dramatically broke apart the idyllic time-space for her concern her parents’ illnesses 

and deaths.  I went from, “I need to be here for ME” to “I need to be here for them.”  It 

seems like that transition...in looking back, it seems like it happened really quickly.  

These two sentences show the ways in which Serena’s sense of time and of space altered 

drastically when she became the care-giver for her parents.  My mother had kind of a 

little mini-stroke, and it was almost within like a couple of weeks’ time, she went 

from...driving herself wherever she wanted to go to being disoriented and out of balance 

enough that she would never get behind the wheel of a car again.  Really quickly.  Other 

things kind of gradually happened and it was like, before I knew it, I was taking care of 

them instead of them taking care of me.  My mother was still...kind of in her right mind, 

[but] Dad kind of lost his memory a little bit and it was like talking to a little kid.  As 

Serena begins to speak of the changes, her language mixes words and phrases that 

minimize, such as “a little” and “mini,” with phrases that expand and contract time, such 

as “in a couple weeks’ time,” “really quickly,” and “gradually.” The tension within the 

language and her reluctance to name the shifting situation, shown in her repetition of 

“kind of,” seem to mirror a confusion and hesitancy she experiences as she moves from a 

position of having been cared for to one in which “I was taking care of them.” She tries to 

use language to restore her mother to some vitality, saying “she was still...kind of in her 

right mind,” although she had become “disoriented and out of balance.” Even as she 

smoothly names the reversed positions of care-giver and care-receiver, she tries 
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simultaneously to postpone and prepare for the memories--and the reliving through story-

-of her parents’ decline and death.  The idyllic chronotope that had unified and provided a 

stable foundation for her life seems to crack and crumble as if the very tectonic plates of 

her world were shifting. 

 Even as these events began, Serena continued to rely on her mother’s presence.  I 

could still ask my mom, What do you think?  Even though she wouldn’t drive herself, she 

would still...and wanted to know what had happened at school.  So she was 

still...mentally, ya know...the parent. Nevertheless, despite the insulation of sameness 

present in the reduced idyll, the randomness of the larger world broke in. Then she fell at 

the grocery store and she broke her shoulder and we took her to the hospital and they did 

shoulder replacement and within...three weeks of the time that she fell, she had passed 

away.  This one sentence, with its series of clauses connected by “and,” mimics the way 

the events tumbled, inexorably, into Serena’s life.  Her story reproduces her incredulity.  

So there I was.  She was walking behind me like she always did, pushing the cart, and 

tripped over this speed bump.  And just really, really fast.  She was in the hospital, she 

was in the recovery part where they do physical therapy and everything ‘cause she had, 

was...broken shoulder.  She had broken bones.  I mean, she didn’t have like, she didn’t 

have cancer, she didn’t have life-threatening...and so I was shocked.  Well, the nurses 

there, I mean, you could see that that was not the kind of thing that happened in that unit.  

People were really surprised.  She had, the doctors said, a “cardiac episode.” [laughs 

slightly] So she had a heart attack or whatever.  And that’s when...I REALLY had to take 

over my dad [laughs slightly].  Because I hadn’t really...I mean, he was always there but 

I hadn’t really been involved with his...care-taking so much.  When Mom was there, 

reminding him to take his pills and...I think...the combination of, all of the sudden, now 

realizing that he’s really not...he is kind of losing his, I hate to say “losing his mind” 
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because it wasn’t...kind of like a dementia.  Because now, all of the sudden, I was 

responsible for that, but I think that also it must have gotten worse really fast because of 

her death.  Again Serena’s language fragments and she has difficulty finishing sentences.  

She emphasizes, through repetition, the unanticipated nature of her mother’s death, her 

own “shock” and the nurses’ “surprise.” The repetitions seem to foreclose forward 

movement through this experience, as if--even as she tells the story--she must stop time 

and create space in which she can construct some comprehension of the inexplicable.  

She reveals a new sensitivity to the inadequacy of language as she derisively laughs at the 

doctor’s euphemistic naming of the cause of death as “cardiac episode.” She also 

indicates she had little time or space to grieve for her mother because she immediately 

took over the care of her father.  Yet, even as she narrates her increased responsibility, 

she tries to protect her father with language, saying, “I hate to say ‘losing his mind.’” She 

substitutes a more medical term-- “dementia”--for his state of increased physical and 

mental dependency. 

 As she cares for her father, she becomes aware of her isolation.  Then it was just 

all me, that was it.  That’s when I really realized, too, it IS all me, ya know.  My brothers 

were far away.  They didn’t even know...ya know, they didn’t know what was going on.  It 

was when I would call them and tell them, I won’t say they didn’t care, but they didn’t 

appear to care.  Or it wasn’t, it wasn’t part of...ya know, they were far away, they didn’t 

have to worry about it so.  [After Dad died] they came to the funeral, yeah, but [slight 

laugh] they didn’t come, and I called them several times.  I’m like, He’s doing really 

badly.  If you want to see him again, you really need to come.  And, and they never came.  

Even my little brother.  He, he finally said, “Serena, I don’t want to see him like that.”  

They wouldn’t come.  They didn’t come.  She sees herself being thrown back repeatedly 

onto her own resources.  Several studies (Abel, 1986; Cicirelli, 2000; Martire & 
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Stephens, 2003) discuss the cultural phenomenon that places the responsibility for the 

care of aging and frail parents most often on adult daughters.  Martire & Stephens (2003) 

attribute this tendency to “gender differences” which reflect a “traditional division of 

labor” or “the fact that women often receive lower pay than men and can more easily 

afford to leave their jobs or reduce their work hours to provide care” (p. 167). This 

explanation seems to me to be dismissive of women, remote and objective to the point of 

callousness.  Although Serena’s salary as a teacher was “lower” than that of her brothers, 

it was her only income; she could not afford to leave her job or reduce her hours.  In 

addition, her position as teacher allowed her some respite from the emotional and 

psychological upheaval of having to respond constantly to her father’s needs.  The tidy 

interpretations in the empirical studies diminish the difficulties women face in such 

situations, covering the injustice with an “oh, well” explanation summarized in a word 

like “traditional.” Serena’s younger brother, her companion in their shared youth and on 

their shared travels, doesn’t want to “see him like that,” oblivious to her pain at seeing 

daily that which he avoids even occasionally.  And, even when she specifically asks her 

older brothers to come, they refuse.  “They wouldn’t come.  They didn’t come.” These 

two short, simple sentences, spoken amid the chaos expressed in the sentences 

surrounding them, suggest the depth of her feelings of having been abandoned. 

 When she receives no support from her brothers, those remaining members of the 

family idyll, she turns elsewhere.  She even reconstructs the idea of family.  I had my 

husband.  I kind of met him in this stage but we weren’t married yet.  But he was very 

supportive.  And even before we got married, I’d call him and he’d help.  Because of the 

defection of her brothers, that which had been private becomes demeaningly public.  

Several times I had to call and say, My dad’s stuck in the bathtub.  Will you come help 

me?  Or, I’ve got to get him to the emergency room.  And he would come and help me lift 
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Dad out of the bathtub or, ya know, whatever.  But I didn’t know who else to call, ya 

know?  He would come.  So.  Serena’s situation had become one not only of physically 

difficult tasks but one that violated sexual and cultural taboos against a daughter seeing 

her father naked and helpless.  Necessity required much, and she explains the 

transgression with a simple, “So.” When we got married, we...he moved.  I was living 

with my dad in my parents’ house and he moved in with me.  And it was either that or put 

Dad in a nursing home at that point.  And it was only about a year before we had to put 

him in a nursing home.  And Dad was really distressed when I was getting married, and 

kept saying, “You know, you can live here with me [imitating her father’s pleading voice]. 

You don’t have to leave me”...like a little kid who was afraid he was gonna be left.  The 

role reversal becomes complete as her father pleads “like a little kid” who fears the 

abandonment that Serena herself has already experienced. 

 The ordeal was not completely negative.  I learned a lot of things that I never 

thought about before, like health care decisions because Dad couldn’t make his own.  My 

mother knew, ya know, she could decide what she wanted to do, but Dad could not 

decide.  He couldn’t make decisions about how much to treat, what kind of, he had no..he 

couldn’t even hardly remember to take his pills.  And financial decisions.  We had just 

barely gotten the will changed and...insurance and those kinds of things from when my 

mom passed away and all of the sudden we’re doing it all over again ‘cause he’s passed 

away.  I didn’t have a choice.  It had to be done.  I didn’t have any family that was gonna 

help me do it.  Although she says “I learned a lot,” she also indicates that she did not 

acquire this knowledge easily.  Again time speeds up.  Serena is plunged, from the 

security of cyclical sameness, into the tumble of change and difference.  The seemingly 

restored order after her mother’s death is shattered almost immediately.  Language again 

seems inadequate and the sentence structure fragments as she details the decisions her 
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father could no longer make, those that had suddenly fallen to her.  She has little time to 

reflect on what is now a double loss, and she cites necessity-- “it had to be done”--and her 

lack of family support as circumstances that altered her past sense of time and, with it, 

her past understanding of family.  She also suggests here that her previous position as 

“daughter,” as female deferring to authority, changed.  She had to make the important 

decisions because she no longer had “any family that was gonna help me.”   

 At the time of our taped conversations, Serena’s father had been dead only a little 

over a year.  She had not had much time or space in which to reflect.  She did find she 

had gained a certain control or power over her own use of time.  But suddenly, like a 

week or two after Dad died, it’s like...I have so much freedom.  I don’t have to go to a 

nursing home. I don’t have to pick up medicines.  Like I was suddenly this child 

who...had all this time to do all kinds of things, and I could go away for the weekend and 

not worry that something was gonna happen.  Suddenly the phone stopped ringing.  It 

was...very liberating [laughs].   Her language here flows more smoothly.  Hesitations 

remain, but the incomplete sentences and stutter-starts are gone.  She has not yet 

constructed much meaning for this sense of liberation.  She punctuates the word 

“liberating” with self-conscious laughter.  The freedom feels very new and she names 

herself a “child.” Her liberation takes the form, at first,  of fewer chores, fewer urgent 

telephone calls, and an ability to “go away for a weekend” without “worry.”  

 More than a year after our last conversation, Serena sent me an email.  I think the 

need to be different from my parents partly comes from the fact that they lived in their 

house for so long.  I think maybe I felt as though I had to prove myself as an adult 

separate from them and one way to do that was to be different.  Looking back and 

comparing myself to my mother, I purposely choose to be different from her in some 

areas.  I see things she did/was that I definitely don’t want to copy.  Also, I guess like 
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every woman, I find myself doing many of the same things she did.  Her voice in this 

passage is more relaxed and reflective.  While this could be related to a difference 

between written and spoken communication (since writing allows time for reflection), I 

choose to think it also suggests she is more comfortable with her “new” position.  

Although she recognizes ways she resembles her mother and “every woman,” she also 

knows she can “purposely choose to be different...in some ways.” Her parents’ home, 

once a site for unity of place and cyclicity of time, is now a place where she can be 

“separate from them.”   

 She has also realized that she has come strongly to resist others’ actions that 

“waste” her time.  I just hate to have my time wasted.  [I feel my time is wasted] if there’s 

no outcome or if I didn’t learn anything.  I don’t like people taking [my time] from me for 

something that is non-productive.  Phrases such as “no outcome,” “I didn’t learn 

anything,” and “non-productive” define “wasted time.” Outcomes, learning, and 

productivity are also associated with a notion of progress, change, or a kind of linear 

time.  The patriarchal mandate that had perpetuated the idyll has faded. 

 As I came to understand Serena as newly aware of and only recently situated in 

linear time, I also gained an appreciation for statements she had made previously.  I 

began to reconstruct my own understanding about her impatience with some of her peers’ 

slowness to comprehend.  I got really annoyed with stupid kids when I was in school.  

[I’d] be sitting next so someone and they’d have to [have things] repeated over and over 

again.  I’m like, I learned that ten minutes ago.  Can’t we please go on to something 

else?  She finds the same situation in her career. There’s the people who always have the 

questions and they don’t understand and they want an explanation [said with mild 

exasperation].  You know, you sit in faculty meetings and those people always have a 

suggestion.  And...you just think, they’re just not the brightest people [laughs].  The 
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students who required the repetitions and the faculty members who “don’t understand” or 

who “have a suggestion” are characterized here as among those who waste Serena’s time, 

especially time in spaces away from the cyclicity of home.  By implication, she sets 

herself apart from those who are “stupid” or “not the brightest.” Being able to control her 

own time in these situations is, therefore, linked to her seldom-voiced sense of difference, 

including her sense of herself as “smart.” Although I had been tempted, in my early 

interpretations, to read these statements as a kind of arrogance, I now see them as her 

fledgling attempts to speak about her own self-awareness. I remember that I always 

wanted to keep my mouth shut rather than appear stupid.  I think...in general...people 

may think I’m smart and if I don’t say anything, they just assume that I know what’s 

happening or that I’m catching on to what’s happening or...they just think I don’t have 

anything to say.  Rather than...I don’t want to say “rather than appear dumb” ‘cause it’s 

not necessarily that I’m worrying about appearing...dumb as...if I keep my mouth shut, 

people will assume I’m smart [the last clause is spoken rapidly, almost as all one word].  

Generally, I watch people who talk all the time.  They talk more than their brains think.  

And, uh, I just don’t want to be one of those people.  I want to think before I talk and not 

just...talk and rattle on.  [I will keep silent] until I’ve thought through what I want to say 

so that what I say makes sense .  One sentence in the middle of this passage displays a 

kind of circular logic.  She seems to sense this and rushes to end it, to move to another 

thought.  Her words-- “stupid,” “dumb,” and “smart”--suggest reified categories.  She is 

also still concerned that other people name her as “smart.” Kerr (1994) and Reis (1998), 

as well as other researchers, outline what they refer to as “the imposter phenomenon” or 

“the Great Imposter Syndrome;” they use language that pathologizes women who fear 

they will be exposed as intellectual frauds.  Reis (1998) says that, “self-reflection, 

discussion, and time are often necessary to overcome the Imposter Syndrome” and she 
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recommends much counseling therapy (p. 87).  However, self-reflection and discussion 

rely on language.  Serena seems not yet to have language with which to speak herself into 

being as intelligent.  She will keep silent as a way to resist having her time--and her 

names for herself--appropriated by powers outside of herself.  She says, “I don’t want to 

be one of those people,” the ones who “talk more than their brains think.” Speaking out, 

therefore, is not necessarily an indication, for Serena, of either intelligence or 

independence.  It can be just noise that “rattles on” and means nothing.   

 Speaking up, however, is frequently cited by feminist researchers as necessary to 

counter patriarchal domination. In her book, Talking Back, bell hooks (1989) says, 

“Within feminist circles, silence is often see as the sexist ‘right speech of womanhood’--

the sign of woman’s submission to patriarchal authority” (p. 6). Talent development 

researcher Sally Reis (1998) writes that  

Speaking out, asking why, and developing courage to create are all 

essential to the emergence of our talents.  But these talents will not emerge 

in a singular voice or form, but rather in a multitude of voices and forms--

those displaying gifts across many domains and in many areas. (p. 333) 

While Reis’ statements allow for a “multitude of voices,” she does insist on “speaking 

out” as a significant way to grow; she calls it “essential.”  However, she seems not to 

notice that speaking and asking require language and that many sites in individual lives 

can inhibit and even preclude the development of that language and, thereby, foreclose 

growth into voice.  She seems to ignore the question of how women can “speak out” if 

they have no language.  Serena seems to sense this problem and chooses to remain silent 

until she has found both the words and an appropriate audience.  Serena has a more 

immediate or “lived” knowledge of the ways in which women can be silenced.  She 

seems to sense the realities of the “mad woman” confined to the attic, of Cassandra’s 
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curse from Apollo’s kiss, as she says, Speaking up can get you into trouble.  Perhaps 

more than mere courage is necessary for talented women to take such a risk.  Perhaps we 

who conduct research into the lives of these women need to reconsider the ways 

communities, especially family and church, construct the contexts in which these women-

-and we ourselves--acquire language and come to understand our own subjectivities.  

Perhaps we could attend more closely to the ways they, and we, use negotiation, rather 

than the more masculine means of confrontation, to create space and to reconstruct time 

in which to gain language and come to voice.  Perhaps we could see that our exhortations 

for women to speak up are just as authoring and objectifying as the “masculine” 

oppressions we work to resist.  Perhaps we could begin to comprehend that silence is, 

sometimes, one such negotiation.  Serena cannot speak out until she first finds language; 

and she cannot find language, outside the confines of idyllic cyclicity, until she first 

encounters fissures and gaps in that cyclical sameness.  We might do well to remember 

that such encounters are often life-shattering as well as life-changing. 

Sally’s Stories: Creating Space for adventure with laughter 

 Sally, the youngest of the four participants in this study, uses silence only 

occasionally and partially in her narrative.  For the most part, she stories her life with 

exuberant, joyful laughter; she plots her narrative as a kind of chivalric romance, a female 

version of the masculine action adventure.  As Bakhtin (1981) has discussed, laughter, a 

part of ancient parody, opens the confines of finalized, “already said” plots: 

Parodic-travestying literature introduces the permanent corrective of 

laughter, of a critique on the one-sided seriousness of the lofty direct 

word, the corrective of reality that is always richer and more fundamental 

and most importantly too contradictory and heteroglot to be fit into a high 

and straightforward genre...Ancient parody was free of any nihilistic 
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denial.  It was not, after all, the heroes who were parodied...what was 

parodied was only [their] epic heroization. (p. 55) 

Such a “corrective” echoes Foucault’s (1977) belief that language staves off death: it 

pushes back the death of a self encapsulated in the tales others tell.  Foucault refers to 

Odysseus’ experiences among the Phaeacians during which he hears a bard telling the 

story of Odysseus’ exploits, as if the hero were already dead.  Foucault sees Odysseus 

pushing back death by speaking himself into being in the present.   He says: 

...the limit of death opens before language, or rather within language, an 

infinite space.  Before the imminence of death, language rushes forth, but 

it also starts again, tells of itself, discovers the story of the story, the 

possibility that this interpenetration might never end.  Headed toward 

death, language turns back upon itself; it encounters something like a 

mirror; and to stop this death which would stop it, it possesses but a single 

power: that of giving birth to its own image in a play of mirrors that has no 

limits. (p. 54) 

Foucault’s “play of mirrors” resembles Bakhtin’s (1981) parodic laughter which does not 

parody the hero, only the “heroization.”  Morson & Emerson (1990), in their 

interpretation of Bakhtin’s concept of parodic laughter, indicate that 

This sort of parody can generate true heroes, who are heroic precisely 

because they contain more possibilities for growth and change than can be 

encompassed by any single given genre. The serious word is not 

discredited; it is complemented and supplemented. (p. 434)    

Sally’s laughter infuses all her tales without diminishing or dismissing any of them.  As 

we began our conversations, we sat at my kitchen table where I had provided a basket of 

mini pretzels.  While I reminded Sally of the purposes of my study, she took some 
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pretzels from their jumble in the basket and stacked them carefully, like so many 

checkers being “crowned kings,” and lined them up on their napkin game board like 

knights preparing for battle.  When I mentioned her stacks, she laughed and told me that 

her friends frequently pointed out her “obsession” [her word] with organization.  Her 

laughter parodied her own actions and took away the potential sting of criticism from a 

word such as “obsession.” Her laughter was directed inward, toward herself, just as much 

as it was aimed outward toward the larger world. 

 Sally’s laughter is most often expressed, not in a physical way, but in a more 

subtle manifestation: She lops off the subjects of sentences, blithely and irreverently 

defying the gods of grammar (and by extension, other gods as well).  These headless 

sentences appear everywhere.  For example, she stories one of her early career 

considerations without using the word “I.”  And so, ya know, big brother knows all and is 

god and so, wanted to follow in his footsteps...Went out and visited the Academy, had a 

friend who was at Annapolis...Didn’t want to do that.  The lack of subjects at first led me 

to think that she did not see herself as subject in her own story. However, I have come to 

realize that these subject-less sentences contain a strongly understood sense of self; it is 

so strong that it does not need expression.  And, the lack of expression, the violation of 

the grammar rules, becomes a way in which Sally laughs playfully at authoritarian 

prescriptions. 

 Sally’s “crowned king” pretzels also provided me a clue for constructing an 

understanding of the way she plotted the story of her life. Another hint came from a story 

she told about her childhood self.  When I was a young girl, I loved to play dress-up.  My 

mother was a fantastic seamstress so I had a large collection of the finest dress-up 

clothes a girl of four or five could ever wish to have.  One of my favorite roles to play 

was that of “The Princess.” I had many fairy tale books that I would “read.” Actually I 
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would just look at the pretty pictures.  Mom would do all the reading. And then I would 

act out the story over and over.  One of my favorites was a story entitled “Young Ladies 

Don’t Slay Dragons.” As I remember the story, the main character (a princess, of 

course) was quite capable of slaying the dragon that was terrorizing the village, but she 

couldn’t convince anyone else, including her father, the king.  Whenever she asked 

anyone if he/she believed she could slay the dragon, the response was, “Young ladies 

don’t slay dragons.” I don’t recall all of the ins and outs, but needless to say, in the end 

the princess does indeed kill the dragon and prove to everyone that ladies can indeed 

slay dragons.  The story to which Sally refers was written by Joyce Hovelsrud and has 

been characterized as a “modern” fairy-tale.  It has been anthologized in literature books 

from various publishers for students in the middle grades.  As Sally begins her story, she 

uses conventions from traditional fairy tales; her mother was a “fantastic” seamstress, and 

she had  “a large collection of the finest dress-up clothes a girl...could wish to have.” Her 

language echoes the position of privilege traditionally given a fairy-tale princess.  The 

fairy-tale is a type of romance.  In discussing the chronotope of the chivalric romance, 

Bakhtin (1981) characterizes the quality of time as one permeated by “suddenly.”  He 

says, “This ‘suddenly’ is normalized, as it were, in chivalric romances; it becomes 

something generally applicable, in fact, almost ordinary.  The whole world becomes 

miraculous, so the miraculous becomes ordinary without ceasing at the same time to be 

miraculous” (p. 152). Within Sally’s story, her mother’s seamstress abilities take on this 

quality of the miraculous; she is as magical as the gnome Rumpelstiltskin who weaves 

straw into gold.  This atmosphere resembles the qualities Bakhtin uses to describe the 

space within the chivalric romance which he says “has all the seductiveness of the 

miraculous and mysterious; it is personified by good and evil fairies, good and evil 

magicians; in enchanted groves, in castles and elsewhere it lies in wait” (p. 152-153).  
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Sally describes her home in these magical terms.  [My brother] is five years older than 

me.  He was a great brother, great, fantastic brother.  Always played with me.  We had 

wonderful times. We lived in the mountains, miles away from anybody else.  So, to have a 

brother that’s five years older..and will still get out and cross-country ski with you. And 

play basketball with you and play Monopoly with you...he was a great older brother.  So, 

I, I looked up to him.  We both swam, competitively swam.  So, I, he was great so I 

wanted to be great.  He was liked so I wanted to be liked.  He taught me not to be afraid 

of getting muddy and dirty.  He was my role model.  All growing up.  He did well in 

school, he did well in swimming, he did well in relationships.  So he was a good role 

model for me.  Although she names him a “good role model,” her brother also becomes a 

“good magician” who casts a spell of fun times over a space that could have been lonely.  

His magic opens spaces for her that her gender might have foreclosed; he taught her “not 

to be afraid of getting muddy and dirty.” Additionally, the isolated mountain home 

becomes the “enchanted grove” where further adventures, such as cross-country skiing, 

“lie in wait.” And, by embedding the story of the dragon-slaying princess within her story 

of her childhood self, Sally provides herself a way to turn the conventionally masculine 

chivalric romance on its head and, thereby, open up the fairy-tale to possibilities the 

typical stories preclude; her “princess” transgresses traditional gender boundaries and 

“does indeed kill the dragon.” Sally casts herself as Penelope, the Hovelsrud princess, 

rather than Aurora, the more passive princess also known as Sleeping Beauty.  In so 

doing, she names herself an androgynous princess, one who appreciates the beautiful 

dress-up clothes as well as the bold actions of the dragon-slayer.   

 Bakhtin (1981) calls such seemingly contradictory mergings “hybridizations” (p. 

165). He explained that hybridization is “a mixture of two social languages within the 

limits of a single utterance, an encounter, within the arena of an utterance, between two 
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different linguistic consciousnesses, separated from one another by an epoch, by social 

differentiation or by some other factor” (p. 358).  He furthers his explanation by 

emphasizing that “the important activity [in a hybrid] is not only...the mixing of linguistic 

forms--the markers of two languages and styles--as it is the collision between differing 

points of view on the world that are embedded in these forms” (p. 360).  Each hybrid, 

then, becomes a point of dialogic contact between worldviews.  Personally, I first 

encountered this androgynous, hybridized hero in the mid-1950s when I unearthed, from 

the back of a closet, a dusty box of 1930s editions of the Nancy Drew mysteries.  The 

title character’s understandings of family and of appropriate female vocations “collided” 

with the mid-1950s view in which I lived yet felt a foreigner.  The position, exemplified 

for me in that girl-detective, has moved and morphed into other genres, notably the action 

adventure.  Santaularia i Capdevila (2003), however, argues that the action adventure 

genre remains a stronghold for patriarchal values.  Basing her discussions on the 1980s 

Indiana Jones films and the earlier Alan Quartermain character in the 1950s film King 

Solomon’s Mines, as well as early 20th century novels, she summarizes a typical plot:   

...these narratives featured an adult, entrepreneurial adventurer constructed to 

promote an ideal of masculinity as forceful, hyper-competitive, risk-taking, 

unemotional and impervious to pain and danger.  These adventure stories, 

furthermore, contributed to consolidating patriarchal gender-role differentiation 

through the advancement of an idea of femininity as meek, submissive and 

emotional...Adventure, therefore, was and remains a “male” genre, and 

subsequent social and cultural developments have done little to challenge its 

patriarchal and masculinist ideology. (p. 216) 

She says further that  

...feminism has not managed to alter its policies.  The genre, still 
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nowadays, furnishes its readers and audiences with the pleasures derived 

from watching a larger-than-life hero triumphantly overcoming obstacles 

and dangers in wild, uncivilized landscapes.  The genre’s main aim is still 

to eulogise the masculine body and the white male supremacist policies 

this body epitomises.  Females, meanwhile, exist mainly to set off the 

hero’s qualities and skills.  If allowed to go solo, women never manage to 

appear as anything but exceptions to a rather pathetic-looking feminine 

“norm.” (p. 226) 

For her, the action adventure story remains masculine, and any feminine version is 

merely an aberration.  While her analysis has much merit, firmly positioned within 

liberation discourses such as critical theory, it does not allow for the development of 

hybrids.  Her argument precludes dialogue between worldviews.  She seems to require a 

radical revolution of the genre, rather than a gradual evolution into a “new” genre.   

 Incarnations of the female action hero in modern media, more recent than those 

adventures cited by Santaularia i Capdevila (2003),  include the Lara Croft: Tomb Raider 

stories, originally produced as video games but made more widely available in films, and 

the Demi Moore character in the film G.I. Jane.  Although females are the title characters 

in these stories, they are required by the stories’ cultures, the traditions within the genre, 

to act as males if their actions are to be seen as heroic.  They seem to lack a language of 

their own with which to establish a dialogue, a way to “talk back” to the masculine 

chivalric genre and open a space within it for a female hero.  One reviewer of a Lara 

Croft film notes that the main character “rarely speaks and instead expresses character by 

graceful and intelligent movement through spectacular spaces” (Poole, 2001; p. 46).  The 

title character in G. I. Jane is not accepted into the group of Navy Seals-in-training until 

after she engages in a brutal, bloody fight with the Master Chief and, when it seems she 
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has been defeated, appropriates the masculine taunt, “Suck my dick!”  Without  language 

of their own, these female adventurers have only masculine words and radical physical 

actions with which to express themselves.  But, perhaps female adventure stories have 

not yet developed sufficiently for the protagonists to have language of their own; if so, 

they (and their authors) can currently choose only between relative silence or mimicking 

men’s speech.  Luce Irigaray (2002) muses, “what if, for women, the dichotomous 

oppositions [between traditional male and traditional female positions] did not make 

sense the way they do for men, unless they radically submit to the phallic male world, 

leaving themselves mute, or reducing themselves to mimeticism” (p. 231).  Sally’s 

laughter can be understood as one way to initiate a new language, a way to avoid the 

binary oppositions that would enclose her in either the speech of men or the silence of 

women.  In this manner, she avoids Apollo’s kiss; through laughter, she holds her own 

position as speaker.  She can name herself “the princess” and “the dragon-slayer” 

simultaneously, and playfully laugh at what seems incongruous.  As she laughs with this 

simultaneity, she seems to enter what Bakhtin (1981) calls a “subjective playing with 

time” (p. 155) which he finds characteristic of the chivalric romance. 

 In addition, Sally prefers to view her life in-the-world outside of what she 

considers artificial categories of gender.  Why does being a woman have to make you 

different than being human?  Why does my view of the world and why does my relation to 

the world necessarily have to be different because I am female?  I don’t agree with that.  

I, I interact with the world and I want the world to interact with me because I am me.  

You ask, “What does it mean to be female?” and I’ve never thought of myself like that.  I 

am ME; I’m not...Yes, I am female but that’s just, that’s biology. That’s chromosomal.  

That’s the part I’ve been given; it isn’t me.  She sees femaleness as biological, perhaps 

even as accidental since it has been “given” to her and is not “me.” Her “me” seems more 
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constructed or chosen than “given.” She certainly has not chosen her sex as she has 

constructed her multiple senses of herself.  She would like to do away with gender 

categories because they interfere with her ability to function as she believes she must.   

At one point in our conversations, she had a difficult time saying “I don’t want kids,” 

nearly swallowing the words.  I’m afraid of other people’s reactions to [my decision].  

[She makes shuddering sounds.] No, I don’t [want children].  This makes me shudder.  I 

love children.  I love them in my classroom in my structured environment.  When they are 

doing what I want them to do.  But I really...I am way too selfish to be a mother.  And...I 

don’t want to give up the relationship that I have with my husband.  So...mostly I swallow 

my words because my sister-in-law, my friends, they are all moms, they’re in the Mom 

Club.  And...it really is difficult for a woman in her early thirties to tell somebody, I don’t 

want children.  Because you’re...you’re, in our age group, you’re looked at...as That’s 

Wrong.  All women should have children.  If you don’t want children, you don’t stop 

being a woman, but you’re definitely not in the Mom Club.  You quit getting phone calls 

and you quit, yeah, so I, it’s a....” She cannot finish the sentence; she does not have 

language with which to name adult female life without motherhood.  She tries to 

manufacture a category--the Mom Club--for that community of women from which she 

has chosen to be exempt.  She may name it a “club” because she feels that she also knows 

that she has been excluded from these women’s company even as she chooses not to 

conform to their rule that “all women should have children.” She pays a price for 

stepping outside of cultural expectations; she no longer receives phone calls from friends 

and is no longer included in other, nameless activities--nameless, perhaps, because they 

are so numerous.   

 Sally removes herself further from what she sees as the usual behaviors of 

women.  I’m not a big fan of women.  I don’t have many women friends. I really don’t.  I 
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don’t like girls. They’re petty [said with mild distaste].  I guess I...you could call me a 

tomboy.  I just, I spent so much time with my older brother and with his friends that 

perhaps my view of the world isn’t the same as other women’s view of the world.  When I 

was little, I had one good, close-close, best friend, a girl.  Um, in high school I had a 

best, best, best friend.  But I don’t need Girls Night Out.  I never really have identified 

with other women.  I don’t need to call up a girlfriend and, you know, talk for hours on 

the phone.  I just, I don’t put bows in my hair, I don’t...spend hours putting make-up on, 

I’m not really concerned with the latest fashions.  Um, I don’t read Cosmopolitan.  None 

of it interests me.  I’m much more interested in...I like to travel, I love and, and women 

can love to travel but...I can’t imagine going with my sister-in-law.  I couldn’t travel with 

her because she spends an hour and a half getting her hair just right.  It drives me nuts. 

Who cares what your hair looks like?  Let’s go out and see and do and experience.  I’m 

not caught up with...superficial, appearance things as some women can be.  I don’t need 

“girly things.” I hate to cook. All women love to cook, but I just don’t.  Sally names 

herself a “tomboy” and aligns herself with her brother and his friends.  She distances 

herself from the surface actions of “girls”-- fashions, hair-dos, make-up, telephone 

conversations, Cosmopolitan articles-- which occur in interior spaces, preferring instead 

to “go out and see and do and experience.”  She seems to respond to caricatures and 

stereotypes of girls and women, placing females in one category-- “all women love to 

cook”-- while positioning herself outside that category--”but I just don’t.”  Her story 

indicates she has had only limited experience with other females since she claims only 

two girls as “best friends” during her childhood and adolescence.  As she mentions these 

girls, she emphasizes the closeness, the degree of intimacy, in the relationship.  I can only 

assume that Sally saw in these girls a reflection of something she considered important in 

herself.  
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 When I asked Sally about her mother and her mother’s family, Sally indicated 

another gap in her knowledge and experience.  Whew, ew,ew,ew,ew.  I don’t know any of 

‘em.  I know bits and pieces.  I met my, her mother...when I was young.  Her father I 

never met.  I believe he died before I was born.  There are a billion and one issues there 

that she will never let me know about.  I know she has brothers.  I know one of her 

brothers was killed when she was fourteen.  Um...I’ve never met any of my cousins.  

Never met my aunts and uncles on her side. She completely pulled away.  I think it was 

her decision, not their decision, to just pull away from the family, completely, just disown 

herself from the family.  I was probably in college.  It was the summer that I spent out [on 

the West Coast] with my aunt and uncle.  Um...months later, months later, my mother 

said, “Oh yeah, by the way, Grandma died.”  Her mother.  So can’t tell you anything 

about that side of the family.  Don’t know anything about them. Sally’s vocalizations of 

“ew, ew, ew, ew” with which she introduced this story suggest that she recognizes the 

gap between her experience and that of most other people. This story also seems 

significant in at least two ways.  Sally’s lack of knowledge about and interaction with her 

mother’s family seems to have cut her off from a deeper story of women’s lives.  

Simultaneously, Sally’s mother seems to have re-invented herself outside of her family’s 

realities.  Sally says, “She completely pulled away.” Sally’s mother, thereby, models for 

Sally a position wherein a woman can seemingly originate with herself.  If Sally’s mother 

could re-create herself, Sally seems to understand she also has such power.  Unlike the 

other three women in this study, Sally is not bound by generations of traditions or  long 

histories of expectations.  

 Although Sally has no “female” genealogy, she does tell of a robust “masculine” 

lineage, one with which she strongly identifies.   My big brother.  Um, his name is “the 

Fourth.” Dad was “the Third,” um...Granddad was “the Second.”  I never knew my 
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grandfather; he died when I was really, really young.  So I never knew my grandfather 

but I have this sense from my father that...he was very, um, he wanted good things for his 

sons.  So, my father was very driven, probably from his father, very driven to be 

successful and to do the best that he could.  My dad was the oldest of two boys.  My dad 

went to school, became a geologist, got a Master’s in oceanography, went on to work for 

[a prestigious oil company], very well-respected.  One of my first dates in college was 

actually with a petroleum engineering student who had read about my father.  They had 

studied him.  That was weird to find out on a first date.  So, Dad always, always pushed 

himself.  The family was successful, and so, of course, that comes to my brother and me 

and my cousins.  My brother was unbelievably intelligent, just has that uncanny sense of 

being able to see things that nobody else can see.  But, when he went away to college, I 

think he started wanting to become his own person instead of doing exactly what Daddy 

has always want him to. When he went away to college, that was a real loss in my life.  

Because he had always been who I could model myself after.  And now it was all up to 

me. While the distaff side of her genealogy is missing, she has sufficient history from her 

father’s family to give her a sense of who she is and what she is to be. Yet, when her 

brother “goes away,” she realizes “it was all up to me.” This phrase can suggest two 

understandings: Sally realized she would have to be her own “model,” and she might 

have to take up the position in the masculine line that her brother was abandoning. 

Although her brother may have tried to “become his own person” when he left home for 

college, she found her father’s story already ahead of her in her own college experience; 

one of the first young men she dated in college had “read about” and “studied” her father.  

Her father becomes nearly mythic in this story, a kind of super-presence that spills over 

into spaces that Sally might have claimed as her own. 

 Although Sally has elected not to conform to many of the cultural expectations for 
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females, she has an established set of guidelines for her life.  These rules, many of which 

have been passed on to her from her father and his predecessors, form a sort of code, 

rather like the code of chivalry so prevalent in stories of knights and other warriors.  

Bakhtin (1981) describes the basic plot of chivalric romances, saying,  “A testing of the 

identity of heroes--basically their fidelity in love and their faithfulness to the demands of 

the chivalric code--plays the...organizing role” (p. 151). Sally provides the first glimpse 

into the existence and content of her code with the opening words of her life story.  I 

don’t really know how I landed in teaching.  But I do know, after the eight years that I 

have been teaching, that it’s where I’m supposed to be.  I, I will, I will retire a classroom 

teacher.  I have no desire to go anywhere else.  I’d be good at other things.  But I’m 

really good at teaching.  And that’s so, I guess, cocky, but you gotta be.  It’s part of why 

you’re good, it’s ‘cause you know you are.  This passage presents two elements of her 

code: a strong sense of confidence and a belief in destiny.  However, as she speaks of and 

with confidence, she borrows from a masculine language; she says “that’s so, I guess, 

cocky.”   The colloquialism “cocky” comes from the image of a crowing rooster or from 

a (usually vulgar) reference to a penis.  Sally seems unsure of both the word and her 

expression of confidence. She prefaces the word “cocky” with the phrase “I guess.” She 

then immediately defends her position, saying “you gotta be” and “it’s part of why you’re 

good.” She also changes from an “I” point of view to a “you,” which tends to normalize 

her position and, perhaps, her language.  Nevertheless, she has had to borrow from a 

“masculine” language to express her belief in the necessity of confidence.  The evidence 

of her belief in destiny is present in the phrases “where I’m supposed to be” and “I will 

retire a classroom teacher.” She feels she has found her career space.  She is so sure of 

her choice that she foretells he own future, announcing with conviction that she “will 

retire” as a teacher.  Such certainty seems born from a feeling that she now “knows” her 
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professional fate.  Later in her narrative, she expands on this notion of destiny or fate.  I 

think that there are...yes, we have free will.  And we can choose what we want to do.  But 

I think...that there are places and there are people that you are fated, no matter what 

your choices were, I think that there, somehow, someway, you are fated to meet or be or 

do these things.  The universe has organization.  Who organized it is the question.  The 

human endeavor is to...understand, is to...discover and understand the plan.  And I don’t 

think we ever will.  No.  Well, if we do then we are no longer human.  Then we’ve gone, 

but I don’t think that humans, we’re faulty.  We, our brains may not ever be able to 

understand all the pieces and parts.  But we do get smarter, we do understand more, we 

observe more.  Her belief in destiny, fate, or some universal plan helps to rename 

unexpected events, to normalize the miraculous “suddenly” of adventure time.  With the 

concept of fate, Sally again subjectively plays with time.   

 Interestingly, although I did not interrupt Sally as she explained her belief in some 

large plan, she spoke as if she were in dialogue; for example, she says, “I don’t think we 

ever will.  No. Well, if we do....” This dialogic quality suggests a strange kind of double-

voicing, as if some unseen, unheard presence had questioned her pronouncements about 

fully comprehending the plan.  She seems to know that her explanation is only one 

among many.  She seems to have internalized a conversation with other positions so that 

she avoids a stance that authoritatively imposes her views on others.  

 Her understanding of “the human endeavor” reminds me of the knights’ 

experiences in their quest for the Holy Grail, as presented by Tennyson in Idylls of the 

King.  In this Victorian version of the medieval tale, King Arthur is away from Camelot, 

vanquishing bandits and avenging a maiden whose honor they had sullied. During his 

absence several of Arthur’s knights hear a story of the Grail’s miraculous return to earth 

from obscurity.  They then witness a vision of the holy relic gliding toward them on a 
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beam of light.  Several knights vow to search for the Grail, to try to bring it and its 

spiritual healing power back to Camelot. Upon their empty-handed return, they relate 

their adventures to Arthur who has asked them whether they thought their quest was 

wise.  After all, they had abandoned their duties at Camelot to pursue an elusive illusion.  

Gawain admits he became enthralled by sensual pleasures and, like Odysseus on 

Calypso’s Isle, he gave up the quest to frolic with beautiful women in well-stocked 

pavilions.  Bors tells how he was deterred by his battles with barbarians; he was captured, 

imprisoned, and ultimately freed by a woman in the barbarian encampment who was 

actually a Camelot ally and spy.  Percivale abandons his quest to embrace service to the 

Church.  Lancelot, the champion among knights, also tells Arthur of his experiences--his 

journey across vast wastelands; his happening upon a small boat that carried him across 

enormous, stormy seas and deposited him on a rocky shore at the foot of a huge stone 

castle; his facing the lions at the castle’s portal and his hearing a mysterious voice 

cautioning him against doubting his ability to move past them.  Lancelot tells how he 

passed the lions unscathed and proceeded into the castle which was empty of all 

accoutrements; how he then heard a sweet voice coming from high in the castle towers; 

how he climbed a thousand steps toward that voice, only to encounter a door behind 

which seemed to radiate a glorious light.  Lancelot relates how he forced his way through 

the door only to be met with a horrible fire and wind that blasted him back, leaving him 

burned and temporarily blinded.  He ends his story by swearing that, through the fire, he 

caught a glimpse, a moment’s vision, of the Grail, shrouded by crimson samite and 

surrounded by an entourage of other-worldly beings.  His humanness, especially his too-

earthly love for his queen, prevented him from fully experiencing the wonder of the 

Grail, and he admits the quest was not for him.  As Sally said, we humans “are faulty.” 

Of all of Arthur’s knights who went on quest, only Galahad, the pure knight, found the 
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Grail.  And, when he did, he was immediately taken up to Heaven, no longer fit for life 

on earth.  As Sally said about humans who might fully understand the mysteries, “Then 

we’re gone.” Tennyson’s poetic parable presents a kind of catalogue, even a taxonomy, 

of human imperfections that keep us from being able, in Sally’s words, “to understand all 

the pieces and parts.” Nevertheless, Sally’s code tells her that we must push forward 

because “we do get smarter, we do understand more, we observe more.” Lancelot’s 

experience with the voice that cautions him against doubt when facing the lions also 

seems to parallel Sally’s insistence that “you’ve gotta be” confident because that’s part of 

“why you’re good.” However, the knights can converse with their king about these ideas 

while Sally, whose community of the like-minded (although not necessarily same-

opinioned) is limited.  She discusses the advisability of a questing stance only with 

herself. 

 Being “good” forms the basis for another component of Sally’s code.  You don’t 

choose something, you don’t go into an endeavor unless you’re willing to finish it and 

finish it well.  And that was, that was taught to us--I don’t know how that was taught to 

us, but it was just part of my brother and me.  We will not be something unless we can do 

it well.  Which can be damaging ‘cause it can make you unwilling to try new stuff.  

‘Cause you look at it and go, Okay, I’m not gonna be any good at that so I’m not even 

gonna start it.  So...as an adult, I’ve started saying, Yeah, you know, because if you’re the 

best at it or not, if you’re gonna enjoy it, do it.  So that, that I’ve learned in the last ten 

years--it’s okay if you’re not the best.  Sally’s presentation of this piece of her code, this 

“Be the Best” epigram emblazoned on her shield, is not a portion with which she is 

completely comfortable.  Her story shows her attempts to rewrite this tenet, to make it 

hers rather than something “that was taught to us.” Her adult revision seems a way to 

“talk back” to the authorities who “taught” her the original tenet.  Nevertheless, the 
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principle has informed many decisions she has made. Even as she disagrees with school 

authorities who named her “gifted,” she refuses to risk her “Be the Best” subject position.   

I don’t consider myself gifted.  At all.  I...can see how, when you’re testing for giftedness, 

if you’re looking at grades and things like that, I can see how somebody would say, Yes, 

she is.  But I don’t consider myself gifted.  I just..I like to do well.  And so I did well in 

school. I always loved science and math and so I took as much science and math as I 

possibly could.  I took the honors classes when I possibly could.  I knew I was going to 

college, there was no doubt that I would go to college.  So I took the AP English, that was 

the only AP course, well, AP calculus was offered, but I didn’t take it because I was 

starting to waffle a little on the abstract math.  So I started seeing a weakness in my 

armor and so I decided, you know, I think I’ll stick with regular ole calculus.  Not like 

that’s easy.  Sally’s code led her to “do well,” to “take honors class,” and to decide 

against taking AP calculus.  I think it is significant that she stories her decision about AP 

calculus as the result of her discovery of “a weakness in my armor.” Unlike Arthur’s Sir 

Bors, Sally will not accept a challenge she feels poorly-outfitted to win.  Her language 

also seems to emphasize the warrior knight as over-arching metaphor for her perception 

of her position in life.  I think her code also works to keep her from accepting a position 

as “gifted,” although she had been identified as such by her school administrators.  For 

her, giftedness explains away her accomplishments without crediting her own efforts.  

“Giftedness” becomes like her biological understanding of “femaleness” --a characteristic 

from genetics rather than from choice and her own actions. 

 Her “Be the Best” principle also led her to change her mind about two potential 

career paths.  She had already considered and rejected schooling at the U.S. Naval 

Academy and a career as a military lawyer because those would be “a little too structured 

and rigid for me.” She reassessed her desires.  So I sat down and thought about well, okay 
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what had I always really been interested in?  And I knew that I had always been 

interested in science.  I was good, good with quotation marks, at science.  But I really, 

really loved...Egypt.  I had a high school teacher who taught the mythology class.  And 

she told me about the Ramses exhibit that was going around the United States.  She said 

they needed volunteers.  “So you should go down and volunteer.” So, in order to do that, 

you had to take a college class in Egyptian history and then you had to be selected to be 

a volunteer.  The museum was setting it up so that, as the patrons walked in, they were 

transported back into ancient Egypt.  The volunteers were to be dressed up as ancient 

Egyptians and we were guiding them through and...so you kind of had to act out, and you 

had to know your history but you also had to be able to pretend you were from ancient 

Egypt.  Sally enjoyed her experience with ancient Egypt so much that she decided to 

become a marine archaeologist.  I was gonna dive down to the depths of the Nile and I 

was gonna become this wonderful Egyptologist.  Interestingly, her fantasy future predates 

yet closely resembles a scene from one of the Lara Croft films.  Despite her love for 

archaeology, however, she discarded this as a career.  I think I decided that I liked 

archaeology as a hobby rather than as a profession because of the experiences I had in 

my archaeology and anthropology classes as a freshman in college.  My interest was in 

the Egyptian civilizations and I was taking classes in North American anthropology, and 

art history beginning with the Roman Empire.  I really wasn’t inspired to study because 

the information wasn’t where my interest was.  Therefore, I didn’t do very well in those 

classes.  I knew that I had always been successful in science and I was also taking some 

preliminary chemistry classes.  I enjoyed the material much more; therefore, I was more 

willing to study and, indeed, I performed at a higher level.  At the end of my freshman 

year, I changed from Liberal Arts to Natural Sciences simply because I felt more “at 

home” in the science classes than I did in the liberal arts classes.  Later in college I did 
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take some more (upper division) anthropology and classics courses which I did very well 

in.  I think I enjoyed these classes and did well in them because they were directed more 

toward my interests.  One was a course in African prehistory which gave me the history 

of civilization in Africa before Egypt, which I found fascinating.  This class also gave me 

an excellent background in human evolution from an anthropological viewpoint rather 

than from the biological one that I had learned in other science courses.  Additionally, I 

took a mythology course which looked at a variety of myths from a variety of cultures.  In 

my opinion, myths are just a way for humans to explain the unexplainable.  They serve 

the same purpose that science in today’s society does.  Myth and science both try to 

answer “why.” When she moved archaeology from career to hobby, she was able to 

focus on only those parts of the discourse that actually interested her, rather than on 

aspects of all ancient cultures.  She was also then not as driven to perform at exceptional 

levels, even though she found that she could do quite well.  In addition, by downgrading 

her interest in archaeology from career to hobby, she was able to consider some basic 

questions, such as evolution, from multiple points of view, broadening and deepening the 

understanding she had formed within only the discourse of science. 

 Her belief in “Be the Best,” that legacy from her patriarchal line, also led her to 

consider and discard a career in medicine.  Ahhh...medical school.  I think that if I tried to 

become a doctor now, I would have no problem doing so.  I am confident that I have the 

knowledge and the ability.  When I was twenty years old, I was not so confident.  

Typically, grades in the science courses that I took were given to show how you were 

performing in relation to the other students in the class [as opposed to how well she had 

grasped the knowledge itself].  I was merely average, maybe high average.  I knew most 

of the people in the same courses as I were planning on going to medical school.  I knew 

my parents would be happy and proud if I chose to follow that path.  I worked as an 
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unpaid research intern with a plastic surgery department in Seattle during the summer 

before my senior year in college.  It was a good opportunity for me to see if I wanted to 

put my heart and soul into becoming a doctor because I thought I would be fighting an 

uphill intelligence battle.  I found that I liked the people that I met and worked with, but I 

just didn’t find the PASSION for medicine.  The amount of work I thought that I would 

have to put in did not balance the amount of enjoyment I would receive in the end.  I think 

that summer showed me that no matter what profession I chose, I would need to be 

excited about what I did from day to day.  Again, she chose a position that would allow 

her to maintain a sense of self consistent with her “Be the Best” creed.  She chose not to 

pursue a career that endangered her sense of herself as intelligent, one that would require 

her “heart and soul” in addition to her good mind.  As she realized a need to protect her 

spiritual self, she also discovered that “passion” and “enjoyment” were at least as 

important to her as any exemplary academic or professional performance.  She came to 

understand her own need to “be excited about what I did from day to day,” not just in 

some imperious competition for grades or for slots in prestigious medical schools and 

practices.  She began to redefine “success” for herself, to rewrite the script she had 

inherited. 

 Sally found her passion when she serendipitously found her way into the science 

education program as she applied to graduate schools.  Her unique form of exuberant and 

irreverent laughter--visible in the headless sentences--bubbles up frequently in the 

following story.  When I was in college, I liked that I got to study chemistry and physics 

and biology and botany.  I didn’t have to focus on one thing. When you’re sitting in the 

lab [where she worked as a research assistant after college], you are focused.  We were 

trying to come up with a diagnostic kit for breast cancer.  So...draw your blood, run it 

through this half-hour test, and we would know if you had a predisposition for breast 
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cancer.  But we were focused on a very specific gene.  And that was just way too limiting 

for me.  I just...it was so small in this huge world and I liked knowing about the huge 

world.  Plus I like to talk.  And, ya know, when you’re working in the lab, everybody has 

their little specific thing that they’re working on, and there’s not a whole lot of 

interaction for eight hours a day.  So it just wasn’t quite me.  So I sat back down and re-

evaluated and said, Okay, where am I going and what should I do?  And decided that I 

should apply for some graduate programs ‘cause, ya know, learning more is always 

good.  I had a friend who did work at the lab with me.  She was interested in becoming a 

science teacher.  And she and I were good friends and got along great.  And so she was 

applying to the science education program at the university.  So, on a whim and on her 

suggestion, said, Hey, might as well try it.  So I applied to that as well as some genetic 

counseling programs.  And, at that time, hmmm, my father, who had always wanted me to 

go to medical school.  So, Dad was disappointed that I didn’t want to go to medical 

school.  So, when I was applying for graduate programs in genetic counseling, he kept 

trying to tell me, “Well, you don’t just want to be the counselor, you want to be the PhD.  

You want to be the researcher.” And I kept trying to tell my dad, No, I don’t like 

research.  I’ve tried it.  It’s not what I want to do.  I want to be involved with people.  I 

want to interact with people.  So, I applied to, I think, three genetic counseling programs.  

And the one science ed, just kind of on the whim of my friend.  So, uh, didn’t get into any 

of the genetic counseling programs at all, Sorry, you’re denied, we don’t want you.  That 

was tough ‘cause never been denied a job, never been denied...I mean I truly had never, 

ever, ever been denied before.  And that was, three different schools came back and said, 

Sorry, we don’t want you.  But was accepted to the science education program.  So, I 

figured, ya know, somebody’s trying to tell me something.  So, I went into the science 

education program and just blossomed.  Just found my calling, found where I’m 
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supposed to be, enjoyed the teachers , learned a ton...Your classroom is what you make it 

every single day and I just, I love it, love it, love it, love it, love it.  And will not, will 

never ever leave it.  While there are many interpretations that can be made of this story, I 

choose to focus on this: Sally stories herself rejecting scripts that did not acknowledge 

her abilities and desires; she refuses to try to fit herself into positions authored by others.  

The positions she seems to consider but discard include scientific researcher, acquiescent 

daughter, and dejected applicant.  She narrates her choice to live a different story as 

coming from her self-knowledge, her close relationship with a female colleague, and her 

belief in destiny.  Her self-knowledge is evident in her conversations with herself: she 

“sits down and re-evaluates.” She juxtaposes exploring “the huge world” to the “small” 

space on which she was required to focus as a researcher and acknowledges she prefers 

the large world to the small.  She dislikes the lack of “interaction” and conversation in a 

laboratory setting because “I like to talk.” When she discusses with her father her 

decision to leave laboratory work, she cites her own nature, experiences, and desires as 

reasons for pursuing a path other than the ones he has outlined for her.  She also has a 

companion, a “good friend,” with whom to embark on a new adventure.  And, perhaps 

most importantly, she stays open to possibilities, rewriting the rejections to the genetic 

counseling programs as fated, as “somebody’s trying to tell me something.” She tells how 

her decision has proven fruitful, saying “I just blossomed.” She “found [her] calling,” and 

“learned a ton,” indicating that she had located a profession that addressed her spiritual 

and intellectual needs and that allowed her to be excited and passionate about her work 

on a “day-to-day” basis. 

 Departing from the official scripts written for her by her father has led to some 

tensions between father and daughter.  He has demonstrated his disappointment with her 

decision in several ways.  It’s just the small, little one-liners that come out, like, “Well, 
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after you go and teach for a while, you can become an administrator.”  Always, there’s 

always one step further that I could go.  And, “Oh, it will be good for you to take 

graduate-level science courses. You’ll have fun in those.”  Always just...he, in my 

opinion, he sees it as you should continually try to make yourself better.  Which is fine. 

Education is life-long.  You should continually be learning.  But...he...he himself wouldn’t 

be satisfied with...being an underling. And I think he perceives teachers as underlings.  

And, “You could be an administrator.”  And then, if I were to become---don’t have any 

desire to--but if I were to become, say, an assistant principal or a principal, then it would 

become, “Well, have you ever thought about becoming a superintendent?”  There’s 

always one step higher to go in his mind.  So, when I went to get my Master’s degree, he 

was happy but...just an occasional, “Oh, so that will help when you want to become...”  

And maybe I don’t want “to become.” She stories her father’s comments as if they were 

constant nudges. She alternates his sentences urging her toward further and more 

powerful positions with her own statements that interpret and comment on his advice.  

This stylistic move mimics his push and her resistance.  The story resembles a fencing 

match with its verbal thrusts and parries.  She moves her desires beyond the reach of his 

pointed language.  She says he views teachers as “underlings,” a position with which “he 

himself would not be satisfied.” She doesn’t argue against his opinion; she merely offers 

her own position as different from his desire that she continue “to become” something 

else.  The word “underlings” suggests powerless beings--nameless, faceless creatures 

overshadowed by powerful others.  The word acts to remove the soul or spirit from 

people so named.  She denies its power by substituting her own spirited--even obstinate--

refusal to let him name her at all. 

 He reinforces his “one-liner” guerrilla tactics, however, when he withdraws his 

financial support for her continued education unless she conforms to his directives.  
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Um...a covert kind of thing, and I’ve never really quite gotten over this, was when I was 

deciding--and I don’t, I need to just get over it and move on--but when I was deciding 

what I wanted to be and what my next goal in life should be, [my parents] pretty much 

expressed that they would pay for me to go to medical school.  “Sure, we’ll pay for you.  

If you want to go to medical school, we will support you all the way through medical 

school.”  And yet, for me to get my master’s degree in science education, they did not pay 

for.  Yeah, that’s me on student loans and...I’m, twenty days from now, it’s paid off!  But 

just that subtle, little, when I thought that I wanted to go to medical school, “Sure, we’ll 

pay for it.”  But when I came back and said I want to do this, it was, “Oh, well, why don’t 

you get a student loan for that?”  What is that?  That’s pretty loud.  She still struggles 

with her parents’ lack of support although she is proud of herself for having been able to 

rely on her own resources.  Her father’s having withdrawn his financial support when she 

chose a direction that differed from his prescription is “loud,” as if he shouted his 

disapproval.  In some ways her story resembles the section in Tennyson’s poem in which 

the knights must answer to their king’s disapproval.  However, whereas they had failed in 

their quests, she has been successful in hers.  She has shown her father’s king-like 

disapproval to be unwarranted and has demonstrated to herself that her own counsel is 

wiser and more valid than his patriarchal guidance. 

 While she can speak her dismay with me, even though surrounded by her own 

admonitions to “get over it,” she feels unable to voice it to her father.  Her family’s rules 

of discourse do not permit such conversations.  It’s not a thing that I could ever bring up.  

Because that’s just not how our family operates.  We don’t discuss those kind 

of...emotional hurts.  “You emotionally hurt me by not supporting me financially.”  

Whereas their intent may have been, “Our child is becoming an adult and it will be very 

good for her to get this loan, get her degree all on her own.”  And maybe...maybe that’s 
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just their failure to understand who I am.  Versus their trying to say, “We don’t want you 

to be a teacher.”  You can read it both ways.  I choose to read it as they didn’t want to 

support me.  But, it may not have been.  So I’ll give them the benefit of the doubt.  And I 

think, now, they are very proud. They do see that I love my job, that I am good at it. So I 

think now that they’re happy with it. Although, every once in a while, “So, you’re still 

just gonna stay a teacher?”  Yes, still gonna stay a teacher.  Very happy with it.  Don’t 

want to change.  The taboo against discussing “emotional hurts” may explain why Sally’s 

mother has never provided stories of her own past.  However, the dialogic void adds 

tension to Sally’s life.  Because there is no real dialogue, she is left to supply any 

comments her parents might have made, any motives they might themselves have offered 

for their actions.  Their silence requires that she provide their side of a conversation even 

as she speaks her own.  This is a difficult position to maintain and her suppositions 

include “their failure to understand who I am.” Facing the possibility that, for them, she is 

invisible, she laughs as she answers their continued prodding.  After all, she seems to 

suggest, what difference does violating rules of decorum make if they don’t see her as she 

sees herself?  Like some ancient ninja warrior, she engages the battle from the shadows; 

she takes her “I” out of the conflict and reports her responses in subject-less sentences. 

She thereby protects her subject position from their efforts to make her an object of their 

narrative power. 

 Because she had suggested her parents might think she “is becoming an adult” as 

one reason for their refusing to help her financially, I asked if she thought her parents 

indeed saw her as an adult.  They are beginning to.  And the eight years that [my 

husband] and I have been together as a couple and visiting my parents or having them 

visit us, uh, eight years ago, [my husband] would say to me, “Boy, your parents still think 

you’re seventeen.  They still treat you like you’re seventeen.”  And just recently, when we 
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were home for Thanksgiving, I made the comment that they’re starting to treat me like 

I’ve graduated from college.  [Laughs]  So, ya know, they’re about ten years behind 

where I am. While we were visiting my parents, [my husband and I] went to dinner with 

his cousin.  And I just remember Mom’s, “Okay, if you guys are gonna stumble in at two 

o’clock in the morning, here’s your key.”  And...okay, maybe I would have done that 

when I was twenty-one and just graduated from college, but ten o’clock at night, I’m 

ready to go to bed!  [Laughs]  So she was so amazed that we were coming in at a 

reasonable hour.  We’re not twenty-two anymore!  There’s a difference. So, yeah, while 

eight years ago they were still treating me like I was in high school, at least now they’ve 

started to realize I am a professional and I own my own home and I am an adult.  In 

keeping with her understanding of what her parents believe defines “adult,” she stories 

herself as married, a professional, and a homeowner.  She tells of her mother’s 

“amazement” when she and her husband returned at “a reasonable hour” and answers this 

surprise with her comments--perhaps made to her mother, but certainly made to me--that 

she has grown older, that there is a difference between where she is and where they 

perceive her as being in time.  Although she could have become petulant, she chooses an 

alternative response; she punctuates her story with laughter at the inconsistencies 

between their perceptions and her own.  Again, her laughter deflects any sting she might 

feel at being misunderstood--even unseen--by her parents. 

 The confidence which allows her laughter has been hard won.  She tells of having 

gained it,  in part, from realizing that her “Be the Best” creed has had some toxic 

consequences and, in part, by coming to a place where she could admit her mistakes.  I 

think the insecurity [I felt when I was younger] comes from just that desire to be the best.  

And, I still have a tough time.  If there’s something new for me, I have a tough time 

because, okay, I’m gonna be bad at it for a while, and I don’t like being bad.  So, I will 
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shy away from...I have to force myself to go and do new things that I know are going to 

be challenging for me.  I think the insecurity just came from being younger and not 

realizing that you can’t be good at everything.  I was very, very...I felt...driven by my 

parents.  They wanted me to succeed and to do well.  And, if I didn’t succeed or do well, 

then I felt like I had disappointed them.  And so I think any kind of personal insecurity 

came from that. That “I don’t want to disappoint.” As you grow older and more mature, 

you realize that it’s only yourself you need to be comfortable with.  If you’re okay doing 

this at this level, then who cares what other people think.  She may have observed  her 

parents’ disappointment with their response to her brother’s decision not to finish college.  

As she speaks of the tensions within the family, she tells of her brother’s distancing 

himself from the family.  My brother pretty much stays away from that; we see him once 

a year. I think it’s taken him longer to come to terms with...the expectations that my 

father always had for him.  And he’s, he’s, my brother is getting better at saying, um... 

“This is who I am and you either accept me or you don’t.”  Um...I would say that my 

father was disappointed, greatly, that my brother dropped out of school. Um..but I think 

part of that is my brother being...I, just because you want it doesn’t mean that I need it.  

Any difficulties I have with my parents about their beliefs and how they live their lives, I 

choose not to make that an issue between us.  I choose to have a relationship with them 

and to go and visit them and enjoy being with them for who they are and I don’t 

necessarily have to be in an argument with them.  Um, whereas I think my brother has a 

more difficult time in separating.  The I-can-enjoy-you-as-my-parents, uh, he can’t 

separate that from I-disagree-with-how-you-run-things.  Whatever the promptings, Sally 

has learned to replace her fear of “disappointing” her father with her belief in the efficacy 

of her own counsel:  “It’s only yourself you need to be comfortable with.” She realizes 

“you can’t be good at everything,” and, thereby, again rewrites the king’s command to 
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“Be the Best.” 

 She has learned to accept limitations, too, by admitting to having made mistakes. I 

don’t know what it was in my life, where that switch got flipped.  I really can’t identify 

that.  It just...I think it was after I graduated from college and I just saw that I wanted to 

be more of the adult than a lot of my friends were.  And to be more adult, you have to be 

confident in yourself.  I remember working at the lab.  One of the first times where I truly 

felt like, Well, okay, I have made it around the corner and I am becoming more of a good 

person.  I made a huge mistake.  I mean, giant, like could have cost the company, 

probably, thousands of dollars.  I mean just gargantuan mistake.  And I could of, ‘cause I 

was the only who knew about it, I could of just shut everything up and left it and walked 

away and “I don’t know how that happened.” And just pretended that I was dumb.  But I 

just, it was the first time in my life that I ever said, “That’s wrong.  You can’t. YOU 

cannot do that.  You need to go and step forward and say, I just made this giant screw-

up.  What can I do to help to fix it?”  And that...that experience, I remember walking 

away from just, I mean, just scared to death.  Oh my god, I’m gonna lose my 

job...but...you can’t let those kinds of things slide.  You have to be...you have to take...you 

have to...do what, you have to do what’s right, not what’s easy.  So that was, that was a 

big, I remember that.  I’ll always remember that as being a defining moment for me.  

Going, “Oh my god, I just really blew it!”  It was probably the biggest, most costly 

mistake I have ever made in my life.  She stories this episode as if she were the knight 

narrating her adventures to the court.  She emphasizes the importance of this experience 

by naming it “a defining moment.” Her mistake is “gargantuan,” and “a giant screw-up.” 

She stories it as a huge monster and facing it “scared [her] to death.”  She is like Gawain 

in the medieval romance Sir Gawain and the Green Knight.  Gawain agrees to exchange 

blows with a green, supernatural knight in answer to the knight’s challenge to the honor 
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of King Arthur and his Round Table knights.  Gawain swings an axe and severs the 

Green Knight’s head from his shoulders.  The magical knight picks up his head, tucks it 

under his huge arm, remounts his green horse, and addresses the court, reminding them 

all of Gawain’s vow to meet him in a year and a day to receive the Green Knight’s 

retaliatory hit.  Gawain cannot easily “kill” the insult to honor.  He must test his own 

courage and honor by exposing himself to the Green Knight’s power.  After having 

overcome many physical obstacles and moral challenges on his way to meet the knight, 

Gawain succumbs to his own human frailty.  Fearing his own death at the hands of the 

Green Knight, he accepts the gift of a protective girdle from the lady of the castle but lies 

to his host about having taken it.  This host is actually the mystical Green Knight in his 

human form.  He knows of Gawain’s lack of courage, yet does not kill him.  Instead, he 

nicks Gawain’s neck as a sign of Gawain’s vulnerability.  Gawain, full of shame for his 

weakness, decides to wear the lady’s green belt as a constant reminder of his disgrace.  

However, when he returns to court and relates his tale, the knights and ladies there take 

up the green baldric, too, showing Gawain that all are susceptible to lapses of courage.  

Sally’s story of her “gargantuan mistake” echoes Gawain’s tale.  However, she rewrites 

the challenge for herself as hero; she admits her error and seeks to rectify it even though 

she fears she will “lose my job” just as Gawain fears he will lose his head.  Her 

experience helps her to see “you have to do what’s right, not what’s easy.” She struggles 

with language to express this new “truth” that replaces part of her former code always to 

“be the best.”.  Her story is full of pauses and incomplete sentences as she searches for 

words adequate to convey her fears and her new kind of courage.  She has come to see 

that more is involved in honor than just accepting responsibility for her own actions, that 

being confident involves more than merely being “the best” in some outwardly visible 

way. 
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 At about the same time that she took responsibility for her own mistakes, she also 

ended a six-year-long, on-again, off-again romantic relationship.  As she told the story, 

she rolled her eyes in mock dismay at the actions of her younger self. He went to a high 

school girlfriend’s wedding.  Without even inviting me.  Out of state.  I mean, flew off to 

go to this girl’s wedding.  And he had even told me, when he was a freshman in college, 

he had gone back and asked her to marry him.  So I knew how important this girl was to 

his life, and...she had invited him because he was still a very important part of her life. 

Her language shows vestiges of her incredulity and anger at his lack of concern for her 

feelings.  Each sentence and partial sentence acts as a kind of slap to her face, a 

furthering of his insult.  She takes his lack of concern for her feelings as a kind of key 

that unlocks her from the tower of this six-year commitment she herself has constructed.  

So, I had this free weekend to spend with my new friend. [Laughs]  [My husband-to-be] 

and I went on our first date.  She laughs as she tells of embracing her new freedom.  And 

so, when [my boyfriend] came back from the wedding, I picked him up at the airport and 

on the way home said, We’re through, we’re done.  I’m sick of you.  Well, I was probably 

a little nicer about it.  Not much, not much.  I was sick of being treated that way.  It really 

did take me the six years to have the courage and the wherewithal to say, “This is not the 

person that I want to be.  I don’t like who I am when I’m with you.”  And so...the reason 

why I roll my eyes...we should have stayed broken up that first time.  I mean, that was it, 

that was the end of the relationship.  And...while, yeah, the whole six-year thing made me 

who I am and is part of me and...I’m thankful for that, I think there’s, I missed a lot.  I 

could have...I guess if you have regrets in life--you shouldn’t have regrets in life.  But, I 

would say that, looking back on that, if I had done things differently...I may have learned 

more about myself sooner.  I think.  I would have realized that I am capable and I am...I 

am competent and I am...I am who I am.  I would have learned that earlier.  And so I 
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think it’s a little sad that I had to...wait as long as I did.  As she tells this story, she 

speaks another portion of her code-- “you shouldn’t have regrets in life”--then 

immediately transgresses its boundaries and discusses her regret at having taken six years 

to be able to name herself “capable” and “competent,” to speak herself into being.  The 

code provides parameters that seem to keep her in some sort of safe zone as “good.” 

However, breaking out, moving beyond the code, allows her the space to say “I am.” 

  She stories having learned the female’s role in the tradition of the code.  I’m sure 

that part of [why I stayed in the relationship] was the image.  Yeah, look at that hot guy 

she’s dating.  She must be cool.  But then, it’s just, it’s something that every woman, I 

guess, needs to learn.  That you are not...you are not defined by a relationship.  That you 

are part of a relationship.  And so, I just...I finally became me and realized..Me is 

different.  I didn’t like that “me.” She was insecure and she was...um...she just wanted 

validation.  And that’s not, that’s not who I want to be.  Sally tells here of learning that 

one’s sense of self can be, perhaps must be, constructed outside of relationships.  She also 

speaks herself as separate from a prevailing understanding of woman as “the weaver of 

those networks of relationships on which she in turn relies” (Gilligan, 1993; p. 17). Sally 

does not wish to be “defined by a relationship.” Her story and her language distance her 

from her past position where she was “insecure” and “just wanted validation.” She states, 

“Me is different,” violating conventional grammar constructs (she uses an objective form 

as her sentence’s subject) just as she breaks with traditional women’s roles. She prefers to 

see herself as “part of a relationship,” implying that her responsibility for establishing and 

maintaining a relationship is only partial, that the other parties to a relationship also have 

responsibility for its care, an obligation she will not assume even if the others refuse to 

accept it. 

 Sally attributes her previous understanding of what a woman “should be” as 
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having been learned by observing her parents, especially her mother.  I’m sure that my 

role in that relationship was...what I thought the female’s role “should be.” I was, I 

was...it was a good relationship in that it teaches you a lot about who you think you 

should be.  I took on the responsibilities that I saw my mother take on with my father.  So 

I’ll do the laundry, I’ll make the bed, I’ll...but none of that made him happy.  And it took 

a long time to realize...by making somebody’s bed and doing somebody’s dishes and 

laundry and being a servant...that’s not going to make somebody happy.  Do those things 

because, you know, they’ve got to get done.  That’s the minutiae of life.  It’s the important 

things in life that you need to focus on.  So I focused on the minutiae of the relationship, 

thinking that, if I serve and if I do better, then I will make this person happy, and if this 

person is happy, then I will have done my job.  But it’s not my job to make somebody 

happy.  So.  I don’t know, I guess it was a...I was well-trained.  Little, you know, as a 

child, about the relationship between a mother and a father. And all you have is 

observation and so you see Dad go off to work and Mom takes care of the family.  I really 

did see my mother as servant to my father, and I didn’t see a whole lot of the relationship 

that they’d built together.   She names the traditional woman’s “role” as concern for the 

“minutiae” of life--the daily chores around the house that turn a woman into a “servant.”   

She also tells of her own “servant” actions as part of her desire for “validation,” a 

position she now names as “insecure.”  Her dislike for the “minutiae” in relationships 

echoes her dissatisfaction with her research work where she was required to concentrate 

on just one gene.   

 Her aversion to “minutiae” appears in other parts of her narrative as well, notably 

in her stories about her intellectual differences from those around her.  The biggest 

tension, the biggest thing that just makes me go Grrr! is when I have to deal with...there’s 

no nice way to say this, when I have to deal with dumb people.  It just drives me nuts!  I 
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don’t care if you’re male or female, if you’re dumb, you’re dumb!  And...if you have 

somebody who...doesn’t get it, so maybe they’re not dumb, they just don’t get it.  It’s so 

frustrating to have them think...that...what they’re doing is correct.  And [big sigh with 

slight moan] No! No!  And it...I don’t think that they realize that...they’re making dumb 

decisions.  Or they’re making poor decisions.  That is where my greatest tensions come 

from.  Would be from people who just don’t get it and then they try to impose their way 

on you.  Her difficulty with people who “just don’t get it” causes her deep frustration; she 

growls, sighs, moans, and fairly shouts “No!”  She vocalizes both her response to these 

situations and, simultaneously, mocks her own response by exaggerating it.  Again, 

laughter allows her the space to say what she feels, especially when “there’s no nice way 

to say this.”  Her concern for “nice” ways to speak seems a trace left from her 

traditionally female, non-confrontational sense of self.  This passage also reveals that she 

feels she has neither a feminine nor a personal way of naming those whose minds are not 

as agile as her own.  She “deals with ” the lack of language and her relationships with 

“dumb” people by placing them with the other “minutiae” of life.  However, she admits 

to feeling “tension” when these people “impose their way on you.”  Dealing with dumb 

people goes in my minutiae pile.  Ya can’t like and respect everybody that you work with.  

So ya just have to put on a smile.  It goes back to the whole attitude thing.  If you put 

forth a happy, upbeat, engaging personality, you will be able to work with the dumb 

people.  And they go into the minutiae pile and you just kind of sit there and shake your 

head and go, Omigod! I can’t believe you just did that stupid thing.  But...you can’t let it 

rule you.  That’s not what’s real, that’s not what, at the end of the day, what you need to 

remember.  When “dumb people” try to impose their will on Sally, she again uses 

laughter to deflect or resist their power.  She says “ya just have to put on a smile” and 

“[you] shake your head and go Omigod!” She does not see the intellectual differences 
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between herself and some others in moral terms.  Rather, she seems to see her abilities 

more akin to class privileges or physical attributes.  I see myself as well-educated.  Um...I 

have a Really good memory.  But even that has kind of evolved.  So, now, I have the 

ability to hear something new, new information, and be able to file it away and remember 

it.  And be able to apply it in different situations.  So, I’m insightful, I think.  And I do 

have this fantastic memory.  I don’t have to, once I study something once, it’s pretty much 

in my head.  So, somehow I’ve learned how to study or learn.  She comes close to naming 

her intellectual ability solely as “a Really good memory,” reducing it to something 

similar to her athletic ability as a competitive swimmer.  She points out that “even that 

has kind of evolved.” Her memory, like her physical talents, has improved, has grown 

stronger, as she has “exercised” it.  She also understands her intelligence as connected to 

being “well-educated,” to having “learned how to study or learn,” relating it to privileges 

of schooling.  She also sees her own name of “smart” as being related to her ability to 

present herself as confident.  You have to put forth an upbeat, happy, excited, interested 

attitude, and if you behave that way, people believe that you are that way.  And it’s not 

that you’re not, you’re not putting on a game face, you’re not putting on an act.  But it IS 

all in perception.  She seems here to understand intellectual ability as a product of 

people’s “perception,” rather than some concrete, discrete, objective and measurable 

quality.  Intelligence, like other aspects of her life, is not absolute, but it can still be real.  

I am not one of those scientists who say...you cannot prove the existence of a supreme 

being, therefore he doesn’t exist.  Well, nothing in science is provable.  All we can do is 

observe.  And then we make, we make...these statements based on what it is that we’ve 

observed.  Her repetition of the word “observe” reinforces her belief that perception is 

important in constructing “truth.” Following her logic, then, intelligence is a matter of 

perception, and she can present herself in ways that lead others to name her “smart.” Like 
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study participant Stacy, Sally avoids the name “arrogant” by relying on others to name 

her “smart” in public spaces.  However, Sally feels she can subtly maneuver others, 

through her confident style and “presentation,” into saying that which she desires them to 

say. 

 Sally’s tales bring several insightful perceptions to the discussion of ways women 

make meaning of their lives.  Her story of the Mom Cub disrupts any smooth cultural 

narrative of gender, posing the question of what gender means if we remove the concept 

of parenthood from the discussion.  Rosemary Gillespie (2003) notes, “Constructions of 

femininity and women’s social role have historically and traditionally been 

contextualised around the practices and symbolism surrounding motherhood,” but that 

“increasing numbers of women in Western Europe and North America are rejecting 

motherhood and choosing childlessness” (p. 223). She also says that “the nurturance of 

children has historically been seen to be what women do, and mothers have been seen to 

be what women are, constituting the central core of normal, healthy feminine identity, 

women’s social role and ultimately the meanings of the term woman” (p. 225; emphasis 

in the original). Gillespie challenges these ideas but offers no alternative meanings for 

“woman” because, she believes, not enough research has explored the idea of the 

feminine outside of its association with motherhood.  Even though Sally has difficulty 

articulating her own alternative view, she does try to find language for it.  I perceive way 

too many people who have children...I don’t really see them having fun in life.  I see them 

raising their children to the best of their abilities and getting great satisfaction out of it.  

But I don’t see joy.  [Long pause] I don’t have to have created...and brought up a 

child...[Long pause]...to have been, to have lived a fulfilled life.  To have lived the way 

that I want to live.  To have done what I want to do and experienced what I want to.  

[Sigh] The meaning in my life is for me...to, to be fulfilled.  To be happy, to enjoy.  The 
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pauses, hesitations, and sighs suggests that this is not a topic for which she easily finds 

language.  However, when she begins to speak about teachers, her language flows much 

more freely.  I can remember every single one of my teachers.  I know their, well, not 

every single one, but I can almost say for every single teacher that I had--for some 

reason, teachers and who they are and what they’ve brought to my life have stayed with 

me.  Good or bad.  So, I guess I kind of want to be one of those people that kids, when 

they’re thirty, forty, fifty years old, they still remember.  They may not remember my 

name, but they’ll remember something that was taught to them or some feeling or 

something that they gathered from being involved in my class.  And I think that is 

important.  I think that’s neat.  Whether or not they come back and tell me about it. I 

touched their lives.  As they’ve touched me. For Sally, teaching allows her to connect with 

others, and it gives her a taste of immortality.  These satisfactions resemble those that 

other women associate with motherhood.  However, Sally sees no reason to try to 

embrace both careers, that of teacher and that of mother.  If I can inspire students to think 

and to learn, then, of course, I’ve changed the world because...they will...they will do 

what they need to do in their lives and that ultimately makes...changes, it changes what 

happens in the world.  You become...more, based on the number of people that you are in 

contact with.  So, they’ve been in contact with me, they’ve learned from me, and they will 

change a little bit, and so, therefore, their interaction with the world changes.  So, yeah, I 

change the world. As I rewrite Sally’s story of how she “makes a difference,” I am 

reminded of the Butterfly Effect, a metaphor of chaos theory in modern physics.  The 

idea expressed in the metaphor is that if a butterfly chances to flap its wings in Beijing in 

March, then, by August, the patterns for hurricanes in the North Atlantic will be 

completely different.  And when I juxtapose Sally’s understanding of her mother as her 

father’s “servant” to Sally’s quest for “joy,” when I then add her view of herself as the 
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princess who “does indeed slay the dragon,” I gain a glimpse of Sally’s alternative view 

of what “woman” means.  Seemingly, Sally prefers to “change the world” rather than to 

“reproduce” it.  She seems to want to be a mad, idealistic Don Quixote rather than the 

patient helpmeet Sancho Panzo.  She refuses to see her accidental lack of a Y 

chromosome as any “natural” deterrent.  And she engages the world with exuberant 

laughter rather than the high seriousness of traditional males or the titter and tentativeness 

of conventional females.  She does not “need” motherhood because she does not aspire to 

the ideals of womanhood written in masculine narratives about what constitutes the 

“natural.” 

 Her laughter and her “minutiae pile” provide her with ways to resist the power 

others would exercise over her and with ways to exert her own power over those who 

would name her in narratives she does not find comfortable, in ways she feels are not the 

“me” that she prefers. Her laughter--which, in Bakhtinian terms, does not “discredit” the 

“serious word” but, rather, “supplements” it (Morson & Emerson, 1990; p. 434)--allows 

Sally to rename as “minutiae” that which others might find monumental.  Foucault (1977) 

describes ways in which control of the details of life relates to the exercise of power: 

In this great tradition of the eminence of detail, all the minutiae of 

Christian education, of scholastic or military pedagogy, all forms of 

“training” found their place easily enough.  For the disciplined man, as for 

the true believer, no detail is unimportant, but not so much for the 

meaning that it conceals within it as for the hold it provides for the power 

that wishes to seize it. (p. 140) 

By refusing to allow herself to focus on “the minutiae,” Sally avoids Apollo’s kiss.  She 

can step outside “the hold [details] provide for the power” that would use attention to 

“minutiae” as a means of social control. Through her resistances, she moves to the 
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peripheries and gains a freedom to say “I am” in her own terms. 

An ending for this beginning 

 I introduced this chapter with some statements about the dissonance of 

beginnings.  My concern is not limited to openings.  Elizabeth Adams St. Pierre (1997) 

discusses scholarly writing and notes that “the Beginning promises the End, with the 

evidentiary warrant strategically propping up the weighty, tidy essay in the middle” (p. 

182).  The promise of meaning we often associate with beginnings is daunting.  It 

suggests definition and conclusion.  How can there be definition beyond interpretation if 

understanding is constructed?  How can there be closure when these women’s lives 

continue, when new experiences accrue and rewrite the past through the ever-changing 

present?  I am leery of such conclusions because I am keenly aware that there are other 

ways in which to interpret the stories told by the women I have interviewed.  Although I 

resist conclusions in this chapter, I can discuss here some of my interpretations of the 

dialogue with various discourses these women and I have had. 

 Bakhtin (1981) understood that dialogic discourse takes place within the “always 

already” existing languages of many fields.  He moves his discussion of discourse beyond 

art and fiction, extending it into thoughts about ideological “becoming.” 

The tendency to assimilate others’ discourse takes on an even deeper and 

more basic significance in an individual’s ideological becoming, in the 

most fundamental sense.  Another’s discourse performs here no longer as 

information, directions, rules, models and so forth--but strives rather to 

determine the very bases of our ideological interrelations with the world, 

the very basis of our behavior; it performs here as authoritative discourse 

and an internally persuasive discourse...The struggle and dialogic 

interrelationship of these categories of ideological discourse are what 
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usually determine the history of an individual ideological consciousness. 

(p. 342, emphasis in the original) 

The semantic structures in the authoritative discourse of which Bakhtin speaks are “static 

and dead,” and its language “calcifies” it (Bakhtin, 1981; p. 343).  It resists interpretation 

and requires strict recitation.  Such discourse becomes “a special script,” and  “demands 

our unconditional allegiance” (p. 343).  When we act faithfully in accordance with the 

authoritative, we are unable to name ourselves; the discourse scripts how we act, what we 

believe, who we are.  According to Bakhtin, we begin to develop dialogue with such 

discourse only when we can distance ourselves from it and reject its absolute authority.   

 We find ways to establish this distance when we encounter alternative, appealing 

discourses.   

When someone else’s ideological discourse is internally persuasive for us 

and acknowledged by us, entirely different possibilities open 

up...consciousness awakens to independent ideological life precisely in a 

world of alien discourses surrounding it, and from which it cannot initially 

separate itself...In the everyday rounds of our consciousness, the internally 

persuasive word is half-ours and half-some else’s.  Its creativity and 

productiveness consist precisely in the fact that such a word awakens new 

and independent words, that it organizes masses of our words from within, 

and does not remain in an isolated and static condition.  It is not so much 

interpreted by us as it is further, that is, freely, developed, applied to new 

material, new conditions; it enters into interanimating relationships with 

new contexts.  More than that it enters into an intense interaction, a 

struggle with other internally persuasive discourses...The semantic 

structure of an internally persuasive discourse is not finite, it is open; in 
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each of the new contexts that dialogize it, this discourse is able to reveal 

ever newer ways to mean. (Bakhtin, 1981; p. 345-346; emphasis in 

original) 

Bakhtin’s view emphasizes the “struggle” to find these “new ways to mean.” His view 

also highlights a lack of closure with “becoming.”  In our everyday lives, we rarely 

fabricate words; therefore, Bakhtin’s “new and independent words” often look and sound 

like those from formerly authoritative discourse.  We may use a word such as 

“intelligence,” yet mean something other than or in additional to the meanings it has in, 

say, the discourse of psychometrics.  Conversations would become awkward, unwieldy, 

even impossible, if they consisted primarily of definitions.  Besides, reliance on 

definition seeks to substitute one “authoritative” discourse for another.  We, therefore, 

use contexts to signal our “different” meanings.  The contexts of our speakings, discerned 

through close “reading” of another’s words and through association with similar words in 

other discourses, give us the space and the freedom to ascribe “new meanings.” 

 This is what happens when the women in this study story their lives and when I 

interpret their stories: we are all “making meaning.” Stacy rewrites her mother’s 

“independent woman” narrative, giving “new meaning” to her mother’s words.  She is 

able to deny her mother’s definitions because she has access to other meanings, 

especially through her books, her “reading.” As she tells her own life story, she is able to 

world-walk among and through multiple versions of “independent woman,” to migrate 

across genres, from fairy-tale to sentimental or psychological novel to political activist 

tale.  This “world-walking” helps her to cultivate the margins, to appreciate the 

peripheries of discourse that compete for her allegiance, to escape that which would 

encapsulate her with its names.  Olivia, too, cultivates the margins of the multiple worlds 

through which she walks -- the Southern Belle, the Salt of the Earth, the intellectual 
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Brahmins, the Lesbian.  She is part of, yet separate from, all of these ways of being.  

Serena seeks the margins when she encounters the inertness as well as the “stability and 

security” of her familial, cyclical idyll.  She is able to move closer to historical time 

through her own reading and through her foreign travels. Sally laughs at the king’s 

version of the chivalric code and rewrites his commands with her “minutiae pile” to 

legitimize and to refocus her energy on her own desires. Each woman uses words that 

have come to her from authoritative discourse, but each also “rewrites” those words with 

the aid of other, internally persuasive discourses.  Their positions on the peripheries of 

multiple discourses allow them to participate in several communities without becoming 

captured by the centripetal force of any.  The “world-walker” status they continually seek 

gives them a kind of citizenship in many ideological “countries.” It also requires that 

they, in a sense, become multi-lingual; they must learn to speak the languages of the 

multiple discourse “lands” they inhabit.   They must become aware of and proficient in 

what Bakhtin (1981) calls the “heteroglossia” within which they live and work.  They 

must also learn to “talk back” to the authoritative powers of the various discourses.  Stacy 

frequently uses parody; Serena uses silence, coupled with a stubborn presence; Olivia and 

Sally use laughter.  I myself resist the authoritative discourse of scholarly research by 

“world-walking” between the grammars of science and of literature, applying each in the 

“land” of the other.  Although we each risk Apollo’s kiss, although we each know the 

power of others to silence us or turn us into mad women, we each also realize that we 

have no freedom, no life of our own, unless we resist the scripts by which others’ would 

name us. 
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Chapter Five 

Using Genre to Resist Others’ Scripts of “Teacher” 

 

 All four women in this study worked through conflicting stories of themselves as 

“teacher” as they have moved into and within their careers.  Stacy, Olivia, and Sally have 

families that have scripted “teacher” as an inappropriate career for women with strong, 

lofty social and intellectual resources.  Stacy’s mother named her too smart to be a 

teacher.  Olivia’s mother fretted that she would not find a suitable husband and place in 

society.  Sally’s father refused to help her financially, considered teachers “underlings,” 

and continues to hope that she will “go further.” Although Serena found support from her 

father, he named teaching “a fine profession for a woman” (emphasis added). She had to 

resist his traditionalism and her church’s script for “a good little Mormon girl” to name 

herself as teacher rather than live within their names for her.  Although each woman 

considered other professions, each eventually chose teaching, in part, out of rebellion 

against, rather than resignation to, traditional notions of women and teachers as passive 

or submissive and of intellectuals as remotely cerebral or dedicated only to scientific 

“truths.” While Stacy and Sally initially found space for their own passions within 

teaching, Serena and Olivia understood it as a kind of “starter career,” a space in which to 

begin their “becoming” in the adult world.  As each came to her own understandings of 

herself as teacher, each also found herself, in Bakhtin’s (1981) terms, “awakening to a 

world of alien discourses” (p. 345).  In addition, each discovered that, in schoolhouse 

settings, “teacher” did not carry the meaning of “independent” with which each woman 

had invested it.  None found a large community of the like-minded, and each encountered 

narratives of “teacher” that resembled Cassandra’s kiss from Apollo, visions of teaching 
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that threatened each woman’s ability to speak a story of “teacher” for herself that others 

in the field would believe or credit. Each also encountered colleagues’ understandings of 

“teacher” that were often as oppressive as more obviously official version of what “good 

teacher” means.  Each woman had to learn to negotiate with these other narratives in 

order to live her own story and in order to protect the space within which her own story 

could grow.  As they had when telling stories of themselves as women and as intelligent, 

each used genre as a means by which to create space for their own stories. 

Stacy’s stories: I want to do good things 

 Stacy began her initiation into the teaching profession with an observation class 

during her junior year in college.  She observed a sixth-grade language arts class in a 

middle school whose population could be described as having come from a high-

minority, low income community.  I remember being, first of all, surprised at the 

disconnect between what I was seeing and what I was told to expect by the education 

professors.  The teacher I was observing was named Estella [a pseudonym].  I saw her 

doing so much more than choosing objectives and devising lesson plans that would help 

the students achieve those objectives.  She was doing so much more than measuring 

student achievement.  The thing I remember most is that she would put a sentence up on 

the chalkboard, a quotation from literature, a famous thought, maybe Churchill’s 

“Never, never, never give up.” She’d do one a day.  She said to me at the time, “Most of 

these kids will never hear those words, will never hear the great thoughts and the great 

words, never see those names.  So I like to give them just a look at them every day.  And, 

on Friday, I give them credit for remembering the things these people said and thought.” 

She would do things like that, so I saw her doing more.  I saw her caring about students’ 

life experiences.  When we [student teachers] met as a class, we had to talk about 

disciplinary methods, how the teacher we were observing was managing student 
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behavior.  I remember, in watching Estella teach, how I never had to watch her manage 

her classroom because she was so involved with the kids, so there.  That was a true 

relationship between the teacher and the students.  She wasn’t writing names on the 

board and circling them and putting checks after them because [the students] were busy.  

They were engaged.  Maybe I wasn’t seeing it.  I’m sure that she herself could probably 

have listed kids who gave her problems and things that she did to manage them.  But, as 

an observer, I saw what I would describe as almost this masterpiece of integration.  It 

was all that it should have been.  From the opening sentence of her story, Stacy 

emphasizes the “disconnect” between two official discourses of being a teacher--one 

voiced by the university and emphasizing “management,” the other voiced by Estella in 

her “integrated” and “caring” classroom actions.  Stacy’s “surprise” suggests that she had 

anticipated a single, consistent official narrative of “teacher.”  With this observation 

Stacy locates herself in Bakhtin’s (1981) “world of alien discourses” (p. 345).  She 

acknowledges that because of inexperience, she “may not have been seeing” the need for 

the university narrative’s emphasis on techniques for controlling students’ undesirable 

behavior.  She also stories herself as being aware and appreciative of Estella’s discourse 

and its sensitivity to “great words” and “caring about students’ life experiences.”  She 

understands these two narratives as competing and contradictory. She seems to feel she 

must choose between the university’s mechanical story of control and Estella’s human 

story of care. 

 Stacy employs a kind of Bakhtinian double-voicedness that distances her from the 

university story.  As she narrates what Estella did not do, she embeds a parodic version of 

an anonymous professor’s focus on “measuring student achievement” and the 1980s 

classroom management strategy of “writing names on the board and circling them and 

putting checks after them.”  Stacy begins to construct her own story of “teacher” within 
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the space she has opened through parody.  If I have criticisms about the education 

preparation, it would be that there’s a lot of focus on classroom management, on 

objectives, on statistics, even on lesson planning. But they’re taught in isolation, and 

that’s so different from the way it really is.  They’re all connected.  The way one presents 

a lesson affects the way one manages a classroom.  What happens in a classroom is a 

whole thing.  Because of the gap between the official stories, that space Foucault (1977) 

names “the product of fissures” (p. 44),  Stacy can enter the conversation about what 

“good teacher” means and offer “criticisms.” 

 As she continues in the profession, she experiences more of the heteroglossia 

surrounding the meaning of “good teacher.”  She hears stories from colleagues that 

disparage the “caring, engaged teacher” narrative she has cultivated for herself.  Later, I 

taught with people who had taught with Estella at another school.  I remember being 

surprised, for example, to hear Jim, the math teacher, make a comment like, “Estella?  

Oh, yeah, Estella.” And then, almost--laugh is too strong a word--dismiss her passion a 

little bit as being so much more than what was required, making it more intense, more 

difficult than it needed to be for her, almost as though her passion for making a 

meaningful day out of those kids’ time in her classroom was a little out of place, maybe 

for the age level or the time, or maybe this person even felt a little guilty that he wasn’t 

more like Estella.   Stacy says she was “surprised” that another teacher, a peer, would see 

Estella’s “passion” as “more than it needed to be.” Her surprise here suggests that she had 

already written “passion” into her own narrative as an integral element.  Stacy suggests, 

through this story, that her narrative of “good teacher” is not widely shared among her 

peers; she locates herself on the peripheries of others’ tales about such a teacher.  

Nevertheless, she attempts to remain in community with Jim and others--Jim becomes 

“this person” rather than a named individual--by theorizing Jim’s reasons for the 
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disconnect. Stacy doubles time and multiplies herself as subject as she stories her 

critiques of her teacher preparation classes and of Jim’s distaste for Estella’s passion.  

The Stacy who voiced these tales to me was neither the Stacy who was still in college nor 

the Stacy who was conversing with Jim.  The story-telling Stacy “remembers” the 

“disconnect” and her “surprise,” and she voices critiques and theories.  As she tells these 

stories, she distances--through time, experiences, and her ability to reflect--from the 

immediacy of the previous dissonance.  She allows her “surprise” to find additional 

words, to find a language she speaks from her own position of “good teacher.”  

 The doubling of time and the multiplicity of selves structure other stories Stacy 

tells about her experiences from student teaching through classroom teaching in various 

school districts. Bakhtin’s (1986) discussion of the Bildungsroman, those novels about 

becoming, has provided a lens through which I have come to understand Stacy’s stories 

of her emergence as “good teacher.” Bakhtin briefly describes several types of these 

tales--the cyclical-idyllic, the biographical, the didactic-pedagogical, and that in which 

“Man’s emergence is accomplished in real historical time, with all of its necessity, its 

fullness, its future, and its profoundly chronotopic nature” (p. 25).  Morson & Emerson 

(1990) refer to the last type as the Bildungsroman of historical emergence (p. 413). In the 

former types, “man’s emergence proceeded against the immobile background of the 

world” (p. 23).  This “world” was a given, “fundamentally immobile and ready-made” (p. 

23).  The protagonists changed but the worlds which these protagonists experienced did 

not.  They are presented as the same worlds experienced by previous generations.  

However, in Bakhtin’s “historical emergence” Bildungsroman, the world emerges 

simultaneously with the protagonist: 

It is as though the very foundations of the world are changing, and man 

must change with them. Understandably, in such a novel of emergence, 
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problems of reality and man’s potential, problems of freedom and 

necessity, and the problems of creative initiative rise to their full height.  

The image of the emerging man begins to surmount its private nature 

(within certain limits, of course) and enters into a completely new, spatial 

sphere of historical existence. (p. 24; emphasis in the original) 

The changing world emphasizes these problems and affects the views of time and space 

within which an individual changes.  This time/space is no longer “private;” the growth 

occurs in an “historical existence,” suggesting the changes within the individual can be 

seen as tied to more than a process of maturation.  Bakhtin’s (1981) comments and 

Stacy’s stories suggest that “becoming” is more complex than other theories, such as 

stage theories, allow.  The concept of change in this type of narrative is made more 

complex: the world changes and the protagonist changes, too--not just to accommodate 

the differences in the world, but also as she grows and evolves through encounters with 

alternative discourses and additional experiences that had previously been unremarked.  

Stacy sprinkles references to various time periods throughout her stories.  For example, 

as she critiques her university teacher preparation, she adds a caveat.  I should say that I 

was in college from ‘80 to ‘84.  Because I think that’s important.  Things have changed 

since then.  She is aware that, even as she gains courage and language with which to 

assess her own experiences, even as she has grown away from a position as novice or 

initiate, the world of teacher preparation today differs from the one she experienced.  For 

her as story-teller, that difference is “important.”  Bakhtin’s theory suggests that change 

in multiple sites creates difficulties for those who write and read about them as well as for 

the story characters who experience them. As I read Stacy’s interview transcripts and re-

write her stories, I see her struggle with multiple interpretations of “reality” and of her 

own “potential,” with issues of “freedom and necessity,” and with tensions within 
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narratives about who has the power to exercise “creative initiative.” What does “reality” 

mean when applied to classrooms and schoolhouses?  What does Stacy have the 

“potential” to become?  What constructs are “necessary,” and where is “freedom” within 

these realities and necessities?  In what ways do these constructs affect her abilities to 

“initiate” alternatives, and how can those alternatives be understood as “creative”? 

  Like Estella, Stacy wants to make “a meaningful day out of the kids’ time in her 

classroom.” As she learns more about herself, as she encounters additional stories from 

and about students, and as she hears and experiences multiple narratives about life in 

schoolhouses, she constructs understandings of “meaningful” that include more than her 

stated appreciation for “great words.” These experiences often lead, first, to confusion. 

As she builds new and expanded understandings, she becomes, for a while, rather like the 

title character in Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland (1992/1865) who 

finds herself in places similar to Bakhtin’s “alien worlds” and who encounters difficulties 

with freedom and power similar to those Bakhtin describes. Although frequently read as a 

children’s adventure tale, Carroll’s novel can also be understood as a Bildungsroman of 

Bakhtin’s “historical emergence” type: Wonderland emerges as Alice encounters it, bit 

by piece, and Alice becomes more able to comprehend its “realities” as absurdities. Alice 

changes stature, growing larger and smaller in relation to her power in different contexts. 

Stacy’s position as “good teacher” also grows and shrinks in relation to her perception of 

her freedom to name herself or her necessity to live the stories others have written. Alice 

loses her sense of her name and wonders if she has become one of her friends.  Stacy 

wonders if she must become like most other teachers to retain the name “good teacher.” 

Alice stands before the regal caterpillar, unable to respond to his “Who are you?”  She 

tries to use the logic of Wonderland but fails because that logic is too foreign.  She is 

bullied and bounced from one nonsensical situation to another. Even language loses its 
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ability to ground her as puns and multiple meanings swirl around in conversations.  She 

can return to “her” world only when she verbally reduces the royal court to a deck of 

cards.  She comes to realize that she possesses her own power to organize reality, to name 

the characters in Wonderland as absurd.  Stacy’s “god teacher” name is reduced to 

“mediocre” or “unacceptable” by others.  She loses an ability to name herself when some 

others suggest she lacks the appropriate experience--and, therefore, the right--to script her 

own version of “good teacher.” However, additional others encouraged her to live within 

her own version by acknowledging she has strengths and abilities even if she lacks 

experience. 

 Stacy student taught eighth-grade language arts classes. I remember, going in, 

thinking I was gonna be great, pretty much knowing that I was gonna be good.  Why did I 

think that?  I don’t know.  I had been successful up until that point.  In all areas 

academic.  Everything that I had tried.  Now that’s a key. Everything that I had tried had 

been easy, from math to language arts to various clubs to leadership positions in my 

church.  Generally, especially on the surface, everything had been easy, and I hadn’t 

thought about it until now.  It had all been easy, and I thought student teaching would be 

easy.  I thought I knew a lot.  I thought I knew most of it.  I didn’t, but it was interesting.  

She names as “key” her previous success in “all areas academic.” She believed she would 

be “great” as a teacher because she had been successful as a student.  She understood 

“teacher” and “student” both as “academic” positions.  Her storytelling self sees her 

previous understanding as “interesting,” but erroneous.  She finds the position shift 

thought-provoking.  Her academic talent and her leadership abilities in clubs and church 

did not guarantee her a name as “good teacher.” Something had shifted and her previous 

constructs of “reality” seemed no indicators of her potential in a world that looked 

familiar but felt “alien.” 
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 Part of the shift concerned the power to determine what was valued.  As I went 

through student teaching, I thought I was doing very well.  It wasn’t until I started to get 

feedback from my university supervisor and from Claire, my cooperating teacher, that I 

began to see myself through their eyes.  And that I wasn’t so good.  That was very 

difficult.  Really a shock.  Part of the problem that hit early on was in interpersonal 

relationships.  I tended to be aloof, to hold back.  If everyone was going to lunch, I tended 

to hang back.  That became a problem in a school where teachers were expected to work 

together.  In a set of straight language arts teachers who pooled ideas, shared work, 

shared assignments, there I was, a senior in college, and I tended to be critical of a 

lesson these teachers might put together or the way they might do something.  Who the 

hell did I think I was?  Claire and I had a pretty good relationship, but I think I shared 

some of that criticism a little too freely.  So, some of my early feedback was not what I 

had anticipated.  On a scale of one to five, “works well with others,” there I was at a 

three, at “satisfactory.” And that was generous.  That was a shock.  My university 

supervisor even suggested that I might want to consider a different profession.  I hadn’t 

had to work with others, really, ever before.  Being academically successful in high 

school was a completely solo thing.  I moved through college by myself, doing well by 

myself.  When I was part of a study group, I was a leader.  I moved that study group 

along.  I had never, before student teaching, had to be a team player or take a 

subordinate role. Claire said that the [student teaching] experience would be fun for her 

and for me, that she and her student teacher usually became friends.  Yikes!  That was 

nerve-wracking for me from the start.  Making friends was never easy for me.  Being 

friendly with other teachers at lunch, I didn’t know how, didn’t particularly want to, and 

it made me nervous to speak of doing so.  These days it’s very different.  I don’t worry so 

much about acceptance, rejection, about saying the right thing, making the right 
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appearance.  Anyway, Claire rated me “satisfactory” in my interpersonal relationships 

during student teaching.  In other words, no A, no B; I was a C.  The teachers in Stacy’s 

student-teaching life inverted the value of independent work.  Stacy, who appreciated 

“doing well by myself,” encountered the power of those who expected her to “be a team 

player or take a subordinate role.”  The site, a schoolhouse, seemed familiar; however, 

the context in which she found herself had changed from one that emphasized doing 

one’s own work to one in which she was expected to “pool ideas” and “share work.” Yet, 

when she attempted to comment analytically on others’ ideas, she discovered she was not 

an equal member of the group.  The storytelling Stacy inserts the parodic “Who the hell 

did I think I was?” She, thereby, both mimics and critiques the teachers with whom she 

was expected to “work well.” Although her parody distances her somewhat from their 

criticism, her student-teacher self acquiesces to their authoritative discourse; she even 

uses grades, part of the power language of schools, to story their assessment of her 

performance, an assessment she accepts because she has little alternative.  The centripetal 

force of what Bakhtin (1981) calls “authoritative discourse” (p. 342) sweeps Stacy 

toward the center of this official narrative of how teachers must function together.  

Bakhtin says that authoritative discourse “demands that we acknowledge it...we 

encounter it with its authority already fused to it” (p. 342).  Such discourse allows no 

alternative view.  Within the authoring discourse pronounced by Claire and the university 

supervisor, Stacy is simultaneously named an “outsider” who does not possess 

community-valued knowledge, and “undesirable” until and unless she values work 

processes as the other teachers value them. This centripetal force of the “authoritative 

discourse” relates to the problems Bakhtin sees between “freedom and necessity” and to 

the struggles he sees associated with “creative initiative.” Within the story of communal 

effort the group of language arts teachers live and the university supervisor endorses, 
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Stacy seems to lose a “freedom” to critique existing lessons or initiate alternative ones as 

well as the “freedom” to eat alone or chose her companions.  She confronts the 

“necessity” of becoming a “team player” and accepting a “subordinate role.” Refusing 

these positions, or resisting in other ways, endangers her own name of “good student” as 

well as her desired name as “good teacher.” Stacy suggests these positions become 

predicated on her adopting a new name, “good friend,” a position she suggests is so 

foreign and frightening she can respond, initially, only by saying,, “Yikes!” She also 

stories her student-teacher self as distant from her story-telling self, saying, “These days 

it’s very different.” Although she does not detail the process by which she made this 

transformation, she provides a glimpse when she says she no longer “worries” about 

“acceptance” or “rejection.” We could say that Stacy has gained confidence or that she 

has been appropriately socialized into the profession; however, these explanations gloss 

over an assumption that we understand the processes of socialization. Bakhtin , in fact, 

rejects the notion that “the self...is shaped by the ‘socialization’ of an originary 

individuality,” or of “an initial self forced to accommodate its fantasies and desires to the 

realities of social pressure” (Morson & Emerson, 1990; p. 192).  Instead, he suggests that 

the “psychic life is dialogized, heteroglot inner speech” (p. 192).  Bakhtin explains the 

process as one by which the “authoritative discourse,” through dialogue, becomes an 

“internally persuasive discourse” (Bakhtin, 1981; p. 345).  I suggest that part of this 

dialogue can involve a process of re-storying.  Stacy seems to rewrite the story that 

requires her to be a “good friend” with colleagues, changing the space the genre provides 

for her into one she later names as “a friendly colleague.” She makes use of the gap 

between her desired space of independence and the seemingly required space of 

teamwork; within this gap she writes her “friendly colleague” tale. 

 Another area of difficulty for the student-teacher Stacy involved a shift in her 
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understanding of what comprises knowledge in an English class.  I didn’t have a solid 

knowledge of eighth-grade grammar, and I didn’t realize, going into a day’s lesson, that 

I didn’t know the grammar.  And I had trouble with it up there in front of the students.  

On more than one occasion I taught a lesson incorrectly or at least gave incorrect 

answers when working on a problem.  Who knew?  Who knew that an “A” English 

student, who always wrote “excellent” papers, would not be able to teach eighth-grade 

English without significant advance preparation?  Those participle and gerund phrases 

Ate My Lunch!  What a shock!  Nothing in my college courses for teaching went over a 

middle-school grammar book.  I had not had to identify a part of speech in years.  I was 

not prepared.  But I thought of myself as being such a good student and so capable in 

English that I didn’t study before it was time to teach.  And I found it difficult to accept 

responsibility for my poor preparation.  Claire came to me about the problem--nicely, 

patiently--on the few occasions that it came to her attention, and I couldn’t stand it 

inside, that I had to be corrected, that I wasn’t doing well.  I resented the fact that I was 

messing up, but I resented more the fact that I was being called on it.  In fact, I think I 

resented the fact that teaching eighth grade was difficult, that it was exhausting, and that 

it was frustrating.  Who knew?  Nobody had told me that it would be.  Language shifts.  

Stacy’s understanding of “English student” in high school and in college had meant “one 

who wrote ‘excellent’ papers,” but “English student” in middle school referred to 

someone who completed grammar exercises.  This story reflects an understanding of 

English/language arts curricula prevalent in the 1980s, one that assumed “good writing” 

evolved naturally from a substantial and solid knowledge of traditional grammatical 

forms and rules.  As Stacy told this tale, I remembered one of my own initial encounters 

with alternative understandings concerning English curricula.  I recalled my master’s 

degree advisor, in the mid-1980s, saying that knowledge of English language grammar 
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was a specific and significant type of knowledge but that it did not necessarily have 

anything to do with learning to write well.  I had initially fought his interpretation 

because it differed so much from my own inherited, traditional understanding.  Stacy 

speaks from outside those traditions and says, “I was not prepared.” She presents her 

frustration yet distances her story-telling self from her student-teaching self by repeating 

the nearly comedic “Who knew?” In her statements I hear an echo of Alice’s assessment 

that events in Wonderland just become “curiouser and curiouser,” and I hear a description 

of Bakhtin’s (1981) “world of alien discourses” (p. 345).  Stacy was working from an 

understanding of English knowledge as an integrated whole while the middle-school 

curriculum, rather like the earlier university lessons on classroom management, required 

her to break apart this “whole” and focus on only one component.  The authoritative 

voice of the school’s English curriculum, in this tension between the discourses of what 

constitutes “English,” discredits Stacy’s understanding and devalues her knowledge.  She 

finds she must herself learn a different kind of “English,” one that includes parts of 

speech, gerunds, and participles.  And she “resents” that she is expected to do something 

for which she was “not prepared.” Her subject position as academically talented has no 

place in this concept of teaching, in part because the language shifts and, in part, because 

alternative understandings are disallowed in this schoolhouse. 

 Although these events challenge Stacy’s sense of herself as “good student,” her 

previous appreciation for and confidence in that position provide her the power to 

continue.  She responds to the authoritative “Who are you?” by reasserting her names as 

intelligent and capable.  So, why teach?  Why stick with it?  The stubbornness and the 

desire for success that are in me drove me to continue and to improve.  Also, by the end, I 

liked the kids and they liked me.  And I could tell, by watching Claire and others, that 

teaching could be fun and could be fulfilling.  Although it was neither of those things for 
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me at that point, I could see that it could be.  I knew I had ability, that I had some talent.  

And Claire could see my potential.  Her relationship with other teachers might have been 

problematic, but further observations and her own developing relationship with the 

students showed her that teaching could be “fulfilling.” This story suggests that Stacy 

shifts her sense of herself in time. Rather than insisting on the “truth” of her previous 

knowledge and position or languishing in her “present” sense of relative incompetence, 

she stories herself as becoming. She refocuses on her own “ability” and “talent,” qualities 

she had previously associated with her “good student” self and suggests these could assist 

her in gaining a name as “good teacher.” As she repeats “could be,” she shifts her vision 

to the future and focuses on what she lets Claire name as her “potential.” 

 Nevertheless, she continues to struggle with what Bakhtin (1986) names as the 

problem areas of “freedom and necessity” in a Bildungsroman of historical emergence (p. 

345).  But here is something interesting.  Nine years later, I was a language arts teacher 

in Claire’s department, hired by her, welcomed by the faculty.  And still, interpersonal 

relationships were my biggest challenge.  The friendship thing again.  Meeting a small 

group for happy hour.  Being a friend, not just a friendly colleague.  So it’s not something 

I got any better at.  Well, I got a little better at pretending.  But I still...I have no doubts 

about my professionalism, but my ability to relate in the friendly way still nags at me.  

She continues to feel a conflict between her own freedom to structure her time and a 

“necessity” that is related to the student-teaching mandate to “work well with others.” 

Although she stories her appreciation for acceptance into a community of teachers, she 

seems to understand that it carries a requirement that she be more than “a friendly 

colleague.” A subject position as “good teacher” seems to depend on her being a “friend,” 

on her performance in some non-professional areas, and Stacy continues to feel some 

pressure to conform.  Rajchman’s (1985) interpretation of Foucault’s theories suggests 
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that freedom lies not so much “in discovering or being able to determine who we are, but 

in rebelling against those ways in which we are already defined, categorized, and 

classified” (p. 62).  Stacy’s “good teacher” self responds to these ready-made names by 

“pretending.” Her story-telling self resists the power she senses exerted upon her by her 

colleagues by presenting, without apology, ways in which her preferences differ from 

theirs.  I think my preference for being alone, for working by myself, could be seen by 

others as a problem, something to be “fixed.” I see [my preference for independent work] 

as a rare thing in my church, in other schools where I have taught.  Teachers would have 

evening or weekend plans involving each other.  Or parties that they would go to.  So it 

seemed to be a rare thing.  Did that make it bad?  The fact that it’s, maybe, not typical?  I 

don’t know.  I felt I probably wouldn’t have enough to offer a group, socially.  That was 

part of it, but I also didn’t want what they had to offer.  I didn’t want what their 

socializing had to offer. Why would I want to go to that party on Saturday?  I had plans 

for Saturday.  And they involved just me and my husband, me and my kids.  I’ve been 

married since I was 20, a mom since 23.  A lot of career people, they’re marrying later or 

not marrying, and they don’t have kids.  Many of the ladies who teach at [the school 

where I was teaching] are very well-off.  They don't have to be teaching.  There’s not a 

match there.  There’s not a match in several areas of our lives.  Another aspect is that I 

pick up on a--disapproval is too strong a word--just, maybe, these folks wondering why I 

don’t do what they do--why am I not seeking to buy a bigger, better house, why am I not 

drinking, why am I not wanting to spend Sunday on the lake?  There’s a rift, varying 

philosophies, priorities.  I don’t mean to say that to put them down.  There’s just a 

difference.  Five hours at a Friday night dinner and happy hour with the girls is five 

hours--actually probably three hours--away from my husband and two hours away from 

the book I’m reading.  And I don’t want to give up those five hours.  She finds power in 
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her ability to story her life as fulfilled in alternative ways, even though she may speak 

this story only to selected audiences.  And, although she senses herself being considered 

odd and in need of being “fixed,” she is careful to avoid judgmental language herself.  

She does not wish to “put them down,” only to live her own “difference.” 

 In part, Stacy constructs her ability to live that difference and her own narrative of 

“good teacher” during her first year as a classroom teacher.  She had the unusual 

opportunity to co-teach with several veteran teachers, allowing her to observe others 

closely while she built her own story from actual practice.  I was a co-teacher in a 

classroom with three other ladies.  In other words, I taught two periods with Naomi, two 

with Debra, and two with Claudia.  They interfered with me, two of them did, yet I 

learned from them.  I learned some good things from them.  That was difficult to do--not 

to teach in front of anyone--but to follow another’s lead.  And again, here’s part of the 

arrogance.  It was there in student teaching.  How dare this eighth-grade grammar be 

difficult?  And Claire, I do not appreciate the fact that you are pointing out my mistakes.  

Well, there was an arrogance in that first year, too.  It was because I thought I was such 

a great teacher.  Where did it come from?  I don’t know.  I honestly don’t know.  But it 

was there.  Maybe, again, it comes from the solitude, making my own decisions and 

deciding how to spend my time, and having my opinions, all of that was there.  Maybe 

that was it.  I don’t know.  Stacy’s continuing conflict between wanting to belong to a 

community yet resisting some of the practices within that community are revealed here 

through her double-voiced discussion of her “arrogance.” She is conflicted about her 

“arrogance,” which she renames a “belief” that she was “a great teacher.” However, she 

cannot find a foundation for her belief.  She repeats “I don’t know” as she tries to 

articulate a basis for her persistent self-confidence.  I suggest that she may name herself 

“arrogant” as she resists the narratives others would write for her and, thereby, 
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transgresses their prescribed boundaries.  Yet, since she has no words with which to 

justify this transgression, she retreats and chastises herself for her boldness.  Foucault 

(1977) said, 

Perhaps this “difficulty with words” also defines the space given over to 

an experience in which the speaking subject, instead of expressing 

himself, is exposed, goes to encounter his finitude and, under each of his 

words, is brought back to the reality of his own death....(p. 51) 

In naming herself “arrogant,” Stacy may be seeking to shield herself from such a death.  

She may feel that being “arrogant” is better than not “being” at all. 

 However that may be, her conflict between speaking and being silent continues.  

She criticizes her desire for separation even as she stories her “solitude” as a source for 

her creativity and strength.  I didn’t always like their lesson plans.  I didn’t like what they 

would have me do.  I knew that some of the things they were doing were wrong, not good 

teaching practice.  But I didn’t feel that I could speak up.  I didn’t feel that I could make 

changes.  I had control over my part of each lesson, not their part. So, that was difficult.  

I had not put in my time yet, I had not yet earned the right to speak.  But I think I knew 

some things, intuitively.  When a student, Florentina, was being rude to Claudia, turning 

away from attempts to help her, burying her head in her book, covering her ears, 

physically covering her ears to not hear Claudia, I knew that having Claudia pull up a 

desk to sit as close as she could to Florentina was not the way to handle it at that moment 

in that classroom.  I think I knew intuitively that it was wrong to sit at one’s desk in the 

back of the room as Debra did and say, “Johnny, if I have to get up and put that check 

after your name, I’m gonna put up two checks because you made me get out of my chair.  

You go on up there yourself and put a check after your name ‘cause I’m NOT getting up 

out of my chair.”  I knew that was wrong, but I did not have the authority to do anything 
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about it.  These stories echo Bakhtin’s (1986) theory that, within the “historical 

emergence” Bildungsroman, problems of “creative initiative” become more fully present 

and are treated as having greater significance than in other prose genres, especially other 

types of novels of emergence (Morson & Emerson, 1990; p. 41).  These problems include 

the nature of creativity and questions about who can suggest or enact alternative concepts 

or actions.  In situation where the “foundations” of the world are shifting, how does one 

recognize the “creative”?  How does it differ from other responses that are merely 

different because of changed situations?  Whose responses to the changes gain 

credibility, and what does such acceptance look like?  How do alternatives come into 

being when the world itself seems other than it had been and everything appears “alien”?  

Stacy’s story of Claudia and Florentina shows a white, middle-class teacher imposing her 

will and her values on an Hispanic, working-class female student.  Claudia seems 

unaware of cultural dictates about eye contact and unaware or uncaring about concepts 

regarding the invasion of others’ personal space.  Indeed, Claudia seems unaware of 

shifts in the historical world that have affected her previously privileged ways of 

communicating.  Stacy’s story of Debra and Johnny also suggests a situation in which the 

teacher imposes her will and her desires on the student.  Stacy seems to use these stories 

to demonstrate that the worlds in Claudia’s and Debra’s classrooms operate in ways that 

shift the rules about relationships she herself values.  And although she can name the 

rules and values “wrong,” she also says she had “no authority to do anything about it.” 

She says she lacked the power because she had not “put in [her] time.” Stacy sees 

alternatives available in more areas than just Claudia’s and Debra’s behavior 

management strategies.  She began the story by saying she was uncomfortable with “their 

lessons plans” and with “what they would have me do.” She even says these women 

“interfered” with her.  Nevertheless, she has no voice in planning the lessons nor in 
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defining her own position within the classroom.  

 At the time of these events, Stacy was a fully credentialed teacher; however, she 

felt she could neither “speak up” nor “make changes” because she was new to the 

teaching community and because she had been assigned a space that emphasized her 

status as a novice and implied she was still in need of mentoring, of being socialized into 

the profession.  While the practice of mentoring new teachers has gained much support 

(e.g. Gorman, 1999; Jackson, 2001), Stacy’s story shows that not all veteran teachers are 

suitable as mentors, and not all novice-mentor pairings are good matches.  Roth, 

Masciotra, & Boyd (1999) have taken the mentoring idea a step further and suggest that 

new teachers might benefit more from actual “being-in-the-classroom” co-teaching with a 

mentor.  Again, Stacy’s story suggests that mentoring practices, in and of themselves, are 

not necessarily positive learning experiences.  When Stacy observed what she named 

“not good teaching practices,” she felt she had “not yet earned the right to speak.” As 

Jackson (2001) has indicated,  

The normative discourse holds that those who have the most experience 

possess the most power and knowledge, and those who tout this discourse 

expect novice [teachers] to conform and fluidly take up an identity similar 

to that of their mentor, who is the master teacher. (p. 385)  

 Stacy lacked long-time experience, which seemed to be the foundation for knowledge in 

classroom contexts.  She had only what she “knew intuitively,” which felt less credible 

than the other teachers’ years in classrooms.  She suggests her intuitive understanding 

was a weak basis for resistance.  Claudia and Debra “interfered” with her power to 

initiate, in part because they retained the “author-ity” over the lesson plans, the stories of 

what a teaching day would be like, and, in part, because they set the patterns for 

classroom management.  In effect, they reduced Stacy’s position from “teacher” to 
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“aide.” I am reminded here of Bakhtin’s preference for dialogue rather than monologic 

socialization.  Stacy seems to recognize her own need for dialogue while Claudia and 

Debra seem to recognize only the necessity to have her conform to their ways of being 

“teacher.” The foundations of the teaching world shifted from the positions Stacy had 

believed they occupied. 

 Those foundations shifted again during the class periods Stacy worked with the 

third co-teach, Naomi.  Here was somebody who didn’t come across as the expert and see 

me as somebody who needed to learn from her.  With Naomi, everything was “we.” 

“What shall we do?” “I was thinking we might try this. What do you think?” Naomi let 

me come in as a professional.  Naomi praised the good things that she saw in me.  Naomi 

welcomed me as an equal in the classroom.  Naomi helped me see that I was making 

progress, that I did have some ability, that I was good.  She didn’t say, “You will be 

good.” She said, “You’re good.” That was terrific to hear that first year.  Stacy increases 

Naomi’s significance by repeating her name and, thereby, doubling and re-doubling her 

presence.  Through her use of “we,” Naomi included Stacy as author of the day’s 

activities in a more openly dialogic communication.  Even without the seemingly 

necessary long-time classroom experience, Stacy’s voice is credible in Naomi’s 

classroom, validating Stacy’s own story of herself as “good teacher,” and helping Stacy  

“talk back” to anonymous voices that had previously named her “arrogant.” In addition, 

Naomi’s assessments of Stacy’s performance involve a shifting of perceptions of time.  

Stacy emphasizes that “She didn’t say ‘You will be good.’ She said, ‘You’re good.’” The 

verb tense shift signals a movement of Stacy’s “good teacher” self as a future potential to 

a present reality. 

 Stacy tells additional stories about having been validated as a “good teacher” and 

as a contributing member of the teacher community.  Such tales show how Stacy 
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regained confidence in her abilities in a classroom, and how she found a way to name 

herself acceptable, rather than arrogant, in a teacher community.  The principal dropped 

in on one of my lessons fairly early on.  It was when Debra was out of the classroom so it 

wasn’t difficult for him to watch me teach.  He just showed up and sat down, and he left 

me the most wonderful note.  I still have it.  It said, “Stacy, ten minutes in your classroom 

reminded me what good teaching is all about.  Keep up the good work.” That was so 

good.  That was important.  I also had a wonderful department chair.  I remember having 

to take minutes for a meeting and typing them up.  I was nervous about it, about whether 

it would be okay.  And she made a point to stop and put her hand on my shoulder.  

“Beautiful job,” she said.  Not just “thanks,” but “beautiful job.” She looked at me and 

made that connection, offered help, offered support.  The principal’s use of “good work” 

and the department chair’s use of “beautiful job” allow Stacy to name herself “good 

teacher” in a space unpopulated, for these brief moments, by other, conflicting and 

competing senses of herself as teacher.  However, such time-spaces provide only respites 

in her narrative of struggles with the shifting power-relationships between and among her 

emerging teacher-self, her colleagues, and the administrative authorities, especially those 

concerned with who can know what a “good teacher” is and what counts as “creativity” 

as opposed to stubborn non-conformity.  She sees that long-time experience is neither the 

only nor the best prerequisite for a “good teacher” name; but she also sees that not all 

educators agree about what the prerequisites are. 

 Stacy continues to wrestle with concerns of freedom and necessity, areas Bakhtin 

(1986) names as problematic in the plots, or chronotopes, of the Bildungsroman.  In this 

world where power and authority constantly shift, in what ways and spaces is Stacy free 

to practice alternative methods or investigate alternative content?  In what ways and 

spaces does she need to conform or adhere to instructional methods and curricular 
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content that is preordained and uniform, that is closed off from dialogue?  Again I hear 

Bakhtin’s discussion of the difference between authoritative discourse, which one can 

disobey but with which one cannot argue (Morson & Emerson, 1990; p. 219), and 

internally persuasive discourse, which is predicated upon dialogue with the heteroglossia 

within oneself as well as with the multiple voices of additional others. After having 

taught several years in that first school and after having been appointed English 

department chairperson there, Stacy chose to leave her semi-administrative position and 

return merely to teaching in a different, more affluent school district.  As she introduces 

the tale of her departure, she uses language that first shrinks, then inflates, her sense of 

powerlessness. She stories herself as if she were again like Alice with her problems of 

growing and shrinking.  Becoming the department chair had soured me a bit.  I had had 

to work more closely with [a new] principal, Mrs. Voight, and with other administrators.  

It was burdensome.  It was overwhelming.  Not the actual work, but the worries and the 

concerns and the bigger issues. The principal did not want me to leave.  She teared up 

and said I was abandoning the cause, I was leaving the fight, I was going where the 

living was easy.  In a sense, yes, I walked away from a hard fight.  I didn’t regret it, not 

for a minute, because it was draining on me and, therefore, on my family, on me as a 

mother.  It was a job that couldn’t be done to the satisfaction of everyone.  It just 

couldn’t, couldn’t be done as well as it needed to be.  There were many very good 

teachers in the department, but there were two that were not.  As the department chair, 

you’re, in a sense, responsible for the teaching that goes on, yet you have no power, no 

authority over those people.  Not really.  There’s a lack of control that I found a little bit 

difficult.  She begins and ends this tale with the phrases “a bit” and “a little bit.” Her 

story-telling self thereby gains distance from her earlier sense of the “burdensome,” of 

having been “overwhelmed.” Nevertheless, Stacy remembers those feelings well.  The 
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contradiction between being “responsible” yet having “no power, no authority” reduced 

her sense of “control” over her own life.  When she “walked away from a hard fight,” she 

asserted her own power to remedy a situation that was “draining” her and her family, one 

that invaded spaces she reserved for other senses of herself.  By switching from “I” to 

“you,” she normalizes her understanding of the difficulties involved in chairing a 

department, thereby diminishing the power of the principal’s emotional story of Stacy as 

a deserter; she resists the principal’s “author-ity.”  As she renames the context “ a job that 

couldn’t be done,” rather than some noble cause, Stacy again echoes Alice, who renames 

the royal/legal court a deck of cards that foolishly aspires to grand stature.  Like Alice, 

Stacy refuses to live a subordinate position in a relationship she has recognized as absurd.  

They both restore their own power through their abilities to re-story their situations. 

 Events in that first school district violated Stacy’s values in other areas, still 

involving her sense of justice and fair-play.  The [state-mandated, standardized] test was 

always a big worry.  We, as a faculty--and I mean as a faculty- did some things in a one- 

to-two-year period that really addressed some of the test’s problems and the kids who 

weren’t scoring well on the test.  I can remember the principal bringing back the scores 

one year and the English scores had jumped from the fifties into the seventies.  She was 

thrilled.  She was on cloud nine.  She came in and praised the efforts of our department.  

The math chairperson came in that same afternoon, and she was crying.  Her scores were 

still in the fifties in math.  She didn’t get a very good response from the principal.  She 

was very upset and at such a loss.  And it wasn’t fair and it wasn’t right.  We had used a 

faculty effort, a whole school effort, and we in English get our medal and math doesn’t, 

when I knew, we all knew, that the things that were wrong in math really weren’t things 

that could be addressed just at that grade level.  So the injustice of that, the weight of that, 

the disappointment, the “oh, my gosh, after our best effort...what more can we do?” I’d 
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had some success, but I didn’t feel it was really a deserved success, and I just didn’t like 

the situation.  And more and more, the abilities of the other teachers that were not 

performing well, they were beyond my ability to address them.   The story of community 

with other teachers that Stacy had worked diligently to write seemed to have been 

usurped or supplanted by a tale of divisiveness told by the principal.  As she tells this 

story, Stacy emphasizes “a whole school effort” to improve students’ test performances, 

then describes how the principal singled out the English department for praise and the 

math department for censure.  Stacy focuses attention on the principal’s reaction to the 

English department and the improved reading and writing scores by relating that response 

in short, simple sentences embedded amid longer, more complex sentences about the 

other faculty.  She characterizes the principal as being “on cloud nine,” a phrase that 

exaggerates and elevates the principal’s joy while it, simultaneously, recasts the 

principal’s praise as clichéd and meaningless.  Stacy’s language here echoes the biting 

humor of a political cartoon.  She recognizes a kind of authoritative double-speak and 

understands it allows her no space to speak her own truths.  Because she can see the 

“injustice” and “disappointment,” she names as “undeserved” what the principal calls 

Stacy’s “success.” The whole environment, from test scores to supervisory 

responsibilities, seems tainted by dishonesty, and Stacy leaves the district because of the 

duplicity in which she has been required to participate. 

 However, changing districts did not alleviate Stacy’s escalating self-doubts.  As 

much as I believed I was a good teacher and had been told I was a good teacher, I really 

sort of suspected that I wasn’t so good.  There was always one more lesson that could be 

planned on the weekend that I didn’t get to, one more writing assignment that would have 

been so cool, so neat, that I didn’t do because I couldn’t work it in, couldn’t evaluate it.  I 

had wonderful ideas for field trips or guest speakers that couldn’t be done.  There were 
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contacts with parents, positive notes that didn’t get written.  So there was a perception 

that I wasn’t quite what I should be.  That the kids, maybe, would be better off letting 

someone else step in because I was letting them down, that I was not the teacher that I 

could be or even should be.  And I felt guilty about what I wasn’t doing at home. Rather 

than trying to do two things, parent and teach, fairly well, I decided I’m gonna do one 

thing great.  Just do one thing.  So I decided that one thing would be having a third baby 

and then parenting all three of my children in that way that I thought would be best.  And, 

I was, oh, okay with being home.  I was really okay.  I missed my job, mourned my job.  I 

grieved for that for a good year-and-a-half or two years.  Now that all the kids are in 

school, I’ve come back to teaching.  I can pursue my career.  I can make that third try.  

Stacy details her feelings of inadequacy with a list of what she “didn’t get to.” As a story-

telling device, the list reflects the burden of her feelings, growing heavier with each item 

and burying her “good teacher” self with the weight of the list.  She then speaks in 

passive voice of a “perception” of failure but does not name who holds that 

understanding.  Stacy writes the perception as a criticism that comes from both herself 

and a place beyond herself.  She says twice that she was not what she “should be,” 

suggesting she had failed to meet some standards; but again, she does not name who set 

those requirements; she does not indicate whether they came from her own desire to “do 

good things” or from some place outside herself.  I see her understanding of “good 

teacher” becoming blurred because of competing narratives of what “should be” done.  I 

see her feeling she has no space within which to “talk back” to others’ narratives because 

they are anonymous, without authors or specified advocates.  The narratives that 

associate “field trips and guest speakers” or “positive notes” with the name of “good 

teacher” do not seem to acknowledge that any teacher needs time to plan and implement 

these activities, time that had been filled with standardized curricula, with meetings and 
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with paper work, activities that focused only on gaining and publicizing high scores on 

standardized tests.  If Stacy were to implement these non-standardized activities, she 

would have had to take time and energy from her other senses of herself, especially those 

associated with her family. She tried to resolve the conflict by leaving her profession, but 

that led her to “mourn” and “grieve,” as if a part of her had died.  She returns to teaching 

with an altered understanding of her relationship with its discourse, one in which her own 

voice is stronger. 

 I believe Stacy’s suspicion of failure developed, in part, as Stacy sensed herself 

reflected, or made an object, in Mrs. Voight’s frequent statements to the entire faculty 

about what she believed comprised good teaching. When I worked with Mr. Cleary, that 

first principal, I think he knew that, as a student went through his seven-period day, very 

good things were happening.  And that was enough for him.  When the next principal, 

Mrs. Voight, came along, not only did she doubt, maybe, that good things were 

happening in those classrooms, she felt that she had to take those good things and blend 

them into a whole and label it, and document it, and stick a ribbon on it.  It was enough 

for Mr. Cleary to know that there were very good teachers in that school doing good 

things.  Maybe there were pressures, I’m sure there probably were pressures from the 

administration for him to--oh (sigh), I don’t know--for him to write it up and sell it and 

tell the world about it.  As I said, to stick a ribbon on it.  When Mrs. Voight came along, it 

was like we all had to put on a show, and she would say, “I know you’re doing these 

things already, but let me remind you that these are the things that we need to be doing 

and we need to tell everybody about it and we need to show ‘em.”  It just sounded 

disingenuous and it was condescending.  It felt insulting because those good things 

happening in the classroom...took a lot of work. A lot of hours and a lot of heart.  And she 

came along and said, “That’s not enough.  I know you’re doing good things and you’re 
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putting all your heart and your soul and your sweat and your tears into this, but that’s 

not enough.  Do more and do it more publicly.” And it took more time.  And took and 

took and took and sapped energy out of what was going into the classroom and put it into 

committees and meetings and documents. We were spread thinner.  This is going to sound 

arrogant when you consider that I was one of the ones that she wanted others to be more 

like.  It changed the environment.  It poisoned the water.  It just changed the feel.  So 

what if I was somebody whom she thought was a wonderful teacher?  I did not like being 

a part of that thing.  I didn’t like being used in that thing.  Stacy’s imagery and her 

parody of Mrs. Voight’s admonitions to “do more” suggest Stacy saw her sense of herself 

as “good teacher” being over-written by Mrs. Voight’s desires for strong, positive public 

relations.  Stacy speaks disparagingly about what she sees as meaningless efforts, 

describing Mrs. Voight’s efforts as an attempt to “stick a ribbon on it.” Stacy is critical of 

that surface prettiness because it is so costly: it “took and took and took and sapped 

energy out of the classroom.”  The repetition of “took” and the word “sapped” suggest 

the image of a vampire or parasite, one who sustains itself by draining the life from 

another.  Stacy feels the emphasis Mrs. Voight put on public image creates a toxic 

atmosphere for teachers; it “poisoned the waters.”  Even Stacy’s “good teacher” self-

understanding is appropriated, taken from her, held up as a model, and used to dilute 

other teachers’ freedom to create understandings of “good teacher” that best suit their 

own abilities.  These individual understandings of “good teacher,” perhaps because they 

are more difficult to monitor and manage, are supplanted by a cookie-cutter, one-size-

fits-all model.  Interestingly, Stacy’s parody of Mrs. Voight’s desire to “show ‘em” does 

not specify an audience for those efforts.  A recent news report (Martinez, 2004) states 

that school ratings, based on standardized test scores, “carry weight: Real estate agents 

use them to promote neighborhoods” (p. B5) and, therefore allow school boards to 
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increase property values.  Schools’ public images are at least as much about increasing 

profits for businesses as they are about providing “good things” in classrooms for 

students.  Stacy left that district to escape a ruined environment, a space polluted by too 

much emphasis on conformity and by a growing sense of lost freedom, all promoted in 

the guise of progress and presented in a rhetoric of improvement.  Stacy’s leaving was 

political, an act of resistance. 

 Changing school districts, however, did not improve the situation.  Even with her 

own stronger voice, Stacy’s ambivalence about herself as “good teacher” continued to 

evolve as she became the object of tactics to “discipline” the faculty used by Stacy’s 

principal in the new district. The principal I worked for in that second district had been 

sent in from the administration because he was told that the faculty was rebellious and 

they needed some discipline.  Those were some pretty hellish years.  He began to try to 

make people fit this mold, the mold of his idea of a teacher.  The administration was 

right.  They were a rebellious group and I was rebellious, too.  I had a couple of verbal, 

not confrontations, exchanges with him.  Although this was a different school district, on 

the other side of town, it was exactly the same problem with the heavy-handed principal 

not allowing for the diversity in his teaching staff and just really trying to make and mold 

that group of people into something that they weren’t.  Her characterization of this time 

as “hellish years” suggests that changing districts only increased her perception of the 

teaching space as filled with monsters.  The “heavy-handed principal” image seems a 

manifestation of Apollo’s kiss, that mythological explanation for how Cassandra lost her 

credibility because she defied a god’s authority.  Although Stacy is careful to maintain a 

position as a professional, to say her “talking back” took the form of “verbal exchanges” 

rather than “confrontations,” she does speak up.  In so doing, she participates in 

Bakhtin’s (1986) concerns about freedom and necessity.  Bakhtin (1981) discusses the 
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importance of such dialogue as one’s ideological consciousness emerges in the 

Bildungsroman and elsewhere, in life as well as in literature. 

The importance of struggling with another’s discourse, its influence in the 

history of an individual’s coming to ideological consciousness, is 

enormous.  One’s own discourse and one’s own voice, although born of 

another or dynamically stimulated by another, will sooner or later begin to 

liberate themselves from the authority of the other’s discourse.  This 

process is made more complex by the fact that a variety of alien voices 

enter into the struggle for influence within an individual’s 

consciousness...A conversation with an internally persuasive word that 

one has begun to resist may continue, but it takes on another character: it 

is questioned, it is put in a new situation, in order to expose its weak sides, 

to get a feel for its boundaries, to experience it physically as an object.  

For this reason stylizing discourse by attributing it to a person often 

becomes parodic.... (p. 348) 

Stacy frequently uses parody to present the multiple “alien voices” as she has struggled 

with what freedoms she possesses as a teacher, what compromises she must make, what 

ideals she can keep and which ones she must forsake. 

 Her feelings of inadequacy as a teacher seem to exacerbate her guilt about ways in 

which professional demands have stolen time from her mother, wife, and homemaker 

selves.  She had left teaching once before, after her second child was born, but had 

returned to work because the family needed her income.  She confronted the family-

career conflict well-documented in feminist writings (Hope, 2003; Kerr, 1994; Oram, 

1999; Reis, 1998; Weedon, 1997).  Stacy resolved the conflict by choosing the context in 

which she believed she had more power, the discourse in which she felt she had the right 
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to speak.  She left teaching, this time for six years, so she could participate more 

satisfactorily in only one world, her home.  When the demands of her parenting self 

lessened, she returned to teaching, to that sense of self she felt she had lost and which she 

had “mourned” so deeply. 

 Stacy discovered that little had changed about teaching during her absence.  She 

still became excited about “making a meaningful day” for her students, and she still 

encountered hostility from her peers because her creativity--fed by her own wide reading, 

her deep understanding of literature and writing, and her ability to see connections among 

seemingly disparate content--allowed her, quite literally, to think outside the box.   So, 

here I am again in this new situation where I’m a little bit alone in my creativity.  Lord of 

the Flies is a book that has been taught here forever.  And I was given this huge box of 

Lord of the Flies things I could use.  And I’m not saying that any one teacher did all of it.  

It’s impossible.  But as I went through it, I picked a few things and I thought Wow!  This 

is great!  I picked those few things and I put aside that box.  I thought about things that I 

wanted to do with the novel.  Read Aloud is a really big program at this school, reading 

to the kids.  I was browsing through the library, trying to think thematically, what do I 

want to read to them while they’re reading Lord of the Flies ?  Then I saw it on the shelf.  

There it was.  And I picked it out.  J. M. Barrie’s Peter Pan.  The one hundred-year-old 

text.  The Lost Boys, the island, it was all there!  There are no streamers and bulletin 

boards for Lord of the Flies in my classroom.  What we have is Peter Pan and blank 

white paper on the bulletin board.  It will become our Lord of the Flies mural and it will 

have excerpts from both novels and also visuals.  There are kids who haven’t bought into 

it, but that’s okay.  Because Stacy understands what happens in her classroom as an 

integrated whole, she approaches constructing her lessons with a long-range, thematic 

view.  As she tells this story, she re-lives the excitement and enthusiasm she felt when 
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she first made the connection between the two seemingly quite dissimilar novels.  She 

uses short sentences and phrases to create suspense and build to her decisive conclusion, 

“it was all there.”  She then describes ways she structured her classroom environment to 

be part of the lesson as well as to be a space to showcase her students’ developing 

understanding of the novel.  She constructs activities that appeal to multiple avenues for 

learning--the auditory, the visual, even the kinesthetic.  She also reduces pressures on 

herself and her students to perform in compliance with some abstract, outside time-line.  

She says that it was “okay” that not all students had “bought into” her methods.  As she 

removes the pressures, she maintains a faith that, given time and an inviting environment, 

the uninvolved will gradually become curious and comfortable enough to risk 

contributing to the conversation.  This faith resembles Foucault’s (1977) “will to 

knowledge.”  He indicates that scientific explanations for what motivates people to 

acquire knowledge are “at best, imprecise” (p. 201).  He suggests that the will to 

knowledge remains mysterious and that our understanding of it must be “constructed and 

defined as we proceed” (p. 201).  Stacy’s faith in her students’ will to knowledge and in 

her own abilities to stimulate that desire in multiple ways is rewarded.  We were reading 

the passage about the Never Lands and I asked my students, “What are these Never 

Lands?” And Ethan, who’d been complaining and moaning all along, just blurted out, 

“They’re our imaginations!” And then half the class turned to Ethan and said, “Ethan!  

You’re doing it.  You’re flying, Ethan!” That was great.  She moves the plot of this whole 

story about the connection between Lord of the Flies and Peter Pan from her own 

excitement in finding the connection, to the inviting activities she constructs, then to her 

students’ responses.   She ends this tale with an episode that shows how her intellectual 

enthusiasm, her patience, and her interactive environment have helped her students make 

the connections we call learning.  Her story-telling becomes like her teaching, a carefully 
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structured, integrated whole.  

 Spaces outside her classroom are neither integrated nor inviting.  Stacy stories 

them so that they resemble the fractious and contentious world of Alice’s Wonderland.  A 

lady I had taught with previously, who had heard me teaching through the thin walls of 

our adjoining classrooms, was rather chilly that first month [after I returned to 

teaching].  Later she told me what she had said about me to another friend.  “I told Carol 

that we have to be on our toes from now on.  She’s doing some interesting things, and 

we’re going to have to be on our toes.” Well, that’s not a statement you make when 

you’re completely comfortable with somebody.  That’s a statement you make when you 

feel a little bit threatened.  This colleague saw Stacy’s creative initiatives as challenges 

rather than invitations to share.  Despite Stacy’s efforts to distance herself from a position 

as “model,” others continue to see her initiatives as standards that they must meet or 

emulate.  Stacy’s tendencies to go beyond the usual, to relate content to students’ lives 

and to “make a meaningful day” for her students, also have the potential to build a wall 

between her and her co-workers. Let me tell ya.  I pulled in an editorial that Lance 

Armstrong had written against a bill that’s being proposed in the legislature about 

limitations on bicycle riding.  Our big standardized test was coming and we’d been 

teaching persuasive writing.  So I thought, let’s look at his writing technique.  There’s 

one other language arts teacher who’s on my team.  And she’s spoken in a rather 

condescending manner to me.  She’s, maybe, just a little skeptical.  I don’t think she liked 

it that the principal, who had never seen me teach, introduced me at a meeting as 

“awesome.” I didn’t like it either, didn’t like it.  Anyway.  We were at a training meeting 

and I had the Armstrong editorial in front of me.  And she reached over and took a half 

glance at it, then pulled it over to her without asking me.  I explained how my kids and I 

were using it to discuss persuasive technique.  I said “Armstrong uses a lot of the things 
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we’ve been talking about with the kids.” And she said, “Oh?  Like what?” [said with 

disdain]  I was quiet, but what I wanted to say was “Bitch!” So there’s some of that.  I’m 

still being creative, but I feel a little bit alone.  Echoing Bakhtin’s (1986) explanation of 

the Bildungsroman, Stacy adds tale upon tale in which the world of teaching and the 

larger, more historical world come into focus even as she relates her own struggles to 

name herself “good teacher” while keeping and growing her position as “intelligent 

woman.” The details above about internationally competitive cyclist Lance Armstrong, 

pending legislation, and editorial writing--all parts of the historical world--merge with 

details of standardized testing and lesson planning from the world of teaching.  Her 

personal emergence occurs less smoothly.   She embeds another tale of a principal who 

narrates Stacy to the faculty as “awesome,” setting her up as a model and, therefore, as an 

outsider even as this administrator tries to forge a space of welcome for her.  The 

colleague’s condescension, skepticism, and disdainful tone position Stacy outside the 

teacher community and question her intellectual ability to analyze the Armstrong 

editorial.  Stacy’s attempt to share her ideas is rebuffed. Although she responds by being 

“quiet,” she becomes angry enough to think, “Bitch!” This word seems unusual for a 

woman who, even in this tale, stories the animosity she encounters with phrases such as 

“a little bit.” Although she can hold onto “being creative,” she feels strongly the rejection 

of her name as “good teacher.” 

 Stacy has observed a pattern among teachers, one that she first noticed in a fellow 

teacher’s dismissal of Estella’s passion, and one that has continued through her 

interactions with colleagues since then. Something similar had happened in that first 

district.  I was working up enrichment material for a unit on civil rights, and the time 

came to share the material with another teacher.  Again, what I had felt passionately 

about, excerpts from selections that had thrilled me to my very soul, poems and video 
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clips that still today stir my emotions, were all received with interest but without 

excitement.  I could share the material but I could not share the excitement, and the 

material without the excitement just wasn’t the same.  I remember thinking that I wished I 

could take it all back, teach it myself, and do it right.  I felt deflated, but more than that, I 

felt kind of lonely and sad.  I felt like that teacher’s kids wouldn’t have as meaningful an 

experience as they might have had, but also that the teacher herself was missing out--how 

could she not understand how wonderful these words from these selections were?  Again 

and again she feels isolated by struggles involving Bakhtin’s (1986) issues of who has the 

power to initiate creativity.  In this story, Stacy comes to understand that, while she may 

be able to share with students those content pieces that have “thrilled” her to her “very 

soul,” to experience what amounts to a spiritual renewal, she cannot share this 

“excitement” with her peers.  They seem unable to recognize the sense of the sacred 

Stacy associates with her subject matter texts or to appreciate the transformational 

fellowship possible in exchanging interpretations about such texts.  Her own spirit 

becomes “deflated,” and she is left feeling “lonely and sad.”  

 The sense of a nearly spiritual community is an important aspect of Stacy’s 

visions about the possibilities represented by the whole teaching profession.  The greatest 

joy is learning together.  It’s that I’ve played a role in creating an environment through 

tone and attitude and interacting and curriculum and assignments, all of those things that 

wouldn’t happen without me, and that kids are coming in with what they bring, their 

knowledge, their experience, their questioning, and so the greatest joy is when we are all, 

and I include myself in that, we are all learning and having an Aha!  And I think that 

comes a lot from an atmosphere of intellectual curiosity.  I remember being surprised in 

both districts at how many teachers there were who seemed to have so little intellectual 

curiosity, so little love of learning.  I remember thinking that some of the teachers were 
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downright dumb and silly, and I was surprised at that.  How’d they get in?  I remember 

sitting in the teachers’ lounge one day, working by myself, when I became aware that 

three people were talking to me.  It was like something out of freshman year in high 

school.  They had directed a question or comment over their shoulders and across the 

room at me, and, when I didn’t hear it, they started giggling--yes, giggling--about my 

working so diligently in my little corner of the lounge.  I very awkwardly made an attempt 

to join the conversation, but I was bothered by the immaturity of that exchange.  Those 

folks didn’t seem to be there to teach at all.  As Stacy describes her “greatest joy” in the 

second sentence of this story, she violates rules of grammar just as the joy itself spills 

across traditional boundaries between teachers’ knowledge and students’ knowledge.  

This sentence creates a sense of action and animation as strings of words and clauses, 

connected by the equalizing conjunction “and,” tumble into one another.  The sentence 

structure resembles the boisterous intellectual interactions that transgress traditional 

notions of classroom deportment, yet culminate with a communal, rather than an 

individual, “Aha!” Stacy wishes this experience for her peers, but she senses they prefer 

not to engage.  She wonders, “How’d they get in?” Her question suggests she sees those 

who remain unenthralled as infidels in the temple.  She juxtaposes her “joy” to other 

teachers’ “giggling.” She indicates she prefers to sit studiously in her corner than to 

“awkwardly” join their “silly and dumb” conversation.  She chooses to remain only on 

the peripheries of the alternative discourse of “good teacher” attitudes and actions. 

 As wondrous as Stacy sees teaching can be, she also understands it can become 

like an insatiable god whose appetites demand too much from her reservoir of resources.  

I still fear losing valuable time, and emotional and mental space, to teaching.  I fear that 

the job can take too much--creativity, time, effort.  And that not enough is left for MY life, 

my kids, my family.  It’s like the job has an infinite capacity to take in.  There’s never 
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“too much.” There’s not a safety valve.  It’s like you’re filling a bathtub and the water’s 

getting high, and you should shut off the water.  Well, in education, the tub gets bigger to 

just keep taking in.  If I don’t Watch Out, I could take on too much.  Because that bathtub 

keeps getting bigger.  Stacy’s image of the ever-expanding bathtub, with its “infinite 

capacity to take in” and its lack of a “safety valve,” suggests that demands of the job of 

education can consume all of a teacher’s being.  Several education scholars have 

addressed ways in which the job of teaching has expanded since the late 1960s ( Easthope 

& Easthope, 2000;Hargreaves, 1994; Huberman, 1993). Stacy indicates that without also 

maintaining thoughts of renewing and conserving these resources, she can become single-

minded about pursuing the joys of teaching, those moments of Aha.  Her stories suggest 

she understands that educational expectations--her own concept of “good teacher” as well 

as those versions voiced in policies, administrators’ desires, and other teachers’ 

narratives--can overwhelm all other relationships in her life.  Consequently, Stacy has 

learned that she must “Watch Out” for herself, that she cannot depend on any safety 

measures being built into the job. 

 Stacy’s stories suggest that reflexivity, academic talent, and love of learning 

simultaneously help and hinder as she works to claim her own name as “good teacher.” 

Because these qualities spur her creativity, they propel her efforts.  Because they set her 

apart, they make it more difficult to be a member of the teacher community.  More and 

more, as standards replace diversity in teaching methods and as group efforts supplant 

individual ones, teachers’ power to exercise creative initiative is being eroded.  However, 

Stacy’s confidence--in herself, in the allure of her subject matter, in her students--which 

can be neither scripted nor prescribed and on which no one can “stick a ribbon,” this faith 

allows her the space to observe the happenings in her classroom and to respond, as 

Foucault (1977) says, to “construct and define” the will to knowledge as she “proceeds” 
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through her career.   Perhaps all creativity requires a leap of faith.  Perhaps, too, this faith 

is what underlies Stacy’s resistance to the powerful, official voices that call out “Do 

more!” and demand conformity in the names of excellence, equality, and progress. 

Olivia’s stories: This is who I am 

 As “teacher,” Olivia also transgresses boundaries but in different ways and 

spaces.  Like Stacy, she encounters a multiplicity of competing narratives that would 

each speak “good teacher” for her. Olivia stories her resistance to these competing 

narratives with a kind of folkloric exaggeration and laughter that allow her a space, 

however small, in which to live her own difference.  She had used similar techniques in 

her tales of herself as “good daughter” and as “good scholar.”  Bakhtin (1984) sees in 

Rabelais’ carnival laughter an unsettling of prevailing world-views that makes room for 

other views. 

...the carnival-grotesque form exercises [this] function: to consecrate 

inventive freedom, to permit the combinations of a variety of different 

elements and their rapprochement, to liberate from the prevailing point of 

view of the world, from conventions and established truths, from cliches, 

from all that is humdrum and universally accepted.  This carnival spirit 

offers the chance to have a new outlook on the world, to realize the 

relative nature of all that exists, and to enter a completely new order of 

things. (p. 34) 

 Although Olivia has used this carnival laughter as she storied herself as “intelligent” and 

as “woman,” her laughter is not so purely generative when she speaks of her teaching 

life.  In these tales it seems tinged by an undercoat of seriousness, sometimes even of 

sorrow.  Although she still wishes to “liberate” herself from the “conventions and 

established truths” she hears in official narratives, she is also aware that she herself lives 
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within these traditional places.  By dismantling them, she also tears down a portion of 

that which sustains her.  This situation is most visible in the tension she feels between 

two parts of what she understands as her essential self: she feels “born to teach,” but she 

also feels born to be gay.  I knew in my gut that I was a teacher, but then how did that 

reconcile...with being gay?  This is just, doesn’t fit.  This just doesn’t fit.  I’ve had 

everything questioned, my career and my status in the world and my family and my 

religion and my,ya know, everything, everything.  I still don’t, uh, feel completely at ease 

in the world.  I’m still afraid of the wrong kids finding out or parents or faculty or 

whatever.  That’s pretty much [her voice dissolves]. It’s a big ole mess.  Her usually 

flowing speech falters into pauses, false starts, and silence.  She speaks of her “gut,” 

using a word with a touch of what Bakhtin (1984) calls the “billingsgate” (p. 144) or 

coarse marketplace speech, to name the space where her essential being lies.  This is a 

much more basic image than loftier alternatives, such as Stacy’s use of “heart” and 

“soul.” Olivia also uses the phrase “a big ole mess,” comparing her confused emotional 

state to a physical jumble.  The physicalness of Olivia’s “gut” and the informality of “ole 

mess” echo Bakhtin’s (1981) observation that carnival laughter makes frequent reference 

to the “lower stratum” of the body, a place he understands as connected to “fertility, 

renewal, welfare” (p. 148).   However, Olivia seems unable to access this generative 

gaiety without also stirring up her dis-ease.  The incongruity between being teacher and 

being gay feels dangerous.   

 Olivia’s fears of discovery extend to her partner. And so now, even more than 

ever, I’m trying to be so quiet.  Because my partner’s moving up, she is the star of her 

school district.  She’s just the greatest, they want her to be superintendent someday.  And 

I feel like I don’t want to be a liability.  And so that has...a huge bearing on everything 

about my teaching, everything.  Because I’m just trying to be very, very quiet [she 
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whispers as she says this].   I’ve been reading this book for my book club and it’s about 

this drug addict from San Francisco who became a Zen master.  He writes this vivid 

passage in which he says, “My guilt about being homosexual was just ripped off my 

shoulders.” And that passage struck me because I thought, “I wonder if I’ll ever, ever 

feel that.”  And I still feel that heaviness because...of so many times when...I would like to 

be proud but I think, Don’t say anything [She says this in a light, soft voice, as if her 

conscience were talking to her.] Don’t say anything because this could happen and this 

could happen and this could happen.  So, yeah, I know it’s there and I know it’s probably 

shortening my life but I don’t want to be a burden to society when I’m old anyway! [She 

laughs.] Some of that stuff, I just have to accept.  Olivia ends these stories with a short 

laugh, but the laughter here is insufficient to resist the dictates of the larger culture’s 

official narratives about sexuality.  Olivia retreats into silence because her fear robs her 

of voice. 

 Olivia’s fear has merit.  Stacy Braukman (2001) writes a history of the Florida 

Legislative Investigation Committee in which she details the committee’s actions toward 

lesbian teachers from 1959 to 1963.  She quotes from transcripts of the committee’s 

interrogations of lesbian teachers and notes how the members asked detailed, personal 

questions of “physical, erotic acts performed between people of the same sex” (p. 558).  

The committee concluded that all lesbian teachers exerted an “aggressively corrupting 

influence” on their students.  Braukman notes that the committee “constructed [these 

women] as a menace to youth; and proceeded to interrogate, spy, and prod in order to 

confirm widely held beliefs about homosexuality” (p.572).  Especially during the Cold 

War years of the committee’s actions, homosexuality “became infused with even more 

insidious associations of security risks, infiltrators, recruiters.”  The women called to 

testify before this committee seldom refused to answer its invasive queries.  Braukman 
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says that “witnesses were commonly told that if they did not cooperate they would be 

subjected to a public hearing” (p. 567).  Their place in community and their livelihood 

were threatened if they spoke up if they remained silent.  Braukman points to similarities 

between this Florida committee and its contemporary the federal House Un-American 

Activities Committee. Although we have moved a half-century beyond the time of these 

hearings, the sentiments have not disappeared.  The United States is again in an 

undeclared war against covert adversaries, and news reports from many sources have 

expressed concerns about the erosion of civil liberties since the tragedies of September 

11, 2001.  I know, times are changing, whatever.  People may be...different, open-

minded, but not everybody is. It just depends on who you run into.  There’s just so much 

fear that has driven my life, that has surrounded my life, that I can’t even describe it.  I 

mean, it’s just SO BIG for me.  And so, sometimes, I’ve thought, Why don’t I just leave 

teaching?  Ya know, go somewhere where I can just be who I want to, who I am, and just 

not worry.  But, I, I love teaching.  I am a teacher and so that’s been one of the most 

confusing things.  Olivia views her positions as “teacher” and as “gay” as innate, but she 

also knows that one can jeopardize the other.  She finds the official views “confusing,” 

and she seems unable to extricate herself from the fear. “It’s just SO BIG.” The fear, in 

turn, blocks her access to alternative discourses. 

 She has storied herself as hardworking to resist other authoritative narratives, 

particularly those of “woman” and of “intelligent.” She uses it during her student 

teaching days, not only to shield her lesbian self from scrutiny, but also to resist the 

influence of others’ stories of ‘“intelligent woman” and “teacher.” I got assigned to the 

woman whom I have since replaced as the senior AP teacher.  At the time she taught the 

senior “enriched” English classes and a Shakespeare class.  And she is, 

uh...very...uh...elegant and soft-spoken and very much like a college professor.  I don’t 
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think...I’m hard, but I’m not...uh, distant like some of those professors are.  And so, 

uh...she had, uh, very high expectations for her students and so I loved working with 

them, but every night I’d go to the university library for about six hours and prepare my 

lesson for the next day.  I felt like I had to know everything about every poet and every 

chapter, every line...before I walked into that room.  And it’s a control thing I felt I had to 

have, and...she wrote in my evaluation...that she had never met anyone, student teacher 

or teacher, who had planned as well as I did. (She laughs.)  Although she again laughs as 

she finishes this tale, the laughter seems more an end punctuation than a force that opens 

alternatives.  She tells the story with an almost frantic and continuous energy devoted to 

her preparations, replicated in her sentence structures.  There are breaks and hesitations in 

her language, reflecting the dissonance she feels between herself and the “elegant,” “soft-

spoken,” professor-like woman who had been assigned as her cooperating teacher.  This 

woman seems to embody the expected, official story of “good teacher,” but Olivia also 

sees her as “distant.” Olivia stories herself here more as the subservient student than as 

the “teacher” who could set the “high expectations.” She sees herself as having to work 

hard and long to achieve the position this teacher exemplifies. The items in the list of 

what she “had to know” topple onto one another and multiply with her repetition of 

“every.”  This creates the sense of a huge task she faced each night.  She is like Psyche, 

to whom Aphrodite assigned impossible tasks for having transgressed the boundary 

between mortals and gods, for having loved and looked upon the forbidden Eros.  Many 

of Olivia’s stories contain such an Aphrodite figure who guards the threshold into a 

discourse community, rejecting those who do not pass her tests.  Olivia’s mother and 

great-grandmother established the official expectations for entry into the community of 

women.  Her eccentric art history professor and her demanding thesis director set the 

standards for scholars.  Her cooperating teacher is another such Aphrodite, standing at the 
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entrance to the community of teachers.  Olivia seems to need to meet their expectations 

before she can live her own difference, before she can name herself within a given 

community. 

 Olivia’s story-telling often includes aspects of performance.  Sound, especially 

rhythm, enhances her stories like drumbeat accompaniments to folkloric tales.  Sentences 

in Olivia’s stories sometimes suggest a tarantella, a vivacious, nearly frenzied folk dance.  

They resemble, too, the figures thrown on walls and ceilings by a magic lantern, spinning 

so fast that details blur and only movement is observable.  These story techniques suggest 

a kinship between Olivia and the main character in the folk tale, The Red Shoes.  As the 

story opens, the motherless girl (who also remains nameless in many versions of the tale) 

wanders aimlessly across the countryside because she has no home.  To protect her feet 

as she walks, she gathers and constructs, from scraps of discarded cloth, a crude pair of 

red shoes.  Eventually, the girl is found by an old, nearly blind, woman in a gilded 

carriage.  The woman explains that she is taking the girl to live with her.  No longer must 

the child scramble for those things that sustain her.  She gains a home, new clothes, 

plenty to eat, a place in the world.  However, the women insists that she discard her lowly 

red shoes because they are tattered and disreputable.  The girl complies, but she pines for 

those shoes, the product of her own problem-solving mind and constructive hands.  The 

time arrives for the girl to be confirmed in the local church community.  The old woman 

takes her to the shoemaker to purchase her a new pair of shiny black shoes.  As they enter 

the shop, the girl notices a pair of spectacular red leather shoes, shining with polish and 

buckles in their own special case.  The shoes seem to glow with a life-light of their own.  

The shoemaker sees she has been bedazzled by the red shoes. He smiles knowingly and 

wraps them for the girl without alerting the nearly-blind woman to their forbidden color.  

The next day, the girl wears her red shoes to church.  The congregation gasps in shock 
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and tells the old woman about the girl’s inappropriate attire.  The woman speaks sharply 

to the girl, takes away her red shoes, and places them on a high shelf in the closet.  Again, 

the little girl longs for her special red shoes.  She begins to steal small glances at them, 

then to gaze at them for long minutes in a kind of rapture.  Finally, she can no longer 

withstand her desire for the shoes.  She takes them out of the closet and fastens them on 

her feet just as she and the old woman prepare to attend another church service.  As they 

descend from the gilded carriage, the girl notices an old soldier loitering by the church 

door.  He remarks on the beauty of her red shoes and whispers to her, “Don’t forget to 

stay for the dance.” Again the congregation is shocked by her shoes, and again they speak 

to the old woman about the child’s need for discipline.  To keep her wonderful shoes with 

her a while longer, the girl runs away to the dance the soldier had mentioned.  As she 

nears the site, she begins to skip and spin in time with the music that floats toward her.  

Again, she spies the soldier, attired now in motley like Harlequin.  Again he smiles and 

begs to dust off her shoes so they will shine at the dance.  She pauses briefly for his 

ministrations.  Then, she spins and skips and hops and prances.  But, as she begins to tire, 

she finds she cannot stop dancing.  Her shoes have become permanently attached to her 

feet and she is compelled to dance across the countryside, day and night, without respite.  

She dances for her supper and for others’ pleasure or amusement.  Seasons change.  The 

girl dances by her old home and sees the hearse that has come for her erstwhile foster 

mother.  Still she must dance, alone, across meadows and through forests.  Eventually she 

dances by the cottage of the executioner and she calls out to him for help.  With his axe 

he tries to cut through the bindings and buckles on her red shoes, to no avail.  Finally the 

girl begs him to cut off her feet.  He complies.  Her feet, still captured within the red 

shoes, dance away.  The girl can now rest, separated from her frenzy, but also separated 

from any chance that she will dance again for her own joy.  (See Pinkola Estez, 1995, pp. 
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215-218, for another version of this story.) 

 Like the girl in the red shoes, Olivia keeps on dancing.  As a fully-certified 

teacher, she studies and prepares and talks and grades essays.  I feel like...a lot of it is for 

survival.  I...just to manage my roles...and...my grading and my planning, what I have to 

do for tomorrow...and I feel stretched...tired, depleted by my job pretty often.  And by 

having to be closeted.  I don’t feel like I use my full potential.  Being a teacher is sort of 

like a work-horse job.  And yet I have this desire to study something...else, something for 

me and not just...because I’m gonna teach a lesson on it the next day or because I need to 

grade a paper on it.  Sometimes I just...sleep whenever I’m not grading or teaching or 

trying to be, uh, available to my friends, my family, whatever.  I just am so tired.  I have 

sort of an undercurrent of...sadness or something.  That I am not...feeling more energetic.  

I think I’m sort of...one-dimensional?  In my, in my way that my time is taken up.  I mean, 

school becomes...my first and all-consuming priority.  For ten months a year.  If I’m not 

teaching, I’m planning, grading, xeroxing, talking about it, thinking about it, working on 

it.  And I neglect my house, I neglect my family, friends, other relationships, parties, 

hobbies, everything.  Laundry, everything.  Because...I’m always so busy grading.  It’s 

pretty cave-like in my grading lair.  And so, I don’t feel particularly well-rounded.  

Again, her language shows her constant and consuming devotion, but also the fatigue and 

isolation that seem to be the price of such a commitment.  Her sentences at the first of 

this tale are filled with pauses as she searches for words, suggesting a sort of emotional or 

creative shortness of breath.  She feels “depleted” by the dual demands from her work 

and from “having to be closeted.” She embeds a brief reference to her “desire to study 

something” for herself, but quickly buries this with a long series of “ing” verbs.  She 

stories herself as a caricature, “one-dimensional” and “not well-rounded.” She devotes so 

much to her “dance” that her other senses of herself grow dim, vague, and distant as 
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memories.  She notes only “an undercurrent of...sadness or something.” Although there is 

a hint of carnival in the constant motion and in her, again, near-billingsgate 

characterization of teaching as “a work-horse job,” the carnival gaiety is presented with a 

dusky hue.  She describes her life as “cave-like” and a “lair,” suggesting her strong sense 

of isolation and an ironic sense of enclosure created by her constant movement. 

 In addition to his preferred folk or Rabelaisian grotesque, Bakhtin (1984) 

discusses the Romantic grotesque, “a reaction against the cold rationalism, against 

official, formalistic, and logical authoritarianism; it was a reaction to that which is 

finished and completed, of the didactic and utilitarian spirit of the Enlighteners with their 

narrow and artificial optimism” (p. 37).  Within this Romantic view, the carnival spirit is 

transformed. “It became, as it were, an individual carnival, marked by a vivid sense of 

isolation” (p. 37).  This change caused laughter to lose its “regenerative power,” to 

become more a response to life’s terror.   

The world of Romantic grotesque is to a certain extent a terrifying world, 

alien to man...Something frightening is revealed in that which was 

habitual and secure...If a reconciliation with the world occurs, it takes 

place in a subjective, lyric, or even mystic sphere. (p. 38-39)  

There seems to a “lyric” or “mystic” quality to Olivia’s magic lantern play of constant 

motion that reduces her to a shadowy “one-dimensional” object in her own story. 

 Olivia stories herself as “good teacher” with a laughter that is partially Romantic 

and partially Rabelaisian folk.  Her laughter in these tales seems double-voiced.  It 

presents an alternative to official narratives but it also acknowledges a loss of the security 

such narratives offer.  Her laughter also shows her amusement at her former naive self 

that thought she could isolate her “private” self from any of her more “public” selves.  I 

think age has allowed me to get away from some of that old stuff, age and Zoloft. [She 
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laughs.] I’m gonna be 40 this year and I’ve thought, by golly...I should probably have a 

little better sense of self at 40 years old.  The things that I’ve tried to keep such a tight 

control on for so long, thinking, if I don’t tell people, they won’t know...I’ve sort of been 

discovering they know anyway.  And so now I have this, I can’t control.  I’d always felt I 

could control what people know, what people think and that way I could make sure they 

liked me and approved.  I don’t need quite so much of that any more.  Olivia laughs at 

herself for having tried to “control” what others know and think.  She also laughs at her 

white, middle-class culture’s use of the anti-depressant “Zoloft” to help them control 

their responses to situations in the world and in their own lives which they can neither 

control nor remedy.  Her laughter places her in community with others, ironically 

because of their communal  inability to manage the pace and discontinuity of 

contemporary life. 

 Like Stacy, Olivia began her professional life teaching English/language arts in a 

middle school populated predominately by low-income students, many from broken and 

blended families.  Her own schooling and her student-teaching experiences had occurred 

in upper-middle-class neighborhoods.  School, which had felt secure because of its 

familiarity, became an alien space, terrifying in its peculiarities.  She stories her “good 

teacher” self as one who has benefitted from broad experiences and becomes able to 

transcend the idiosyncracies of vastly different teaching contexts.  It was a culture shock 

and such a shift.  And when I came back to [the school where I had student-taught], it 

was another huge...shift.  But I feel like all those experiences, ya know, made me sort 

of...able to deal with whatever.  That rich kid arrogance thing?  I know how to knock that 

down, and then those...those bad...dude...gang kids, ya know, I know how to deal with 

them, and so I’m grateful for my broad experience.  Olivia’s language here carries a tone 

of bravado, as though she felt compelled to “face down” difficult students.  To do this, 
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she reduces them to stereotypes.  She focuses only on certain generalities that she then 

stories into labeled boxes: “the rich kid arrogance” and the “bad dude gang kids.” She 

also seems to narrate herself into an abstract notion of a “good teacher” as someone who 

is universally effective rather than as an individual whose successes in classrooms are 

tied to her sense of kinship with the communities in which these classrooms are located. 

 But this universality does not hold.  Individual students spill out of the 

stereotyping labels.  As she constructs her story, she “liberates” individual students from 

the confines of the stereotypes she has built to protect herself from the more fearful or 

heart-wrenching aspects of these larger contexts.  She can even integrate parts of their 

stories with her own, especially those parts that constitute a “secret” or hidden life.  Her 

own story of “good teacher” expands to include ways in which the teacher is educated by 

her students in life lessons.  Olivia stories these student tales as compelling but far 

removed from anything she could comprehend or transcend with her constant “dance” of 

preparation.  I remember crying a lot [she laughs] at that first school because their stories 

were...so...sad sometimes.  There were just, uhm...horrendous cases of abuse.  I 

remember this one kid.  She wa,s uhm...seventh grader...pregnant, did not tell a soul...all 

by herself.  I didn’t even know.  She just wore big clothes.  I saw her face getting fuller, 

but...and then, all of a sudden, she was gone.  She had a baby.  And then it turned out...it 

was her father’s [Olivia shudders when she says this] and she had been raped...and I was 

Just SICK.  I was SO upset.  And she came back.  As an eighth grader, with her baby, and 

still made the Honor Roll.  I mean, she was a little fighter.  I will Never forget her.  And 

lots of stories of kids like that who just had...such odds against them, such dysfunctional 

families, and I, I remember...staying awake at night, worrying, What can I do?  What can 

I do?  What can I do?  And I had to imagine a Big Filing Cabinet, like a life-size filing 

cabinet, putting them in there and just closing it, to try to say, “I’ll think about it 
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tomorrow.” Because it was just so sad.  And so I was Really...toughened by my years 

there.  I learned to not take any bull off anybody and to...ya know, be tougher than they 

were if I had to be, to not let it get to me.  Although she laughs as she initiates this story, 

her laughter is ironic and directed at her own younger self and her tears that were so 

ineffectual in changing the students’ “sad” and “horrendous” lives. Her tarantella of 

preparation is interrupted and replaced by a nightmarish loop of her own lack of 

knowledge.  She can only silently ask repeatedly, “What can I do?” Her bravado re-enters 

the story and here becomes an exterior toughness, a mask that covers Olivia’s sense of 

powerlessness to control or correct the monstrous world in which her students live.  

Bakhtin (1984) says that the theme of the mask in the Romantic grotesque “hides 

something, keeps a secret, deceives...The Romantic mask loses almost entirely its 

regenerating and renewing element and acquires a somber hue.  A terrible vacuum, a 

nothingness lurks behind it” (p. 40). Olivia’s mask of toughness hides a suspicion that she 

is not really a “good teacher” if she must construct ways to “not let it get to me.” Without 

her “good teacher” name, she faces her own nothingness.  Olivia stories multiple ways 

she resists that void.  She turns the terrible into the inspiring, saying she will “Never 

forget” the “little fighter.”  She imagines a “Big Filing Cabinet” into which she locks her 

worries and, in a parody of the magnolia steeliness of that quintessential Southern Belle, 

Scarlet O’Hara, tells herself, “I’ll think about that tomorrow.” None of those alternatives 

provides the protection from the terrors that she hides as she stories herself as “tough.” 

Although this mask may keep her “secret,”  it only helps Olivia to “renew” her efforts in 

the old name. 

 Olivia’s “tough teacher” mask slips, however, when she changes schools.  I cried 

for an entire year when I left that school.  I thought I’d made a horrible mistake.  I 

missed those kids so much.  They were so humble.  I missed the teachers.  I missed that 
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close junior high atmosphere. Her perception seems to have shifted; the “bad dude gang 

kids” mysteriously morph into “humble” kids.  This seemed to me to be a radical shift 

until I remembered Olivia’s name, “the Salt of the Earth,” for her father’s working-class 

birth family.  She extends her understanding of their folksy camaraderie which she also 

named “humility,” into “that close junior high atmosphere.” She colors everyone in it 

with that same “humility” she had earlier used to name her sense of acceptance within her 

father’s family. 

 Olivia’s stories of her transition to the new school resemble the nightmarish dance 

of the girl with the red shoes.  She once again loses the boundaries for her own sense of 

“good teacher.”  A tone of irony, even cynicism, drifts through these tales.  Bakhtin 

(1984) associates this tone with “destructive humor” (p. 41).  He says that, through this 

type of laughter, “the entire world is turned into something alien, something terrifying 

and unjustified.  The ground slips from under our feet, and we are dizzy because we find 

nothing stable around us” (p. 42).  That dizziness appears repeatedly in Olivia’s transition 

stories.  I couldn’t tell if all the changes going to the new school were from going from 

middle school to high school, from a poor district to a rich one, but it was such a 

difference.  All of the sudden I had...very arrogant, smart-aleck kids who had everything 

handed to them, didn’t appreciate anything, were very rude.  And because they dressed 

nicely only meant they bought more expensive drugs.  I had a lot of kids with drug 

problems.  And very rude, very manipulative, very, uhm, grade-grubbing and I just 

thought, I hate this.  I hate this.  I miss my humble kids who really appreciated a teacher.  

I was really angry, ya know, for like a whole year, at myself and making that 

change...and yet I really wanted to teach high school.  I was bored with the literature in 

junior high and I missed that close collegiality of the middle school because high school, 

especially at this school, had a lot of prima donnas, a lot of departmentalized faction...No 
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sense of fun, ya know, work, work, work, and “I’m working harder than you,” and “I’m 

this and you’re that”...and uh, it was lonely, it was lonely.  This story’s magic lantern 

images swirl and violate linear plot development.  She speaks of being “bored” with the 

junior high content “and” missing the “close collegiality” of the faculty.  There are 

longings embedded within impressions.  The plot of the story replicates Olivia’s sense of 

tension and displacement.  The mask of toughness she had built to protect her from the 

tragic junior high stories provides her no sanctuary here.  Her main strength, as she 

stories it here, seems to come from the small hope that her intellectual need to move 

beyond “the literature in junior high” will sustain her own name for herself as “good 

teacher.” 

 Olivia found some peace by setting the mask aside and using it only occasionally. 

She learned to turn away from too much comparison with a now-idealized past, to 

concentrate on the here-and-now of her new situation.  Gradually the alien became less 

foreign and more familiar.  But I finally kind of softened my position and...left some of 

that tension that I had felt with some of those really needy kids, and now I love the kids at 

this school.  I’m very, very lucky...because now I have all GT [gifted & talented] and AP 

[Advanced Placement] classes.  I have great kids.  The most arrogant kids turn out, ya 

know, really friendly.  They’ve told me they love how excited I get about what I’m doing.  

They sense that I love the literature, I love them, I care about their learning.  And the kids 

who say they hate poetry or they hate this or that...I take that as a challenge.  “We’re 

gonna fix that!  I’m gonna find you something that you’re gonna like.”  They see that, on 

the one hand, I’m trying to maintain a standard and I have to be critical and...ya know, 

they’re taking this national test...but on the other hand, then I’m on their side, and I’m 

trying to get them where they need to be.  They know.  Kids are good BS-cutter-through-

ers. [She laughs.]  They know.  She stories her students as aware, as “knowing” her and 
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their communal situation.  She names them “good BS-cutter-through-ers,” violating 

conventional rules of language and employing, again, the billingsgate.  She also laughs 

away the official high seriousness of “this national test” while simultaneously 

acknowledging the test’s importance.  Olivia’s laughter here is more closely akin to 

Bakhtin’s (1984) carnival laughter than to his Romantic grotesque.  It allows Olivia to 

create a space within which she can live her love--for literature, for her students, for her 

job. 

 Individual student stories continue to spill out of her more general tale.  There’s 

this one kid right now who’s driving me crazy.  Because he is, he’s a truly gifted...kid.  

Senior boy...who has read everything.  He can make...any kind of connection.  He can 

make allusions to everything, he really has a broad range of thinking...and very,very 

smart.  But he’s so lazy.  He just drives me insane.  Because he always makes a 69 point 

4 every six-weeks, or worse.  When I called for the research papers, a month or so ago, 

he said, “That wasn’t optional?” [She laughs.] Oh, my head, ay, ay, ay!  He’s been 

kicked out of his house, he’s living with a friend, he doesn’t have any transportation.  

And, of course, I’m more worried about his not graduating than he is.  Although she 

cannot appreciate him in the same way she does her “great kids,” she can see his 

potential.  She stories her ambivalence with a carnival kind of madness.  She laughs and 

poses as the clown, holding her head and comically repeating “ay, ay, ay.” She is no 

longer trapped inside a nightmare of “What can I do?” Her own “good teacher” self, the 

teacher who also learns from her students, this self understands that his life belongs to 

him and that he has the power to determine whether his needs supersede the official 

“good teacher” concerns about whether he will graduate.  Although Olivia inhabits both 

narratives, her own and the official one, she is more able to stand within the tension 

created by their differences because of her ability to laugh. 
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 Olivia’s story of naming herself “good teacher” among her peers also begins in 

hellish nightmare and moves toward folkloric laughter.  As soon as I got in there, I 

realized there was this big split in the department between...people who were considered 

rabble-rousers who loved Nancy Atwell [author of the widely-read In the Middle] and 

were too...open, and then the traditionalists.  And they weren’t speaking.  They 

were...back-biting...they were SO Unprofessional.  At the meetings, I would rock and hold 

my stomach and close my eyes because people would be screaming...crying, calling each 

other “bitch,” calling each other “unprofessional.” I mean, slamming this desk and 

walking out, slamming the door, crying.  There were people who were SO ANGRY with 

one another.  People were mad at each other for things that had been said back in 1972!  

And I remember people coming to me and saying, “Don’t talk to so-and-so! [She laughs.] 

So and so’s evil!” It was such a toxic atmosphere.  I was really unhappy.  There was one 

in particular who was psycho, she was just nuts.  She would purposely try to hurt people.  

She was vindictive, but she had a really, uh...superficial veneer of being a friend.  But, as 

soon as someone left the room, she’d say, “I hate her!” And she would think of ways to 

do somebody in.  I got in the middle of one of those fights one time...and I was really 

afraid.  I was just talking to one teacher and that crazy teacher walked by and said, “I 

see you have a new friend.  I see I’ve been replaced.” And I thought, Oh, my God!   

Bakhtin’s folkloric laughter is available to the story-telling Olivia who is distanced by 

time and a position that allows her to “author” the tale, a position unavailable to the 

Olivia who lived through the events.  As story-teller, Olivia presents both sides of a 

power struggle as screaming harpies who fly around her while she “rocks” and “holds her 

stomach” as a child might, seemingly her only available response to the “toxic 

atmosphere.” However, she also laughs as she tells of herself having been “in the middle 

of one of those fights” and of having been “really afraid.”  Her laughter suggests an 
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alternative story to the one of her as casualty in her peers’ war. 

 Olivia speaks another name for herself as teacher in stories she tells about her 

relationship with another, more recent peer. These offer an alternative to the frightened 

child story above.  Barbara is VERY headstrong and she pretty much tells me what we’re 

gonna do.  And it’s funny because I’m used to being fairly autonomous. And in my 

sophomore classes I still can be because I created all that curriculum and I now have the 

GT [classes] and it’s only me this year with the GT so I can do what I want.  But Barbara 

and I do exactly the same things everyday because our kids talk. We grade similarly and 

we...we think similarly, but she is, she’s no-nonsense.  And she, she is, uh...used to being 

in charge.  And she’s so funny.  She even intimidated my mother!   She’s very, 

uh...impressed with her own credentials because she’s a presenter [at AP conferences] 

and she’s the state director of [an essay] competition and she writes curriculum for [a 

teaching strategies foundation].  And she’s trying to push me into that, more and more 

and more.  And she wants me to be a little clone of her and I’ve been resisting.  She wants 

me to be a grader [for the AP tests], but I’ve been resistant to that.  She’ll call me at 6:30 

in the morning and say, “Why don’t we do this today?” [She laugh.] She calls me at 10 at 

night and says, “I didn’t expect you to answer.  Leave on your machine.  I want to leave a 

message.” And I said, “Barbara, I have five elderly relatives.  I’m gonna answer the 

phone if it rings.” She’s trying to tell me how to run my machine at my house at night! 

[She says this in a tone of outrage and disbelief.] And so I’ve had to set up some 

boundaries, subtly, slowly.  One day, I told her, No, I will not do that today, but that is 

rare. [She laughs.] She’s funny because I’ll say, “Well, why don’t we...” and offer this 

thing.  “No, I don’t think so.” [She laughs.] She’ll just tell me No.  She stories her earlier 

vulnerability as having come with her own idealism.  I had always thought of teaching 

idealistically, like...we’re all these trench workers who are in this for a good cause and 
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we’re in it together.  I was so shocked [at those earlier teachers’ anger].  And it got 

mean-spirited. and so, yeah, that was a volatile time to come into that school.   But, as all 

things do, ya know...that one bad year gives you perspective on every year after that.  

Olivia’s idealism is neither destroyed nor replaced by cynicism.  The stories about 

Barbara are filled with laughter as Olivia “subtly, slowly” resists Barbara’s attempts to 

make Olivia “a little clone of her.” Even though Barbara is “VERY headstrong” and 

“impressed with her own credentials,” even though she “intimidated” Olivia’s feisty 

Southern Belle mother, Olivia can laugh.  She laughs at her own acquiescent attitude, 

resisting even as she complies.  Laughter replaces her earlier fear; it re-stories as farce the 

earlier plot of ideological warfare.  Olivia’s laughter allows her to celebrate her 

difference as well as her sense of belonging. 

 Nevertheless, Olivia has found other spaces in the teaching life that are filled with 

terror.  She encountered another set of monsters in the form of conservative, militant 

parents.  I was terrified, absolutely terrified because..all these mothers had nothing else 

to do but camp out in front of the superintendent’s office and...stir up stuff.  And they 

went after different departments, they went after different teachers, they got rid of a 

teacher they didn’t like, they changed curriculum, they got evolution in the science, they 

changed the sex ed in the health.  I mean, they wanted everything changed. They did not 

want these African authors taught--Chinua Achebe or Gabriel Garcia-Marquez--and so, 

when I taught Things Fall Apart, they hired a missionary to come and talk about 

colonization from the other side because they thought that book gave a negative slant on 

the missionaries.  I mean, UN-Believable.  It was so scary.  And, uh, funny about the 

missionary; it backfired.  Because the missionary said, “Yeah, we paid ‘em with conch 

shells to build an air strip” and you see the native people in their slides before and then 

you see them in these K-Mart clothes they had brought and, like, “See all this progress 
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we brought?” And the kids were thinking, “You just invaded their lives, changed them.  

They didn’t ask you to be there.” And so, it actually worked out well as a teaching tool.  

Again Olivia’s story-telling self laughs, rescuing this story from a genre of terror.  She 

rewrites the “scary” events as “funny,” as ironic.  Her laughter begins with a list that piles 

demand upon demand, changes sought by the parents who “camped out” at the 

superintendent’s office like some rag-tag, impromptu army.  She names their activities 

“UN-Believable” in their intensity and scope, using language that allows her to “talk 

back” to the parents who name teachers as dangerously incompetent or lacking “true” 

knowledge.  She stories the “hired” missionary as speaking informally, unaware of 

possible alternative interpretations of his group’s actions and attitudes.  She then tells of 

the students’ ability to understand his “progress” as actions that “invaded” the lives of the 

people he had been sent to help.  The missionary’s story, which the militant parents had 

intended as a conservative counter-narrative to replace positions presented in the novel, 

becomes Olivia’s “teaching tool,” reinforcing the novel’s alternative “truth.”  As Olivia 

plots this tale, she subtly shifts the power to determine what counts as knowledge away 

from the parents and administration and toward the teacher and her students. 

 The power Olivia recovers from the militant parents and their administration 

allies is neither a stable not a secure position.  The power shifts constantly.  I’m in big 

trouble about the standardized tests.  I have a (state agency) letter of shame for losing a 

test manual.  And I did not lose it but...We gave a field test, and it was poorly done.  One 

of my students, who had not finished after an hour, had to pick up and move to another 

location to finish.  Well, somewhere in that, one of the manuals was lost.  And the 

principal came after me and this student.  We found the student booklet.  But people came 

to my room hourly.  No kidding.  I had people from Central Office, from the building 

administration. I was writing statement after statement.  I had to excavate my classroom.  
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I had to completely unearth everything.  Some kids came in and helped me.  We went 

through every inch of my classroom.  And could not find it.  And so...um, people were 

threatening me. “Your name is going to be turned in to [the state agency] if you don’t 

come up with it!” And so, my name had to get turned in because we never did find it.  I 

don’t know.  I guess they want to use those questions again.  I didn’t put ‘em on eBay, I 

swear!  Again Olivia plots the story with carnival laughter that rewrites the crisis as a 

circus.  The characters, including Olivia herself, become like clowns enacting a farcical 

routine in the center ring.  The laughter here is presented through language rather than 

through a physical response. Olivia says she is “in big trouble,” a phrase that reduces the 

catastrophe by naming it with a colloquialism.  She invents the name “letter of shame” 

for the memorandum that officials have issued about her role in the incident.  She says 

that the “principal came after me,” and “people came to my room hourly,” creating the 

image of a Keystone Kops chase.  She describes the search efforts as actions that 

“excavate” and “unearth” her classroom.  She says, “I don’t know,” suggesting an image 

of her standing in the midst of her now-chaotic room, shaking her head in bewilderment 

over the mess, the location of the lost document, the officials’ panic, and her own loss of 

control in a space that she had claimed as her own.   She ends the tale with a comic 

parody of a court plea, “writing statement after statement,” and “swearing” she had not 

committed a horrid crime and “put ‘em on eBay.” Olivia turns the official attempts to 

author her as incompetent into an assertion of her own power to author them as 

exaggerated caricatures of concern. 

 Olivia’s ability to live within the tensions of conflicting and competing narratives 

grows as she warms to her story-telling.  In keeping with a desire for balance that runs 

like a theme throughout her life story, Olivia tells other tales of administrators, parents, 

students and teachers. One parent, he’s a doctor, each time his children graduate, he has 
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the child list all the teachers they’ve ever had, then pick the top ten, and then they write a 

letter from the family to those top ten teachers and talk about why that child has chosen 

them and is important in that child’s life.  And some were Bible school teachers and 

kindergarten teachers, and a couple of high school teachers. And then, each of us, they 

gave us a hundred dollars.  And they said, “Please accept this small token of our 

appreciation” [She laughs] “for the importance you had in her life.” It’s just the coolest 

idea, to have the children choose and then honor ‘em, and even if that had been ten 

dollars, it would have been such a neat honor to hear them say, “You are the top ten in 

my child’s life to this point.” Olivia’s language as she tells this story leaves behind the 

laughter of carnival and moves into an expression of joy.  This family’s actions, which 

they describe as “a small token,” become “the coolest idea” and “a neat honor” as Olivia 

tells the story.  Her use of those informal expressions suggests her own nearly child-like 

exuberance.  Her hard work and long hours of preparation are acknowledged and she is 

granted her name of “good teacher” as she is included among “the top ten” important 

people in a child’s school life. 

 In another story, Olivia tells how the principal conspired with several students to 

surprise her during a public end-of-year senior awards ceremony.  The principal came to 

me and said, “I need you to help me this evening.” And I said okay, but I was in kind of a 

mood about it, thinking, My gosh, couldn’t he have given me more notice? and Why does 

he need me?  So I had to go home and get dressed and go back up to school.  I was 

hangin’ out behind stage and he came over to me and said, “After the superintendent’s 

speech, that’s when I’m gonna need your help.” A little later he starts reading this letter 

some students wrote about their mission.  It’s an anonymous group of seniors.  And the 

principal said they wanted to start a tradition of honoring a teacher each year and then 

he calls my name.  And it was flabbergasting for me!  I just couldn’t believe it.  I had NO 
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IDEA.  And they gave me a beautiful plaque and some gift certificates and this beautiful 

letter they wrote about why they chose me.  It’s probably the greatest honor I’ve every 

had because it’s from the students.  Olivia had brought the letter with her to our interview 

session and shared it with me.  It read, in part, “In order to receive this award, the teacher 

we chose had to go above and beyond the expectations of the staff.  The decision among 

our group was unanimous about the hard work ethic, lively spirit, and overall deep 

compassion of this teacher.  She is a perfect example of what an educator should be.” She 

plots this tale to emphasize her surprise and her joy.  She presents herself first as peevish, 

saying she was “sort of in a mood.” She narrates how she had to “go home and get 

dressed and go back,” using language rhythms and sentence structure to pile phrases on 

top of each other with “and.” These story-telling devices allow her language to 

reconstruct her feeling of being annoyed.   The informal “hangin’ out,” which follows the 

description of her hurried efforts suggests she felt extraneous.  She then builds suspense 

as she narrates the principal reading the letter.  The tale reaches a climax with “and then 

he calls my name.” The denouement become a verbal waterfall of her surprise and joy.  

Olivia’s name for herself as “good teacher” is publicly acknowledged by the principal 

and by those whose opinions she has valued most, the students.  As this school year 

ended, Olivia was given the “letter of shame” from school officials and letters of respect 

from one family and from the graduating seniors. And again, her laughter--whether 

carnivalesque or joyous--helps her to live within the contrasting, competing narratives of 

“good teacher.” 

   Even as Olivia ended our interview sessions with these stories of triumph, one 

problematic area remains.  Her teaching life has not ended, and her nearly physical need 

for intellectual stimulation may not be fed sufficiently by what she finds in school 

settings in the future.  Every year that I’ve taught the college essay, for example, it’s the 
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Same problems, the Same issues, the Same be-verbs, passive voice, every year.  And I just 

sometimes want to say, “I Taught This Last Year!” [She laughs.]  It’s new for the kids, 

but....That’s always been sort of a source of excitement for me, to teach seventh-grade 

regular and then seventh-grade enriched and the seventh grade honors, and then go 

through the eighth grade, and I’ve done that with every course in the school.  I’ve taught 

everything.  And there’s always been a new preparation.  And I’ve taught senior AP and 

sophomore pre-AP for five years now.  One the one hand, I like having time to perfect it, 

work on it, but on the other hand...it’s a top-out.  And I’ve kind of worried about that 

because I still have half my career to go and I’m already...at the senior AP top-out level, 

and sometimes it gets boring.  I’m listening to the students talk about Wurthering Heights 

and I’m seeing the same questions, and I’m, I’m already tired of it.  And because I’m 

trying to stay in there to get my retirement, I’m trying to pace myself.  But I used to, when 

I’d do more cross-curricular work, and that’s why we came up with Global Voices, and I 

thought of all these ideas and if you hear enough times, “Noooo, we don’t have the 

money, Noooo, we can’t schedule that, Noooo, we’re taking those computers away and 

we’re not paying for the software,” all the bureaucracy kinds of objections, you stop 

trying to be that creative.  Olivia’s carnival laughter appears in this story as she re-creates 

her feeling of frustration at the repetitious routines of teaching, stacking phrases that 

accentuate “the Same” activities.  There is a comic quality to her silently shouting, “I 

Taught This Last Year!”  She physically laughs at her own expression of disappointment.  

She builds tension as she talks about the disconnect between her desire to “stay in there to 

get my retirement” and her feelings of boredom because she has “topped out” with “half 

my career” yet to come.  Her language stumbles into incomplete sentences as she speaks 

of her former “cross-curricular work” and the controversial and now-defunct Global 

Voices project.  She emphasizes the administration’s lack of support with the string of 
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phrases that each begins with the loud and drawn-out “Noooo.”  She ends this tale with a 

disheartened, “you stop trying to be that creative.”  She seems to see herself at the limits 

of this particular discourse.  The story suggests that turning back toward the center of the 

discourse leads to death, a death of creativity and of intellectual growth.  Yet the 

perimeters between this discourse and any alternative are closely guarded. 

 Olivia’s laughter here is again colored by that Romantic grotesque that masks a 

fear of the void.  Her laughter creates a space for an alternative story, but Olivia is not 

able to write it.  Braidotti (1994) says that “identity is retrospective,” that we “map” it--

or, as I say, we “story” it--but only in terms that show “where we have already been and 

consequently no longer are” (p. 35).  We can make sense, construct an understanding, but 

not of those spaces we have yet to inhabit.  Our efforts to tell a story forward are also 

ever potentially affected by Apollo’s kiss.  Olivia’s stories suggest that Apollo’s kiss 

cannot be anticipated; it is unavailable to our attempts to plan or plot in advance, in part 

because it appears in many forms.  Apollo first bestowed this kiss upon Cassandra, 

disguising it as a sign of friendship.  The Harlequin “kisses” the little girl in the red shoes 

when he shines her shoes before she begins to dance.  Olivia encounters this kiss in the 

specter of public reaction to her homosexuality, in her fears about being “tough” enough 

to face down difficult students, in her terror about the militant parents, and in school 

administrators’ “letter of shame” and lack of support for creativity in teaching.  We 

frequently respond to such a kiss with shock or disbelief, even with grief.  We can resist 

its power to discredit us or name us in ways that signal death, but we cannot entirely 

escape it.  Olivia can only resist Apollo’s kiss, after it occurs, with Romantic or carnival 

laughter. 

Serena’s stories:  This is my job but it’s not my whole being 

 Unlike Olivia’s stories with their language of intense joy and fear, Serena’s 
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teaching stories emphasize her comfort within the stable, secure school practices and 

routines.  Especially when her parents’ growing frailty filled her life outside of school 

with uncertainty, she found a haven in her job. I was really happy to get up in the 

morning and go to school because that’s where I could...feel good about what I did for 

that period of time.  It was the thing that was normal, still, about my life.   Her word 

“still” suggests her desire for continuity in a life space that felt invaded by change.  

 Just as she had with her tales about other places in her life, her teaching stories 

resemble Bakhtin’s (1981) time-space, or chronotope, of a folkloric idyll.  Serena tells of 

her teaching self with narratives that move her from tentative to confident.  Morson & 

Emerson (1990) discuss the idyllic chronotope as a tale of individual growth, but one in 

which “emergence is viewed as a [natural] consequence of advancing years and the 

progress from childhood to youth, maturity, and old age.  It is cyclical because it repeats 

itself in each life, regardless of where and when that life takes place” (p. 409).  They also 

point out that the idyllic-cyclical plot-line “does not exist in pure form but only in 

combination with others” (p. 412), and that “idyllic days just repeat each other” (p. 418).  

Only events that depart from the pattern become recognizable as “stories.”  Stories seem 

to require tension or conflict, qualities absent in pure idylls.  We may even become aware 

of idyllic-cyclical plots only through their juxtaposition to more conflicted story lines.  

Serena’s stories include conflicts, but she presents these as contrasts to her stable and 

secure “normal” days.  Again and again, she speaks her irritation with unproductive 

departures that disrupt or “waste” the serenity in her cycles. I really resent having my 

time wasted.  I prefer to work within a place where I feel like my input is going to make a 

difference.    That statement becomes like a litany that consecrates her “time.” It 

becomes, too, like a charm that protects that sacred space of cyclicity from unwarranted 

intrusions. 
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 My own bias against her preferred stillness has led me periodically to understand 

Serena as a figure who resembles Tennyson’s Lady of Shallot before this character hears 

Lancelot’s siren song.  The Lady placidly weaves her tapestry and views the world 

outside her tower as framed and distant images in a mirror, reflecting only the change of 

seasons and echoing her life with its repeated shuttle actions.  But because I know the 

story’s ending, I also know that Tennyson’s Lady dies when she leaves her enchanted 

tower.  I know, too, that her death signifies little beyond a vague fear of death for those in 

Camelot, including Lancelot who remarks the loss by saying only, “She has a lovely 

face.”  Serena wants her departures from her own enchanted cycles to be more 

meaningful than the Lady’s anonymous, perhaps romantic, death. 

 Serena works today in the same school where she student-taught. She first worked 

there as a substitute teacher, then as a teacher’s aide in special education, and finally as a 

full-time teacher in the social studies department.  She has experienced other teaching 

sites only during summer school and, even then, the “otherness” of those sites was 

surrounded by the familiar.  I was still with all of my friends from my school.  We just 

packed up our stuff and went to this other school for the summer session.  This is 

reminiscent of her family’s summer vacations during her childhood, always following the 

same route, carrying their world-view with them as crossed the continent from 

southwestern plateaus to northern mountains and back again. 

    Serena tells of a woman who helped her during her first year as a teacher.  She 

had been teaching forever.  At the point where I met her, she’d probably been teaching 

maybe twenty years. She taught us a lot of things.  I mean, there were a lot of us who 

were new.  I have a group of friends who are kind of my age, and then there’s a group 

that was kind of her age.  And one at time now, they’re retiring, and it’s weird to be one 

of the...more experienced ones.  The tiers, kind of tiers of people, and not the same 
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generation. It’s a cycle that happens where that’s just the way it’s always been and so we 

learn from the people before us.  Serena’s mentor helps to integrate her into a cycle of 

generations within the teaching life.  She finds it “weird” now to be among the “more 

experienced ones,” but she mentions her transition from one “tier” to the next only in 

passing, a difference she notices little more than she would a change of seasons. 

 Serena moved from being a teacher’s aide to a full-time teacher in the middle of a 

school year, with little notice or time to prepare.  I was working in special ed and the 

principal came down and called me out and said, “Serena, how would you like a job?” I 

said, “Well, I’ve got a job,” and he told me that this lady had retired.  In the middle of 

the year.  It was kind of unanticipated.  And I only had two days to prepare.  The 

geography teacher from next door who, ya know, had been teaching geography for 

twenty-five years, came over with this big stack of stuff and said, “Here’s what you need 

to do for tomorrow and I know this is where [the other teacher] was, and here is where 

my files are and I’ll be glad to help you with anything you need.  And, if you have 

questions, please.” And I did ask a lot of questions and used a lot of her files and...it 

would have been a whole lot harder without her help.  Her entry into the profession was 

unsettling and could have been terrifying.  Serena’s initial response to the principal’s 

invitation is to maintain her existing position.  There is a possibility, however, that she 

realizes he is offering a “job” with more career potential than the one she had.  

Nevertheless, the opening was “unanticipated” and, when she accepted, she moved 

rapidly from one context to a very different position.  Serena stories this incident in a way 

that reduces its potential fearfulness.  She plots the tale to emphasize the help she 

received from the “geography teacher next door” with her long-time experience.  Serena 

had easy access to this woman and her resources, to a kind of wisdom from a preceding 

generation.  She writes a story of continuity from elements that could have formed a tale 
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of helplessness or even one of heroic action in the face of chaos.  As Serena says, “it 

would have been a whole lot harder” without the support she received from those who 

had been there before her. 

 Serena refers to the soothing aspect of passing time in one story that does include 

her fears.  Ever since I was a little child, I think, I’ve felt shy.  And I remember when I 

first started teaching, I was petrified.  And I would...I would feel really nervous, like the 

whole time I was driving to school, I could feel myself getting nervous.  And then, when I 

would lecture, I felt like, ya know, my face was flushed and, somehow, after a period of 

time, I just kind of got over it.  And now it doesn’t make me nervous at all anymore. And I 

don’t know how I got over it except just with time.  And building more confidence in my 

subject area and my ability to speak in front of people.  Um, just kind of went away.  

Even though the fear was immediate and physical, it disappeared from her life just as it 

does from the subject space in this last sentence.  She no longer gives language or space 

to either.  The passage of time and the repeated opportunities to use what she has 

inherited from others have replaced her shyness with “confidence.” Again, Serena 

narrates the transition as if it were natural, something that just happens without her 

having to step outside the world of cycles. 

 Serena learned much from those who have preceded her, some of it practical and 

some philosophical.  She gained most from the woman who was who her mentor.  Let’s 

see, we had--she called it the ice ball theory.  Because when we’d start fretting over these 

things, ya know, the little things that are gonna change again anyway, the way we take 

attendance, “Oh my! What are we gonna do?” She’d say, “Stop a minute and let’s 

remember the ice ball theory.  In a hundred million years, the sun will burn out and the 

world will return to ice and it will not matter that you missed second period attendance 

today or that you checked attendance the wrong way.” And we had, ya know, at the end 
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of the semester, you end up with tons of stuff that needs to be graded and you run out of 

time, so she taught us--we named it after her--the “T” grading method.  And it was this: 

You take the papers and you go like this [she sweeps her hand across the table] and you 

swoop them over into the trash can. [She laughs.] And some of them, that are not 

important, kids never miss them, ya know.  If it’s their research papers, they want them 

back with meaningful comments, but...ya know, ever once in a while, little stuff gets 

graded using the “T” method.  And, uh, she...I remember she would...talk about, ya 

know...the kind of...teachers who...really tried to be good and then there’s the ones who 

just really made teaching their life and she had kind of chosen this middle ground.  I 

mean, she was not, “This is my life.  I’m going to abandon my children to teach.” She 

was kind of in the middle, with “I’ve chosen...to work hard at this and be good at this, but 

this is not my life.  I have my family, my children, and these other things.” I think that’s 

an excellent...philosophy.  She didn’t call it anything, just kind of said, “I’m in this 

middle area where I choose how to be professionally.” The profession can be greedy, but 

you can chose whether it’s going to be that greedy with your time or not.  Again concerns 

about time permeate both the stories Serena remembers having been told to her and those 

she tells herself.  Her mentor refers to “a hundred million years.” Serena mentions “the 

end of the semester,” “you run out of time,” and the danger if the profession becomes 

“that greedy with your time.” Each image works to position teachers differently in time, 

thereby adding perspectives that open alternative ways of being.  These tales become like 

folk wisdom passed from generation to generation.  They help to shift the power to confer 

the name “good teacher” away from authoritative dictates and toward teachers’ own 

understandings.  Serena’s informal language structures work to characterize her stories as 

“folk” and, therefore, outside official narratives.  The “ice ball theory” lessens the guilt 

associated with occasionally violating official narratives about strictly and consistently 
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following administrative policy in all instances.  The “‘T’ grading method” reduces the 

pressure and fear that can result from transgressing moral requisites attached to 

evaluating every piece of student-produced work.  The story of “This is not my life” 

reveals a fissure in and offers an alternative to dichotomized narratives that speak 

teachers as either self-serving or self-sacrificing.  Serena’s mentor provided her with 

much more than a stockpile of instructional activities, as helpful as Serena found these 

materials. 

 Serena also begins to construct a mentor position for herself.  I was so thankful 

that this lady gave me everything that she had, that several times when I...had 

people...maybe not even new teachers, but new to...my subject area...I have given them 

everything I have and shown them where my file cabinets are and, “Please, don’t take the 

last copy of something, but take whatever you want...trade it, change it, and make it 

yours.”  None of it’s original.  I didn’t make it up.  I mean, she said that to me, too.  I 

mean, she changed what other people have done, but there’s nothing that’s original.   

There’s no need to re-invent the wheel.  That’s crazy.  Some people... don’t want to take 

and, ya know, that’s their choice.  If you don’t want to, ya know, if you think you can do it 

better, yeah, please.  You might be able to. But I’ll offer it and if you want it, ya know, use 

my things and...You shouldn’t volunteer for all the extra-curricular things they tell you 

and if you want to volunteer, go for it.  But, um...yeah, I think it’s important to share 

because...someone shared with me and it makes your life a whole lot easier.  I don’t know 

what I would have done...if someone hadn’t been willing to...ya know, share stuff and that 

philosophy of “You will not let this consume your life.” Serena’s language falters slightly 

as she speaks of sharing.  Her sentence rhythms roughen with pauses, as if she were 

uncomfortable, still constructing this new position for herself and trying to blend it into 

the positions from new teachers who have hesitated or refused her “stuff.” Although she 
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says that “re-inventing the wheel” is “crazy,” she also says, “if you think you can do it 

better, yeah, please.” She seems to try to allow for views other than her own even as she 

works to perpetuate the sense of community she herself found so sustaining.  Those who 

refuse her materials disrupt the flow of knowledge from generation to generation.  They 

carry a hint of “outlander,” of those from foreign places who seek space within a clan. 

She seems caught between doubt and belief, using words such as “if” and “might.” She 

inserts “ya know,” as if appealing to her audience to validate her still new and wobbly 

position.  Her language resumes a confident flow, however, when she voices her own 

philosophy of “You will not let this consume your life.” 

 Serena extends her view of the importance of moving from one generation to the 

next to her stories of having inherited the position of Advanced Placement government 

teacher and making it her own.  I started teaching honors and Advanced Placement four-

five years ago.  Maybe I taught for seven-eight years, something like that, just regular 

students.  And then, after several people had retired, I ended up teaching honors, not 

because I pursued that, but because I was like the next person in line.  And I kind of tried 

to weasel out of it because I always felt a little bit like my talent was in simplifying and 

being able to address the ordinary kid and being able to make it so that they could 

understand.  And I didn’t really...I hadn’t had any experience with honors so I kind of 

tried to say, “I don’t want it.” But, I mean, it was me or some brand new person.  So, 

anyway, I ended up with honors.  And I’ve really enjoyed teaching honors and Advanced 

Placement.  It’s a whole different type of kid in a lot of cases, kids who are a lot more 

academically motivated.  Not necessarily smarter but kids who work harder and are 

trying to do well.  Serena begins her tale of transition by blurring time.  She has taught 

honors and AP government for “four-five years,” and she taught “regular students” for 

“seven-eight years” before that.  This blurred time emphasizes her sense of continuity and 
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cycles.  She says she “ended up” teaching these classes, again presenting change as 

something that happens naturally.  She is careful to point out she had not “pursued” the 

assignment.  She even says she tried to “weasel out,” underscoring with colloquial words 

her attempt to evade the new position that would single her out.  She describes her 

“talent” as communicating well with “the ordinary kid.” She then adds that she has 

“really enjoyed” her different position, and she associates this pleasure with the students’ 

being “academically motivated.”  However, she is also careful to say these students are 

“not necessarily smarter” than her “ordinary students.” This suggests she is skeptical 

about categories that separate people from the collective, especially the category of 

“smarter” if it is isolated from a kind of “hard work” that contributes to a communal 

sense of well-being.  In this, she echoes some of the thinking among scholars in 

education of gifted students.  For example, Reis (1998) and Gagne (1997) focus on 

potential contributions high-ability students can--and should--make to society.  Others 

(e.g. Silverman, 1998; Morelock, 1997) are more concerned with helping talented 

individuals achieve self-realization or self-actualization.  Serena’s emphasis on “hard 

work” suggests she is more interested in community considerations than she is in any 

individual accomplishments.  Her stories make few references to individual students, 

unlike the stories Stacy and Olivia tell which contain many embedded tales of specific 

students’ successes. 

 Serena herself works hard within her position of AP teacher.  I’ve taken some 

Advanced Placement training.  And [those seminars] are always really good.  Full of 

teachers who like to teach and want to learn.  And those are the people I like to be 

around.  There’s a lady who teaches [in another school district] who is phenomenal.  

And whenever she does a government workshop, I go and I copy all of her ideas and...I 

don’t know where she comes up with this.  She’s fantastic.  Again, Serena’s language 
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conjures a community, “full of teachers” she “likes to be around.” This community, too, 

has a mentor-figure who is “phenomenal” and “fantastic,” and whose ideas Serena 

“copies.” Serena’s story of the community of AP teachers echoes her previous tale of 

novice teachers helped along by a member of the older or more experienced generation. 

 Serena’s hard work, her desire to learn, and her ambition to do well result in a 

sense of growing success.  My students did well [on the national exam].  Um, I had 37 

percent passing [this past year], which is kind of mediocre.  But the year before, I had 17 

percent, so more than doubled.  This is only my third year to teach AP, so it’s taking me a 

while to kind of figure out what I need to do to get them to pass.  And so I’ve gotten a 

little better each year.  And...the AP teacher before me, her scores were something like 12 

percent passing.  So, I’ll bet, if you go back and look, that 37 percent is probably as high 

as [the passing rate] has ever been [in our school].  I think the nation-wide average 

passing rate is something like 58 percent. So we’re still way below the national average.  

Although her students’ passing rate is “still way below the national average,” it has 

steadily improved.  The past year’s statistical evidence “is probably as high as [it] has 

ever been.” Serena’s story also indicates that she understands she needs time in which to 

learn more herself before she can “get them to pass.” She herself is not satisfied with 

what she names a “mediocre” showing.  She continues to work for more even though the 

numbers of her students who passed the exam had increased by more than 100 percent. 

 Learning and a kind of folk value associated with productivity are important 

qualities in Serena’s name for herself as “good teacher.” She carefully chooses the 

activities in which she will become involved because of her concern that many will 

“waste” her time.  If I can learn something, if I feel like there’s gonna be something 

productive at the outcome, then [participation] is okay.  I don’t like having my time 

wasted by nonsense.   The one case where I did choose to be involved, it was with the 
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kids.  I had a group of kids, and we did this probably for seven or eight years.  We 

participated in a Mock Trial contest.  And every year I’d choose my group of kids.  And it 

took me a while to figure out how the contest worked. And, the last three or four years 

that we did it, we won our district.  One year we won third place at the state level.  But it 

was the kids, you know, the kids who did it.  We worked every night of the week for 

months and we would work for hours.  And then my dad got sick and my mom had died, 

and I thought, I don’t want to do this anymore.  I don’t want to work at school for hours 

every night at this point in my life.  At the point where I did it, it was fine.  I didn’t mind 

giving up the time.  But today, I don’t want to do that.  One person asked me, “Aren’t you 

gonna do this any more?” Kind of said it to make me feel a little guilty about it.  And I 

said, No.  It’s somebody else’s turn.  And she said, “You know what our principal’s 

gonna say.  It’s such a little thing to do for our kids.” And I said, “No, it’s not a little 

thing.  It’s hours and hours and hours of work.”  Those multiple hours of work at school 

were “consuming” the time she needed for other areas of her life.  She refused to settle 

for a “mediocre” performance with the students and said “No,” not only to the Mock 

Trial activities but also to those official voices, both peer and principal, who tried to tie 

her name of “good teacher” to a selfless contribution of her time.  Those voices even tried 

to recast what they asked of her as “a little thing.” She considers her time much more 

valuable than she perceives they do.  She chose to use her time caring for her father rather 

than preparing for a school competition.  Productivity in the community of school is 

important, but it is not more important to her than her hard work in the community of her 

family. 

 In addition, Serena has learned from her past experiences that her involvement in 

school-related work is not always productive.  I was on a committee, a vocational, 

school-to-work kind of committee, and someone asked me to do it and they wanted a 
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person who had a background in economics.  So that’s the reason I got involved.  And I 

was really mad at myself because it seemed like a huge waste of time.  We spent a lot of 

time in meetings and we did a lot of...paperwork and then...nothing actually happened in 

the classroom that benefitted the kids.  Ya know, the money for the grant or whatever just 

kind of gradually died.  Serena’s appreciation for community is tied closely to her sense 

of the importance of productivity.  She had been asked to join this committee because 

“they wanted a person who had a background in economics.” Serena stories this incident 

to suggest she believed her contribution would be valued.  However, because the money 

for the grant “gradually died,” neither her time nor the committee’s efforts produced 

anything except “a lot of meetings” and “a lot of paperwork,” none of which “benefitted 

kids” or was meaningful.  This experience left her “really mad” at herself.  She 

understands communities to be built around repeated activities in cyclical  time; 

consequently she finds no reason to believe her participation in future committees will be 

more meaningful.  

 Despite her anger, Serena prefers not to talk about those things she finds 

disillusioning.  She understands that officials determine the school’s business; objecting 

to their methods only leads to greater difficulties. Her language falters as she begins this 

tale about dissent, as though she transgresses into the forbidden by merely telling the 

story. Speaking up...on our campus sometimes...gets you into some trouble.  Because even 

though the district mandates that we have...shared decision-making and we have... a 

campus advisory council, we have teased for years that our principal makes decisions 

and shares them with us.  And you go along or...you’re gone.  Or...you end up having 

more.  It’s not worth the battle because you’re gonna lose.  He’s in charge and that’s just 

the way it is.  Within our department, sometimes we’ll...ya know, work on things 

and...that’s a little bit more democratic.  School is a dictatorship, not a democracy.  I 
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remember when we had department chair elections.  In our department, we all get along, 

but in another department, there was a little coup and the department chair was not well-

liked by many of teachers and they all got together and said,”Okay, it’s an election.” 

That’s what they called it.  And this group got together and said, “Okay, let’s not vote for 

this person.” And I don’t know who actually won the election but...the same person got to 

be department chair.  The administration called in the teachers, and they had analyzed 

the ballots and figured out, according to the handwriting, who had voted for this other 

person.  And many of them ended up transferring to other schools.  Life became hard for 

them and so they...chose to go to other places.  But no, I mean, that’s not an election.  

Don’t call it an election if it’s not an election.  If the principal wants to select the 

department chair, that’s fine.  But, then, call it that.  Don’t call it an election and tell me I 

have a vote and then analyze my handwriting and call me and say, “Why did you vote for 

so-and-so?”  What have you done?  You’ve stabbed me in the back.  Once she moves in 

this story beyond the limits of the forbidden, Serena infuses her anecdote with a language 

of power common in government discourses.  She uses terms such as “battle,” “coup,” 

“dictatorship,” “democracy,” and “election.” Her language flows more smoothly, perhaps 

because she teaches government and sees the pedagogy of government as a more 

available--or, at least, more comfortable--language for criticism than any language of 

open defiance.  By the end of her story, Serena has moved from a position as story-teller 

to one in which she does “talk back” to anonymous authorities.  In one of the last 

sentences in this tale, she issues an injunction, piling clause upon clause to summarize the 

authorities’ weighty sins that must cease.  Using her own familiar discourse, rather than 

the double-speak of the administration, Serena shifts the power to speak “truth” away 

from officials and toward herself. 

 Nevertheless, Serena understands she benefits from the more usual actions of the 
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administration.  She avoids confrontation by cultivating anonymity within the larger 

community.  I’ve learned how to get along with the administration from the people 

around me who have been there, getting along before me.  I mean, basically, I mind my 

own business and I do my job and try not to rock the ship, ya know.  I’m on a big enough 

campus where I don’t have to deal too much with administration.  I’m in the wing 

farthest from the office and they very seldom wander up our way.  And I teach my 

children and do what I’m told for administrative purposes, like checking roll and giving 

grades.  And they don’t bother me and I don’t bother them.  In a lot of ways, it’s been 

very good.  There are guidelines about what you should do, but...for the most part, I do 

what I want to do and they don’t bother me.  Overall, I wouldn’t trade my freedom 

for...democracy...with the leadership we have because basically I think they’re, they’re a 

dictatorship.  but they try to be a benevolent dictatorship.  I mean, they do what they 

think is best.  Or what they think is gonna be best for kids.  [She laughs.] I mean there’s 

always a few things that, you know, that turn out not be in the interest of the kids.  And it 

takes a while and eventually they figure out, that’s not working.  I get impatient 

sometimes, but I try to keep it to myself.  [She dissolves into laughter.] Because it doesn’t 

do any good to get too impatient or worked up about it.  Serena says she tries “not to rock 

the ship,” using an old, perhaps traditional, image of a ship as a community.  Her 

laughter, expressed twice in this story, suggests she may see a split in this community.  

The concerns of the “ship’s” command seem focused only on the welfare of its 

passengers, the “kids,” but not on the welfare of the ship’s crew, the faculty and staff.  

Her laughter also suggests she has faith in the wisdom of the larger community, even 

with its tension and internal discord, and its communal efforts to reach a common goal: 

the interests of the students.  Any missteps will be corrected in time.  She says “it takes a 

while,” but that the leadership “eventually” will acknowledge its error and try something 
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else.  Although she becomes “impatient” with the administration’s seemingly trial-and-

error approach, she doesn’t speak.  Trying to force change out of its own time “doesn’t do 

any good.” 

 While she does not criticize those within the community, she speaks up forcefully 

when someone from the outside presumes to name her reality for her.  Professional 

organizations don’t give me anything. I belong to one but they don’t have a lot of input 

into the legislative or the district processes.  One representative of an organization, not 

the one I belong to, shows up in our lunchroom...oh, every six months or so and is just 

awfully rude.  And one time, after he had been there, I emailed the head of the 

organization and said I would never join since this man came and was just really rude 

and disrupted, pestered us during our lunch period.  And I even told him one time, “This 

is our lunch.  We don’t want to be bummed out during our lunch.  I just don’t want to be 

bummed out during my lunch by you telling me how awful my living circumstances are 

and things like that.” He always talked about how horrible the pay is. Well, yeah, it’s not 

great.  But he was just talking like we were indentured servants.  And I don’t feel that 

way at all, and I think that’s what annoyed me about him.  The organization 

representative transgressed on her lunch time, that folkloric symbol of community and 

solidarity, the breaking of bread together.  He then described her familial situation to be 

more “like we were indentured servants.” Serena says twice that his presence and 

message, especially at meal time, left her “bummed out.” Again, the informal expression, 

emphasized through repetition, positions her firmly within folkloric time.  She resists the 

representative’s story of her teaching life and his insistence that she and her fellow-

teachers replace their perceptions with his.  She names him “rude” to his face and to “the 

head” of his organization.  She asserts that she will never “join” their narrative.  Although 

she will not talk back to officials in her own world, she will become “impatient and 
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worked up” to repel threatening outsiders.  Unlike the Lady of Shallot, who dies because 

she followed Lancelot into what Bakhtin (1981) calls “historical time” (p. 228), Serena 

resists this invitation into an alternative discourse. 

 As our interview sessions ended, Serena was struggling with another alternative, 

trying to understand another challenge to her story of herself as “good teacher.” Her 

struggle was made more difficult because the challenge appeared to come from inside the 

community of educators.  The district’s central office had issued a policy statement 

requiring all the teachers to follow its scripted curricula.  I think if someone’s gonna hand 

me the lesson plans and the notes for the day that say, “This is August fifth.  You will 

teach this lesson on this day and you’re gonna follow this exact plan,” that would really 

be a problem.  I don’t know what I would do about that, but that’s...that’s not good.  If 

it’s like what it is now, where I think it’s just gonna go away, and they don’t really bother 

me, where it’s kind of a paper-pushing process, then, aw, I can live with that for a couple 

of years. ‘Cause I truly think it’s gonna go away.  But if it gets worse instead of going 

away...I don’t know....That’s gonna make my job really unhappy because what I like 

about my job is the freedom, and when you totally remove that...then that’s gonna make 

me an unhappy teacher.  It’s kind of insulting to me as a teacher that someone, down at 

the head office, who probably hasn’t taught government near as many times as I have, 

has come up with a curriculum that they’re telling me I have to teach?    I don’t even 

know who has created this curriculum plan.  Someone who thinks they’re way smarter 

than me, obviously.  Someone has created the “perfect” government plan and has...come 

up with the perfect units and order that they’re gonna be taught and...the...I still haven’t 

seen it.  I mean, school started three weeks ago.  I still don’t have a copy of it so I don’t 

know what I’m supposed to teach.  So I told the assistant principal who’s responsible for 

our...observations, and I still don’t have a copy.  I’ve put my name on a list.  I’ve asked 
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several people, “Can I get a copy of it?” I still don’t have it.  So I’m just teaching what I 

always do.  But now, I’m writing it down and correlating it to [the state curriculum].  

And that’s just wasting my time. Because that’s not helping me be a better teacher and 

it’s not helping kids learn better.  It’s just documentation to cover my butt in case 

someone wants to make sure that I really did teach what the state said I’m supposed to.  

Serena begins this story with a series of if-then clauses, as though she were turning the 

policy and the narrative it provides so she could study them from various angles.  She 

says “I don’t know” several times, suspending her own interpretation.  Because she has 

not yet “seen it,” still does not “have a copy of it,” she can only speculate about its impact 

on her life.  If the policy positions her in a lock-step narrative, “that’s not good.”  She 

will become “an unhappy teacher” because such uniformity compromises her “freedom,” 

that aspect of her job which she appreciates most.  However, if the policy is “gonna go 

away,” as she hopes it will and as other administrative missteps have done, then she can 

rename it “paper-pushing” and she can “live with that for a couple of years.” 

Nevertheless, she casts the policy itself as “insulting.” She resents some anonymous and 

distant person, who lacks the credentials she claims for herself, presuming to dictate how 

and what she will teach.  She colors the plan with sarcasm, ironically repeating the word 

“perfect.”  She then presents a series of ways she has tried to obtain the illusive 

curriculum plan, emphasizing her good faith efforts to comply.  She then says, “I still 

don’t have it,” suggesting the district officials have not acted in good faith.  This breach 

of faith and the insult to her intelligence and credibility lead her to question the 

“benevolence” of the administrative “dictatorship” and to story the administration’s 

dictates as meaningless.  She says her attempts to document her classroom actions, in the 

absence of the plan, are “just wasting my time” with efforts to “cover my butt.” This 

story plots her attempts to ready a response, to prepare both to resist and to comply.  It 
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also suggests she would prefer to rely on time, rather than her own voice, to correct the 

discomforts. 

 Throughout her life story, including this story of her teaching life, Serena works 

to remain within the chronotope of an idyllic community to resist Apollo’s kiss.  She does 

not seek the Pythian seat of transcendent knowledge and, therefore, hopes to avoid both 

the god’s notice and his wrath.  However, when officials doubt the value of her own 

knowledge, when they question her intelligence and her world-view, she shows herself 

willing, although reluctantly, to assert a right to speak in her own voice. 

Sally’s stories: I love it and I’m good at it  

 Chivalric romance, the genre from within which Sally stories herself as 

“intelligent woman,” extends to her stories of herself as “good teacher.”  Bakhtin (1981) 

describes the hero of a chivalric romance as one who 

...plunges headfirst into adventures as if they were his native element; for 

him, the world exists exclusively under the sign of the miraculous 

“suddenly;” it is the normal condition of his world...By his very nature he 

can live only in this world of miraculous chance, for only it preserves his 

identity.  And the very code by which he measures his identity is 

calibrated precisely to the world of miraculous chance. (p. 152) 

Sally’s stories of student-teaching show her “plung[ing] headfirst into adventures.”  

There was a time-line of what you were supposed to do from week to week to week.  How 

you were supposed to become part of the classroom and then eventually take over.  And I 

sat there and I looked at this and I thought, I am just gonna get bored!  So I went to the 

teacher I was assigned to and I said, “Can I just go ahead and just jump right in with 

both feet, ‘cause that’s the only way that I’m gonna learn best?” And she said, “Sure, 

why not?” They had all sorts of scheduling snafu’s and she had one class of nine students 
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and one class of 45 students.  So she said, “Why don’t you start with the class of nine 

students?” Well, that makes sense.  It was only nine kids.  You can’t screw up nine kids 

too badly.  So [small laugh] I started with that class of nine students and in a week of her 

watching me, she realized, “She pretty much has a good idea of what you need to do to 

be a teacher.”  And, I was probably a little weak on all the minutia.  I’d forget to take 

attendance. Well, I still forget to take attendance.  What does that have to do with me 

teaching them?  I think we should just put little micro chips in the back of their necks and 

when they walk it, you know they are there.  Anyway, so I was probably a little lax on the, 

on...the silly things, but I think she saw that I was really, honest to goodness, wanted to 

teach those kids biology.  Worked hard, thought up great lessons, thought up great labs 

and such.  The teacher I was assigned to started teaching her other classes the way that I 

was teaching her nine students. She sat in and would watch me do the nine students and 

then she’d go and do the same stuff, the same labs and everything.  And part of that is, 

you don’t want one class to be different from the other classes.  I understand that now.  

And, after two weeks, she said, “Why don’t you take second period also?” So I had two 

classes for about two weeks.  And then she said, “Okay, now you take third period also.”  

So, by after, say, five weeks of the student teaching experience, I was teaching over half 

of her classes.  And she finally just quit coming.  She wouldn’t come to school until noon 

‘cause she just had such trust in the fact that I was doing what I was supposed to do.  In 

the afternoons I observed a chemistry class.  And I was still working half-time on top of 

student teaching at the lab and taking one graduate class.  I was Busy Girl.  I was a very 

busy girl.  Sally escapes the potential boredom she sees in the official time-line for 

student teachers by becoming “Busy Girl.” She negotiates permission to “jump right in 

with both feet” because she knows “that’s the only way I’m gonna learn.” Like Bakhtin’s 

chivalric hero, she “can live only in this world of miraculous chance.” She takes 
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advantage of the chance “scheduling snafu’s” and she reasons that she won’t “screw 

up...too badly.” Although she is “weak on the minutia” of things such as taking 

attendance, she sweeps those criticisms into a pile and diminishes their importance.  

Calling them “minutia” and “silly things,” she asks the absent critics, “What does that 

have to do with me teaching them?”  She then embeds her response to their concerns with 

a short, absurd fantasy about implanting micro ships in students’ necks, then rushes ahead 

with her tales of the more adventurous aspects of teaching.  She becomes successful 

enough that her cooperating teacher follows her lead, then turns over all the morning 

classes to Sally and “just quit[s] coming.” However, teaching half a day does not deplete 

Sally’s energy.  It is insufficient to “preserve [her] identity” as that adventurous hero, 

“Busy Girl.” She also works outside of school and completes a graduate course. 

 In historical time, as opposed to adventure time, the ordinary and the usual rule.  

Chivalric heroes caught in this historical time often spend their youths in environments 

that color their need for adventure as excessive and the heroes as dangerous.  They chafe 

against the limits.  Gilgamesh, in the ancient Sumerian legend, is too strong, too 

intelligent, too lusty, too hungry to live in harmony with the people of his kingdom.  His 

physical and intellectual appetites consume their food and their young people; his 

physical energy destroys their buildings and their countryside.  Not until the gods send an 

equal to Gilgamesh, Enkido, can the people rest and replenish their resources.  Gilgamesh 

and Enkido leave on various adventures where their combined physical and intellectual 

strengths destroy hideous monsters and bring the much-needed resources from the 

Forests of Lebanon under Sumerian rule.  The Viking Sigurd, who morphs through 

legend-time into the Germanic Siegfried, causes grief at home as he exercises too 

energetically.  One version of the legend (Ruland, 2004) describes Siegfried as having 

“an almost untamable disposition of mind,” and “his longing for grand deeds was so great 
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that he found it impossible to remain inactive at home.”  He becomes a knight-errant and 

focuses his energy in adventures that cover himself and his people with glory.  Don 

Quixote’s excessive imagination--which transforms farm girls into princesses, taverns 

into enchanted castles, and windmills into monsters--is understood only as madness by 

his family and others in the historical world around him.  He himself, however, must live 

in the dream-world in order to preserve his identity as knight rather than die into the 

others’ story of him as an aged and useless man. 

 Sally defines a “good teacher” in language that resembles Bakhtin’s adventure 

time. To be a good teacher is an art form.  It, it...it is innate, it is not learned.  It is not 

taught.  It is...who you are.  And so I think you can be a good teacher from Day One.  She 

pauses as she constructs this idea within language, as though speaking it requires effort.  

For her, as for Olivia, one is born a “good teacher” just as a good musician is born with 

sensitivity to the nuances of sound or a painter is born with an awareness of shape or 

color.  However, the hesitations in her sentences suggest she is aware her concept is not 

widely shared.  She follows the generalization with a rapid series of sentences that 

present a “good teacher” in action. These sentences also present a contrast to actions that 

fall outside her understanding but inside some alternative meaning she has encountered.  

A “good teacher” is somebody who inspires their students.  Good teachers are not the 

ones who spend their entire life setting stuff up and grading.  Good teachers are the ones 

who daily the kids walk in and are excited to be in their room.  Not every single one of 

‘em, you can’t be, not a hundred percent of your kids can love you all the time.  But, for 

the most part, they’re the ones where the kids walk out of the room and say, “Goodbye” 

and “Have a great week.” Good teachers are the ones who don’t cave in when the 

students say, “Oh, this is hard.  I don’t want to learn it.” Good teachers say, “Yeah, it’s 

hard and we’re gonna battle through it together.  And I will help you and, by the end of 
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it, you’re gonna look at it and say, ‘Oh, it really wasn’t that hard after all.’” As she tells 

this story, Sally’s words and sentences tumble over one another, as if she were in a rush 

to say it all, to voice her view before some anonymous “other” can contradict her.  She 

switches points of view, from the third person “good teacher” to the second person “you,” 

expanding the magic circle of those who are born “good teachers” beyond just herself.  

This shift seems to echo a hero calling forth his companions to assist in the coming fray.  

For Sally, a good teacher is like a magician who transforms daily activities, like entering 

and exiting a classroom, into extraordinary journeys.  While they may be as rare as magi, 

such teachers are the ones who understand that learning is sometimes a “battle,” one to be 

fought together and one that changes the difficult into something that isn’t “that hard after 

all.” 

 Like Stacy, Sally becomes most alive in miraculous spaces, those classroom 

moments of “Aha!” Sally names these spaces “physics moments.” In class we...I have 

these students who come in, they call ’em “physics moments.”  They come in and tell me 

about their physics moments.  “Friday night we were at the football game, and the 

football looked like a...a projectile.” She actively works to create additional “physics 

moments” in her students’ lives.  In physics, there’s something known as Bernoulli’s 

Principle.  It has to do with moving liquids or moving gases.  And it decreases air 

pressure.  And so I can stand up there and I can define Bernoulli’s Principle or I can say, 

“You know how, when you’re in the shower and the shower curtain starts coming in on 

you and you get into a fight with the shower curtain?”  It just, ya know, half the kids 

laugh and half the kids stare at you like they don’t know what you mean and then you 

joke with them and you say, “Oh, those of you who are staring at me like you don’t know 

what I mean, you have glass showers.”  But everybody, almost everybody, has 

experienced the fight with the shower curtain.  If they have never observed that the 
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shower curtain comes in on them, the next time it happens they’re gonna say, “Oh, wow!  

It does!” Again her sentences nearly overlap as though her ideas cannot wait for her 

mouth to say the words.  Her story shows her using humor to include even those who 

doubt within her magic circle of learning.  The “physics moments” allow students to 

make connections between what they hear at school and what they experience outside of 

classrooms.  Sally’s explanation not only helps the students make the connections, it also 

explain the physics concept in the language of adventure.  Her “fight” with the shower 

curtain is reminiscent of Don Quixote’s battle with the windmills.  

  Sally knows that many members of her community share neither her 

understanding of nor her joys in teaching.  Her father cannot see that teaching involves 

the miraculous and the extraordinary.  His understanding of teachers as servants names 

them more the Sancho Panza followers of great heroes than the Siegfried dragon-slayers 

or the Gilgamesh builders of powerful places.  Because he has strongly encouraged Sally 

to “Be the Best” and because he understands that “best” in the language of his historical 

time, he has difficulty comprehending her vision of “best” in the language of her 

adventure time.  However, since her father has retired from his corporate career and 

become a volunteer docent for a dinosaur exhibit at a large museum, he seems to be 

slowly learning some of her language.  He really loves teaching the kids and showing 

them the exhibit.  And so it’s real interesting to see him now, after having had those 

experiences of teaching science.  And having fun with, with being part of creating those 

children’s concepts and ideas about science.  When I tell him about our physics moments, 

Dad will liken that to something that a kid will say to him at the museum.  And so, it has 

become a common bond and I think he is starting to see how enjoyable and how fulfilling 

it is.  Sally’s “physics moments” not only help her students build connections between 

science and “real-life” events, they also help her to build a “bond,” an understanding she 
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can share with her father. 

 Sally becomes exasperated with education officials who seek to rename her idea 

of “good teacher” as “master teacher.” I’ve hated the word “master teacher” because I 

don’t really get it.  I don’t get what it means.  It always seems to me that “master 

teacher” is designated by administration.  Can you take a test to be a Master Teacher?  

Somebody’s gonna make it up and you’re gonna take a test and say, “Yes, I am a 

certified Master Teacher.” But that’s just, it’s...unimportant!  Any test you take is going 

to be biased. So, if you take a Master Teacher test then...that’s...have you learned to play 

the game to be called a Master Teacher?  She resists being lured into what amounts to no 

more than a “game” that is “biased” and promotes a single, standardized view.  As she re-

stories the official name, she dismisses its designation and holds fast to her own preferred 

name of “good teacher.”  It is tied to her relationships with students rather than to some 

abstract “test” which provides a name that is “unimportant” and that ignores the 

significance of those real, immediate, always unique relationships. 

 Sally has noticed other places of disconnect between her experiences in adventure 

time and official explanations that come to her from historic time.   When you’re sitting 

in a master’s program for science education, you are focusing on all of the fun, cool, 

engaging ways that you can teach students.  You’re not talking about the...five minutes 

that you have to spend taking attendance.  You’re not talking about the once a week when 

they pull one of your classes out to go to a meeting and then you’ve got to rearrange all 

of your schedule so that not all of your classes are in different spots.  The minutia.  You 

don’t sit around talking with these wonderful minds and educators about the minutia.  

And it’s the minutia that can grind you down.  And so that’s...between True education 

and True setting foot in a classroom, you’ve gotta grind through all the paperwork and 

the attendance and the calling parents when the kid is failing...all those little minor 
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things...versus standing up in front of them and having them engaged in learning.  In 

university classes you’re talking about having them engaged in learning whereas the vast 

majority of your day in education is dealing with the minutia.  She sees a gap between the 

university understandings and the schoolhouse meanings of education.  While she name 

both versions as “True,” she also knows they emphasize different realities.  These 

conflicting definitions resemble the fabled elephant as it is described by the blind men.  

Neither institutional understanding includes the other. Only those teachers who stand on 

the peripheries see the necessities of both and feel the conflict between the competing 

narratives. 

 Resolving those conflicts so that they do not negate her own position, which 

includes both understandings, is difficult and time-consuming.  Education is much 

harder.  It’s much harder.  Nobody has any idea unless you actually live it, what teaching 

is like.  There are those teachers who walk in at eight o’clock in the morning and they 

walk out at three or four in the afternoon.  They never take anything home.  

And...somehow they do their job.  And the kids learn....But I can’t do that.  I can’t do my 

job from eight till four.  But this goes back to my inherent “I’ve got to be good at what I 

do.” During the school year it is...ya know, from seven in the morning until nine at night.  

It’s constant.  It’s much harder than...anybody ever knows until they start it.  Physically 

demanding, emotionally demanding, mentally demanding.  She contrasts the demands she 

sees in teaching to the ways of being she noticed in the chemistry teacher she observed 

during student teaching.  So he taught the class, taught [said with sarcasm].  He handed 

out the worksheets and went with the book. Occasionally he’d stand up in front of them 

and say, “This is how you do this.  Okay, here you go.” I mean, I really never saw him 

lecture.  Hey, he did one lab the entire semester! It really was more of a self-paced, 

learn-it-yourself chemistry class.  There was a student in that class who was the son of 
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one of my science ed professors.  The son would go back and tell his dad that all the 

chemistry he had learned was from me.  And all that I would do is walk around and help 

the kids while they were working.  Chapter One is “What’s an Atom?” And so they would 

be working on a worksheet that was copied out of the workbook that went with the 

textbook.  It would ask, “What’s a proton?” And they’d have to write down the definition 

of a proton.  You know, just fill in the blank kind of worksheet things.  He never Taught 

them.  He never actually taught them that I saw.  She did not observe this teacher 

involved beyond surfaces with either his subject matter or his students.   For her, teaching 

and learning are much more about “engaging” students with the content than about 

copying appropriate phrases from a textbook onto a worksheet.  She prefers to join the 

students and the content in a kind of intellectual marriage.  They are not about replicating 

on worksheets what some textbook presents.  Sally has a strong aversion to “fill-in-the-

blank” learning.  I just hate the whole fill-in-the-blank kind of learning.  ‘Cause that’s not 

learning.  That’s thinking that the world fits into blanks.  And it doesn’t.  Sally 

understands that the way in which we learn is also part of what we learn because the 

manner influences how we “think” about the content and about the larger world.. 

 However, if one engages students, one must be willing to live in Bakhtin’s (1981) 

world of “suddenly.” Sally understands that a teacher who engages students must be 

willing to appreciate and wrestle with the unexpected questions and responses that 

students bring with them, even when those responses are hostile.  I have this one student 

this year.  And it’s so funny to see him, and I know for eleven years, he’s been doing this 

to his teachers.  He’ll find the button and try to push it.  And I know what he’s doing and 

I’m just as sweet as pie to him.  Oh, it drives him nuts.  It drives him absolutely crazy that 

he can’t push my buttons.  “I know and I’m sorry, honey.  Just not gonna play your little 

game.” He refuses, he doesn’t want to play my game.  That’s fine.  Here are the rules in 
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my class.  We have homework every night.  I don’t grade it hard.  I grade it for 

completion.  I want to see that they’re putting an honest effort into it.  And he has yet to 

put an honest effort into it.  And there’s always an excuse. “I’m Home-less, so I can’t do 

my Home-work.” And I don’t want to get into a discussion as to why he thinks he’s 

homeless.  I just smile and say, “Well, I’m sorry.  I’m really sorry that you don’t have a 

home to do your homework in.  But that’s why I give you twenty minutes in class every 

day to do it.” I just smile at him and I say, “I’m here in the morning.  You can come in 

and sit down with me in the morning and we can work through it together.” It’s so funny 

to watch him.  He just grimaces.  Takes his hat and turns it sideways, thinks he’s Mister 

Gangsta, Mista Middle-class Gangsta.  And probably part of it stems from his frustration 

that...he hasn’t been putting in the effort and so now it’s become “I have no idea what’s 

going on in class so I still have to act tough.  And I don’t want to admit that I have no 

clue what’s going on.” Sally understands that her personal concern about world problems, 

such as homelessness, makes this a potential “button,” an area that can leave her 

vulnerable to this student’s manipulations.  However, she does not allow herself to be 

lured into his narrative of pity because she understands that she can do nothing about it, if 

it is real, and because she suspects that it is a ruse.  Rather than worry about his home-life 

or his honesty, she smiles at him and is “as sweet as pie.”  She doesn’t allow him to 

“push my buttons,” to manipulate her away from spaces where she is in control and he is 

uncomfortable.  Her concept of care is confined to the classroom, to that space within 

which she has some power to work for change.  Whether the student is or is not 

“homeless” becomes a non-issue.  Instead she allows him to maintain his image of 

“gangsta” even as she encourages him to learn.  She also makes herself available to help 

him individually.  Within this story, the student retains the power to name himself. Sally 

works to offer him firmly an alternative to his current name, but she does not deprive him 
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of the power of choice. 

 These grapplings are not possible in atmospheres that value replication over 

diversity.  Sally has learned she must speak up against too much conformity. One 

frustrating thing was the woman who was supposed to observe and evaluate me from the 

university.  She was also my colleague in the science education master’s program, yet she 

was supposed to be evaluating me because I was still doing my student teaching.  So, 

here’s somebody who’d taught for 10 or 12 years, had gone back to get her master’s 

degree, and was evaluating a new teacher.  An in-coming teacher.  And she said, “You 

need to work on this.  You need to get better at taking attendance.”  Hate attendance.  

And one of her faults of me was that I behaved differently with my class of nine kids than 

I did with my class of 25 kids.  And she said, “Consistency.  You’ve got to be consistent.  

You’ve got to treat one child exactly the same way as you treat another child.” And I 

looked at her and I said, “I’m sorry.  I don’t believe that.  I believe my class of nine kids 

has a different dynamic, has a different rapport with me than my class of 25 kids.” And 

she really, firmly, didn’t believe that.  And I, to this day, I can’t believe that this person, 

who is supposed to be evaluating teachers, was saying that you have to treat every child 

exactly the same and behave exactly the same...at all times.  It’s just so fundamentally 

wrong!  Wrong!  Even after teaching for a while, I still don’t believe that.  I personally 

have a difficult time saying that I’m going to manage one student’s behavior exactly the 

same way I’m going to manage another student’s behavior.  They are different 

individuals.  Perhaps because she sees this woman as a “colleague” rather than solely as 

an authority, Sally feels she has the space to disagree.  Although she speaks politely in 

the moment, she stories her disagreement after the fact much more fiercely and calls the 

other woman’s position “Wrong!”  Sally seems to understand this colleague-authority as 

occupying a position similar to hers, between the competing discourses from university 
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and schoolhouse.  However, within Sally’s story, this woman seems to feel she must 

choose between the discourses rather than construct a position on the margins. Her “10 or 

12 years” in classrooms have led her to define teaching in schoolhouse terms.  Possibly, 

as an evaluator of student teachers, she had been taught to look for problem areas that 

student teachers run into.  That may have been one of the little check boxes.  And, going 

through all those classes of learning how to become a teacher, one of the things that they 

do say is, “Be consistent with your behavior management.” Although she acknowledges 

the importance of being consistent, she seems to understand it in a different way than her 

university supervisor.  Sally seems to feel the woman pressuring her to focus on the 

“minutia” of schoolhouse teaching, on areas like attendance, rather than the narrative of 

teaching told by the “wonderful minds” of professors, a narrative that is more meaningful 

to Sally.  She prefers to use her resources to build relationships with students and to help 

construct relationships between students and the content of science.  By opting to follow 

the patterns preferred in schoolhouses, the woman aligns herself with a narrative of 

“consistency” that seeks to eliminate divergent teacher practices in the name of fairness 

to all. Sally stories that understanding of “consistency” to be “a little check box,” and she 

resists being put into that box. 

 She encountered this schoolhouse concern for consistency again in her interview 

for her first job.  In that interview, because my fiancé was teaching physical science also, 

one of the other physical science teachers asked me, “Are you going to do exactly what 

Dennis does or will you be willing to do what some of the rest of us do?” I mean, what a 

loaded question to ask a teacher!  I said, “Well, of course, I’m going to lean on what 

Dennis does because we’re engaged and it will be easy for me to get information and to 

get help from him.” But I also said, “That doesn’t mean I don’t want help and 

information from everybody else.  I’ll use whatever anybody else has.” It was really 
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interesting to see that difference.  Dennis and another male teacher had kind of one way 

of teaching the course.  And the female teachers had another way.  And they were all 

excellent teachers and no way is right or wrong.  But I felt so much more comfortable 

with the way Dennis and the other male teacher taught it.  And I don’t know why that was 

a female-male thing, but it was.  It was more than just the presentation style.  It was Get 

up and tell stories.  “Okay, so this is how, you know, when you’re in the kitchen and, 

you’re making cookies and you put together the baking soda with the lemon juice and it 

goes fizzy all over the place?  Well, that’s a chemical reaction.” Whereas the other way 

was to hand out a pre-form, written-out bit of notes.  And just fill in the blank and then 

test them on the blanks.  Versus “Let’s just talk about what it is you see in your world and 

let’s see if we can explain it thought chemistry or through physics.”  The differences in 

the manner of teaching actually created factions among those who taught the same 

course.  The woman in the interview asked “a loaded question” and Sally maneuvered 

herself, through her response, into a position that partook from both camps without 

actually participating in what the woman set up as a conflict.  Although Sally observes 

the differences as following gender lines, she prefers to explain it in words that juxtapose 

stories to outlines.  Curiously, Belenky et al (1986) suggest that stories are more in 

keeping with women’s ways of knowing and that outlines, which tend to separate and 

classify and subordinate, are more consistent with men’s ways of thinking (p. 109).  Sally 

notices, but does not speculate about, the reverse . 

 Although Sally must live with some friction and discord, she has also found much 

in teaching that feeds her appetite for adventure. She began her actual teaching career in 

the middle of the school year immediately following her student teaching, again 

“plunging headfirst” into adventure.  I moved into freshman physical science in January.  

There was a first-year teacher who had taught first semester and hated it and decided to 
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quit.  So, they needed somebody to step in.  This was at the school where my fiancé  

taught.  And so, they called him up and said, “Hey, don’t you know somebody that can 

teach this?” So, I went up, I interviewed...they needed somebody right then, I could start 

right then.  From the beginning, she is immersed in the “suddenly” of chance and 

adventure time.  And then, I think that the next year they needed somebody--I mean, I had 

taught for a semester.  They saw what a hard worker I am and it’s not easy to come in 

mid-year and win those kids over.  Typically, you get eaten alive.  Well, they didn’t eat 

me alive.  Sally fractures the expected chronology in stories and embeds a tale that 

presents her first assignment as an adventure where students becomes like beasts who 

usually “eat” new teachers “alive.”  She adds another adventure image as she tells of her 

“hard work” and ability to “win over” those students.  Although she may have had to 

battle some of them, “they didn’t eat me alive.”    

 Her teaching career has provided her with more adventures in the form of 

opportunities to teach many different sciences.  So [the department chair] came to me 

and said, “We need somebody to teach one class of chemistry.”  So my next year--and 

I’m still a new teacher--I was teaching four classes of physical science and one class of 

chemistry. Then I sort of moved into the physics realm.  Um, oh, I skipped a year in there.  

There was a year when I decided to be an assistant swim coach as well as teach four 

classes of physical science and one of chemistry.  And I just sort of moved up [and 

became a] jack of all trades.  And now I’ve landed in physics and I refuse to go anywhere 

else ‘cause I love it.  She encountered new challenges each year; she even accepted an 

additional challenge, becoming a swimming coach.  The world of teaching seemed to 

overflow with opportunities to test and expand her knowledge and abilities. 

 Sometimes, however, the work becomes too much.  One of the biggest problems 

is time, just having enough time.  I was lucky ‘cause I’m married to Dennis.  And he has 
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more years of teaching experience.  So, when I first started teaching, I wanted to grade 

absolutely every single assignment with these fantastic comments, writing the students 

these essays with “Here’s where you’re making your conceptual mistake.” And he just 

looked at me and said, “Sally, stop!  They don’t care.  You can get to them one-on-one 

and you can give them little pieces of wisdom, but they’re not gonna read it on their 

homework.  Just give ‘em a grade and, when you hand it back, say, ‘Come in and see me 

about this.’” Most new teachers don’t get that kind of advice.  And they get exhausted.  

So, the toughest thing to deal with was time.  But that also comes from my driven 

personality.  As have all three of the other participants in this study, Sally names time her 

greatest concern or area of conflict.  While some of the difficulties with time may come 

from outside expectations, Sally faults her own “driven personality.” Her husband and 

fellow-adventurer becomes like Enkido to her Gilgamesh, a partner who matches her 

abilities but balances her tendency to pursue perfection.  Within this tale, her husband’s 

“advice” saves her from becoming “exhausted,” a plight she understands “most new 

teachers” suffer.  Her more experienced teacher-husband serves, in this story, in ways 

that resemble the functions fulfilled by Serena’s wise-woman mentor.  He suggests 

alternative ways for her to share her “little pieces of wisdom” and, simultaneously, to 

avoid the ways that time can become a terrible beast that “eats her alive.” 

 Despite Bakhtin’s (1981) observation that adventure-time in chivalric romance is 

“miraculous” and that, within it, “hours are dragged out, days are compressed into 

moments” (p. 154), Sally sees time as more stable and more finite.  Even within her sense 

of herself as adventurous knight, she cannot escape the limitations time imposes.  She 

must act wisely within that time because she understands her adventure is also serious 

business. Sally’s desire to be wise about time contributes to her understandings of other 

stories about being a “good teacher.” You choose when and where to be visible.  In my 
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opinion, with science education, there are two competing philosophies.  There is the 

philosophy of Let’s Make This Fun...Not Hard.  And then there’s the philosophy that Fun 

IS Hard...or that hard is fun, I guess is what I mean to say.  And it’s all in terms of how 

you present and what your expectations are for your students.  There are the teachers in 

science education who...don’t ever want to push their kids because it is tough, because 

they do whine, and...there are some who’d rather be liked by their students and so every 

Friday, “Let’s make waffles” and pretend that, somehow, it has something to do with 

science.  And while, yeah, I can make the stretch and I could probably make a science 

lesson out of it, ultimately, all the kids come out of class with is, “Every Friday we make 

waffles!” But those also tend to be the teachers that...are out in the community and make 

themselves visible to others in the education community, to the administration, to the 

parents, to the school board.  And they’re the one who end up receiving, say, Teacher of 

the Year awards.  My students still have fun...but they also know that they’re challenged.   

They appreciate the challenge.  They appreciate that what I’m teaching is...interesting 

information.  And, yeah, maybe it is a little hard, but the students appreciate it and that’s 

more important than winning a Teacher of the Year award ‘cause I make waffles every 

Friday.  That external pat on the back from administration, from parents, isn’t as 

important as the light in the students’ eyes when I teach ‘em in class.  When we’re talking 

about power and they want to know where horse power comes from and the fact that I 

know the history of where horse power comes from, they think it’s neat.  “Wow!  That’s 

kinda cool!” That’s the important part.  I can be liked and I know that I am.  I’m 

appreciated by all those [outside] entities.  But I don’t really...go out of my way to care 

about it.  She “chooses when and where to be visible;” she determines the place and 

manner within which, and the audience for whom, she acts..  Because she knows the joy 

that comes from engaging concepts that are intellectually challenging, she wants to help 
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her students understand that “hard is fun.” She doesn’t work for accolades from school 

officials who applaud “waffles on Friday.” That kind of teaching disguises how difficult 

learning sometimes is. It reduces her serious business to a frivolous party.  She prefers to 

share results from her own intellectual curiosity such as the history of horse power.  As a 

kind of intellectual knight-errant in the classroom, she prefers to have her name as “good 

teacher” acknowledged by her students, her companions in learning adventures, than to 

“pretend” or “stretch” in attempts to live within stories of “good teacher” written by 

officials or peers “out in the community.” Sally’s stories suggests those perceptions of 

“good teacher” remove the “challenge” from learning in order to achieve “that external 

pat on the back,” a surface and momentary pleasure. 

 Bakhtin (1981) maintains that the hero of chivalric romance is “an adventurer, but 

a disinterested one” (p. 152). He is not an adventurer who “pursues his own greedy goals 

by extraordinary means” as have those “in the later sense of the word” (p. 152). The 

chivalric adventurer is no nineteenth-century robber-baron or twentieth-century corporate 

mogul.  Sally, too, is more “disinterested,” especially when she works within her role as 

science department chair.  There are teachers who...want to have an opinion and a say in 

the day-to-day stuff.  Those are the ones who are on the district leadership committee and 

the campus leadership team.  Department chairs have some say in it.  But I’ve always 

viewed that, as a department chair, I should voice what the department wants, not just 

what I want.  And I think that a lot of people in the position of decision-making for the 

school...I think many of them would go for what they think, what their opinions are.  I 

guess [I see it] like a republic...that you are the determined representative of this group 

of people and whatever that group wants, then that’s what you do.  The assistant 

principal who is the supervisor for the science department, he and I have a pretty good 

working relationship.  He’s a little older and we joke about it.  But he also sees what a 
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good job I do and how organized I am.  It’s a very even working relationship.  Yes, he’s 

the assistant principal and has some more--I don’t want to use the word power--but has 

some different responsibilities than I do as a teacher.  I’m not afraid to disagree with 

him.  I disagree with him quite a bit.  And we’ll talk about stuff and it may not change 

anything, but at least we know where we stand.  For example, I’ve taught in every single 

room in the science department so I know the unique challenges of every room.  And, to 

somebody outside of education looking in, they wouldn’t understand that.  But, as a 

teacher, your physical surroundings affect how you present and how you teach.  I can 

say, these are the problems that are going to happen in that room because of the way it’s 

structured.  There was a very,very small room, and that teacher in that room had been 

asked to teach 28 students, including several special ed students and their teacher, in that 

room.  Administration looks at it and says, “Well, you have two teachers in there.  It’s 

not a problem.” But I have taught in that room.  It’s more than 28 students and two 

teachers in one room.  It’s all those people in a room that is functionally cramped with 

only 20 students.  I said, “Go in and watch and see.” And they finally did and said, 

“Oooo, oh!  How on earth can you do that?” I find my power more in the classroom than 

in meetings.  But that’s by choice.  That’s because I think that’s where it’s most 

important.  She does not seek “power” from a seat at another’s conference table.  She 

desires to bring her department’s views to a conversation, to work as liaison rather than 

as individual visionary.  She does not wish to be a priestess at Apollo’s Seat of Pythia.  

She calls herself a “representative,” one who “should voice what the department wants, 

not just what I want.” She also understands that her mission is better accomplished with 

the assistant principal, a man with whom she has developed “a pretty good working 

relationship.” She has no relationship with those officials who preside over the leadership 

teams or the district councils, and she does not wish to cultivate one.  After all, these are 
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the same people who prefer the dazzling “waffles on Fridays” to her quiet “history of 

horsepower.” They are the ones who would not credit her knowledge of the small 

classroom without first having experienced it for themselves.  She feels comfortable with 

the assistant principal and is “not afraid to disagree with him.”  She understands he has 

“different responsibilities,” but she refuses to name those “more power.” She knows their 

conversations “may not change anything,” but she feels the discussions allow each of 

them to construct a deeper understanding of the situations.  She says, “at least we know 

where we stand.” 

 Her story of “good teacher,” of making a difference, is not one of asserting her 

views at someone else’s table or trying to alter the here and now in large ways.  Her story 

for making a change is one of working “in the classroom.”  My power, our power as 

teachers, ultimately resides in the students.  For some reason, teachers and who they are 

and what they’ve brought to my life have stayed with me.  So I guess I kind of want to be 

one of those people that kids, when they’re thirty, forty, fifty years old, they still 

remember something that was taught to them or some feeling or something that they 

gathered from being involved in my class.  I think that’s neat and whether or not they 

come back and tell me about it, I touched their lives.  As they’ve touched me.  If I can 

inspire students to think and to learn, then of course I’ve changed the world. Sally’s story 

of “good teacher” is about someone whose efforts for change still have effects in the 

futures of her students.  She works to “inspire students to think and learn.” Therefore, 

results from her efforts are still felt decades later. 

  She also understands that teaching for these goals is political.  We bring our own 

perceptions to everything.  It goes back to that whole, the way that I present it is how 

you’re gonna remember it.  So, I can put a slant on something just based on how I 

perceive it.  I have the power, the control to slant information and so, I think, that’s 
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pretty political.  I can stand up there and talk about nuclear physics and I have to be 

careful about how I talk about it because there’s gonna be some people who don’t believe 

in using nuclear power. So it’s political.  Because she understands the extent and 

significance of her power, she says, “I have to be careful.” She feels the obligation to act 

ethically, to be aware of her own “perceptions” because these can “slant” the knowledge 

she works to construct, because “it’s political.” 

In summary, then... 

 From Stacy’s Bildungsroman, through Olivia’s folkloric laughter, Serena’s 

community idyll, and Sally’s chivalric romance, each of these women has found a genre 

within which to story her teaching life so that she has space in the community of teachers 

without having to forfeit her own voice of dissent.  The process of storytelling provides 

here, as it did in the accounts of themselves as “woman” and as “intelligent,” ways to 

“assimilat[e] real historical time and space” into each woman’s personal time-spaces so 

that these are “fused into one carefully thought-out, concrete whole” (Bakhtin, 1981; p. 

84).  Their stories form “the space where the knots of narrative are tied and untied” (p. 

250).  They provide spaces within which those women can explain, to themselves and to 

others, how and why they feel connected to certain narratives of “good teacher,” as well 

as how and why they resist other, more official narratives. The women know that where 

there is one story, there can be others. 
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Chapter Six 

Concluding Remarks: The Importance of Time and Spirit in Resisting 

Apollo’s Kiss 

 

A summary and one last point 

 I have tried to show how language suggests genre, especially the language the 

women in this study use in their life stories.  I have suggested that genres are one way the 

women structure their views of their personal and professional lives, especially their 

views of themselves as intelligent women who teach.  I have pointed out speech rhythms, 

word choices, and images; and I have discussed how these language features craft 

metaphors. I have discussed how metaphors relate to genres, how genres sustain 

boundaries for the women’s stories, and how genres provide alternative narratives with 

which the women can resist constraints they experience when they try to live others’ 

stories.  I have tried to show something about how language and story work to re-present 

these women’s senses of themselves in the world.  As I end this study report, I want to 

emphasize the significance of time in Bakhtin’s theories of genre and in the women’s 

stories.  Although Bakhtin’s chronotopes and, through them, genres involve both time 

and space, Bakhtin (1981) said that “the primary category in the chronotope is time” (p. 

85).  In addition, all four women in this study have indicated that time is one site of major 

tension in their relationships both inside and outside of work.  I suggest that time, as well 

as space, is connected to spirit.  I also suggest that spirit time and its sacred spaces figure 

significantly in these women’s abilities to name themselves and to resist the social forces 

to live others’ stories.  I suggest that these women’s constructs of spirit time strengthen 

their desire and their will to resist Apollo’s kiss. 

 Some previous studies (Bullough & Baughman, 1997; Connelly & Clandinin, 
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1999; Easthope & Easthope, 2000; Esteve, 2000; Hargreaves, 1994) have discussed 

teachers’ concerns about the effects of institutional time on their abilities to perform well 

in their professions. For example, Hargreaves (1994) says,  

Time is a fundamental dimension through which teachers’ work is 

constructed and interpreted by themselves, their colleagues and those who 

administer and supervise time.  Time for the teacher is not just an 

objective, oppressive constraint but also a subjectively defined horizon of 

possibility and limitation. (p. 95)  

He indicates that time is basic in the construction of teachers’ schoolhouse lives, that it 

determines what they can and cannot accomplish.  Although many recent narrative 

studies have focused on power in relationships, few have discussed specifically how time 

relates to power or how it contributes to our abilities to speak ourselves into being.  In 

other words, few have discussed ways in which time affects the construction of 

subjectivities.  

 Considerations about the importance of time seem overshadowed in many 

scholarly writings by metaphors of space.  In the passage above, Hargreaves (1994) 

names one view of time a “horizon.”  Connelly & Clandinin (1999) write of 

“landscapes,” a “conduit,” and a “parade,” all metaphorical spaces that contribute to 

teachers’ constructions of their professional identities.  In addition, Rosi Braidotti (1994) 

writes of “nomads” and “cartographies” in her discussion of women’s subjectivities.  

Deborah Britzman (2003) refers to “arenas” and “unmapped territories” of student 

teacher identities.   bell hooks (2000) speaks of “margins” and “centers” in considerations 

of class and race issues. Sue Middleton and Kathleen Weiler (1999) cite the importance 

of “political and ethical ground” (p. 4).  Marjorie Theobald (1999) discusses “discursive 

space” and “attics.”    All of these words function as metaphors of space.  Even when  
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theorists discuss time-related concepts, they seem to require space-related words.  For 

example, Elizabeth Adams St. Pierre (2001) says that “processes take place” (p. 142).  

The word “processes” refers to actions in time, yet  St. Pierre’s idiomatic phrase suggests 

that talk about process must first “take,” or make use of, “place” to be available to 

discourse. 

 Time alone may be too abstract a concept, too little known or deeply embedded in 

everyday living, to be easily available to language without making use of space-words.  

Bakhtin (1981) touches on this problem when he says that “the chronotope, functioning 

as the primary means for materializing time in space, emerges as a center for concretizing 

representation” (p. 250).  He also says, “In literature and art, temporal and spatial 

determinates are inseparable from one another, and always colored by emotions and 

values” (p. 243).  His words “materializing,” “concretizing,” and “inseparable” suggest 

that views of time are best expressible through language and images of spaces.  His 

words suggest we “see” time by means of space and genre.  However,  because we are 

more comfortable with the concrete aspects of space, I suggest that we may tend to ignore 

or lose sight of time.  Language for time, outside of natural cycles or mechanistic 

measurements, is difficult to find in our verbal repertoires.  This is not only a problem of 

the rapid pace of our current lives.  The medieval philosopher St. Augustine wrote in his 

Confessions about the problems he encountered in speaking his understandings of time: 

“If no one asks me, I know; but if any person should require me to tell him, I cannot” (as 

quoted in Brahim & Thompson, 1999; p. 142).  More recently, however, the difficulties 

of finding of language for time seems to have become more problematic.  Physicists, 

especially since Einstein’s theories merged space and time, have had no more luck 

speaking about time than did St. Augustine. Some say that time is “quantum foam” or 

“flickering frames” (Brahim & Thompson, 1999); both phrases try to speak of the 
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abstract with concrete language.  Astronomer and observatory curator Kristin Lippencott 

(Brahim & Thompson, 1999) joins many others who see time as culturally constructed; 

she uses the language of mathematics to categorize concepts of time into geometric 

circles or straight lines.  Anthropologist Margaret Jolly (1999) writes of these cyclical 

and linear perceptions of time as “permanence” and “transience” (p. 282) which she 

understands as gendered and related to status and power in both ancient and modern 

communities.  These conversations of time borrow from languages in the speakers’ 

familiar, visible experiences to find expressions with which the speakers can represent 

their understandings of what time is like.  Conversations about time, therefore, involve 

Bakhtin’s (1981) concept of heteroglossia.  In fact, Morson & Emerson (1990) translate 

Bakhtin’s word for multiple understandings of time as “heterochrony” (p. 48), 

linguistically paralleling multiplicities of time and multiplicities of language.  The 

abundance of space-related images in much education research also suggests that many 

researchers may still rely on a language of scientifically observable actions--movements 

in space through time--even as they work within narrative methods.  However, narrative 

is language-based; while it includes multiple kinds of movement, it is not concerned only 

with action.  Narrative is process, and process is about action and time.  If we who do 

education research were to focus on qualities of time rather than on quantities of time in 

processes, we might “see” teachers and teaching in new ways.   

 If we attend to qualities of time embedded as rhythm and metaphor in description 

of space or in narratives of teachers’ stories, we might hear more about ways that 

emotions and values are violated or reinforced by experiences in various time contexts, 

especially in schoolhouses.  As I have tried to make meaning of Bakhtin’s words and the 

stories told by the women in this study, I have gone to parts of my own story.  My own 

experience of time as a teacher seemed alien, artificial, and disjointed.  I felt I was on an 
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obstacle course, racing against some else’s clock or calendar.  Indeed, I often noticed that 

the time announced on my car radio as I drove to work did not match the time shown on 

the clocks of the schoolhouse walls.  I found myself frequently wondering which time 

was “real,” or which one I should use to set my wristwatch.  A discrepancy of three 

minutes could matter.  Harsh sounding bells determined when I should move through 

halls and when I should spin instruction in classrooms.  Even the periods of time marked 

by the bells were frequently fragmented by interruptions.  I participated in hurried 

consultations between classes with a student, a colleague, an administrator as I rushed to 

find an available bathroom or an open copier so I could prepare materials for an 

alternative lesson because my planned lesson was not going to work with the newly 

announced school-wide activities.  My time in my classroom was broken by official 

announcements and activities such as vision screenings, pep rallies, field trips, club 

meetings, and faculty meetings, all that intruded into my attempts to craft a class 

discussion, assist with a project, or monitor a test.  From August through May, I had to 

move quickly each day within an atmosphere of abrupt and unanticipated change.  The 

bell schedule often changed from school year to school year, sometimes even within a 

year as adjustments were made for growing or shrinking enrollments, unacceptable 

student behavior during passing periods or lunch times, even altered transportation 

schedules.  I could neither find nor construct an over-arching rhythm.  My actions and my 

pace of action were dictated; my body was controlled because my time was not my own.  

“My” time was in constant collision with others’ time and with institutional time.  

Bakhtin’s heterochrony was my reality, not just a theoretical abstraction.  All action 

seemed determined by a series of actual or manufactured crises because of the 

heterochrony.  And yet, within this noisy, crowded, bustling time, I also found moments 

that were almost electrically charged with the energy of students making connections 
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between themselves and our subject matter, even across subject matters.  Those were the 

moments that inspired me and kept me coming back into an atmosphere that felt 

continuously abrasive, even abusive.  Without those moments and without my spirit time, 

what Bakhtin (1990) calls “I-for-myself” time, I would have had much less energy to 

resist others’ stories and much less creativity or inclination to live my own, especially in 

dialogue with others’ stories. 

 Whatever the difficulties and benefits for discussions about time may be, 

Bakhtin’s (1981) theories of genre explicitly emphasize different kinds or qualities of 

time.  For example, he writes about adventure time, everyday time, idyllic time, cyclical 

or folkloric time, real-life time, and linear or historical time.  He associates cyclical time 

with centripetal social forces, such as traditions, that close or “finalize” understanding 

and existence (Morson & Emerson, 1990).  He relates historical time to centrifugal social 

forces, such as creativity, that open understandings, a process he names “unfinalizability” 

(Morson & Emerson, 1990).  Genres are composed, in part, of time and can contribute to 

closures when they become comfortably familiar and arranged in canons.  Genres can, 

therefore, become as reified or monologic as authoritative discourse.  As Bakhtin (1981) 

says, “...the text is always imprisoned in dead material of some sort” (p. 253).  He also 

says these “dead” texts break open into life when they are read by “real people” in 

“completely real-life time” that exists in an “as yet incomplete historical world” (p. 253).  

The encounters between the texts and the “real people” in the “historical world” construct 

new ways of reading, new ways of seeing.  Bakhtin says, “We might even speak of a 

special creative chronotope inside when this exchange between work and life occurs” (p. 

254, emphasis in original).  However, chronotopes are structures, and structures enclose; 

how can a chronotope be open and “creative,” and what does “inside” mean?  Literary 

scholar David Dickson (2001) provides one response when he writes, “when chronotopic 
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spaces open up, they do so on to spaces of spirit” (p. 76).  Bakhtin (1990) discusses his 

understanding of spirit in an early essay, “Author and Hero in Aesthetic Activity.” He 

refers to spirit as “I-for-myself,” differentiating it from other aspects of the psyche such 

as “I-for-others” and “others-for-me.” For Bakhtin, creativity begins “for” the self, in 

spirit.  In his passage above about a “special creative chronotope” (Bakhtin, 1981; p. 

254), the “inside” may refer to “spaces of spirit” that chronotopes “open on to” when the 

traditional narratives are re-interpreted and re-inscribed by “real people” in an 

“incomplete historical world.” What happens in the “spaces of spirit” occurs in spirit 

time, a kind of extended still point that is neither cyclical not linear.  These happenings 

are experienced as a moment although, in historical or mechanical time, they may go on 

for several hours or only a few minutes.  Personal spirit time functions as a kind of 

incubation for alternatives to official or authoring narratives.  I understand this time of 

spirit to nurture our own values, a time to feel our own emotions, to live our own morals 

and ethics, and a time to make connections among ideas, events, and experiences in new 

ways.  This time blossoms in spaces we make sacred, protected from intrusions. My own 

sacred space was in my backyard with the breeze and sun on my face, the shadows of 

trees dancing across the grass, the songs of birds in the air.  This space structured a time 

of being, not a time of doing.  I call the self present in these times the spiritual self.  I 

believe the spiritual selves of the women in this study encourage them to resist living 

others’ stories and assist them as they name themselves. 

Spirit time in the stories of the women in this study 

 These woman defy official narratives and risk the censure of Apollo’s kiss when 

those narratives violate the women’s spirit time or profane their spiritual selves. Stacy’s 

spiritual self grows within her time alone with her journals and her books. I would say 

that it’s truly part of my nature to enjoy solitude, to be comfortable with solitude.  I think 
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of my childhood and being out on our back acre, alone with a good book or alone with 

my thoughts.  And I was happy.  When her mother tries to “redirect” the course of Stacy’s 

life--her career choice, her decision to marry and to have children in her twenties--Stacy 

had to “gear up” for the fight with her mother.  But her mother’s desire for Stacy to have 

a career in business intruded on Stacy’s spiritual self.  There was no place [for the 

finance classes] AT ALL in my head or in my heart, in my time, in my schedule. When 

Stacy’s teacher colleagues require her to be a “friend,” she resists and names her 

preferred position “a friendly colleague.” The “friend” position is too intrusive.  Five 

hours at a Friday night dinner and happy hour with the girls is three hours away from my 

husband and two hours away from the book I’m reading.  And I don’t want to give up 

those five hours.  When the principal Mrs.Voight insists that good teachers “do more and 

do it more publicly,” Stacy reinscribes her words as a “stick a ribbon on it” philosophy of 

teaching.  To do it more publicly took more time.  And took and took and took and sapped 

energy out of the classroom and put it into committees and meetings and documents...One 

of the reasons I like teaching [is that], when I’m in my classroom, I am by myself and 

nobody’s interfering with me.  All of these passages show Stacy protecting a time, a 

“special creative chronotope,” from the official stories that intrude on her spirit time and 

sacred spaces.  She even compares the time required to function within the official 

narratives of teaching as an insatiable bathtub that grows bigger and requires ever more 

time as the time available nears the tub’s seeming limit.  Stacy says she must “Watch 

Out,” that she must guard against allowing the job to consume all of her time, especially 

her spirit time. 

 Olivia associates studying, especially in libraries, with nurturing her spirit.  Her 

stories seem most alive when she tells of studying, speaking of it with greater exuberance 

than she voices in other tales. She actually squeals with remembered delight as she tells 
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of her time in the special research library with the manuscripts and artifacts from 

Tennessee Williams’ plays.  When her sexual orientation looms like a specter of “social 

unacceptability,” she turns to studying.  I was having trouble figuring out how I was 

gonna go through my life.  What was my role gonna be, what was my identity.  And so I 

sank myself into work [studying] because I’m good at that.  While in college, she uses 

study time as a retreat from tensions she experiences in the world as well as a time of 

rejuvenation. In response to her mother’s admonition that she should be out dating 

instead of home studying, Olivia says, I loved studying.  I felt like the more I put into it, 

the better I’d get. And so I spent hours and hours and hours in the library each night.  

And after I’d get thrown out of [the fine arts library, I’d go to] the architecture library, 

my Favorite library [with its] low lamps and paintings.  She even associates these hours 

in the library with forbidden nourishment, with purloined tacos and midnight hot fudge 

sundaes.  As she enters teaching, she uses her time studying in libraries to counter the 

seemingly inaccessible image of the sophisticated, professorial woman represented by her 

cooperating teacher during student teaching.  Every night I’d go to the [university] 

library for about six hours and prepare my lessons for the next day.  Studying in the 

library allowed her time with her own spirit, time in which her own image could 

strengthen.  As she grows into her own sense of herself as “good teacher,” she sees a 

parallel between her time studying in libraries and her time preparing to teach. Certain 

works of literature energize me.  I also have autonomy in my classroom.  I like that 

opportunity to read and study more.  She says that, even though she shares a curriculum 

with another teacher and follows the other woman’s pace, I do my own lecture notes.  It’s 

a pride thing.  I go do my own research and critical study and my own notes.  She 

organizes her classroom so she has a corner set apart for her desk, marked off by 

bookcases and filing cabinets. However, school time breaches her protective walls and 
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permeates her space there for spirit time, converting it to the tiring tarantella of fast-paced 

curriculum and continuous essay grading.  She cannot fortify her spirit time against the 

intrusion and take-over.  She tries to cling to the joy, visiting bookstores on weekends, 

but these approximations cannot compensate for the fatigue. Having to be on all day and 

talk and grade and give comments and feedback, being in a library or a bookstore is a 

way to fill back up a little bit.  Time studying in libraries and time preparing for classes 

may be too similar for her initially to have differentiated between them.  These 

similarities seem to prevent Olivia from establishing internal boundaries that protect her 

spirit time.  Studying for herself devolves into studying for others, and time in libraries 

degenerates into time in bookstores.  Her desire to avoid too much attention and risk 

exposing her sexual orientation seems to contribute to her inability to establish the 

boundaries or protect her spirit time more substantially.  I am quiet in my competence.  I 

do not brag or try to be visible.  I just quietly work.  She even says that she thought she 

could “control what people think” by what she chose to talk about.  She comes to rely on 

the cycles of school time, especially the summer break, to provide her with time to rest, 

but not necessarily to renew.  I feel stretched, tired, depleted by my job pretty often.  And 

by having to be closeted.  I don’t feel like I use my full potential.  Being a teacher is sort 

of like a workhorse job.  And yet I have this desire to study something else, something for 

me.  I’m hoping to get enough energy to do it in the summer [but] sometimes I just sleep.  

I just am so tired.  Although she can change genres to distance herself from the more 

dramatically violent and competing “good teacher” narratives of the quarreling, harpy-

like colleagues or the militant mothers crusading for conservative curricula, she writes 

her own narrative of “good teacher” as “a workhorse job” because her spirit time has 

been usurped by the institutionally oppressive time of teaching.  She seems inclined, but 

unable, to reclaim it. 
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 Serena, on the other hand, has clear boundaries, guarded by her mantra, Don’t 

waste my time.  She associates her strong sense of family, whether considered 

traditionally or constructed collegially, with acceptance and with values of renewal and 

productivity.  Few of her childhood stories, except the incident about tent camping with 

girls from church, show her reciting her mantra.  Her spirit time may have been protected 

by the institution of family when she was young.  During college she expanded her sense 

of family to include the marching band and other ensemble music groups.  She says, The 

music people seemed very accepting and were people like me.  She didn’t need to 

confront historical time until after she had graduated.  She says that the “Reagan 

Eighties,” her name for an official narrative in historical time, “pushed” her toward a 

career in finance, but that the “economic downturn,” an event in that official narrative, 

partially kept her from finding a job in that field. She seems to have become aware of the 

need to establish boundaries to safeguard her spirit time only after she begins teaching, 

perhaps because nothing threatened her spirit time prior to that point in her life.  Her 

difficulties with these historical narratives contribute to her decision to return to family 

and college, and, eventually, to become a teacher.  Unlike Olivia, who feels she was 

“born to teach” and who tries to find spiritual renewal in her profession, Serena views 

teaching, initially, as “my in-the-meantime kind of thing.” Only later, after she has grown 

comfortable in her career, does she name it her “grown up life.” She also indicates that 

she felt protected from life’s “pressures,” a word that suggests time conflicts, until her 

parents “started to get ill and financial concerns started, the real adult concerns.” 

Historical time, visible in the repeated word “started,” threatens her spirit time; her idyllic 

family chronotope breaks down.  When she had to care for her father, rather than his 

caring for her, and when her brothers refused to become involved in their father’s care, 

Serena constructed a space for spirit time within the collegial family of fellow teachers.  I 
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was really happy to get up in the morning and go to school because that’s where I could 

feel good about what I did for that period of time.  I have really good friends that I work 

with so I depended on them a lot for emotional support. We eat lunch together and [we] 

said that was kind of a familial thing to do.  However, like Stacy, Serena comes to see 

danger when school time usurps or colonizes her spirit time.  Serena fiercely guards 

against these intrusions when they interrupt or reduce her spirit time in family settings.  

She says, I hate having my time wasted.  For example, when the representative from a 

teachers’ organization tries to force his story of teachers as “indentured servants” into her 

story of teachers as family, she names his tale as one that “bummed [her] out.” She 

confronts him and even tells his superiors that he has been “rude.” She reconfigures his 

genre of teachers as victims into her preferred genre of teachers as family-time guardians.  

Again, when school officials try to persuade her to continue coaching the Mock Trial 

team, she changes the official tale, in which her time is represented to her as “a little 

thing,” into a tale of “hours and hours and hours of work.” Although she previously 

“didn’t mind giving up the time,” she refuses to continue to do so after her mother dies 

and she becomes responsible for her father.  She again challenges the genre of the official 

narrative and insists on her “family-time guardian” genre.  However, because she 

understands that “speaking up gets you into trouble,” she says, it’s important to pick your 

battles and only speak up when it’s important.  Her stories suggest that protecting her 

time in family settings is important enough that she will risk the Apollo’s kiss of “getting 

into trouble” with school officials in order to differentiate her spirit time from school time 

and, thereby, to live her own story. 

 Sally finds her spirit time in what Bakhtin (1981) calls the “suddenly” of 

“miraculous time”  within the genre of chivalric romance (p. 152).  She comes closest to 

a conscious awareness of her sense of “I-for-myself” (Bakhtin, 1990, p. 100) in qualities 
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of time that emphasize her own “discovery” of the world.  There has to be something else 

out there.  There has to be a spark or there has to be something giving us our little kick 

here and there and that’s where any kind of religious aspect comes into my life.  And that 

something else is a logical something else.  It has a plan.  There is rhyme and reason 

and, as humans, that is what we are alive to do, to try and discover bits and pieces of 

those plans.  Sally characterizes these moments of illumination as “a spark” or “a little 

kick.” Her words suggest metaphors of unexpected realizations.  These “suddenlys,” are 

not a break in “the plan;” rather, they are a break-through in her understanding of the 

“something else out there.” When genres of competing narratives threaten her spirit time, 

Sally authors for herself a new story within a hybrid genre (Bakhtin, 1981; p. 165).  For 

example, when school officials threaten Sally’s spirit time in teaching by indicating that 

she does not pay enough attention to administrative details such as attendance, Sally 

creates a parodic fantasy.  I forget to take attendance.  What does that have to do with me 

teaching them?  I think we should just put little micro chips in the back of their necks and 

when they walk in, you know, they are scanned.  There’s gotta be a way!  Her narrative 

changes the administrative dictate about attendance into a dialogue about what is 

important in education.  In her story, she separates the administrations’s concern for 

attendance data from her understanding of teaching students.  She then present a brief 

scene from a kind of science fiction genre--scanning implanted micro chips--as an 

alternative.  Her brief fantasy serves to highlight the differences between her position and 

that of the administration.  It also critiques the social control aspects of the official 

narrative.  As such, this short tale exemplifies Bakhtin’s generic hybrid, “the collision 

between differing points of view...that are embedded in [linguistic] forms” (p. 360). 

  Sally also uses laughter to resist social scripts that threaten to limit, or even 

eliminate, the “suddenly” of discovery.  She casts all such restrictive narratives into her 
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“minutiae pile.” Most of these discarded scripts have tried to eradicate the miracle of 

discovery, replacing it with the routine of officially-decreed activities.  Sally prefers the 

“physics moments” in her classroom--those occasions when her students make 

connections between the information they receive in school and their experiences in 

everyday life--to the “fill-in-the-blank” learning she has witnessed in many other 

classrooms.  She feels that “your classroom is what you make it every single day,” and 

each day can contain an experience of “suddenly.” I love standing up and engaging and 

teaching and everybody’s just throwing out these physics moments.  If you can focus and 

truly love the actual educational part of [the job], it gets you through the grind [of the 

minutiae], of the paperwork and the attendance and the calling of parents, all those little 

minor things that take up the vast majority of your teaching day.  She says specifically 

that “one of the toughest things [about teaching] is time.” She cautions other teachers to 

be aware and “don’t get bogged down in the minutiae.” 

Resisting Apollo’s kiss 

 All four of these women modify the genres of official narratives so they can name 

themselves and live their own stories.  As they modify the genres, they create space for 

their stories within on-going conversations about meanings, especially meanings for 

“woman,” “intelligent,” and “teacher.” Their will to change these official narratives is 

nurtured in their individual spirit times which they each try to protect.  The spiritual self 

does not change the genre, but it makes the change possible.  Bakhtin (1990) says, “The 

spirit cannot be the bearer of a plot or storyline” (p. 110) because narrative requires 

movement through time, yet spirit is more a matter of being than of doing.  Bakhtin 

indicates that spirit is a “task” that is “yet to be” (p. 111).  As such, it resembles a kind of 

potential for meaningful action.  Without spirit, there is no meaning in movement.  

Bakhtin says that “the spirit is the totality of everything that has the validity of meaning” 
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(p. 110).  Without spirit, action is nonsense.  Without spirit, action has already been 

cursed by Apollo’s kiss.  The women in this study resist Apollo’s kiss when they protect 

their spirit time, a time made visible through language rhythms and metaphors.  They use 

the energy that spirit time nurtures to further resist Apollo’s kiss and speak themselves 

into being. 

So, why Bakhtin? 

 Bakhtin’s theories (1981, 1984, 1986, 1990) offer powerful tools with which to 

interpret and theorize about narrative within social sciences, especially narratives about 

identity, relationships, and power.  In this study, which focuses on issues of identity and 

on practices in research, I have used his ideas to help me build a theory that 

academically-talented women teachers represent personal and official narratives as 

genres and that they switch genres to avoid capture into any single or authoritative 

narrative while also retaining a place within communities they consider important.  

Bakhtin’s theories allow me to use my previous understandings of narrative, gained from 

literary criticism, to interpret narrative in social science.  I can use works of literature as 

contexts and I can look at style as well as content in all of the contextual studies as well 

as in the participants’ stories.   

 As a life-long student and as a teacher, I associate learning with making 

connections.  I have encouraged my students and invited my colleagues to join me, and I 

have joined them, in constructing thought-bridges as we world-walk across different 

discourse communities. Bakhtin’s ideas become my theoretical visa and guidebook when 

I cross discourse boundaries. His ideas allow me to consider not only the discourses of 

psychology and sociology, as these figure in education research, but also discourses in of 

physics, myth, art, literature, film and folklore.  I use the concepts from one of these 

worldviews to inform, illuminate or construct my own understandings in other discourse 
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communities and in this study.  I see my understandings, the participants’ stories, the 

scholars’ writings, and the various other contextual narratives as partners in conversation 

with each other.  Meanings shaped in these conversations become like Bakhtin’s hybrids, 

constructed from differences among multiple “truths.”  

 I have been particularly drawn to Bakhtin’s thoughts about language, dialogue, 

genre, and the chronotope.  His writings about language allow my work to connect with 

poststructuralist concerns about the linguistic turn, yet to maintain a belief in individual 

agency, a major dilemma in poststructuralist thought.  Although he acknowledges that 

thought, even creative thought, is embedded in the always already constructed realities of 

various languages, his ideas about parody and Rabelaisian or carnival laughter suggest 

one way to locate and make use of the Foucauldian gaps and fissures in authoritative 

discourse and, thereby, to resist and rewrite official narratives that, otherwise, author us.  

Our awareness of the multiple languages in his heteroglossia disrupt the authority of 

official narratives and make alternatives possible.  And, with alternatives, choice--and 

therefore agency--become available.  When I understand heteroglossia as world-walking 

across disciplines and discourse communities, I find multiple ways to understand realities 

just as Sally enhanced her understanding of human evolution, forged in the discourse of 

biology, by blending it with and rewriting it through the discourse of anthropology.  

Bakhtin’s idea of heteroglossia as metaphor or organizing principle also provides a frame 

within which I can appreciate contexts, those in which we live and those surrounding the 

episodes in stories we tell.  His ideas about dialogue provide a theoretical connection for 

my belief that we speak ourselves into being. The idea of dialogue relates to literature’s 

intertextuality, the internal and external conversations with, between, and within texts.  

Bakhtin’s view of dialogue also breaks open concentrations of power and works to 

diffuse power in relationships.  His theories require that I include my voice in the 
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conversation, that my participants’ and my own previous experiences matter in that 

discussion. With the idea of dialogue, interpretation becomes an on-going process that 

allows for growth and change while avoiding the criticism of contradiction. Bakhtin’s 

understanding of genres allows multiple subject and object positions;  storytellers become 

both authors of their tales and protagonists in them.  Genres provide storytellers with the 

power to name themselves as heroes, victims, spectators, or all three simultaneously.  

Genres, especially hybrids, allow us to deconstruct authoritative discourse and official 

narratives; these become only one among several ways of being.  Bakhtin’s ideas about 

chronotopes encourage us to look at qualities--not just quantities--of time as a component 

in the construction of meaning.  Chronotopes point to clashes between understandings of 

time and to ways time is implicated in constructions of reality.  They show how time can 

become a means of control and discipline as well as a component in spiritual senses of 

self.  Chronotopes point to the importance of personal spirit time in the formation of 

individual world views and in nurturing individual strength, courage, and will to resist 

dying into others’ stories.  While each of these ideas may be available separately within 

other theories, Bakhtin’s writings present them in one body of work within a frame that 

feels unified rather than fragmented and scattered.  His theories become a way to 

participate in and respond to the confines of embeddedness so present in poststructuralist 

constructs of reality. 

Implications for policy and practice 

 With Bakhtin’s theories as backdrop, the stories told by the women in this study 

suggest ways in which educational policies can be understood and ways teachers, 

especially academically-talented teachers, can live and practice within the ever-increasing 

strictures of such policies. 

 Current education policies, seemingly fueled by concepts of education as cultural 
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transmission rather than cultural transformation, demand high degrees of conformity 

within a rhetoric that touts equality and progress.  The policies designate who can know 

and what counts as knowledge.  With ever-increasing emphasis on accountability, 

rhetorically presented in terms of economics but also implicating morality, current 

policies literally bracket out particular pieces of knowledge and ways of knowing.  For 

example, federal policy will fund only research that follows a medical and statistical 

model, and will consider only findings from such research in the development of future 

policy and of particular education requirements.  Narrative research is kissed by the 

Apollo-like policy-makers; education, without access to multiplicity and creativity, 

becomes a disciplined but deadly recitation of the authoritative, official curriculum.  In 

Texas, that curriculum is named Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS), and the 

primary measure of accountability is named Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills 

(TAKS).  While the assessment is correlated to the curriculum, specific pieces of 

knowledge have been placed in brackets and the information booklets provided to district 

and building administrators and teachers specifically says, “bracketed text will not be 

specifically tested on TAKS” (Texas Education Agency, 2002a; 2002b; 2002c).  Because 

test results are so public and so tied to a district’s reputation and economic well-being, 

teachers are charged with teaching only the knowledge that will be tested.  Some teachers 

are expressly forbidden to include in their instruction any information outside of that 

which will appear on the state assessments, even if that information is included in the 

state-mandated curriculum. Defying such policies carries heavy penalties, not the least of 

which is the loss of an individual’s name as “good teacher.” The women in this study, 

however, resist the authority of these policies and risk Apollo’s kiss.  Stacy includes 

discussions of imagination from Peter Pan in lessons about the required text Lord of the 

Flies.  Olivia turns the stories from the guest speaker missionary into a way to reinforce, 
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rather than counterdict, the messages about colonization in Things Fall Apart.  Serena 

continues to teach lessons she has created because the district’s distribution of the 

scripted curriculum has been inefficient. Sally tells stories of battles with shower curtains 

instead of using fill-in-the-blank lessons about principles of physics.  Each woman has 

located gaps in the policies that allow her space and time to infuse the lessons with 

adventuresome moments of creativity. 

 I believe that these women’s abilities to locate the gaps and to construct creatively 

within them--and thereby to keep alive their own and their students’ enthusiasm for 

learning--comes from their own experiences as academically-talented students and their 

continued intellectual curiosity. As highly skilled learners, they have much experience 

with negotiating ways to include their own understandings in the always already 

constructed realities of multiple contexts.  They are aware of the variety of expectations 

from different disciplines, diferent teachers, different schools that must be met if they are 

to gain a name as successful.  They use these abilities to comprehend the boundaries and 

to create the connections necessary to re-inscribe their potentially outland-ish 

understandings in ways that find acceptance within the seemingly closed or “finalized” 

contexts they have encountered.  Academic talent alone, however, is not sufficient to 

escape Apollo’s kiss.  Each women must also keep vigilant by actively seeking out the 

texts others write for her, and analyzing these through reflection and in dialogue with 

others.  She must remain on the margins of community lest she be swept by the social 

centrifugal forces into spaces where alternatives die. 

New questions 

 As I end this project, I become aware of questions yet to be addressed.  Among 

those that seem most pressing are these: How do we claim a credible voice for narrative 

research without capitulating to the demands from the powerful guardians of tradition ine 
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research communities, efforts that work to re-figure narrative in a language that replicates 

th constraints on what counts as knowledge?  In what ways can we include storytelling in 

intellectual and educational efforts to keep alternatives and, thereby, dialogue alive in 

university classrooms and in schoolhouses?  In what ways might personal narratives--the 

stories we live--promote reflection on our practices of learning and teaching in classroom 

and other spaces?  And, how might considerations of constructions of time break open 

our understandings of ways in which discourse controls and liberates us? 

 Although I have learned much with this project, about myself as well as about 

other teachers rather like me, I am very aware that the processes I have used and the 

understandings I have tried to convey are intimately connected to my own sense of who I 

am that is at play at this time, in this place.  Much could change, even by tomorrow. 
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